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Chapter 1

Preliminary Matters

1.1 Introduction

It might come rather as a surprise to her but Anne Beaulieu is to blame for
me writing a dissertation at all and, to an extent, for the way it turned out.
This work was inspired by a remark she made during an all hands meeting
with the project team I was leading at the time. She was a team member as a
delegate for the – now unfortunately dissolved –Virtual Knowledge Studio.
The Virtual Knowledge Studio1 studied how digital technology impacts the
humanities and the social sciences. Our project investigated and explored
some of the potential of computational approaches for humanities research
at the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), and we
were thus continuously discussing the merits and deficiencies of such meth-
ods. At some point Anne remarked that the computational tools offered
until then might simply not be good enough to solve humanities research
questions in any significant way. Anne’s remark was not some Luddite plat-
itude. What she meant was that the questions that humanities researchers
tend to ask are very subtle, heterogeneous, based on abductive reasoning,
and focused on specifics and idiosyncrasies. In other words, most human-
ities questions tend to be hermeneutic, concerned with interpretation and
with offering various perspectives on the same issue. This creates a stark con-
trast to computational approaches that are overwhelmingly still quantitative,
often deterministic, and driven by awish for generic solutions. It wasAnne’s

1https://web.archive.org/web/20120529000713/http://virtualknowledgestudio.nl/
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remark thatmademe start towonder: howdodigitalmethods in the human-
ities affect interpretation?

The impact of digital technology with respect to textual scholarship is often
regarded from the perspective of representation: how does the digital envi-
ronment or how do digital mechanisms for research and presentation affect
the representation of text? Obviously representational effects of remedia-
tion are real and substantial. However, representation is both the result and
cause of interpretation. Representation in textual scholarship derives from
interpretation when a scholarly editor devises a new edition of a text, and
at the same time that new edition is provided in order to provoke renewed
interpretation. This – as well as the background study below – leads me to
believe that the most profound effect of digital technology on textual schol-
arship has to do with modes, possibilities, objects, and mechanisms of inter-
pretation. Given that interpretation is the central tenet of humanities and es-
pecially textual scholarship methodology, this effect deserves attention. The
chapters and case studies in this book all share that theme: they regard the im-
pact of digital technology from the perspective of scholarly interpretation.

A pivotal aspect in this respect is the interplay between affordances and ten-
sions created by the digital remediation of the book and especially by its dig-
ital re-materialization. The specific material constraints of the physical book
have had a formative effect on scholarly conventions. These conventions in
turn determine to a large extent the constraints that establish trust and au-
thority in the inferences based on textual criticism. The rather resistantmate-
riality of the book thatwas key in the formation of the – to use Foucault’s ter-
minology – “episteme” of textual scholarship, has been radically eradicated
by software technology and replaced by the infinitely moldable materiality
of the digital environment. Textual scholars are thus confronted with a rad-
ical liberty of expression and a sheer unlimited knowledge space for repre-
sentation. A question that subsequently intrigues me is how this different
digital materiality and this loss of print publishing constraints shape the act
of interpretation in textual scholarship. Rather in contrast to the aspects of
remediation the possible effects of digital methodology on hermeneutics re-
main severely understudied. Because of this lack of attention, these changes
– that I believe are real – also remain covert and invisible to most scholars.

14



Introduction

Much attention has been called to the effects of software and digitalization
on society (cf. Coyne 1995; Capurro 2010; Berry 2014). Almost all human
actions and transactions in our modern society at some point involve
some form of digital technology. Software and digital technology have an
immense and still generally underestimated impact on human behavior
and thinking (cf. e.g. Hayles 2012). Often these encounters with digital
technology are benign and unobtrusive, such as whenwe are using a hearing
aid (setting aside possible privacy issues). But at their worst the interactions
remain intentionally covert, such as when digital technologies are used
for large scale surveillance in open societies. The massive impact of digital
technologies is being portrayed both as benign and disruptive. Revolution-
ary promises (Shirky 2010; Courant et al. 2006) compete with dystopian
prophecies (Morozov 2013; Kirsch 2014). However, I have little handwaving
to add on how society as a whole is threatened by softwarization or on
how we became post-digital (Berry 2013). I am interested in more concrete
examples of how code, digital objects, and people interact – especially
how textual scholarship engages with digitality. Pointing to software or
Silicon Valley as dark forces in general is a facile simplification. As for
instance Paul Wouters (Wouters 2004) and Christine Borgman (Borgman
2007) have suggested, we need better and more precise case studies of what
happens when, for instance, a scholarly community sees an influx of digital
methods and techniques. Since it is an under-researched domain within the
social study of the humanities, Borgman has specifically called attention to
the study of the computerization movement in the humanities. I would
add that – although I do not pretend or aim to uncover such large scale
influences – understanding how the humanities are transformed through
digital technology and methodology is pivotal also in view of trying to
understand how societies change through such technology. For the human-
ities position themselves to a large extent as substantially contributing to
reflective perspectives on society and culture (cf. e.g. Small 2013; Terras et
al. 2013). Understanding how softwarization affects the humanities is thus
important to understand the critical and reflective role of the humanities
within a post-digital society.

However, by themselves the humanities are a very large domain, with many
subfields using various methodologies, asking different research questions,
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and applying a richness of theoretical frames. We will have to guard against
simplistic abstractions that arise from mistaking the high level view of the
digitalization process in the humanities as a neatly motivated and progres-
sive computational evolution. This study therefore prefers case study level
research and focuses on the computerization movement in textual scholar-
ship alone. But even that digitalization process involves an intricate ecosys-
tem of programmatic factions, individual pragmatism, computational theo-
rism, institutional interests, and so forth. Depending on one’s perspective
and position that movement can be experienced as a methodological change
that has been unfolding since at least the 1940s (Hockey 2004), a revolution-
ary paradigmatic shift (Bod 2013c) or a technologic whimsical fad (Fish 2013).
Thus with regard to this computerization movement in textual scholarship
I need to narrow the focus even more. Following Lev Manovich (2013:8):
“Paradoxically, while social scientists, philosophers, cultural critics, and me-
dia andnewmedia theorists seembynowto cover all aspects of IT revolution,
creating a number of new disciplines such as cyberculture studies, Internet
studies, game studies, new media theory, digital culture, and digital human-
ities, the underlying engine which drives most of these subjects -- software --
has received comparatively little attention.” The nature and role of software
code and their role in reshaping textual scholarship have indeed been very
little studied. My various case studies are indeed especially motivated by the
urge to understand how the particular affordances and limitations of code,
the makers of code, and textual scholars together shape a different scholar-
ship.

I take a particular interest in the fact that code is a formof textwith added exe-
cutability. The performative andmanipulative nature of software code lends
code aspects of a deferred agency. As a – possibly far from neutral – influ-
ence on scholarly interpretation and authority these aspects of code are still
poorly understood, and thus I want to understand thembetter. Perspectives
on text in text theory are manifold: text-as-object, text-as-experience, text-as-
process, and so forth. Code in a more practical sense turns text quite liter-
ally from text-as-object into text-as-process. Alluding to the ideas of Roland
Barthes, the manipulability of code and its performative character may cre-
ate powerful affordances for readerly and writerly activities. If code appears
to be an actor in textual scholarship it may cause a partial or complete shift
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of labor, authority, responsibility, and accountability associated with partic-
ular scholarly activities. These shifts may occur between human actors, but
also between human and computational or digital mechanisms. How tex-
tual scholarship engages with these performative affordances – or not – is a
primary research question for me.

The introduction of new technologies in a scholarly domain leads to a par-
ticular offset between conventional skillsets and new skills needed to ade-
quately participate in that domain. Does this mean that with the adoption
of digital tools code literacy becomes a requisite skill in textual scholarship?
And if so, to what fluency should that skill be developed? Moreover, does
the ability to read and write code change the scholarly act of interpretation?
What overt or covert effects has the interface on a computer’s screen on the
process of scholarly text interpretation? Are possible hermeneutic effects
negligible and may textual scholars simply ignore code’s specific semiotics
and scholarly performance? Can creators of digital technology be positioned
in some “straightforward” service relation to scholarship? Conversely one
may ask: how much scholarly expertise and associated skills should be trans-
ferred to the gift bearers of digital technology (i.e computer scientists, soft-
ware engineers, and scholarly hybrids) to warrant responsible digital scholar-
ship? Is the trading of skills a zero sum game? In all, the question of whether
one needs to know how to program to be a digital humanist has been a hotly
debated topic for years. My research questions involve how we answer this
conundrum after we have taken a much closer look at the relationship be-
tween code and hermeneutics.

Narrowing one’s research subject is a practical and analytical necessity. But
narrowing down is hard. Potentially important aspects may fall beyond the
defined scope. In my case it is even hard to determine to what field or do-
main we are narrowing down. Depending on one’s perspective and context
digital textual scholarship or digital textual editing may be assigned various
positions in the academic landscape. It can be regarded as a subfield of Digi-
tal Humanities – a field that itself struggles with the question of whether it
is an actual academic discipline, a methodological sub-discipline, or an inter-
disciplinary middleground between computer science and humanities (Ter-
ras, Nyhan, and Vanhoutte 2013). But digital textual scholarship can also
plausibly be positioned as a subfield of textual scholarship, or an interdisci-
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plinary supporting discipline for literary criticism and historical studies. I
chose to consider the impact of digital technology only to the extent that
this technology impacts themethodology andmechanism applied when cre-
ating scholarly editions, but even from that perspective my work is highly
selective and narrow. I specifically and intentionally do not focus on topics
like digitization,2 digital sustainability, knowledge infrastructures, or the av-
enue for textual scholarship to take born-digital culture into its domain of
enquiry. However, it is unavoidable to touch upon some of these aspects
very generally at times.

My primary practical intention is to study and critically reflect on the expe-
riences in a number of digital humanities projects at the Huygens Institute
for the History of the Netherlands. I derive my methods of reflective study
from Science and Technology Studies (STS), which is the research domain
that studies science and technology, and how science, technology, and soci-
ety shape each other. Through these methodic reflections I try to provide
insights into how textual scholarship methodology is affected in both overt
and covert ways as a result of the interaction between scholars, digital hu-
manities researchers, and software engineering professionals. STS has not
often taken humanities as its object of study. Mostly it has concerned itself
with the sociology of the sciences (e.g. Latour 1987) and the relation between
the sciences, technology and society (e.g. Bijker et al. 1987). By observing a
number of digital humanities projects and their context from the Huygens
Institute as “raw data”, this study answers to a call of Christine Borgman
(2009) that could typically be placed well within the realm of science and
technology studies: “Why is no one following digital humanities scholars
around to understand their practices, in the way that scientists have been
studied for the last several decades? […] Given how rapidly scholarship in
the humanities is evolving, it is fertile ground for behavioral research. The
humanities community should invite more social scientists as research part-
ners and should make themselves available as objects of study. In doing so,

2Note the difference between “digitalization” and “digitization”. The former I use for the
process of work and practice becoming more based on digital tools and data, while “digi-
tization” denotes the technical process of creating digital counterparts of physical objects
(e.g. creating a digital text file through optical character recognition, or a 3d digital model
of a room using laser scanning techniques).
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the community can learn more about itself and apply the lessons to the de-
sign of tools, services, policies, and infrastructure.”

Given the above this interdisciplinary dissertation traverses three disciplines.
It finds its subject matter on the intersection of textual scholarship and soft-
ware engineering, and it studies how these two intersect applying Science
andTechnology Studies perspectives andmethod. As amatter of choice and
consequence this work also addresses three audiences. Mostly it will speak to
textual scholars, both digital and non-digital, who are interested in the con-
frontation of hermeneutics with the digital scholarly ecosystem. But I also
hope to find an audience of technicians working in textual scholarship or
the wider digital humanities whomay find interest in the knowledge gained
from these case studies. Lastly I hope to provide a useful set of studies for
the ongoing work in Science and Technology Studies of mapping out the
digital humanities and trying to make sense of the socio-technical systems it
creates.

Catering to three different audiences is hard. No doubt each will find some
matters painfully mundane or explained beyond necessary detail, while
other matters may seem difficult and obscure. I can only hope the pain is
divided equally and ask my audiences to accept that understanding each
other is sometimes hard work. I should also note that I still use the term
“computer science” on occasion. Software engineering, natural language
processing (NLP), machine learning (ML), and so forth, find their origins
in computer science indeed. However, during my investigations I have
come to the conclusion that their applicational guise in textual scholarship
comes mostly from people trained in computer science who turned to
software engineering for a career, or from humanities scholars who have
acquired programming or machine learning skills but have not been trained
as computer scientists per se. Thus, where one reads “computer science”
it is probably best understood as “software engineering” or better yet, as
“research software development”, which is an emerging field and umbrella
term.

At a more concrete level this dissertation tries to answer the question “What
is the relationship between software engineering and textual scholarship?” It
does however answer this question only in a number of tentativeways, based
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on selected use cases. These use cases are situated in the context of TheHuy-
gens Institute for theHistory of theNetherlands and are tightly linked to the
digital scholarly work that has been going on there for more than a decade.
Amore theoretical question that it tries to answer in particular is what influ-
ence code and code development have on the hermeneutics of textual schol-
arship. An overarching and, inmy opinionmore important, meta-issue here
is to define (and claim) a certain intellectual space that is located between
research software engineering and textual scholarship. Following Galison
(2010) the room between software engineering and textual scholarship is of-
ten pictured as trading zone, and a gap that needs to be bridged, whichmarks
this place as owned or wanted by nobody in particular. It is mostly pictured
as an interface where engineering practice and intellectual humanities work
meet. This by itself is a loaded depiction that seems to mostly insist that en-
gineering is material labour and humanities an intellectual one (cf. Burgess
andHamming 2011). Themeta-message of this dissertation is that this space
should be redefined as an interdisciplinary intellectual academic space in its
own right where three distinct types of knowledge intersect: Science and
Technology Studies, textual scholarship, and research software engineering
(mutatis mutandis computer science). The chapters of my dissertation are
examples of one type of intellectual work that may take place in this space
of knowledge creation. In particular I make this claim because it has been
these three perspectives combined that allowed me to uncover, in the end, a
formidable computational challenge for digital textual scholarship.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Origins and Motivation

Since 2001 my work has always in some way been interdisciplinary. Hu-
manities research intersected with research software development in all the
projects I have been involved in. In most cases it was literary research or tex-
tual scholarship intersecting with software engineering to apply techniques
from data management, information science, natural language processing,
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and so forth. In the academic humanities contexts in which I worked the ap-
plication of these new digital methods often caused friction between those
whom we might call the technicians and those who were the humanities
researchers. To be clear, the technicians were not necessarily computer sci-
entists. They were often software developers or else people like me, who
had a formal training as a humanities researcher and next to that training
(either formal or through professional experience) as a software engineer. I
think two experiences best describe the kind of oppositional perspectives
that caused frictions between these professionals. The first was the clearly
perceptible hostility we, as developers, experienced from the editors of the
renowned Bibliography of Dutch Literature and Linguistics (BNTL)3. This
was 2004 and offering full-text search for resources via the Web and sorting
search results based on computed relevance (i.e. similarity ranking based on
some text distancemeasure) was still a noveltymostly pushed byGoogle and
welcomed with mixed feelings in academic domains. Through tireless expla-
nation the development team tried to “sell” the novel ranking approach to
editors – to no avail, however. The other experiencewas a passionate and elo-
quent talk given by Annamaria Carusi at the Royal Netherlands Academy
of Arts and Sciences on the occasion of a launch of another project I headed.
In her talk on digital humanities Annamaria noted the remarkable fact that
computer science after six decades of research had only predicate logic to of-
fer: a type of reasoning that the humanities had known for about two and a
half thousand years.

Interestingly nobody in these cases was wrong. These are not matters of
opinion or fact, but of different attitudes and skills in handling information.
My personal experience is that the incongruities and misapprehensions
between computer science-inspired work and work rooted in the humani-
ties have led to many frustrating situations in many unproductive research
projects. Unwittingly and unintentionally, I may very well have even been
a cause of such frictions. Many people involved in these interdisciplinary
projects told me in private conversations of an infuriating, off-putting,
and seemingly unbridgeable gap between sides. Those stories came from
humanities researchers – even those actually eager to engage with new
technologies. But they came in equal measure from tried and tested project

3http://www.bntl.nl/bntl/
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managers, software developers, and department heads. Not even directors
were excluded from frustration. The humanities and research software
development hybridization looked more like one big unhappy mess and
misunderstanding than the makings of a creative and productive interdis-
ciplinary field. This left me with a wish to understand why it is so hard
to bring these worlds of different methodologies together fruitfully. As
iterated above, it was Anne’s remark that set me to thinking to what extent
positivistic solution-oriented computational approaches were irreconcilable
with the hermeneutic perspective of humanities.

I have come to believe that an important cause formost of the frictions is the
waydigitalmethods impact and change interpretation. If it is unclear for soft-
ware developerswhat is central to textual scholarship, then it is likely that any
digital technology delivered will be somehow mismatched. As long as there
is no shared understanding between technologists and scholars of the cen-
trality of interpretation, therewill bemisinterpretation,miscommunication,
misunderstanding, and enduring friction. The BNTL bibliographers pre-
ferred a stable representation of interpretation, no ephemeral ranking. The
software engineers preferred to delegate some interpretative moves to algo-
rithms. Thus the root of conflict was in a misaligned understanding of who
has the authority to interpret, how interpretation should be done, where
interpretation ought to happen and how it should be represented. The tech-
nologists never realized that their software solution changed the modes of
interpretation that were essential to the bibliographers.

Understanding how digital technology changes and affects the methodolo-
gies and practices in a certain discipline may best be born from experience
and reflection. I startedworking for theRoyalNetherlandsAcademyofArts
and Sciences in 2000, and I have had the good fortune to be part of a good
number of digital humanities projects in various roles since. In 2004 I be-
came affiliated with the Constantijn Huygens Institute, which following a
merger renamed itself to theHuygens Institute for theHistory of theNether-
lands. In the period until 2008 the Huygens Institute has claimed for itself
a position at the forefront of digital humanities methodology, following its
bold ambition to establish itself as a leading research organization in the field
of scholarly digital editions andhistorical research conducted throughdigital
means. Its corporate mission in 2015 stated, among other things, that an as-
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pectmaking “theHuygens ING so exceptional is the fact that researchers en-
gaged in the humanities collaborate closely with a completely different type
of expert, such as specialists in informatics, authorities in digital humanities,
and a large team of software developers, all under one roof on a daily basis.”4
As one of the proponents of humanities computing who has been active in
theHuygens Institute for over ten years, I find the ambivalence expressed in
this mission striking. Researchers in computer science and software develop-
ers are a completely different type of expert. And digital humanities people
may be “authorities” but not all together researchers? However, we should
refrain from reading too much subtext into a mere institutional motto.

The Huygens Institute has realized high impact digital humanities projects.
But not all high impact projects are equal. The electronic edition of Vincent
VanGogh’s correspondence5 is probably themostwidely knownproduction
of the institute. In the interest of precision: the scholarly content of the edi-
tion ofVanGogh’s correspondences was prepared by scholars and art histori-
ans fromboth theHuygens Institute and theVanGoghMuseum. TheHuy-
gens Institute also contributed the digital component in the “digital editing”
part, which consisted of digital humanities expertise –most notably through
my colleaguePeterBoot– and thebulk of the immensewebsite development
work that went into the project. The VanGogh project enjoyed the full sup-
port of management, as can be expected in the case of a name as well-known
as Van Gogh. The story of CollateX is rather different. Now arguably one
of, if not the most advanced scholarly text collation engine in the world, the
development of the core algorithm and many of its integrations have actu-
ally had very little support from the institute. Scholarly input from an inter-
national community was guaranteed through a successful grant application
that launched the Interedition6 project. But the specific funding scheme of
COST7, which is aimed at networking researchers and integrating research
activities, does not provide for actual research or development work. Over
time the support of CollateX has become an open source community en-

4https://www.huygens.knaw.nl/organisatie/over-het-instituut/?lang=en (since website
changed: https://web.archive.org/web/20150406013931/https://www.huygens.knaw.n
l/organisatie/over-het-instituut/?lang=en)

5http://www.vangoghletters.org/
6http://interedition.eu/
7http://www.cost.eu/
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deavor8, but the early stage reality was that the lead developer created most
of the core code in spare time during his train commute.

There are counter narratives to the computational success stories too. Hu-
manities researchers at the Huygens Institute, certainly also a number who
explicitly seek to further their methodology by computational means, have
complained about and bitterly lamented the seeming rigidity and uncooper-
ativeness of the IT department. They seldom seem to get what they actually
want. Methodological mismatches are rife. In one egregious case researchers
resorted to extracting data from purpose-built databases because the devel-
opers did not seem to be able to provide themwith the right kind of analysis
or visualization. The ever-enduring scarcity of development capacity is obvi-
ously not helping – notwithstanding that with a sixteen person software de-
velopment team the Huygens Institute boasted the largest IT group to my
knowledge in any humanities institute in the world. Symptoms like these
surfaced even more strongly after a merger in 2011 which doubled the insti-
tute’s personnel numbers. So much so that management decided that the
methodological debate and internal computer science and humanities col-
laboration should be supported more explicitly through a program of dis-
cussion and knowledge networking.

TheHuygens Institute andmy experiences there should thus provide ample
use cases for this study. But I still need to be selective within this context.
At times tensions emerge because the interdisciplinary digital humanities re-
search momentum disrupts the structures of an institutional organization
managed along the conventional boundaries of academic disciplines. In the
Huygens Institute there has always been a clear divide between scientific de-
partments of history or literature studies and a supporting IT unit. Several
mergers on, this divide has only deepened. However, organizational dynam-
ics, institutional politics, funding schemes, social setting, personal profes-
sional values, and so forth, are not specifically a topic in this study. Themain
focus is onmethodological changes that affect textual scholarship due to the
fact that digital tools and data are finding their uses in this field too.

The intersection of textual scholarship and digital technology has grown
into a large potential subject area by itself. A concise (and necessarily

8Cf. http://collatex.net/ and https://github.com/interedition/collatex
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selective) background on this intersection will be useful. Studies usually
refer to Roberto Busa’s Index Thomisticus as the first encounter between
textual scholarship and digital technology (e.g. Rockwell 2003). As early
as 1949 Busa and IBM collaborated on computerized text analysis for the
inference of a concordance of the compiled works of Thomas Aquinas.
Since that time the encounters between textual scholarship and digital
technology have grown steadily, though for many textual scholars only the
arrival of the personal computer and text processing, and later the arrival
of the Web, will have resulted in the first tangible interaction with digital
technology.

Textual scholarship is no stranger to interactions with technology. The ma-
terial limits of book technology have been instrumental in shaping the way
scholars from ancient times until today have developed conventions that
steer the use of the book as a scholarly “machine of knowledge” (McGann
1995). An example of this is the formalized classical apparatus that schol-
ars put at the bottom of the pages in scholarly editions of classical works.
These works may have been copied many times over and errors and deliber-
ate changes altered the texts through the ages. Such textual differences are
minutely recorded by an intricate system of sigla and annotations in the ap-
paratus. This is a clever and very specialized system to record as much infor-
mation as possible about all known (and even postulated) witnesses to a text
within the confines of a single book. Thedigitalmediumhas eradicated these
material limits of the paper codex. But that is not to say that text in the digi-
tal environment is notmaterial. On the contrary – digital encoding just adds
a symbolic layer that maps one representation of text (e.g. human readable
text on a display) to another (e.g. binary code in a computer’s memory). In
theASCII “paradigm” for instance the character “a”maps to thebinary value
�������� (sometimes prefixedwith “�b” topreventmisinterpretation as the
decimal number one million and one). The zeros and ones of that binary
value can be inscribed in solid state or magnetic storage, and such storage in
the end is just asmaterially bound as ink and paper, as Kirschenbaum (2008)
has argued. In the case of magnetic storage a zero in working memory will
be stored on a hard drive bymagnetizing a tiny region of its surface to one of
the two naturally possible two magnetic polarities. Thus the essence here is
not that the digital environment eradicates materiality, because it does not.
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Rather the digital environment has facilitated the manipulation of atomic
units of symbolic encoding. All symbolic information (and a great deal of
non-symbolic information too) can be encoded and represented through se-
ries of combinations of just two states. Any two states, they do not even have
to be the famous 0 and 1 dichotomy that is usually associated with digitality.
The flipflop – the electronic circuit that represents either of two states in a
computer chip– functions because it can charge either of its two sub-circuits,
but not both. Whether the one sub-circuit represents a 1 and the other a 0,
or respectively + and -, or { and }, or black and white, is purely a matter of
choice: a mapping to meaning that a human interpreter decides to settle on.
Therefore for anything that we can think up a representation for, we can ex-
press that representation in this atomic language of binarity. This is such
a powerful principle because, in a computer, both data and process are ex-
pressed through the same binary language. That is: both the text we want
to represent as well as the process, and symbolic means of representing it are
expressed in the same atomic units. The data, for instance, that represents
the information of the text on a binary level is turned into readable pixelized
characters on a screen by computer code that itself is expressed as series of
zeros and ones.

The boundless representational freedom that comeswith thismay be deeply
disruptive for a textual scholarship that, over centuries, has developed its
own constraints-based formalism in what could be called a dialogue with
the technology of the printed book – a formalism that captures knowledge
and expresses or at least symbolizes the status of academic quality of that
knowledge. The sheer manageability and production process of books limit
their size, and the amount of information that can reasonably be packed into
them, while ensuring affordability and practical use. The page-based layout
forces static representation, and it invites linear reading and 2D representa-
tion. The materiality of the book has contributed to scholarly conventions
that signify the boundaries of trustworthy textual criticism. This specific
type of materiality is nonexistent in the digital environment. It has to be
recreated if one wants to keep to the conventions it realized and expressed.
The process of recreation is expressed in code that when run on a computer
results in that specific representation. The problem of course is that any
other representation is created just as easily with such code. Any conceivable
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representation of a text that one might be able to think of can in principle
be visualized by software code.

Consider a simple example of text coloring. Using specific colors for specific
functions in print publication is costly and error-prone – essentially because
the process of typesetting and printing is material and labor-intensive. In
principle however, one could, for instance, print all keywords in a text in an-
other color than the rest of the text. Of course one could argue about how
this influences the readability and even the semantic expression of the text,
but that is not the point in question. The point is: once the text is printed
that way, it will remain that way, and it will even resist change due to the
effort involved. Changing the color and correcting print mistakes requires a
reprint, which is about as costly and error prone as the first print run. This is
in contrast to digital web publishing, where once the code for representing
the digital text is written it requires only a change to the variable that holds
the color code for indexwords from the value for a red to the value for a blue
shade. This – assuming that the text has been stored in XML and the lay
out “paradigm” is based on an XSLT, HTML, and CSS “stack” – only re-
quires that one, for instance, changes the CSS designation “.keyword: #911”
to “.keyword: #119”. Do not be worried if you do not know what technical
terms like “stack”mean, because for thematter at hand it is the least interest-
ing bit. The salient point is that changing the color of all keywords in a very
large text only requires shuffling a few digits in one number representing a
color code.

Expressed in terms of epistemological paradigm, textual scholarship is con-
fronted with a situation where its paradigm is not intrinsically co-shaped
anymore by the materiality of its preferred carrier for knowledge. The pro-
duction of its data, i.e. mostly text, has turned virtually overnight from the
context of the book to the context of software. Computerization creates an
unlimited space and an unbounded freedom of symbolic and visual expres-
sion to represent data. With that comes the potential to express text accord-
ing to multiple familiar or new paradigms. Therefore, representing text as a
book has become a choice now and not a given.

To textual scholars this can be a rather uncanny experience. Insofar as tex-
tual scholarship is a set of disciplines that is concerned with all textual issues
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relating to the humanistic record and cultural memory (McGann 2013) it
is conservative on principle. Although scholarly editors acknowledge and
champion the need for pragmatism in their profession given thewide variety
of textual forms they encounter in historical sources, they have also generally
found security in how their “discourse” with the material boundaries of the
codex has shaped the formalisms with which they treat the re-representation
of historical sources that is their academic endeavor (Greetham 1994). A
change towards a knowledge space that is unbound by the material limits
of print confronts textual scholarship with the challenge to argue editorial
principles for (and maybe also from) such a radical free space.

The change to a digital environment is not just radical in the sense of un-
doing the bounds of the specific constraints of the book. It is also radical
in a performative sense. David Berry (2014:72) writes: “[…] what is also
radical about the digital is there is no real separation between data and ex-
ecution”. A direct result of Alan Turing’s thinking on universal computing
(Davis 2012:146–149) is that software can work to change software. If we can
write code that executes, we can write code that executes the writing and
re-writing of code. In the realm of textual scholarship this manipulability
introduces a new and radical capability. The creation of text, by writing for
instance, is always about the externalization of a narrative through symbolic
encoding. The act of reading is likewise decoding symbols to regenerate an
interpreted narrative. These processes of externalization and internalization
have always been unique processes with a static result or source: a letter, a
book, a note, and so forth. However, this is changed when text becomes
part of the digital environment. On a digital medium text is not stored as
glyphs but as an intricate series of bits that may be non-linearly fragmented
across its storage medium. Digital text in its most basic form is completely
intangible and imperceptible to humans. Several layers of code and abstrac-
tions are needed to generate a visualization of these bits that conform to the
symbolic system that we require for reading. This complex layer of software
is a new intermediary to the process of both reading and writing. It is not
“just another way of printing”. In the first place, the layer of software is in-
voked each time the text is visualized for display, thus the text is generated
every single timewhen its presentation is requested. So the correctmetaphor
would be that it is “a way of printing each book each time it is read”. More
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importantly, because this layer exists as software, it introduces a facility for
intentional covert manipulability of the text that sits between the writer or
reader in a way that has no equivalent in the non-digital situation. This fact
means that software turns text-as-product quite literally into text-as-process.
It is this software layer that – according to instructions and assumptions of
the software engineer – decides what is depicted of the text and how.

Thus, an additional performative aspect applies to digital text, or rather the
digital context of the text. Normally software– i.e. the developers of software
– will want to ensure as much of a one to one mapping as possible from text
data to readable glyphs. But, as pointed out before, the manipulability of
code and its performative character creates a powerful incentive for a post-
human variant of Barthes’ readerly and writerly activities. Related control,
responsibilities, and authority shift in part from the human reader, writer,
or scholarly editor to the engineer and the coded algorithm.

If part of the creative and performative processes of text production and re-
ception are delegated to an intermediate software layer, some control over
these activities may thus partly or wholly be taken away from author, reader,
editor, and even developer. Most simply, one can imagine filters that will
not allow the depiction of certain content, such as words that might be of-
fensive to a certain audience. Such a filtering mechanismmay integrate with
the rendering process of a certain text, if the code that takes care of the ren-
dering allows for that, for instance by way of an application programming
interface (API). The effectsmay be benign ormalicious. Themanipulability
of the process of generating a readable representation may result in surveil-
lance or censoring. But itmay just aswell result in a positive and empowering
mechanism that facilitates creativity if, for instance, algorithms were trained
to adapt the vocabulary, tone, or structure of a text to certain reading and
learning practices and skills. In all cases, however, the process of generat-
ing the reader text is no longer neutral to the text. A similar argument can
be made for authoring text in a digital environment. But in the interest of
brevity it may suffice for now to remind ourselves of the meddling in behav-
ior of the grammar and spelling correction functions of many word process-
ing tools. Only if completely shut off do these functionalities not influence
writing process.
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Very little meticulous research has been done on the changes that interme-
diate layers of code introduce in the processes of textual scholarship. How-
ever, knowledge of the effects is clearly needed to understand how they affect
textual criticism and interpretation. Arguably, little study has beenmade be-
cause the skillsets that are needed to navigate the realms of text and code only
very partially overlap. Moreover, in day-to-day work scholars and software
engineers are more immediately concerned with very different realizations
of code. The scholar is concerned almost exclusively with the semantics of
the representational graphics on the screen that result from the code, while
the engineer is looking at source code that produces that graphical represen-
tation. The aim and skillset of scholar and engineer are different. This pre-
vents them from having any particular interest in meddling with the meth-
ods and techniques of each other. This so-called “separation of concerns”
is actually a primary software engineering principle (Dijkstra 1982, Laplante
2007:85). But who, in that case, is paying any particular attention to how
these layers are connected and interacting? Who is studying this important
site where the negotiation takes place between software engineer and scholar
aboutwhat digital textual scholarship is? A critical andproblematizing study
of the intermediate layer requires deep understanding of both knowledge
domains involved, including knowledge of the particular literacies in use in
each domain. It seems only reasonable that at least some textual scholars
should take an interest in such a widely used technology that potentially in-
terferes with their authority, control, means and methods of production,
and so forth. Being one such scholar, I aim to provide examples of such
scrutiny.

1.2.2 A Status Quo on Digital Text in Textual Scholarship

To a fieldwhose primary concern iswith such things as reliability, sustainabil-
ity, stability, conservation, curation, and the memory function of text, the
radical loss of book-bound materiality and the manipulative-performative
nature of software must feel like two very disruptive effects. Yet they are
hardly the only effects of digital technology. Research at the intersection
of textual scholarship and digital technology has proven highly productive
as to academic discourse. An introductory background is not the place to
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cover exhaustively the profusion of academic argument raised in this inter-
disciplinary domain, but some impression of the polymorphic landscape of
research will be useful. Before doing so, however, we should remind our-
selves of the role of post-structuralist thinking. The scholarly arguments
emerging in the second half of the twentieth century from the works of
RolandBarthes, JacquesDerrida, and JuliaKristeva amongothers, havebeen
at least as influential as digital technology, and quite possibly more so. More
salient maybe with respect to the work here, we should note that these post-
structuralist ideas have been recognized and acknowledged by the scholarly
community as a methodological force, much more than digital technology
has been. The two developments are related, and they shaped many of the
developments of digital textual scholarship over the last decades. George
Landow (1994:1) has succinctly put this as: “The very idea of hypertextual-
ity seems to have taken form at approximately the same time that poststruc-
turalism developed, but their points of convergence have a closer relation
than that of mere contingency, for both grow out of dissatisfaction with the
related phenomena of the printed book and hierarchical thought.” Post-
structuralism opposed the structuralist notion of patterns in history and
culture that often involved complete or absolute philosophies, and subordi-
nate categories (“DarkAges” vs “Renaissance”, “Male” vs. “Female”, “Devel-
oped” vs “Primitive”). Post-structuralists instead stressed diversity and con-
nectedness, highlighted the subservient, exposed biases, attacked authority
and hierarchies. Landow puts the hyperlink in a similarly liberating context:
a mechanism that emphasizes non linear and non authoritative reading and
writing.

Given Landow’s remark it is kind of ironic that the digital technology that is
now arguablymost prolific within digital textual scholarship is XML,which
itself is fundamentally hierarchical. The Extensible Markup Language is a
markup standard that aims to separate the concerns of visual representation
and content description. The appropriateness of hierarchically structured
markup for textual description and representation is one the most intensely
debated topics among scholars of digital textuality.

Digitalmarkupmodels arose fromapractical need of IBM in the 1960s for in-
formation and document retrieval, which required documents to havemeta-
tags that could be used for querying. Charles Goldfarb, a lawyer by training,
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set out to developGeneralizedMarkup Language (GML). GMLwas ameta-
language todefine actualmarkup languages andwas tobecomeSGML(Stan-
dard Generalized Markup Language). The core idea of SGML is to abstract
away from specific typography markup codes, e.g. a type setting instruction
embedded in the text such as “.bf roman16” to change the used font to 16
point roman face. Instead SGML “thinks” of documents as constructed
from distinctive functional parts such as “head” and “paragraph”, and it
“tags” these accordingly, e.g. “<head>Chapter 1: Fundamentals</head>”.
A macro language called SCRIPT would then be used to turn the generic
markup into specific typesetting codes. The business case for this is that
the added indirection allows for more flexible typesetting as well as higher
consistency in typesetting. A “head”-tag can be translated to multiple visual
representations through associated SCRIPTmacros that will ensure that all
headingswill be typeset equally consistently in the format of the chosen visu-
alization. It appears to have been Stanley Rice (Goldfarb 1996; 1997; Renear
2004) who suggested that markup could be used to denote structural ele-
ments of text, turning the tag structure into a description of the structural
makeupof a text. Thiswas an essential step inmovingmarkup fromapurely
procedural perspective into an essentially descriptive one. From his memoir
it looks like Goldfarb was less motivated by this structural descriptive abil-
ity of markup, just duly noting that Rice’s contribution was the idea “that
smaller documents could be incorporated as elements of larger ones”.

Strictly technically speaking, a hierarchical view of text is not a sine qua
non for the descriptive abstraction Rice had in mind. But a hierarchy of
neatly nested descriptive elements is a must if such a description is to be
computationally checked for well-formedness and semantically validated
against some predefined set of description rules. Without a strict nesting
(i.e. a strict hierarchy) it is impossible to tell which “</russian_doll>”
closes which opening “<russian_doll>” in a deceptively simple looking
but complex case example like “<russian_doll>russian doll 1 and <rus-
sian_doll>russian doll 2</russian_doll></russian_doll>”. This example
is only non-ambiguously interpretable under the strict condition that tag
pairs must be nested inside of each other. The salient point is that at this
point technical constraints started shaping what is essentially a scholarly
descriptive semantics. The technical constraints became rationalized only
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post hoc when DeRose and Renear theoretically elaborated the hierarchical
approach into the concept of OHCO, text as an Ordered Hierarchy of
Content Objects (DeRose et al. 1990). This model, adopted and promoted
by the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) influenced the later development of
XML9. Emblematic for the techno-textual discourse at that point is the
role of Michael Sperberg-McQueen who combines a PhD in comparative
literature with extensive knowledge of markup and semantic technologies.
Sperberg-McQueen both heads the working group that proposes the XML
specification and is co-editor of the TEI guidelines, which find a wide
adoption in the textual scholarship community and can be called a de facto
standard for text encoding in the field (Sperberg-McQueen 1994; Bray and
Sperberg-McQueen 1996).

The hierarchy inherent in the grammar ofXMLdoes not force a hierarchical
structure onto the resources it describes. Although it may be awkward and
unwieldy at times, it is quite possible to describe non-hierarchical constructs
with XML. However, the guidelines of the TEI consortium – a basic ingre-
dient of almost every tutorial catering to scholars wanting to create digital
editions – are grounded in such an idea of text structure as an hierarchy. As a
resultmostTEIbasedXMLresources are hierarchical representations of text.
This “hierarchical assertion” in the de facto use of XML for text markup, as
propagated by the guidelines, has been a topic of extensive scholarly debate.
In its most pragmatic and tangible guise this debate is topically known as
the “problem of overlap”. The hierarchical demands of XML make it hard
for scholarly editors to markup coinciding textual features (cf. e.g. Schmidt
and Colomb 2009). Such problems of overlap occur even in the context of
a single hierarchy. For instance, when the document structure requires the

9It should be noted that anothermajor drive behindXMLwas a perceived defect ofHyper-
TextMarkupLanguage (HTML), the first practical and very successfulmarkup language
for puttinghypertext documents to theWeb. HTMLfocuses significantly ondescription
of lay out with such tags as “<B>” (bold) and “<i>” (italics), that is, exactly what Rice
was trying to abstract away from in the interest of generic and structural markup. Some-
what ironically the objective of XML, to describe semantics rather than representation,
is now also increasingly implemented by other technologies that are part of the HTML5
specification (e.g. data-attributes) or that can be embedded in HTML5, such as Micro-
data (http://www.w3.org/TR/microdata/) and RDFa. This is not to say that XML is
on its way out, but it seems unlikely that it will replace HTML as might once have been
hoped or thought.
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text of a page to be enclosed by an opening and closing tag this may conflict
with the opening and closing tag denoting the logical structure of a strophe
that spans the page boundary. Because XML requires elements to be nested,
a problem arises: the page does not contain all of the strophe, nor does the
strophe contain all of the page, thus document structure and logical struc-
ture cannot be expressed in one neatly nested single hierarchy of elements,
unless awkward “hacks” are applied (DeRose 2004). Paradoxically, things
may get more complex when different conceptual hierarchies are separated
out. One could describe the document structure with a single XML hierar-
chy, and use a different XML hierarchy to describe the logical structure of
the text. However, even if each hierarchy is kept apart, when rendering a vi-
sualization based onmultiple hierarchies the visualization process still has to
solve these conflicts that arise when the same part of the text or document
gets adorned with element classes deriving from separate hierarchies. More-
over, as overlapping conflictsmay also arise in a single hierarchy, this solution
cannot be generalized. As a more generic solution, standoff markup is often
proposed. Standoff markup is not embedded in the text itself, but resides
outside the text in a different file and points into the file of the actual text to
indicate the position of each element’s start and end tag. To this end some
consistent addressing system is needed, usually – but not necessarily – based
on the linear position number of characters in the text. Standoff markup
adds considerable additional demands and constraints on systems to keep
text and markup congruent and synchronized. Out of the box systems do
not exist and the technology is very much in a perpetual nascent stage of
development. As a consequence this approach has not found mainstream
acceptance and application within the textual scholarship community.

The problem of overlap on the implementation level is a symptomof a num-
ber of text theoretical debates that pertain to the appropriateness of hierar-
chies as structural tenets of describing and representing text. Buzzetti and
McGann (2006) for instance have remarked on the “radical insufficiency of
the OHCO thesis”, arguing that XML markup lacks a recognition of struc-
tural mobility as an essential property of the textual condition. My under-
standing is that McGann and Buzzetti reason the inadequacy of the inten-
tion of TEI-XML markup along two lines. First of all, markup as applied
in the textual scholarship context actually marks up “the pre-existent biblio-
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graphical markup and not the ‘content’ that has already been marked in the
bibliographical object.” In other words: the bibliographic code of the physi-
cal document is in itself a formofmarkup of the actual “semantic value” that
was to be expressed through the document. Therefore, however intricate the
XMLmarkup applied to describe the document, it will necessarily be “only”
a description of the document-as-markup of the original intended “seman-
tic value”. Secondly, they argue thatmarkup itself is transformational. XML
markup is only new in its technical format. The function of markup to sig-
nal or guide specific interpretationwas pre-existing, for instance in the use of
single quotes to designate the non-literal or self-referent use of a word. Thus
markup is nothing more – and also nothing less therefore – than a form of
the reflective function of text. It is of itself part of this reflective function,
and as such markup will reflect the editor’s interpretation of the source de-
scribed more than its very content. The argument of McGann and Buzzetti
delivers a thorough rationale to the platitude that themeaning and function
of XML tags can be debated. Essentially calling onWittgenstein, they apply
a variant of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle to textual scholarship and in-
terpretation: only by adding an XML-tag can an interpretation be made ex-
plicit, but the interpreted text is immediately changed by the tag itself, and
consequently text as well as tag are open to new interpretations.

Fiormonte and Pusceddu (2006) argue that writing is not simply transcrip-
tion of the spoken word, but that any resulting text “also offers us a concep-
tual model”. Analogous “encoding provides us with a ‘conceptual’ model
of the original text obtained by means of ‘metalanguages’ – the markup lan-
guages.” ThusXMLproposes an “interpretativemodel of the textualworld”
that regards text as data and as networked data, given its allegiance to hyper-
text. But XML’s conceptual model is based on a conception of text that is
firmly pre‑digital, that it is simply inscription and transcription. However,
text is also a particular kind of experience. It is not just signs on a page linked
to signs on other pages. Next to that, text has a temporal dimension. Even
if a text does not change in a literal sense, its meaning is affected by distance
in time. “These aspects become more important in modern and contem-
porary textual criticism, where the attention shifts from the product to the
process. […] If we analyse the work as process and not as text and, above
all, if we frame it in a context of interaction with the user/consumer (as it is
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with certain types of online writing), we can say about writing that which
is said about other media: ‘that which happens in practice cannot be de-
duced simply from that which happens in texts and in structures’.” The
XML models in use do not provide for expressing such aspects of process.
Neither do we have any idea of the reciprocal effects of these models, as
we have not developed an “adequate theoretical frame for the new relation-
ship, which, in the digital dimension, is established between processes and
products.” Fiormonte and Pusceddu compare this situation to a pre- and
post‑Heisenbergianuniverse. XML is conceived fromaworldviewgoverned
by stability, in which the observer does not modify the object observed. But
writing in the digital context, by means of digitalization, is returned to the
status of a process and the XML tools we use are inadequate to express a
re-entry of text into this more fluid existence.

The above examples serve to show that, very early on in the development
of digital technology for representing text, a mutual reciprocal shaping of
technology and scholarly discourse starts to take form, and is continued ever
since. The development of XML thus is not autonomously deterministic
– that is, only determined by itself and its initial state without being influ-
enced by external factors. It is not a process determined only by technology
that uni-directionally impacts textual scholarship. Rather, the contribution
of textual scholarship to the principles of XML is extensive and significant.
And the development of XML – or text being remediated in a digital con-
text in general – causes new scholarly debates. These debates are informedby
different perspectives on text, which in turn are informed by different schol-
arly needs, technical skills, institutional context, and so forth. Not only text
is situated, but what one needs from text and technology is also situated.

Central to all debates, however, is the ever present friction between static
and fluid views of text in textual scholarship. The digital environment only
adds to the conundrums that textual scholarship faceswith regard to this fric-
tion. WillardMcCarty (2005:26), referring to several computer scientists, ar-
gues that the fundamental difference between digital computing and other
types of technology is that computersworkbymanipulating representations.
This, as pointed out before, is the nature of theTuringmachine as a universal
computer (Davis 2012). Alan Turing realized that the logic involved in han-
dling data aswell as the data itself canbe codedusing one and the same encod-
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ing. Essentially a computer reads the first part of such a code as an instruction
to build a logical space into which data is then brought to bemanipulated in
and by this logical space. The exact same symbolic representation expresses
the two essential components of digital computation: computer language
and digital information, logic and data, or in yet other words, process and
model. This distinction between process and model, between the study of
manipulation and of object, is mirrored by a number of current debates in
digital textual scholarship that could be categorized under a “text-as-[fill in
a particular metaphor] argument” label. It is arguable to what extent these
debates have been caused directly by the digital remediation of text, but they
have certainly all emerged from textual scholarship undertaken well within
or at the boundaries of the digital environment.

One example is the renewed attention for the idea of text-as-object by reinvig-
orating the emphasis on thematerial and documentary nature of text, which
is a result of – inter alia – the perceived poor ability of digital technology to
represent materiality. Scholars like Jerome McGann (1991; 2001) and Don-
ald McKenzie (1999), though the latter is less pre-occupied with digital as-
pects, have called attention to the relevance of materiality to questions of
interpretation and the function of text. McKenzie’s argument is essentially
that materiality is far from neutral to the meaning and interpretation of a
work. A book and a movie can mediate the same story, yet their material
makeup induces a specific mode of storytelling and sets conditions and con-
straints for the interpretation of the narrative. McGann points to a similar
essence of materiality within the textual domain itself. He refers to works
of William Blake, who put text to the page as and in conjunction with pic-
torial material, such that representing these works as text-only editions boils
down to severe misrepresentation. Another example of the “extreme” ma-
teriality of codex technology is the knowledge representation we find at the
fingertips of medieval writers and commentators. The formalization of the
intricate system of comments, annotations, and Tironian notes in the mar-
gins and line spaces of medieval codices was shaped importantly by negoti-
ating the material limits of the codex – quite similar to the ways the classic
apparatus was formed. These codices and their makeup were indeed tech-
nologies for knowledge management (Teeuwen 2011). The ramifications for
textual scholarship of a poorly remediated materiality could be severe. The
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human mind accepts tangible tools as an extension of the body (Cardinali
et al. 2009). In a similar fashion McGann has argued that the codex as a
“machine of knowledge” is an extension of the humanmind (McGann 2013).
The relation between our technologies andus ismutual formative. We shape
technology, and technology shapes us (Capurro 2010; Berry 2014). The ques-
tionof how the interplay of digital technology and textual scholarship shapes
the interpretation of text-as-object should thus have obvious importance for
textual scholarship.

As shown earlier, scholars such as Buzzetti (2009) and Fiormonte and
Pusceddu (2006) have brought the perspective of text-as-process more to
the forefront than a perspective of text-as-object. They draw attention to
the processes that pertain to text and how the digital context changes, en-
hances, or adds to such processes. Reading, writing, the editorial workflow,
the output of publication or data, the reception, the engagement with
text, and so forth – all these processes change when they are executed in
a digital environment. For other scholars the notion of text-as-process in
combination with digital technology opens up venues to explore the nature
of scholarly editing (e.g. Sahle 2013) and that what McGann (1991) called
the textual condition, which is the inescapable truth that any act of editing
results in a changed, and thus a new text. Johanna Drucker and Jerome
McGann, for instance, designed the Ivanhoe Game, which is an application
that in a turn-based game style confronts editors with the consequences of
their editorial interventions (McGann 2003; Drucker 2003). It visualizes the
intricate interaction and influences that editorial decisions have on text and
on each other – in turn allowing scholarly editors and textual researchers to
investigation and reflect on their methodology.

Another contingent of textual scholarship understands text-as-process to
mean the use of digital technology to involve a broader audience in the
editorial process. This body of research is self-consciously “decentering”
the scholar and editor and embracing ideas of open science and community
engagement. Its critical scholarly program, with “critical” understood
both in the sense of textual criticism as well as in socio-political terms,
is probably most succinctly expressed by Peter Robinson (2004): “All
readers may become editors too”. Digital technology impacts the scholarly
digital edition and scholarly editing in many ways, but a profoundly
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advocated effect seems to be the movement towards a more open scholarly
process, involving for instance communities of interested non-professionals
by crowdsourcing elements of the scholarly workflow (Brumfield 2013;
Causer and Terras 2014), by adopting open science characteristics (Shaw,
Buckland, and Golden 2013), and by theorizing the social edition (Siemens
et al. 2012).

The “process” aspect in the text-as-process perspective can also be taken to
stress the computational handling of text and the modeling aspect or pro-
cess that is involved with that. Willard McCarty and Julia Flanders, for in-
stance, treat the development of digital scholarship from a vantage point of
the philosophy of science and try to determine how the digital process affects
humanities scholarship methodologically. For Willard McCarty (2005) the
essence of process is not so much the computational process, but the heuris-
tic of the digital scholar by which that process is changed and adapted to
evolve a computational model. That model itself cannot be perfect, since by
definition a model never is. But the point of making the model is to reveal
new knowledge through observing the differences between model and real-
ity. Julia Flanders (2009) also finds essential value in the friction between
model and observed reality: “representational technologies attempt to re-
state those [humanities] methods in terms which are not identical to, not
embedded in the humanities discourse. They effect a distancing, a transla-
tionwhich, like any translation or transmediation, provides a view into (and
requires an understanding of) the deep discursive structures of the original
expression.” With a perspective on process in which new knowledge is un-
covered mostly by the inadequacies of the (computational) model McCarty
and Flanders align themselves very much with pragmatic phenomenology,
thephilosophical paradigmwhichwasheavily influencedby the ideas ofMar-
tin Heidegger (cf. Coyne 1995).

Stephen Ramsay, however, rejects the idea that the most valuable compu-
tationally created knowledge derives from actual computation breaking
down. Ramsay rather pictures the algorithmic process as an adequate tool
to support hermeneutic investigation and literary criticism. A computer or
algorithm can not infer a “Marxist reading”, but it can, given a training set
of examples, trace such features through a vast corpus unerringly (Ramsay
2011c:34–35). Ramsay thus demarcates the boundary between what could
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be called the hermeneutic–positivistic divide in digital textual scholarship.
The more extreme side of the computational spectrum can be associated
with empirical quantification. Here one encounters scholars such as Franco
Moretti (2013), whose ideas on distant reading seem to implement to
a certain extent the algorithmic criticism envisioned by Ramsay. Even
further along that spectrum we find, I think, the works of Burrows (2002),
Piper (2015), Kestemont (2012), Underwood (2016), Van Reenen (1996),
Andrews (2012), and a large number of other scholars well embedded
in the fields of stylometry or stemmatology, traditionally the fields in
textual scholarship that have been relying most heavily on computation.
Arguably, one could categorize this direction in digital textual scholarship
under the label of text-as-data. The associated hermeneutic–positivistic
divide in the digital humanities seems not to be a very deliberate division
based on fundamental scientific philosophical choices and allegiances. It
appears that some researchers – such as Johanna Drucker – are interested
in the hermeneutic tenets of humanities and how they should be digitally
remediated (cf. e.g. Drucker 2011), while others, on the more computational
side of matters, simply are not. But virtually never are hermeneutics explic-
itly discarded (e.g. Bod 2013a:333–334). It would therefore be too easy to
accuse researchers on the far end of the digital humanities spectrum, using
statistical methods and computational approaches, of being motivated by
positivistic scientism and technological determinism. At worst it is, quoting
Johanna Drucker (2010:36), “naive empiricism”.

Meanwhile, yet another contingent of textual scholars seems to strongly
oppose the text-as-process perspective. Rather in contrast they forcefully
reassert the stability of the codex. Elena Pierazzo (2011) and Hans Walter
Gabler (2010), for instance, seem to view the digital environment foremost
as a space that enriches our abilities to convey as exactly as possible our
understanding of the text-as-document. This line of textual criticism is
strongly associated with the TEI markup approach and its ideal seems to
be to mimic as closely as possible the source that is in front of the scholarly
editor: to augment the immutability of the codex as the witness of a text.
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1.2.3 The Hermeneutics of Digital Textual Scholarship

The debates on digital text in textual scholarship seem to focus on represen-
tation. What is remediated digitally? How is this remediation done? How
is the result presented on screen? But the question of what this remediation
means for interpretative matters seems not to be raised at all. This is what
interests me. First of all, for instance, who is doing the interpreting? Per-
haps a silly question at first sight, for everybody interprets. But the “who”
is actually substantially changing in the digital context. Projects in digital
scholarship tend to be interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary. They reach be-
yond the confines of the desk of the individual scholar, and beyond his or
her skills. Digital textual scholarship turns the work that was once predom-
inantly the work of few into a work of many. However, this trend is not re-
flected in a broadening of the authorship of what is considered academically
viable publication (Nyhan and Duke-Williams 2014) nor are the many in-
cluded in the process of distributing academic credit (Borgman 2015). More-
over, software is not routinely evaluated, and code work is neither credited
nor accounted for. Software engineer, computer scientist, computer linguist,
hybrid scholar, web editor, data curator, and so forth, have all become part
of the scholarly process, and it strikes me as strange and suspicious that no
one is asking what these roles and their actions contribute with regard to
the process of interpretation. Nor does anyone ask: how does software code
relate to or affect interpretation?

This question of how hermeneutics is impacted by the application of digi-
tal technology in the humanities is as urgent as it is important. Digitality
– or softwarization as Berry (2014) calls it – permeates all aspects of society.
There is almost no workflow that is not executed at least in part in a digital
environment. This impacts the humanities in two ways. Firstly, it changes
how society, culture, history and their artifacts are created and perceived: in
other words it affects the research data of the humanities. A new form of
data is created by the digital environment itself, e.g. data streams deriving
from Twitter, but also “physical” data is affected when it is digitized. Sec-
ondly digital methods affect the means by which the humanities treat and
analyze these data.

There is a high degree of covertness in the way softwarization permeates so-
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ciety and thus aspects of human communication, behavior, and culture. It
settles as an almost perfectly transparent layer of code and software between
physical objects, data, or information and the users of these objects, data, or
information. Almost all information that people use in everyday and pro-
fessional life passes through this invisible layer. To the average user, dig-
ital infrastructure is indeed as transparent as the infrastructure of tap wa-
ter. The diffusion of this layer into society is now so ubiquitous that it is
no longer regarded as an alternative context next to society: rather, there is
a full commingling of the context of society and the virtual context. Fol-
lowing William Gibson, the author of the cyberpunk novel Neuromancer,
Steven E. Jones has dubbed this process the “eversion” of cyberspace: a turn-
ing inside out, the unfolding and emergence of the digital environment into
so many contexts of the real world, for instance through mobile comput-
ing, that both become intrinsically intertwined and inseparable (Jones 2014).
Jones argues that the forms of mobile and social computing that boomed in
the period 2004-2008 have especially contributed in a decisive way to this ev-
ersion. Ironically it appears that the more thorough this eversion becomes,
the less remarkable or noticeable the abstract layer of digital software is to
users.

These processes are not trivial. As Capurro (2010:37) argues: “We are bod-
ies in technologies. This is particularly true in the case of the Internet. We
are (not just) our brains and thoughts (our beliefs and desires). If we argue
that the ways we perceive reality and the thoughts we develop are shaped
hermeneutically by our digital technologies and vice versa, then it can be in-
ferred that digital technologies have to adapt to the ways we perceive and
interpret reality, otherwise they will be useless and, in the worst case, dan-
gerous”. Approached uncritically or unwittingly this digital layer may yield
undesired results. Richard Coyne (1995) contends that code and software
are anything but neutral technologies. He observes how software – pushed
and developed mainly by a market of business and industry – expresses pre-
dominantly a neoliberal ideology. This non-neutrality leads David Berry to
propose that a critical theory of “the digital” is needed: “Our societies are in-
creasingly relying on digital technologies of the form that incorporate com-
putational and therefore calculative and computational rationalities which
therefore raise important questions for critical theory” (Berry 2014).
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The connotation of “neutrality” of code is arguably due to the fact that code
is grounded inmathematics, logic, and electronics. Computers and software
carry a seemingly self-evident claim of mathematical precision, correctness,
and often even infallibility. There is a difference however between correct-
ness and intent. Berry argues that computationalization formulates and re-
inscribes in software what we think is important. It may be more precise,
however, to state that code re-inscribes what software engineers and com-
puter scientists think their clients understand as important. And in many
cases software probably simply re-inscribes what developers think is impor-
tant. Computationalization reformulates what topics are important, and it
affects the nature of truth claims. In a social context permeated by digital
processes and objects, it may be that only that which can be formulated in
computationally tractable terms can assert importance. Similarly, truth in
such a context is potentially reduced to that which can be computationally
proven. In any case it is certain that (the constitution of) truth can bemanip-
ulated computationally. If the reader needs evidence beyond “post-truth”
politics, she could be pointed to the experiments conducted by researchers
ofCornellUniversity toobserve emotional reactions inusers by changing the
feed streams of Facebook users (Kramer, Guillory, and Hancock 2014). In a
world of “screen essentialism”, as Berry calls it, models, code, and data can be
manipulated and changed covertly behind a veritably unchanged graphical
interface.

As noted earlier, I do not want to investigate these claims on the scale of soci-
eties. Rather, I want to observe, uncover, and theorize based on case studies
how these aspects and effects of softwarization affect the hermeneutics of tex-
tual scholarship. But I do thinkmy study speaks to twobroad and important
problems that can be identified in this context.

The first is the already mentioned hermeneutic–positivistic divide. It is re-
markable to me that virtually all researchers in digital humanities as well as
those in digital textual scholarship only study the end result of computa-
tional or digital processes hermeneutically. Øyvind Eide (2014) wrote: “For
many scholars in the humanities the focus is onwhat happens between them
and analogue signals, no matter if the signals are created based on digital sig-
nals.” This I think is true. However, he then added “The ones of us more
or a little less focused on what happens while the signals are digital are called
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digital humanists.” That I think is disputable: digital humanists are apply-
ing digital code as a means to an end and only the result of computation is
subject to specifically hermeneutic scrutiny. Humanities researchers, either
digital or not, seem to accept the graphical interface as a hard boundary be-
tween the realm of quantification and the realm of hermeneutics. The na-
ture of computation and the digital as quantified and reductive is tacitly or
even explicitly asserted, and is in itself never questioned. Furthermore these
worlds can not be ofmixed character, in thewords of StephenRamsay: “It is
not merely the case that literary criticism is concerned with something other
than the amassing of verified knowledge. Literary criticism operates within a
hermeneutical framework inwhich the specifically scientificmeaning of fact,
metric, verification, and evidence simply do not apply” (Ramsay 2011c:21).
Ramsay implies that code and quantification have no hermeneutical char-
acter when he continues by contending (as cited above) that a computer or
algorithm can not infer a “Marxist reading”, but that the result of aggregated
data and distant reading may serve to trace features and characteristics of
such a reading. Seemingly, code equals the quantitative, the reductive, and
the non-hermeneutic. I firmly believe however that this is a misconception.
Software code, and even quantified models, have a deeply hermeneutical na-
ture, they have intent and a priori interpretative aspects. I hope the use cases
in this work invite researchers in the field of humanities and researchers in
digital textual scholarship especially to consider this interpretative nature of
code. If hermeneutics is a central tenet of humanistic research it must be
very precisely investigated how this hermeneutics translates into digitality
and into code, and what the relation is between code, quantification, and
the hermeneutic.

The second problem is that of the apparent transparency of the layers of
digital abstraction between humanities research data and the humanities re-
searcher. Aswith society at large an abstract layer of digital code and software
has emergedbetween the humanities researcher and the data that humanities
study. But as noted above: code is not neutral and it is not without intent.
Software code is made by people, and people have motivation and reason-
ing that determine how software code is written. The authorship of code is
not objective and disinterested. Software developers may intend their code
to be hermeneutically agnostic, but more likely it is not. And what is worse:
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they probably do not think about such problems at all. In this sense the hu-
manities simply have the obligation to expand their horizon of research into
the domain of software development and code authorship. Not doing so
would mean that the very research community that is specifically equipped
with several centuries’ worth of methodological and subject knowledge of
critical thinking and reflection on society, culture, and history, would turn
a blind eye to a cultural and social influence that has no precedent in history.
Arguably however, the majority of humanities researchers is currently code
illiterate and therefore ill-equipped to face this growing challenge.

1.3 Organization of the book

The chapters of this book treat the effects of digital technology on textual
scholarship in decreasing levels of scholarly detail. To counter the risk of
“inherent myopia” in local case studies (Wouters 2004) the chapters of this
book will relate the individual case studies to the larger story of the relation-
ship between hermeneutics and digital humanities, which is the subject of
the background exposé in this first chapter.

Chapter two traces the roots of hermeneutics (the theory of interpreta-
tion) and argues that there is no such thing as interpretation-free textual
scholarship. Rather to the contrary, interpretation is the essence of textual
scholarship. The philological tradition presumes some objectified ahistor-
ical observational approach. However, similar to the “textual condition”
(McGann 1991) there is a “hermeneutic condition”, and the vision of an
all-encompassing archive of philological fact turns out to be illusory. But
if all is interpretation, then how does hermeneutic theory pertain to digital
textual scholarship? Capurro (2010) argues that hermeneutics has, in the
latter half of the twentieth century, pseudo-critically rejected technology
altogether. The result of this is that digital networks now shape us, but
we do not so much actively shape the network technology. Collaterally,
hermeneutic theory is underdeveloped in digital humanities and digital tex-
tual scholarship. A facile opposition is often conjectured between reductive
quantitative approaches and holistic qualitative interpretation (e.g. Drucker
2010), but a sincere intimate investigation of software and computer code as
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a hermeneuticmeans of textual scholarship – a computational hermeneutics
– turns out to be lacking.

The next chapter is a case study towards digital textual scholarship in the con-
text of the Huygens Institute, more specifically a case study of developing
a GUI (graphical user interface) based editor for digital textual scholarship.
This work leads me to analyze a complex of possible causes that inhibit dig-
ital textual scholarship from developing a hermeneutics that encompasses
a deeper engagement with code as a tool of textual scholarship. Interfaces
are supposed to enable and empower us to leverage the innovative poten-
tial of computer code, but the case study suggests that graphical interfaces
merely inspire remediation of well-known forms of scholarly engagement
with texts. Paradoxically graphical interfaces turn out to be as transparent as
they are opaque. They translate digital models intomore familiar guises that
refer to the user’s knowledge domain. But this familiar guise also hides the
actual digital model and makes it unknowable. This drives what I came to
call “paradigmatic regression”: the use of new digital technology exclusively
to mimic existing epistemological concepts. As a result of such regression,
digital textual scholarship accedes to a representational philosophy that un-
derstands text solely as a digital metaphor of the printed book. The same
mimetic predisposition drives the particular use of markup languages ap-
plied by textual scholars. Although theoretically viable as an expression of
textual scholarship, this mimetic stance does nothing to narrow the gap be-
tween computational methods (e.g. distant reading) and more hermeneutic
approaches. For that common models are needed. Such models might be
found, for instance, in knowledge graphs.

Chapter four takes the analytic notion of paradigmatic regression and devel-
ops it somewhat further, in particular by evaluating the notion against Gali-
son’s metaphor of themethodological trading zone. Galison (2010) uses this
term to describe sites of knowledge where disciplines intersect. If some ver-
itable methodological exchange is happening, then do we indeed see some
terminological or methodological pidgin develop at the intersection of com-
puter science or software engineering and textual scholarship? In the spe-
cific context of a Huygens Institute case study little evidence is found. In
the broader context of digital textual scholarship the situation on a theoret-
ical level turns out to be more ambivalent, with, for instance, scholarly no-
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tions about the fluidity of text being likely candidates for support or mod-
eling through hyper media. However, even if digital scholarly editions are
information spaces, they seem not to correspond to some new theoretical
pidgin.

Chapter five asks: when does coding become scholarship? In textual scholar-
ship, but even in digital humanities as a field, the status of code and coding
as a scholarly research contribution is still unclear. So far, within digital tex-
tual scholarship, the focal point of the interpretative process appears to be
the result that is derived from applying code and algorithm. However, to
what extent should the code and the algorithm itself be regarded as intrin-
sic part of the scholarly argument, and under which conditions do code and
coding constitute scholarship? If a programmer is able to derive better re-
sults for a certain scholarly task based on computational logic, then does the
intellectual ingenuity behind that logic not qualify as scholarship? To an-
swer these questions a thorough understanding of the nature of code and its
performative dimension is needed. It turns out that ignoring the scholarly
component of code comes at the peril of accepting the fallacy of its neutral
nature. The scholarly evaluation and peer review of code is thus not a “nice-
to-have”. Code literacy is a requisite in digital textual scholarship, and by
extension the humanities.

Chapter 6 approaches similar questions about the status of code in textual
scholarship: where in this regard does the academic responsibility and au-
thority lie, and where is academic credit due? However, now these ques-
tions are put in an authorial perspective: what is an author, what is edito-
rial authorship, and how may code and the creation of code change or con-
tribute to such authorship? In trying to answer these questions this chapter
delves into the history of authorship, authorial intent, and their relation to
hermeneutics. This allows me to put my argument about the status of the
digital edition in chapter 4 into a broader and more historicized theoretical
context. It also reinforces the finding in chapter 2 that any “archival turn”
in digital textual scholarship is merely illusory while a scientifically more re-
sponsible approach would be to emphasize the process and value of inter-
pretation. Although post-structuralism often receives bad press, not least
from influential scholarly editors, I find that post-structuralism still provides
an adequate frame to describe the social construction of interpretation that
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authors, editors, and engineers create through revisionary authorship. The
software engineer is a new actor in this social construct and in the scholarly
process of interpretation. He or she wields a still poorly understood and
under-scrutinized delegated agency through the performative aspect of code,
and the accountability and evaluationof this agency turns out to be problem-
atic.

Taking together a number of more practical strands in the overall reasoning,
chapter seven investigates an alternative digitalmodel for text. It is also an ex-
ample of how hybrid work – work at the intersection of textual scholarship
and software engineering – shapes digital technology as a textual scholarship
tool based on scholarly rather than technological considerations. Many al-
ternatives are possible for the prevailing “mimetic digital book metaphor”
that was first explained in chapter 2. When considering such alternatives
it is pivotal to recall that the very materiality of the physical codex has to
an important extent shaped the constraints of print based textual scholar-
ship. Moreover, scholarly editions can only ignore the materiality of any
original at the peril of reducing the “interpretational space” that the ren-
dering of a physical text provides. Commonly used forms of digital text are
however extremely reductive in this regard, also those within the domain of
markup. Advancing in amore boundless digital environmentmay be fright-
ening because of the eradication of all constraints. However, this boundless-
ness should not be taken as a rationale for paradigmatic regression. Quite
the opposite: it is a core task for digital textual scholarship to figure out what
models provide both useful affordances as well as the ability to define useful
constraints. Graph models turn out to provide a good balance between ul-
timate modeling freedom, the need for constraints, knowledge integration,
and exchange.

The knowledge and reasoning in the previous chapters are based on interdis-
ciplinary work at the intersection of software engineering and textual schol-
arship. Specifically adopting a Science and Technology Studies attitude and
methodology has allowed me to put a meta-perspective on the subject mat-
ter that revealed a lot of the interdisciplinary dynamic that shapes how dig-
ital technology comes to be used (or not) in textual scholarship. This STS
approach also brought tomy attention the broad spectrumof additional fac-
tors that equally influence how this interdisciplinary work develops. How-
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ever, being regarded as peripheral non-scientific matters, many of these as-
pects do not get reported in scientific publications. But contending that
these insights are purely the result of scholarly argument alone, would be
far from truthful. In the form of an autoethnography chapter eight tries to
retrace the experience and knowledge that equally underpins the scholarship
reported in the other chapters. This autoethnography necessarily waves any
pretension to exhaustiveness. At the same time it testifies to the productiv-
ity of broad and reflective perspective offered by STS methodology. The re-
sulting combined reflective perspective on textual scholarship and software
engineering (again mutatis mutandis computer science) finally allows me to
make an argument for what I regard as a new formidable challenge for com-
putational textual scholarship.

Chapters two through to seven are versions of previously published and peer
reviewed articles. Minor typos and linguistic errors have been silently cor-
rected. A number of references have been updated when a work that ap-
peared first as a conference paper has meanwhile been published as an arti-
cle in a proceedings or journal. Some sharp-witted remarks by my supervi-
sors required minor changes or revisions to formulations or content. When-
ever possible I have integrated shorter footnotes of the original articles in the
body of the text, leading to someminor stylistic changes; long footnotes that
digress have been kept. URLs that break the flow of reading have been con-
sistently put into footnotes except where the particular web content is the
actual subject matter. Introduction and conclusion are original work. Chap-
ter eight finally, is original unpublished work. Here I attempt to add an STS
inspired meta-perspective to the dissertation work as a whole.
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Chapter 2

Screwmeneutics and
Hermenumericals: The
Computationality of Hermeneutics1

“But as one of my colleagues was fond of saying, humanists
came into those conversations as relativists and left as pos-
itivists out of pragmatic recognition that certain tenets of
critical theory could not be sustained in that environment.”
(Drucker 2012)

Can the computer be a hermeneutical instrument? This question is triv-
ial, for obviously the computer can be. As long as there is a human inter-
preter any object can be interpreted and can therefore be an instrument of
hermeneutical activity. So the question is not if, but how. How can the com-
puter be applied as a hermeneutical instrument of humanities? That ques-
tion is less trivial, but passes over a number of important precursory ques-
tions. First of all: Must the computer be a hermeneutical instrument to hu-
manities? Which again leads to the question: What is the role of hermeneu-
tics in humanities? If we can – at least tentatively – answer that last question,
wemay progress to evaluate whether digital humanities can andmust have a
hermeneutics. And if so, the question becomes, how?

1An earlier version of this chapter appeared as Van Zundert, Joris J. 2016. “Screwmeneu-
tics and Hermenumericals: The Computationality of Hermeneutics.” In A New Com-
panion to Digital Humanities, edited by Susan Scheibman, Ray Siemens, and John
Unsworth, 331–347. Malden, Oxford, etc.: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. http://onlineli
brary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/9781118680605.ch23/summary.
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Screwmeneutics and Hermenumericals

2.1 On Hermeneutics

Hermeneutics is the theory of text interpretation. The very root (Greek
ἑρμηνεύω, hermeneuō) means to interpret or to translate. According to folk
etymology its origin derives from Hermes, the Greek god-messenger. It is
in the nature of Hermes not just to use language as a means of communica-
tion, but also to be a corrupter of words, relishing in the confusing power
of his messages. He is a god of transitions and boundaries. An apt eponym
for hermeneutics, thus – interpretation is the transition of knowledge that
happens on the boundary between text and reader. Hermeneutics is already
referred to in various ways by classic philosophers, but it is Philo of Alexan-
dria who pulls together a first systematic theory which is aimed at uncover-
ing the deeper allegorical meaning of sacred scripture (Ramberg andGjesdal
2013). Methodologically connected to the pivotal issue of interpreting the
texts of the Bible, hermeneutics plays a central role throughout the history of
philosophy, humanistic theory, philology, and literary criticism. There are
numerous key works in the development of hermeneutic thinking, but one
that should in any case be mentioned is De Doctrina Christiana of St. Au-
gustine of Hippo (c.400 CE). In his work Augustine unfolds a methodol-
ogy to interpret the scriptures. But more importantly, in his methodology
he connects semiotics – the theory of signs and symbols – to language, and
he connects the interpretation of language to a deeper existential meaning
(cf. Green 2008). In his theory words are signs that impart cognitive con-
cepts to an interpreter. Just as a natural sign such as smoke signals “fire” to
the interpreter, so do words convey meaning as “given” signs of language.
The problem is however that this meaning may be literal or metaphorical.
The sun may stand for light of day or for light of vision. The existential as-
pect is raised when Augustine argues that it is the will and intention of the
reader that allows her to address the deeper allegorical interpretation.

From Augustine we take a huge leap through humanistic history and we
pass over Thomas Aquinas, Dante, Petrarch, Luther, Spinoza, and many
other philosophers and scholars whose names and works stand witness to
the profound influence of Augustine’s thinking, and of the central role
of hermeneutics in the humanistic disciplines (Barolini 2007; Marchesi
2011; Ramberg and Gjesdal 2013). We turn to the early nineteenth century
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and Friedrich Schleiermacher’s contribution to hermeneutic methodology.
Schleiermacher points to an important aspect of interpretation, which is
that it is in part emphatic in nature. A reader is able to understand a text
not just because of a linguistic code shared with the author, but essentially
also by sharing a human nature. Thus, a part of the interpretation and part
of the meaning of a text is not based on what is in the text, but on what
is external to the text. Following, broadening, and formalizing Schleier-
macher’s work, Wilhelm Dilthey theorized that works are constructed
from the vantage point of a particular worldview held by an author. The
interpretation and understanding of a text therefore involves relating the
text to the biographic and historical circumstances of its author. For both
Dilthey and Schleiermacher a basic assumption is that the meaning of
texts is grounded in the intentions and histories of their authors (Mallery,
Hurwitz, and Duffy 1986). But more importantly, they believed that these
intentions were knowable to later interpreters through reconstruction.
Dilthey however recognized that this reconstruction would be tainted by
the interpreter’s present worldview. Interpretation therefore could in his
opinion not be objective in a scientific sense of establishing facts empirically.
But he argued that aggregation of multiple interpretations could lead to
valid and more generalized interpretations.

Both Schleiermacher andDilthey point us to the fact that any interpretation
necessarily involves information that is not in the data itself. This may be in-
formation that is available elsewhere in the form of other explicit data, texts,
and so on. But interpretation also involves the unique cognition of the in-
terpreter, which is tacit. Acknowledging the partly tacit nature of interpreta-
tion sets hermeneutics apart from other frames of interpretation such as the
probabilistic model of information theory inspired by Claude Shannon.

Around the time of Dilthey’s life and work hermeneutics was still tightly
connected to philology, which at the start of the twentieth century was very
much geared towards establishing texts according to what was perceived as
the intent and ideal of the original author. With Heidegger, that was about
to change. For the philosopher Martin Heidegger, the hermeneutic process
is not a philological tool. Instead hermeneutics scales to an ontological level
andbecomes philosophical in nature. Interpretation andunderstanding per-
tain to all of us as the interplay between our self-understanding and our
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understanding of the world (Ramberg and Gjesdal 2013). Heidegger holds
that interpretation and understanding are to a great extent intuitive oper-
ations. Our understanding of the world is largely an immediate and unre-
flective grasp of what we sense, based on a priori knowledge accumulated
from experience. Heidegger believed that this understanding is uniquely
subjective. We can only “read ourselves” into a text. A few decades later,
philosopherHans-Georg Gadamer would be less pessimistic andwould sug-
gest that a human can transcend his own horizon by being exposed to the
discourse and linguistics of others. Later again, Jürgen Habermas and Karl-
Otto Apel added pragmatics into the equation – that is, a theory of interpre-
tation and understanding must also take into account the intentionality of
linguistics.

Hermeneutics, then, turned from a theory of the interpretation of text into
an ontological theory of understanding. It can now be understood broadly
as the theory of theprocesses that turn information into knowledge. As such,
the role of hermeneutics in humanities cannot be overestimated: humanities
practice is primarily hermeneutic, its main theoretical frame is hermeneutics.
Consequently, the way that hermeneutics developed over time has signifi-
cant ramifications for the epistemology of humanities. According to Cham-
bers (2000) humanities “is hermeneutic, intertextual, participatory, value-
laden, context dependent, and relatively indeterminate; there are no hier-
archical structures of information, no obvious causal explanations and no
undisputable truths of any significance to be found.”

The highly relativistic nature of post-structuralist hermeneutics problema-
tizes factuality as veritably factitious. This poses problems for those realms
of humanities that are concerned with establishing the concrete humanistic
record – for instance in the case of philology, ironically a humanistic pur-
suit most intimately connected to hermeneutics. Jerome McGann rejects
the post-structuralist project of, inter alia, Lyotard and Derrida, informed
by Heidegger’s philosophy, to replace “traditional science with a science of
the unknown” (McGann 2013). McGann reasons that philosophy is rather
a subroutine of philology concerned with testing, reconstructing, or falsify-
ing its subjects of attention. The primary concern of philology then is with
establishing the archive of what is known or has been known: “Philology
is the fundamental science of human memory”. McGann (2013:345–346)
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reduces the impact of post-structuralist hermeneutics to an “after the fact”
reinterpretation of established sources: “For the philologian, materials are
preserved because their simple existence testifies that they once had value,
though what that was we can never know completely or even, perhaps, at all.
If our current interests supply themwith certain kinds of value, these are but
Derridean supplements added for ourselves”.

Philology cannot however escape problematic hermeneutics by simply stat-
ing that its aim is a factual archive. More often than not, for instance when
difficult script is encountered, interpreting medieval manuscript is nontriv-
ial. Thus, even if it poses as merely recording the words glyph by glyph, tex-
tual editing involves interpretation. Moreover, a philologist editing a his-
torical text cannot escape actualization without betraying the pragmatics of
philology that presupposes making the archive intelligible for a current au-
dience too. A gloss is instrumental in this translation, but therefore also not
ahistorical. Any “ahistoric” presupposition of philological hermeneutics is
negated by historicality: “Not only is the decision for one possible correction
rather than another already interpretation, but the question of which possi-
bilities of correction occur to the philologist, and which don’t, also depends
upon his own historical horizon. […] The intention toward the historical
meaning changes with changes in the conception of history. […]Once it has
become doubtful that one can experience how it really was, then it is no less
doubtful that one is in the position to establish how something was meant
once” (Szondi and Bahti 1978).

This severely upsets traditional philology, which “believes itself to be
independent of its own historical point of view.” Fiormonte and Pusceddu
(2006) problematized in a similar vain the temporal dimension of text,
arguing that genetic editions also cannot escape fundamental subjectivity:
“one might say that up to now we have analyzed the literary text according
to the laws of the pre-Heisenbergian universe, i.e. inside a stable system
in which the observer does not modify the object observed.” Mutatis mu-
tandis this “hermeneutic condition” can be generalized to many subfields
of humanities. The study of history, for example, being dependent on a
humanistic record as well, is affected similarly.
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2.2 The Hermeneutics of Digital Humanities

Does digital humanities have a hermeneutics like humanities does? Given
that digital humanities is humanities too, the answer must be yes. How-
ever, there seems to be no focused program to uncover the hermeneutics of
digital humanities. I want to investigate whether a call for attention to this
hermeneutics, if not a specific program, is a necessity for digital humanities.
Rafael Capurro (2010) seems to have come closest to calling for a program-
matic approach to digital hermeneutics. Capurro states that the Internet
challenges hermeneutics because of its social relevance for the creation, com-
munication, and interpretation of knowledge. That is, the Internet makes
the creation and sharing of knowledge a more open and social activity. A
problem in addressing this challenge is that the last part of the twentieth cen-
tury saw a pseudo-critical rejection of hermeneutics with regard to technol-
ogy in general and to digital technology in particular. But it is exactly digital
technology, and more particularly the Internet, that has ontological impli-
cations or implications for how we are and behave as humans: the Internet
shapes important parts of human expression and experience, and conversely
humans shape the Internet as a technologyby expressing themselves through
it. According to Capurro, a resulting problem is that humans only very par-
tially control the network that they shape but that is importantly shaping
them. A counterargument could be that individual humans also only very
partially control their physical environment, and that moreover the power
of control is unevenly distributed in the virtual as well as in the physical envi-
ronment. However, Capurro’s more important point is that the network is
shaping us in more fundamental ways than we may realize. Our lives are in-
creasingly expressed through digital technologies that function as extensions
of ourminds and bodies: we are different on Facebook, and Facebookmakes
us different in real life too. This raises questions of a particularly humanis-
tic nature, and Capurro concludes that current hermeneutics fails to address
these questions that “go far beyond the horizon of classic hermeneutics as a
theory of text interpretation as well as beyond classic philosophic hermeneu-
tics.”

If current hermeneutics is unable to address such questions, thismay explain
the relative lack of theory on hermeneutics we find in digital humanities.
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The dialog surrounding hermeneutics seems not to have developed fully yet
in digital humanities – references to hermeneutics are scant and often at a
concrete level of the practice of text interpretation, such as when Katherine
Hayles (2012) uses the phrase “hermeneutic close reading.” Yet from several
paragraphs and sections in the literature the emergence of a debate seems
traceable. Like Capurro, Fred Gibbs and Trevor Owens (2012) have made
programmatic claims for a hermeneutics of history writing. Their argument
concentrates on data. Data has always been used by historians, but the vast
quantities of it that become available should mean “that ‘using’ signifies a
much broader range of activities.” Gibbs andOwens argue that using data is
not the same as fully conforming to the epistemic burden of the statistician.
A playful iterative approach to quantitative tools, explorative and deliber-
ately without the complete formal mathematical rigor, can serve to use large
amounts of data to discover and frame research questions. Data does not
always have to be used as evidence; in a variety of forms it can provoke new
questions and explorations. Data analytics need not be by definition math-
ematical. “Historians must treat data as text, which needs to be approached
from multiple points of view and as openly as possible” (Gibbs and Owens
2012).

Like many contributions in the theory on digital humanities, the article by
Gibbs and Owens refers to the opposition between quantification and nar-
rative as methodological means. They write about the “epistemological jit-
ter” and “hostility to data” on the side of historians. Their solution to this
conundrum is that data can be read as text. This is true, but it is also an
unsatisfactory and incomplete solution to the problem. The presupposi-
tion of data-as-text reduces the hermeneutical act to a post-processing of
what remains of data after the processes of curation, analysis, and visualiza-
tion. However, those processes of curation, analysis, and visualization have
a hermeneutics of their own. The dialog on the hermeneutics of digital hu-
manities cannot therefore simply posit a dichotomy between the quantita-
tive and qualitative, and relegate hermeneutics to a qualitative aspect of in-
terpretation of given data as if this data would not be value-laden and inter-
preted already. It is along these lines too that Federica Frabetti – likeCapurro
– has argued that new technologies affect cultural understanding. She pro-
poses a re-conceptualization of digital humanities that indeed transcends an
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assumed dichotomy between the technical and the cultural aspects. Such
“must be pursued through a close, even intimate, engagement with digital-
ity and with software itself” (Frabetti 2012). Thus part of the hermeneutics
of digital humanities relates to the hermeneutics of code, computation, and
quantification.

A close or even intimate engagement between digitality and hermeneutics
has however not been a main concern of digital humanities. Rather, the op-
posite has been stressed. In a 1995 issue of Literary and Linguistic Comput-
ing Lisa Lena Opas-Hänninen writes: “Only where indexing and sampling
are concerned does the computer offer useful help in computer-assisted lit-
erary studies. So the impact of computer-assisted techniques sets in before
the interpretation and evaluation of the text begins.” Looking back, Opas-
Hänninen’s introduction reads like a very careful attempt to avoid stating
that computational analysis in the realm of literary studies can go beyond
anything but a pre-hermeneutical support tool. Jan Christoph Meister in
the same volume – carefully? – formulates that “an intelligent and well-
balanced application of literary computing tools allows us to reconcile the
two paradigms by measuring and mapping difference in literary structures,
and then forwarding them to the ultimate hermeneuticmachine, the human
mind” (Meister 1995). Both Opas-Hänninen andMeister at the time argued
that the hermeneutical potential of digital technology is limited by the fact
that “only questions that can be formalized are open to electronic analysis
in literary studies and this is why computer-assisted techniques can cover
only part of the work of the literary critic in certain, clearly defined areas
of application” (Opas-Hänninen 1995). Meister draws a very strong opposi-
tion between the numerical and semantic paradigms: the first is connected
to computing, the second to hermeneutics. His argument is basically that
semantics do not apply in the computational paradigm. Algorithms canma-
nipulate or process objects, but only insofar as they can be formalized and
quantified. Computational operations are strictly andunambiguously trans-
formative: “results are effectively nothing but a more or less sophisticated
re-formulation […] of the original data input.” But these transparent rep-
etitions and permutations of data are redundant in the semantic paradigm.
When it comes to hermeneutics, “only those results that are different, that
happen to question the validity or confinements of the procedures which
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produced them, will ultimately be found to be relevant and noteworthy.” In
retrospect it is intriguing thatMeister did not consider at the time a distinctly
hermeneutic consequence of this argument. Algorithmic transformations
can in fact lead to identification of results that are different, and thus not
“hermeneutically” neutral. Firstly, even a rudimentary indexing algorithm
can transform the full text of a book into a list of terms usedmore than aver-
age per chapter, and can subsequently single out the chapter that shows the
least terminological overlap. Is this not a hermeneutics expressed through
the algorithm? Secondly, we can consider the breakdown of software. As
long as the algorithm only transforms data, it may not be a hermeneutical
thing. But itmaybecome sowhen it falters over some input andbreaks down
or spews inconsistent and unexpected results. This is akin to what we find
in Heidegger’s work, which holds that only a breakdown in practice leads to
theoretical knowledge (Froesse 2006). As long as a hammer is a hammer, it
is a hammer; only when it is broken do we consider its function and how it
works.

Twenty years on, the considerationof hermeneutics in the digital humanities
does not seem to have moved beyond a basic opposition between patterns
and narrative, quantification versus interpretation, that can already be dis-
cerned inMeister’s strong binary opposition between the numerical and the
semantic. This opposition often surfaces as an apparent ideological or polit-
ical opposition between humanities and digital humanities. Stanley Fish for
example has qualified digital humanities as just another fad answering to a
crisis of legitimization of the humanities (Fish 2010; 2011). Others point to
the ideologies and institutional motivations of innovation, which certainly
are not neutral (e.g. Piersma and Ribbens 2013). These crises or ideologies,
even if they exist, do not relieve us from critically evaluating the ramifications
of emerging digital technologies for hermeneutics. In the first place, these
technologies are increasingly used to create the humanistic artifacts that are
the objects of study in the humanities. In the second place, we are applying
these technologies for the capture and analysis of research data. Both of these
processes, motivated by digital technologies, affect our modes of interpreta-
tion in nontrivial ways. Piersma and Ribbens argue that evaluation of these
digital technologies is “even more urgent in view of the frequently implicit
claims […] that technological progress also implies a new historical-scientific
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paradigm” – a paradigm based on quantified approaches, on computational
analysis of big data, and subsequent serendipitous finds in such big data.

From the perspective of hermeneutics, however, the literature in digital hu-
manities does not seem to justify presupposing an implicit turn to a scien-
tific paradigm. Geoffrey Rockwell (2003), writing on the hermeneutics of
text analysis, refers to the French eighteenth-century philosopher Étienne
Bonnot de Condillac: analysis merely consists of composing and decompos-
ing our ideas to create new combinations and to discover, by this means,
their mutual relations and the new ideas they can produce. Rockwell argues
that there is no a priori privilege of any procedure for deconstruction and
reconfiguration. But a potential a priori for coherence and homogeneity in
computational data analysis may have been inadvertently introduced at the
very onset of automated text analysis, which is tied to the computationally
constructed concordance by Roberto Busa that was commenced in the late
1940s. Concordancing aims to discover patterns of coherence in a text or
corpus – in a hermeneutically naive way because it assumes that a word will
have the same meaning and weight wherever it occurs. Yet even the algorith-
mic creation of concordances shows how deconstruction of a text and sub-
sequent reconfiguration leads to a new text, namely the very concordance.
But that is just one method of reconfiguration. To escape naive biases we
should shed habitual practices and any axiomatic primacy of unity and co-
herence. To this end Rockwell – following Gadamer and Huizinga – sug-
gests a hermeneutics of disciplined play that privileges experimentation and
modeling, rather than a narrow quantified empirics.

Stephen Ramsay (2011c), even more than Rockwell, emphatically denies a
scientific paradigm for hermeneutics: “For decades the dominant assump-
tion within humanities computing […] has been that if the computer is to
be useful to the humanist, its efficacy must necessarily lie in the aptness of
the scientific metaphor for humanistic study.” Ramsay takes the contrary
view, and proposes that the scientificmethod andmetaphor are, for themost
part, incompatible with the terms of humanistic endeavor and only lead
to a distorted epistemology called “scientism.” Ramsay follows Gadamer
by stating that the hermeneutic phenomenon is basically not a problem of
method at all. Hermeneutics is simply not concerned with amassing veri-
fied knowledge of the sort that would satisfy the methodological idea of sci-
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ence. Rather, literary criticism operates within a hermeneutical framework
in which the specifically scientific meaning of fact, metric, verification, and
evidence do not apply. Yet humanities too is concerned with knowledge and
with truth, just of a different kind than that of science. Ramsay has also
argued that the availability of vastly more digital data essentially does not
change the hermeneutic assumptions of humanities. The fact is that there
has always been too much information available to synthesize individually
in full; the digital age just makes this condition more apparent. But now as
ever hermeneutics involves finding a purposely selective and subjective path
through too much information. This is the basic assumption underlying
what Ramsay (2010) calls the hermeneutics of screwing around. ForRamsay
the “screwmeneutical imperative” is nothing more or less than the realiza-
tion of Roland Barthes’ concept of “writerly text”, which is the text a reader
constructs by reducing all possible meanings of a text to one that is his own
interpretation of it.

In the realm of markup, in the digital humanities predominantly repre-
sented by the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), possible scientism seems not
to be a very relevant issue either. This may be partly due to the descriptive
rather than analytic nature of markup. The hermeneutic dialog within this
domain concerns itself more with the issue of multi-perspectivity. Like
Ramsay, Lou Burnard (1998) points to post-structuralist ideas: “Texts, and
other artifacts alike, are invested with meaning by our use of them, and
it is therefore interpretation alone which confers value on them. Small
wonder that Derrida, citing Montaigne, takes it as self-evident that ‘We
need to interpret interpretations more than to interpret things’ ” Authorial
intention, reconstruction, and original reading are concepts that have
become unfashionable, Burnard admits, but he follows Dilthey by saying
that there “is ample evidence that not all interpretations are equally useful
or have equal explanatory force.” He suggests that canonicity is in this sense
a hermeneutics of aggregation. Burnard also embraces the post-structuralist
idea of intertextuality: the reading and the meaning of a text is in part
constructed by the references made to other texts. The rationale for markup
then is that it provides a single formalized semiotic system that is able to
function as an interlingua for the sharing of the multitude of individual
interpretations that through aggregation can lead to a critical consensus.
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The claim that a single all-encompassing semiotic system is possible, and that
technologies such as SGML/XML and DTDs could be an implementation
of it, has since been severely contested. Many theorists and practitioners
(e.g. Buzzetti and McGann 2006; Fiormonte and Pusceddu 2006; Schmidt
and Colomb 2009) find that the single-hierarchy approach to text structur-
ing that the TEI enforces does not fit well with amultitude of possible struc-
tural and semantic interpretations. In itself this dialog testifies to the fact
that the approach to text encoding within the textual scholarship and digital
humanities communities is primarily hermeneutically oriented.

Thus a computational turn does not automatically imply a turn to empiri-
cism and scientism, or a disregard for hermeneutic tradition. Stylometry
and the “school” of distant reading (Moretti 2007; Jockers 2013) may lean
in their approaches more towards an empiricist or scientistic attitude. This
is mainly to be attributed to the intensive use of quantification and –
more importantly – statistics in those avenues of research. The work of
researchers such as David Hoover (2013), Ted Underwood (2019), Allen
Riddell and Karina van Dalen-Oskam (2018), Matthew Jockers, and Franco
Moretti is methodologically strongly based in statistics, corpus linguistics,
and natural language processing. Those methodologies are numerically
inclined indeed, but this does not preclude hermeneutics – numbers of
course allow interpretation too. Quantification does however introduce
the problem of reduction. Current statistic approaches to stylometry, for
example, are based predominantly on word frequencies and co-occurrence
analyses of the surface structures of text. But aggregating words based
solely on their form usually blinds these methods to more subtle semantic
relations such as homonymy, metaphors, anaphors, and so on, that are also
hermeneutically important. This does not however discredit numerical
approaches as hermeneutical instruments. In fact they may contribute very
strong hermeneutical support.

For instance,MikeKestemont (2012) has shown, using statisticalmeans such
as principal component analysis, that the medieval Dutch Arthurian novel
Moriaen stylistically stands out from themedieval compilation ofArthurian
texts that it is a member of. The text forms a much closer stylistic unit with
two other texts, one of which is not even an Arthurian novel but a story in
the realm of the so-called matière de France pertaining to the culture, court,
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and principal personae during the reign of Charlemagne. Based on all we
know about medieval Dutch genre and literary history this claim would be
outrageous,were it not for a 1970sposthumouslypublishedworkby aDutch
philologist that had already alluded to these possibilities. Most interestingly,
that philologist and poet, Klaas Heeroma, based his conjecture on a funda-
mentally hermeneutic principle: he claimed he “heard” the kinship between
the novels. Somewhat ironically, what is nowoften perceived of as one of the
least hermeneutical instruments – number-crunching-based principle com-
ponent analysis – indicates that Heeroma’s hermeneutical “sixth sense” was
right.

The example above draws our attention to another problem inherent in
current quantified approaches in digital humanities. As Gibbs and Owens
(2012) also point out, neighbor joining, maximum-parsimony phylogenetic
trees, z-scores and such probabilistic methods that are used in stemma
reconstruction, authorship attribution, and various other computational
approaches seem foremost to be used as instruments of reaffirmation. They
verify authorship, and they confirm canonicity and genre. They do not
answer new questions, but rather solidify existing answers. This may very
well be a simple sign of a field in development, of relatively immature
application. However, if this confirmation bias were a genuine trait of a
specific angle on quantified approaches by digital humanities, then again
this would set it apart from the scientific paradigm of falsification rather
than import it wholesale into the humanities. So far, quantified approaches
in the digital humanities also show a relative lack of explanatory power.
Stylometry, for example, can tell us – or rather indicate to us – that there
are two authors of a certain text (VanDalen-Oskam and Van Zundert 2007).
But it tells us unsatisfactorily little about how and why the individual styles
differ. Engaging and uncovering the “black box” effect of such methods
could in due course turn the practice of stylometry into the pursuit of a
literary hermeneutics – like conventional hermeneutics but with different
means.
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2.3 The Computationality of Hermeneutics

Quantified approaches and distant reading currently have good press. But
we should be careful not to identify digital humanities solely with these ap-
proaches. The field is decidedly broader (cf. for instance Alvarado 2012).
There is a tendency in debates to reduce the potential of computation to a
methodology of quantification. The nature of digital humanities is hybrid,
however, and there is not an a priori discontinuity with the hermeneutic
traditions. We still maintain that knowledge has an interpretative character
– that the state of an object is determined by its context and is dependent
on the observer’s interpretation. Computer-mediated text turned text into
something computationally tractable. Startingwith thework of FatherBusa,
this made the application of quantified approaches to text feasible and prac-
tical. Computational tractability, however, does not dictate quantification
and a probabilistic approach. These approaches have been inspired by their
success in computational linguistics, a field informed substantially by a pos-
itivist and structuralist tradition. This tradition holds that knowledge has a
causal deterministic character so that the state of any given object is necessar-
ily determinedby its prior states. Probabilistics and, for instance, theMarkov
models that underpin many natural language processing algorithms derive
ultimately from such a positivist deterministic philosophy (cf. Vandoulakis
2011). Johanna Drucker unequivocally denied the applicability of determin-
istic computational methods to problems of humanistic nature: “Positivis-
tic, strictly quantitative, mechanistic, reductive and literal, these visualiza-
tion and processing techniques preclude humanistic methods from their op-
erations because of the very assumptions on which they are designed: that
objects of knowledge can be understood as self-identical, self-evident, ahis-
torical, and autonomous” (Drucker 2012).

Drucker’s quote summarizes quite succinctly the problems inherent in prob-
abilistic approach that can only lead to “naive empiricism” (Drucker 2010).
Grounding the bulk of digital humanities methodology in quantification
and deterministic reasoning may have far-reaching disruptive implications.
KatherineHayles pointed out that digital humanities as a fieldmay converge
towards traditional humanities or diverge from it as its own field, depending
on how digital humanities articulates itself with respect to conventional hu-
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manities. “The kinds of articulation that emerge have strong implications
for the future: will the digital humanities become a separate field whose in-
terests are increasingly remote from the traditional humanities, or will it on
the contrary become so deeply entwined with questions of hermeneutic in-
terpretation thatno self-respecting traditional scholar could remain ignorant
of its results?” (Hayles 2012) ThusHayles ties a successful interaction of dig-
ital humanities with the traditional humanities to the question of how well
digital humanities will be able to cater to hermeneutics. The extent towhich
the hermeneutic approach is fundamental to the humanities is, however,
not always well understood. In his recent history of the humanities, Rens
Bod dedicates a mere two pages to the concept and history of hermeneu-
tics, in a section titled “Hermeneutics and the anticipatory ‘method’ ” (Bod
2013a:333–334). He disposes of the “method” as being based on guesswork
and premonitions. This dismissal might be cast aside as anecdotal were it
not for Bod’s position as professor of computational and digital humanities,
investigating the humanities fromboth a computational and a historical per-
spective. Within the dichotomy between patterns and narrative, Bod has de-
cidedly opted for patterns as a primary principle of investigation. Leaning
strongly towards a deterministic paradigm, he concludes that inferences can
only be valid based on patterns to be discovered in the researched data. An-
other example of a dialog between the realms of computation and humani-
ties reveals an interesting “computational” perspective on the fundamental
importance of the concept of context to hermeneutics: “We do not exclude
the possibility that there may be other relationships that can constitute a
valid narrative. […] However, such examples are context-dependent, and
not easily generalizable, we therefore […] limit our focus to the prototypical
narrative structures described” (Akker et al. 2011). This quote derives from
a project of which the particular aim was to find a suitable formalization for
(historical) events and to build narratives – i.e. historical accounts – from
these. The statement reveals the clear tension between hermeneutic context-
dependency and the thrust towards the generalization needed for compu-
tational tractability. The generalization requires events to be formalized or
modeled so they can be computationally traced and quantified. Researchers
try to escape theproblematic hermeneutics by reducing thenumber and type
of relations that events can maintain. But the problem stubbornly persists,
because formalizations and patterns are not hermeneutics-free. Just as philo-
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logical practice cannot escape a certain hermeneutics, neither modeling nor
quantification can escape the hermeneutics involved in choosing the basic as-
sumptions onto which the formalizations are founded. Pasanek and Sculley,
in their article on “Mining millions of metaphors” (2008), point out that
in this respect there is no such a thing as a free lunch: “It is important to
avoid the illusion that automated analysis is somehowmore objective or less
biased than traditional methods. There is no new infallible science of litera-
ture forthcoming. As the “No Free Lunch” Theorem states, every machine
learning method requires the acceptance of base level assumptions, such as
the appropriate choice of distance metric or the shape of the probability dis-
tribution underlying the data. These assumptions must, at some level, be
taken on faith, and influence the results of automated analysis, just as cul-
tural and theoretical biases influence traditional analysis.”

As with quantified approaches, there is a hermeneutics to any formalization.
Textual scholars from Bernard Cerquiglini (1999) to Peter Shillingsburg
(2013) hold that an edition of a text is not that text itself, but an intellectual
argument about it. A digital edition is an interpretation, and in exactly the
same sense formalizations andmodels are interpretations. A simple example
for this is a database field, which is nothing more or less than a category
label. Category labels, databases, and datamodels: all aremodels, necessarily
narrow representations of aspects of reality. Confronting any database with
reality, one will encounter observations that will not fit to any of the defined
database fields. Therefore most data models exclude certain properties
of data, which poses problems in a field such as humanities that works
primarily with highly complex, heterogeneous, and non-concrete data. To
fit the observations to the chosen categories or properties of the model is
to fit a subjectively observed reality to the interpretation expressed by the
model. The effect is that the chosen formalization imposes a particular
interpretation on a set of data that does not really fit, reducing to a certain
extent the richness and complexity of the body of information. The quan-
titative model or data model is an impressionistic primer onto which more
interpretation is painted. Thus statistics and models inform interpretative
narrative on the basis of formalized reductive interpretations.

If formalizations, models, and quantifications have hermeneutics too, we
can concur with Katherine Hayles (2012) when she states that the tension
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between algorithmic analysis and hermeneutic close reading should not be
overstated. Hayles argues that often there is not an opposition but a syner-
getic interaction between algorithmic analysis and close interpretative read-
ing. She points to the example of what Matthew Kirschenbaum has called
“rapid shuttling,” which involves a repetitive switching between the modes
of close reading and of interpretation of big data analysis results, comparing
the interpretations those different modes yield. Ramsay (2011c), when talk-
ing about “algorithmic criticism,” also points to this recursive interaction be-
tween corpus analytics and close reading that can informhumanistic inquiry
of texts. What these views share is that the act of interpretation is postponed
to a post-algorithmic phase. Onlywhen the computation has been done and
the algorithms and number crunching produce visualizations does the inter-
pretative act come to the fore. This type of digital humanities hermeneutics
therefore faces outward and away from the computational model, the math,
and the code. It interprets only the results of the algorithmic or quantitative
phase. But if it is true that algorithms and models have hermeneutics too,
then should these not somehow be taken into account in establishing the
validity of interpretations done in algorithmic analysis?

David Berry (2012), like Katherine Hayles, does not “want to overplay the
distinction between pattern and narrative as differing modes of analysis.
Indeed, patterns implicitly require narrative in order to be understood,
and it can be argued that code itself consists of a narrative form that allows
databases, collections and archives to function at all.” Instead of dismissing
code and algorithm as hermeneutic domains, Berry is arguing for a more
intertwined articulation of humanities and computer science in this respect.
He proposes that digital humanities in part should also concentrate on the
underlying computationality of the forms held within a computational
medium. To “understand the contemporary born-digital culture and the
everyday practices that populate it […] we need a corresponding focus on
the computer code that is entangled with all aspects of our lives.” According
to Berry there is an “undeniable” cultural dimension to computation as well,
which points to the importance of engaging with and understanding code:
“Understanding digital humanities is in some sense then understanding
code.” Berry argues that computational techniques are not merely an
instrument wielded by traditional methods. Rather, they have profound
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effects on all aspects of the disciplines because the computational logic
is entangled with the digital representations of physical objects, texts
and “born-digital” artifacts. But the way in which the digital archive is
deeply computational and the ramifications of that computationality are
currently not well understood, and cannot be understood without a deep
dialog between humanities and computer science. Federica Frabetti (2012),
reasoning along similar lines, concludes that such “an understanding must
be pursued through a close, even intimate, engagement with digitality and
with software itself” – which is not without problems, as digital humanities
and computer science have no readily available mutually informed way
of examining software, and because it is: “especially difficult for those
not active in the field of the digital humanities to see how the creation of
digital surrogates of analog materials, the development of tools to support
visualization and analysis, and the contribution of high-end computing
skills […] constitute research” (Schreibman, Mandell, and Olsen 2011).

In the domain of textual scholarship Elena Pierazzo has drawn attention to
a similar need to understand coding intimately. Like others, she holds that
editing a text is “interpretative and irreversible.” She followsClausHuitfeldt
andMichael Sperberg-McQueen in stating that a transcription of a text con-
sists of “a systematic programof selective alteration.” Thus it is very unlikely
that two scholars, even given the same transcriptional criteria, will produce
the same transcription of the same exemplar (Pierazzo 2011). As scholarly
editing moves into a digital environment, computational approaches and
programming acquire substantial roles and responsibilities in the creation
of digital scholarly editions. Pierazzo therefore argues that this role of pro-
gramming should not be underestimated, and, more importantly, “neither
[should] its implicit scholarly content.” Coming from a different angle but
reaching a similar conclusion, AlanGaley and StanRuecker (2010) call atten-
tion to the design of artifacts as a critical and hermeneutical act. They argue
that digital humanities must not lose sight of design as an act that shapes the
meanings of artifacts, and that is no less vital to the interpretative potential
of digital artifacts. Galey andRuecker draw an analogy between software de-
sign and the textual and material design involved in book production: “By
understanding how fields like book history take the design decisions embed-
ded in physical artifacts as interpretive objects, we can begin to see digital hu-
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manists’ creation of newdigital artifacts as interpretive acts.” Digital human-
ities as yet lacks a deep understanding of digital text production and software
design, whereas we have a well-defined understanding of the roles of non-
authorial agents in print and manuscript book production, such as scribes,
binders, typographers, compositors, correctors, and illustrators (Galey and
Ruecker 2010).

The choices and methods involved in software design do shape the
hermeneutics of digital humanities. Modeling encompasses the worldview
of the model designer, her context, and her subjective decisions. Data
models are anything but neutral – on the contrary, they are a purposefully
specific selection of semantic categories and properties. Programming
languages have paradigms that affect hermeneutics. Moreover, the recipro-
cal shaping of the hermeneutics of digital humanities by the methods of
computer science extends beyond software design. The choices made in
the analytical conception of any given digital humanities project affect its
hermeneutic makeup. The choices of what properties to quantify, what
probability distribution functions are chosen, which statistical tests are
used, are in essence hermeneutically informed. Arguably these choices are
currently in large part left implicitly to the experts and professionals of
software design and computer science. Computer science as a field, however,
is grounded not in a problematizing paradigm but in a problem-solving one.
Computer scientists and software engineers have a strong generalizing pro-
clivity. Their reasoning tends toward the inductive: solve a specific problem
in a specific context and then scale the solution to general applicability. This
propensity invites positivistic reasoning and reductive determinism that
favors patterns and relegates the exception to the status of “corner case.”
These characteristics fit poorly with a humanities that is accustomed to
reasoning from heterogeneous information, that favors multi-perspectivity,
and that problematizes as a means to create knowledge, perspectives, and
understanding. The eventual articulation of digital humanities with respect
to conventional humanities – and the implications for the future that
Katherine Hayles described – will depend to a great extent on how well
the intimate dialog between humanities and computer science as discussed
by Frabetti and Berry is established. As Galey and Ruecker showed, little
attention is currently paid to the hermeneutical implications of the software
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design aspect. Similarly little attention is given to the hermeneutical implica-
tions of data modeling and of analytical models applied in computer science
and other fields that inform the digital humanities, such as mathematics and
artificial intelligence. Thus at a very fundamental level and in a substantial
part of its research chain the hermeneutics of digital humanities is driven
by software designers and computer scientists. This means that in practice
the hermeneutic choices of digital humanities are made substantially by
software designers and computer scientists. Failure to reflect critically on
these choices may all too easily lead to a naive scientism permeating the
digital humanities, born from the generalizing and problem-solving nature
of computer science and software engineering.

Stephen Ramsay (2011c) argues that it is possible to make algorithmic pro-
cedures conform to the hermeneutical methodology of humanistic critical
inquiry without transforming the nature of computation. Be that as it may,
this conformity will not come about without a fundamental dialog between
humanities and computer science – a dialog that is not part of Ramsay’s
hermeneutics for digital humanities, focused as this is on post-algorithmic
acts of interpretation. However, a substantial part of the specific nature of
digital humanities hermeneutics arises exactly from the nature of computa-
tion. This nature need not be reductive, deterministic, absolute, and quan-
tified, as is so often implied. Rather, we have here a rationale for exploring
“hermenumericals,” a hermeneutics of computation that could complement
Ramsay’s post-algorithmic “screwmeneutics.” Computation need not be a
domain of absolute numbers and binary logic. In the field of artificial intel-
ligence, non-binary reasoning and expression of uncertainty has progressed
considerably (cf. Russell and Norvig 2009). There are subtler computing
logics than the first-order logic that currently makes up the bulk of com-
monly used computer languages (cf. Forbus 2008; Pratt 1976). Some are
concerned, for example, with modeling intuitive notions of truth and va-
lidity. Their nature may be a much closer fit for the hermeneutics of hu-
manities. Exploration of the hermeneutic potential of computation is a chal-
lenge that digital humanities could pose, to itself and to computer science on
behalf of the humanities. This need not imply transforming the nature of
computation, but it must involve remediating the nature of hermeneutics
through computational logic and design, informed strongly by a dialog with
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humanities. It is apparent that scientific methods deriving from the human-
ities would be more appropriate than scientism for artificial intelligence and
computer science when interacting with the humanities (cf. Mallery, Hur-
witz, and Duffy 1986).

2.4 Conclusion

Unquestionably there is a role for hermeneutics in digital humanities. Thus
the question becomes: What does such a hermeneutics look like? Capurro
has shown how profound the ontological implications of digitality are for
cultural dynamics and for the creation of humanistic artifacts. From this
it follows that humanities must consider the extent and characteristics of a
hermeneutics that takes digitality and computationality into consideration.
Current practice shows, if it was not already self-evident, that conventional
hermeneutics in its form of “post-algorithmic” interpretation takes up a
large and undeniable part. At the same time, as we apply algorithms,models,
and quantification, there arises an urgent need to understand the effect of
these analytic methods on our hermeneutics. We have seen that the design
of analytic methods is not free of its own hermeneutics. The effects and
ramifications of these implicit hermeneutics on humanistic interpretation
and reasoning are nevertheless unclear, poorly understood, and hardly
studied. To understand these effects more fully – that is, to understand
the hermeneutics of algorithmic and quantified approaches – we need a
constructive and intimate dialog with the domains of computer science and
software design. We cannot simply face outward after the algorithmic fact
and interpret its results without implicitly but unconscientiously being a
proxy to its hermeneutics. The profound effects of the digital on human
culture and the humanities demands that we fully grasp its potential for
hermeneutics.
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Chapter 3

The Case of the Bold Button: Social
Shaping of Technology and the Digital
Scholarly Edition1

“First, let us observe two things missing from almost all elec-
tronic scholarly editions made to this point. The first missing
aspect is that up to now, almost without exception, no schol-
arly electronic edition has presented material which could not
have been presented in book form, nor indeed presented this
material in a manner significantly different from that which
could have been managed in print.”

These are words by Peter Robinson, who spoke and wrote them in 2004
(Robinson 2004). I think little has changed in over a decade since and the ob-
servation still more or less holds. At the time, Robinson argued vehemently
for digital scholarly editions that would move decisively beyond the realm
of the possibilities of print publication. He was – and is – by no means the
only one that has been advocating for such a shift. In fact, many have won-
dered how the digital medium, or the virtual environment, would change
the nature and appearance of the scholarly edition. For that matter, grand

1This chapter appeared before as Van Zundert, Joris J. 2016. “The Case of the Bold Button:
Social Shaping of Technology and the Digital Scholarly Edition.” Digital Scholarship in
the Humanities 31 (4): 898–910. https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqw012. It was updated
to include a more expanded definition and explanation of the concepts of “graph” and
“knowledge graph”. A few sentences were added to clarifymy use of “heuristics”, and the
meaning of “minimal” and “maximal edition”.
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perspectives on paradigmatic change due to medium change are not unique
to textual scholarship. The introduction of a new medium or technology
has always inspired great debate between advocates and antagonists of the
next big thing. Self-proclaimed supporters of digital media usually advocate
revolutionary changes. In the case of textual scholarship, for example, one
may hear it proclaimed that the book is dead; good riddance, the advocates
for “The Next Big Thing” (Bod 2013b:8) judge, for it was a clumsy, static,
institutionally bounded, difficult to use, and outdated interface. Give way
to open access, process orientation, dynamic interfaces, intuitive interaction,
fluid text, social editing, etc. (cf., for instance, Siemens et al. 2012). With
similar and undaunted zeal, Luddites lament the waning of solid scholarly
practice: concentration span, close reading, philological interpretation, edi-
torial practice, and convention (Fish 2011) – all sacrificed to the “Bitch god-
dess, QUANTIFICATION” (sic) as Bridenbaugh once put it (Bridenbaugh
1963). Or, for amore recent example in theDutch literary and linguistics the-
atre, consider professor Rens Bod proclaiming the end of Humanities 1.0
(Bod 2013b), and Ph.D. studentMariekeWinkler sincerely questioning that
(Winkler 2013).

The screaming and kicking of Luddites aside the proponents of change do
not seem really to get what they want. After many years of development
of digital technology, the book is as alive as it ever was. We scarcely find
digital editions, scholarly or otherwise, resembling the advanced models
of dynamic, fluid, collaborative, and social texts such as those proposed
by McGann (2010), Drucker (Lunenfeld et al. 2012:36), Shillingsburg
(Thiruvathukal, Jones, and Shillingsburg 2010), Robinson (2004), Van
Hulle (2010), Siemens (Siemens et al. 2012), and myself (Boot and van
Zundert 2011). E-books are certainly impacting the market (AAP 2010; Cain
Miller and Bosman 2011), but e-books are pure digital metaphors of the
print book. Digital scholarly editions hardly have any impact (Porter 2013).
What is more interesting is that digital scholarly editions are a far cry from
what many expected them to be. We could suppose that this state of affairs
is due to a lack of knowledge, skills, and technology support as has been
indeed suggested before (cf. Courant et al. 2006). And it is probably true
there are severe problems of teaching and training in our field, given that
master and Ph.D. programs truly oriented on the digital humanities are
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only lately coming into existence. Yet, I think there might be more to the
matter.

Maybe we need to answer to Borgman’s call (2009): “Why is no one follow-
ing digital humanities scholars around to understand their practices, in the
way that scientists have been studied for the last several decades?” What do
we see if we step back for a while from our work as textual scholars and dig-
ital humanities researchers and look at what is happening from the social
sciences, in particular of Science and Technology Studies? Science and Tech-
nology Studies suggest to study technology development in its social con-
text. In the past few years, I have studied the creation and development of
the digital scholarly edition within the laboratory-like setting in the Huy-
gens Institute for the History of the Netherlands. Here we find a relatively
large – for humanities contexts in any case – IT Research and Development
(R&D) group of on average sixteen persons working together with about
sixty historians, textual scholars, and digital archivists. The research context
consists of a dozen senior researchers, a similar amount of non-senior and
associate researchers, a similar amount of Ph.D. candidates with various con-
tracts ranging from predominantly full-time added staff to volunteer work-
ers, and of course non-ITR&D supporting staff. As inmany other contexts
(cf. Nowviskie 2012) the relationship between the ITR&D group and scien-
tific staff is some matter of internal debate in the institute. In part, the role
of the IT R&D staff is in support, in part it is collaborative at the research
level.

The adoption and application of technology is as much a social as it is a tech-
nical process. These processes are inevitably intertwined: technology does
not determine but operates within and is operated upon in a complex social
field (Bijker et al. 1987). The manifestation of such intertwined processes is
directly visible in the field of digital humanities and in the development of
the digital scholarly edition. Of course, the digital scholarly edition is a digi-
tal artifact brought to life in a context of heavy interaction between a highly
digital technological community (computer scientist, software engineers and
digital humanists) and a far less digital technology based community (textual
scholars). This intricate and intensive interaction is a daily practice at the
Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands. One of my tasks has
been to guide the interaction between IT R&D, documentary editors, tex-
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tual scholars, and researchers of literature and history, and to facilitate the
ongoing methodological discussion between these cultures. I have had the
privilege to study these processes from many angles: methodology, technol-
ogy, model, role, audience, development, and so on.

As has happened in many similar research contexts, a transcription tool was
developed at the institute to support the basic work of turning non-OCR-
able texts from early printed works and medieval and modern manuscripts
into digital machine-processable counterparts. The development of this
tool, eLaborate2, was based on a strategy of encapsulating and hiding XML
markup – to be transformed to TEI encoding behind the scenes – with
a graphical interface. In this way, the tool was meant to present minimal
barriers to transcribers who came in a variety of levels of expertise on
encoding. This indeed resulted in successful participation of significant
numbers of volunteers unskilled in XML over a large set of projects. Also
the GUI encapsulation of XML technicalities facilitated greatly the focus
on community and project management (Beaulieu, Van Dalen-Oskam, and
Van Zundert 2012).

Here I am not so much interested in the features or particulars of eLaborate.
Instead I want to focus on one particular researcher‑developer interaction I
witnessed that, I think, stands as an example of a general and strong tendency
in the scholarly community at large. The usability principle behind eLabo-
rate is that any encoding or markup is treated as an annotation on arbitrary
regions within the text. To this end, when a user has selected a certain region
in the text with the mouse, a pop-up dialog appears allowing the user to en-
ter annotative tags, comments, etc. The interface thus closely mimics a con-
cept – using a highlighter and pencil to create annotations – that is known
and tangible to anyone who has a basic experience in working with schol-
arly texts. The clear downside of this principle – if dogmatically applied – is
that a user is faced with an enormous number of click-and-point-and-type
annotation operations. Especially in cases of seemingly insignificant but fre-
quent markup, such as with the indication of bold face print, this approach
can strike the user as tediously and needlessly pedantic. It should be noted,
however, that regarding the feelings of tediousness a distinction is likely to

2Cf. https://www.elaborate.huygens.knaw.nl
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bemade between senior scholars as transcribers and non-academic volunteer
“crowd sourcees”. Evidence from the projects, if mainly anecdotal, suggests
that volunteer transcribers in fact may attach hundreds of tiny and similar
annotations without complaint, but that the senior researcher will feel put
at oddswith her experience andpracticeswhen invited to do so. In any event,
the upshot of this usability agonywas a recurring and strong push in the user
community to have a button labeled “bold” – in fact to have several such
buttons for italics, underline, and other common very frequently appearing
properties of text – lowering the volume of tedious annotation. To this day
I remain convinced that we should not have implemented that button as we
did.

The foundation for my conviction is that these buttons violate the rationale
for XMLoverHTML, namely the strict and intentional separation of repre-
sentational and semantic information. Themost common interpretation of
boldface type is that it is a material manifestation of the concept of empha-
sis. Even this is not universal – many other concepts may also be expressed
by the use of boldface type. Thus, the provision of a button to record that
some text is in boldface type introduces inevitable ambiguity in a descriptive
system. At a later point in time there is no unambiguousway to tell what the
function of the bold print was: it arbitrarily coversmany intentions without
delineating which of several possible textual concepts might apply.

However, more important formy argument here is that the implementation
of this simple button reveals how technology is indeed shaped through its so-
cial context. The intent of eLaborate’s approach was paradigmatic: its pur-
pose was to allow editors of text to change from a representational paradigm
to a semantic paradigm. We could have done this by forcing our users to be-
come competentXMLauthors. Our users judgedXML tedious and compli-
cated, however, and complexity is a well-known “fail factor”working against
the adoption of any new technology (Rogers 1983). Thus, to guide our users
gently into a new paradigm, we had to create an interface that offered a clear
and substantial advantage over existing technology and at the same time did
not seem overly complex. The annotation “highlighter” pop-up seemed a
good solution that tried to balance innovation with ease of use and some
compatibilitywith a knownparadigm. However, the annotationpop-up led
to a tedious routine that in reality severely curtailed the ease of use. When
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ease of use is compromised to such an extent new possibilities inherent in
a technology do not lead to a change of routine to accommodate the tech-
nology, and thus an adoption of the new paradigm does not occur. Instead,
the perceived constraints lead to a change in the technology (Leonardi 2011).
This is exactly what happened in the interaction between developers, users,
researchers, and technology in the case of eLaborate. A bold button was
introduced to remedy usability constraints: social shaping of technology at
work.

As an unintended consequence – as Robert Merton would have it – of this
social shaping of eLaborate the paradigmatic intent of the innovation was
now black boxed. This is not meant in the sense of Latour’s definition that
defines a black box according to general acceptance of the correctness of the
innermechanism (Latour 1987), but in the sense that the innovative aspect of
the newparadigmwas now completely unobservable and thus effectively un-
knowable to its intended audience. The unobservability of such a black-box
model is also a known “fail factor” for innovation (Marinova and Phillimore
2003; Rogers 1983). I my experience I found interfaces to often have this
unintended and usually unrecognized effect, and it is a problem that partic-
ularly affects graphical interfaces. A graphical user interface suggests a trans-
parency of model and paradigm that is not truly there – in fact the graphical
interface is as much an opaque barrier to the internal paradigm of a system
as it is a means of engaging with that very system. Analogous to Robinson
(2013b) and others, I would argue that software interfaces, such as the inter-
faces to digital text editions, are an intellectual argument about the internal
model of a system rather than a neutral communication of thatmodel to any
user. Vice versa, when the interface undergoes social shaping as a result of the
interaction between developer and user/researcher, that is also an expression
by that user of an intellectual argument about the model.

In the case of the bold button, the user has not merely molded convenience
into the interface. What also happened was that the intended paradigm –
that of semantically oriented XML – was expressed in a paradigm which
was more familiar to most users, namely that of representationally oriented
HTML. But this effectively prevented the user from engaging with and get-
ting to know the new paradigm, or at least a part of it. The bold button hid
a class of semantically expressive potential behind a single representational
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“wrapper”. As an extension of the Meno paradox (Nickles 2003), not only
were the users unable to negotiate new knowledge, they had shaped the tech-
nology in a way that made it now impossible to engage at all with the new
paradigm. User-centered design had led to the users shaping new technol-
ogy so that it was congruent with the paradigm theywere familiar with. The
new was expressed in the ways of the old, but it also turned into something
inaccessible and irrelevant. This unintended effect of an intended paradigm
being encapsulated and effectively hidden by a more familiar paradigm is
caused by what I will call paradigmatic regression: the social shaping of a
technological interface such that it can no longer express essential properties
of an intended paradigm. The pivotal error that was made with the intro-
duction of the “bold button” was that the button did not express the digital
paradigm. Instead, we did exactly the opposite: we facilitated the scholarly
users’ regression toward the paradigmof the bookmetaphor known to them.
Therebywe confirmed that nothing had changed, that print conventionwas
still the paradigm to use. As proponents of digital scholarship, we may tend
to think we are free from this sort of paradigmatic regression. But we are
not. Most if not all digital scholarly editions are still solidly rooted in book
metaphors and print conventions, and I think it is exactly because of this
silent regression. A brief and selective history of humanities computingmay
be telltale.

The beginnings of humanities computing and the development of the digi-
tal scholarly edition are usually dated to 1949with the seminalworkof Father
Busa (Hockey 2004). Roberto Busa demonstrated the first practical applica-
tions of computational text processing by automating the tasks of indexing
and context retrieval. However, the result was presented in a form already
well known to scholarly editing: a fifty-six-volume print publication concor-
dance. The computational aspect was used simply to automate and scale a
tedious and error-prone editorial task. The utility and sense of this work
goes without question. What interests me here, however, is that the automa-
tion was geared toward reiterating on a larger scale a scholarly task that was
in essence well known and rehearsed; computational power was harnessed
to produce an instrument well within the confines of the existing paradigm
of print text and its scholarly applications.

The advent of the database and later the relational database prompted
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the curation and publication of several catalogs and indices of textual
metadata, as well as the first repositories for digital text. This was of course
a major enhancement of the capacity for discovery of texts and related
metadata. Databases allowed for efficient and convenient discovery of text
through the use of matching selection queries. Scholars such as Jerome
McGann, Peter Robinson, Dino Buzzetti, Manfred Thaller, and others
began to envision different forms of engagement with text made possible
due to the availability of full-text repositories and metadata. Despite all
this, the database did not change the essential way scholars engaged with
the actual texts. Even if, for instance, Buzzetti and Thaller argued that a
digital edition’s “liability to processing” is the essential feature that sets it
apart from conventional editions (Buzzetti and Rehbein 1998), texts were
still perceived predominantly as intentionally ordered strings of words for
human interpretation. Thus, notwithstanding ideas on how to engage with
text in newways separate from the reading, commentary, and interpretation
that has traditionally been handled by humans, the digital scholarly editions
produced in the last part of the twentieth century have again presented text
to us essentially as a digitized book.

According to Hockey (2004), in the early to mid-1990s a great deal of in-
terest and discussion arose in the scholarly community concerning what an
electronic edition might look like. However, with the “notable exception of
work carried out by PeterRobinson”, few of these publicationswere realized
in an actual implementation. Once “theory had to be put into practice and
projects were faced with the laborious work of entering andmarking up text
and developing software, attention began to turn elsewhere”. As with the
bold button example, we find that a new technology turned out to provide
too little practical facility to lead to successful innovation. Yet there is more
to the matter.

The “Next Big Thing” of the last decade of the twentieth century was the
World Wide Web, founded on the technologies of the Internet and hyper-
text. As Landow has pointed out, “computer hypertext – text composed of
blocks of words (or images) linked electronically by multiple paths, chains,
or trails in an open-ended, perpetually unfinished textuality described by
the terms link, node, network, web, and path” precisely matches Roland
Barthes’ ideal textuality (Landow 2006). If we need to point to a single mo-
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ment and opportunity in history when the very fabric of a new technology
was made suitable to a scholarly community for the expression of relations
and structures, not just within single texts but especially between texts, it
was the moment of the invention of hypertext. That the opportunity arose
cannot have been surprising, as the essential mechanism of hypertext – the
hyperlink – was the technological implementation of a long-standing idea
that knowledge and information are interlinked. Already pioneers such as
PaulOtlet in the early twentieth century could contemplate information sys-
tems thatwould link knowledge in the formof formalizedmultidimensional
relations between documents (Rayward 1994). What is actually rather sur-
prising is that such long-standing epistemological knowledge about the re-
lation of different chunks of information within documents and congruent
ideas from post-structuralist literary criticism such as Kristevas intertextual
references (Mitra 1999) found so little expression in digital scholarly editions.
The expressive power of that single pivotal element of the original HTML
1.0 specification, the A element with its invaluable HREF property, imple-
mented by Tim Berners-Lee and itself an echo of Theodor Nelson’s ideas
of transclusion (Nelson 1995), should have reverberated within the scholarly
community. TheHypertextMarkup Language (HTML) enables anyone to
link one HTML document to another by inserting the anchor element and
pointing its HREF attribute to the web address of the other document. So
when you see a link on a webpage (e.g.the blue headings on search results in
Google) then in the source code of that page the link is encoded similar to
this example:

)XUWKHU ZRUN KDV EHHQ SXUVXHG E\ UHVHDUFKHUV RI WKH
�D KUHI �KWWSV���ZZZ�KX\JHQV�NQDZ�QO��!
+X\JHQV ,QVWLWXWH

��D!
�

Onawebpage that <a></a> element ensures thewords “Huygens Institute”
will be a clickable link, and clicking the link will forward you to the URL
(i.e. web address) encoded in the href attribute of that same element.
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This simple mechanism should have created ample opportunity for editors
to give expression to the linked and intertwined natures of cultures of text,
literary criticism, and (digital) textual materiality that go to the heart of the
field (VanMierlo 2006). The hyperlink created a native digital expression for
the act of referencing, an expression of knowledge very much at the core of
textual description, interpretation, and criticism. Thus, here was a unique
opportunity to change from a paradigm of print publication to a paradigm
of interconnected texts expressing knowledge.

The scholarly editing community, however, adopted the “markup” rather
than the “hyper” part of the hypertext markup language, by developing
Goldfarb’s SGML eventually into the TEI-XML descriptive standard
(Goldfarb 1996; Renear 2004). At the time, these dialects of markup tech-
nologywere used primarily tomark up texts as they are represented in books
– the fact that I do not think anyone has but flippantly suggested marking
up Web pages in TEI-XML may stand to prove the point. The scholarly
community predominantly turned hypertext markup into a descriptive
model of the book, and we have produced digital book metaphors as digital
scholarly editions ever since. As with the bold button, a new technology
was not explored but rather encapsulated by a known paradigm. The
hyperlink was meant not to be a descriptive tool, but to link information in
different documents. Yet its foremost use in scholarly editing has been to
link contents, chapter headings, and indices to pages in self-contained digital
editions. Roberto Busa had “a vision and imagination that reach beyond
the horizons of many of the current generation of practitioners who have
been brought up with the Internet”. He imagined scholarly editions on the
Internet combined with analysis tools (Hockey 2004), a horizon that has
been reiterated by many (cf., for instance, Buzzetti 2009). However, digital
editions developed in a completely different direction. The processing
involved is mostly aimed at rendering the text for consumption by human
readers. To defy the intent of the hyperlink has been in my view among the
most remarkable feats of paradigmatic regression in the textual scholarship
community. One can wonder though whether this is a bad thing. If
we accept the bilateral dynamic between audience and innovation, then
why would we care when some innovations do not succeed? If the book
metaphor paradigm suffices for our needs, does this not indeed suffice?
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To answer this questionwemust ask: towhose needs do digital scholarly edi-
tions actually cater? Given the designation, they should cater to scholars and
researchers, but do they? The latest developments in digital scholarly editing
are linked to the possibilities created for Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) – a term that was coined by the IBM research group headed
byGreif (1988) – by networked computing, the Internet, and the rise in com-
puter literacy. Essentially CSCW is a label that can be put on any collabora-
tive activity that is supported byWeb orWeb 2.0means. Crowdsourcing as a
means of dividing largework-loads has been around for awhile and has been
a specific implementation of CSCW ever since Web 1.0 technologies turned
into Web 2.0 technologies. Many have proclaimed crowdsourcing to be the
advent of the social edition – most prominently Ray Siemens (Siemens et
al. 2012) – which redefines the editor’s role to be that of a team leader con-
cerned with proper workflow, quality control, and overseeing managerial
and funding aspects (Sahle 2013), whereas concrete editorial tasks are dele-
gated to social communities formed around specific texts. Questions have
been raised about the actual effectiveness of crowd sourcing (Causer, Tonra,
and Wallace 2012). But more importantly, recent studies show that the old
rule of thumb of the collaborative Internet – that 10% of the workforce pro-
vides 90%of the labor (cf. Brumfield 2012; Brumfield, Klevan, andVershbow
2012) – still holds for any open collaborative project, implying that many
crowdsourced editions are not in fact truly social. Moreover, when Peter
Robinson said “All readers may become editors too”, he was not simply re-
ferring to a cheap labor force for source transcription, to be conveniently dis-
carded themoment a transcription phase is done (Robinson 2004). Instead,
like Ray Siemens proposed, he envisioned a “social edition” that embodies
the ideas of open notebook science (cf. Shaw, Buckland, and Golden 2013)
and renders all aspects of the editorial process – e.g. annotation, commen-
tary, and interpretation – open to public engagement (Siemens et al. 2012).
But we in the scholarly community are not at all at ease with letting go of
our presumption that scholarly editing is a highly skilled practice that does
not provide for easy delegation of tasks. It is challenging to truly consider the
extent towhichwe can open up the scholarly process of creating a digital edi-
tion to leave the tedious tasks typically associated with high quality scholarly
inference to the wisdom of the crowds – in the case of literary analysis, this
often includes, for instance, the painstaking tracing of names, annotation
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of plot, and clarification of meaning. In current practice, however, the dig-
ital scholarly editorial tasks beyond the transcription phase remain reserved
either for the single authoritative author or for a small group of qualified
editors. In this way, most scholarly digital editions adhere to an authorita-
tive publication paradigm. We use big all-encompassing words like “social”,
“open”, and “community”, but in fact we are again regressing to authorita-
tive processes that remain well within the paradigm of the print edition. Al-
though on the verge of being harsh, it is nevertheless fair to state that digital
scholarly editions cater to the needs of the scholarly editors, not to users and
researchers as knowledge producers.

Along another tangent: Edward Vanhoutte (2011) pointed out the possibili-
ties of targeting different audiences with different visualizations of the same
edited digital text resources. So-called “minimal editions” – essentially fil-
tering down all resources to provide a polished and uncomplicated reading
text – could cater to a broader audience while “maximal editions” would
cater to the use of scholarly researchers, providing all scholarly explanations,
variations, annotations, and so forth. Several digital scholarly editions do
show signs of this sort of differentiation. We can point to the VanGogh Let-
ters (Jansen, Luijten, and Bakker 2009) as something of amidpoint between
the minimal and maximal edition. The Samuel Beckett Digital Manuscript
Project (Van Hulle and Nixon 2011) and the pre-production version of the
Digital Faust Edition (Brüning,Henzel, andPravida 2013), that Iwas allowed
to peruse while it was in development, certainly should qualify as maximal
editions. However, these digital scholarly editions again reiterate in their
GUIs the metaphor of the ‘read-only’ book.

Only very few digital scholarly editions do provide what I think is
paramount for true interaction with editions or scholarly text resources:
the capacity to negotiate the edition and its text as data over Web serviced
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). APIs allow for computer-to-
computer negotiation of texts, opening them up to algorithmic processing
and reuse. My primary reason for arguing that we need digital scholarly
editions as API accessible texts is not, as some may expect, to enable
quantified computational approaches such as those that Matthew Jockers
and Franco Moretti have presented (Jockers 2013; Moretti 2007), or the
stylometric analysis desired by many others (Van Dalen-Oskam and Van
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Zundert 2007; Kestemont 2012). It is highly useful and convenient to have
the text of scholarly editions available as an open Web service, so that my
computational colleagues and I can do our principal component analyses,
bootstrap consensus trees, clustering analyses, and any other analysis that
can possibly be envisioned.

But there is another reason, in my view more important yet overlooked, to
consider anchoring digital scholarly editions on a data model that is not ori-
ented around a book metaphor. This motivation derives from the growing
and increasingly unsettling gap I find between the close reading of scholars
using conventional hermeneutic approaches and the “big data” driven dis-
tant reading supported by probabilistic approaches – a discrepancy which
is also signaled by others (e.g. Capurro 2010). On the one hand, we see a
conventional scholarly approach in which texts are mindfully and meticu-
lously produced, detailed, and interpreted. On the other hand, we find a
deterministic andprobabilistic approach that focuses on large-scale data anal-
ysis and which is, through its statistical aspect, reductive in nature. To the
hermeneutic scholar, distant reading approaches are therefore “lossy”, prone
to discarding some of the substance, and quite incapable of capturing es-
sential hermeneutic knowledge (cf. Ramsay 2011c). It is often the statistical
outliers and not just patterns of similarities that are telltale to textual schol-
ars and historian in their hermeneutic explorations. At present there is no
model connecting these worlds of close and distant reading. Rather, the dis-
tance between them is growing, which threatens not only to set the scholarly
community of textual and literary studies against itself, but also to waste
the opportunity for a true and meaningful advance in our capabilities for
computational-based humanities research.

Ifwe are to close this gap, weneed amodel for digital text that allows for both
hermeneutic and statistical approaches so that these approaches can truly in-
form each other. To this end we need to revisit and reconsider how we an-
chor digital editions on the hypertext model. The slavish adherence to the
bookmetaphor, even inXML form, will not take us into a realmwhere texts
and editions are published as online APIs for processing by computational
means. Yet, also models of quantification fall short as they are narrowly de-
fined for statistical methodology. Because such models are not data models,
they do nothing as to expressing description, encoding, or annotation. We
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are in need of a model that actually provides for all of the above. That is, a
model that provides for the capturing, encoding, and annotating of a text
and also for processing the edited or raw resource to enable analyses by both
conventional hermeneutics and quantified approaches. Lastly, this model
must be recursive: it must be able to capture all resulting information from
an analysis and add that information into the model itself. Only then new
knowledge gained from the model can be used ‘natively’ for a next cycle of
both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Such a model captures all edito-
rial and research aspects and outputs of scholarly activity in an encompass-
ing lifecycle. But even more important: only such a model provides for a
way to bridge the widening gap that is coming into existence between the
hermeneutic tradition and new quantified means. Computational method
can do far more than just counting, averaging, and comparing histograms.
But currently computational approaches ignore many of the properties of
text and textual materiality that are important to hermeneutic engagement.
Current quantified approaches lack therefore the ability to model and com-
putationally process the close reading aspects of text engagement.

Thus what we lack is something we could call tongue in cheek near distant
or near close reading. More formally and in line with current debate, I think
we should qualify what we lack as an enabler of computational heuristics
for capta (Drucker 2011). There is no computer language that specifically
supports the type of abductive reasoning that textual scholars and literary
researchers do. Their heuristic is a scholarly adequate but not very formally
qualified set of rules and activities underpinned by knowledge and experi-
ence from reading, studying, and discourse. These heuristics are applied to
combine both evidence and plausible assumption to infer interpretations of
by definition situated – that is, context dependent – cultural artifacts. It
is thus a method to construct interpretation, the result of which is what
Drucker calls “capta”. Arguably either ‘near close reading’ or ‘near distant
reading’ both capture in their own ambiguity exactly the properties of tex-
tual scholarly data, knowledge andmethod that quantified approaches tend
to overlook: extremity of sparseness, inconsistency, vagueness, ambiguity,
multi-interpretability, and uncertainty. There is no readily available means
for such qualitative computing. Qualitative modeling and computing are
still highly explorative fields (cf. Forbus 2008), and yet, abilities to compute
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and reason over qualitative data are coming into existence. As the creators
and providers of the raw materials that such qualitative computational ap-
proaches should operate on, editors of digital scholarly editions should con-
sider how text as data is to be provided.

Knowledge graphs are, I think, extremely well suited for this. Knowledge
graphs represent our objects, concepts, andproperties of interest and their re-
lations in a network. They consist of nodes that usually represent objects or
concepts. These nodes are connected by lines, called edges, that usually rep-
resent relations. As a matter of fact, the constructor of a graph is completely
free to determine the meaning of edges and nodes. If he or she chooses so
the edges might be the concepts and the nodes types of relations. One can
imagine that all tokens in a textmight be individual nodes and that the edges
determine the linear order in which they appear in the text. Another graph
might represent characters in a novel and the edges might model the rela-
tions (“friend”, “sister”, etc.) between them. In essence knowledge graphs
are a formalization to express predicate semantics, two nodes represent ob-
ject and subject, the edge indicates the predicate (figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The predicate principle of graphs.

Graphs are amost generalized class of construct of which ontologies and the-
sauri are subclasses with more specific constraints. In their most generalized
form graphs are stupefyingly easy to express in computer readable form us-
ing, for instance, the DOT format or language (Hayes-Sheen 2017):

JUDSK ^
PDU\ �� URVH>ODEHO �IULHQGV�@�

`

This example results in the graph of figure 3.2, when processed with a suit-
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able program such as Graphviz3. The salient point is not that this results in
nice visualizations, but that this simple formalization serves as a facile inter-
face between human expression of knowledge and information that can be
processed by the computer and be reasonedwith by algorithms. A very base-
line example of this would be to infer who is a friend of a friend in a more
complex network.

Figure 3.2: A most basic graph, showing two nodes and one edge.

Graphs are not new to us, nor to our field. TheWorldWideWeb is a graph, a
network of nodes and edges connecting information. In a sense, every digital
scholarly edition put online has in fact been made part of a graph therefore.
In recent years, graphs have found various more explicit applications also in
the field of digital humanities, most notably as a data model for describing
textual variation between different witnesses of the same text (Schmidt and
Colomb 2009). The properties of the graphmodel, however, allow it to be a
genericmodel capturing the information tied to a digital scholarly edition on
all conceivable levels of granularity. Two examples may show this potential
conceptually.

The first example was kindly explained to me by Moritz Wissenbach who
at the time was a technical lead working on the Faust digital edition from
Würzburg university. Imagine a knowledge graph as a network with nodes
and edges. In this hypothetical graph, we designate three nodes to represent
texts A, B, and C. An interface to the graph allows us to add edges and nodes
to this network. What is essential here is that the underlyingmodel is a graph,
the graphical display may take many forms but need not necessarily be a vi-
sual network itself. Suppose now a textual scholar X states that text A was
conceived before text C. This statement can be represented as a directed rela-
tional edge (or predicate if you like) ‘precedes’ between A and C as depicted
in figure 3.3. Now assume another researcher Y at another point in time, and

3http://www.graphviz.org/
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not necessarily even knowing anything about text A, independently of re-
searcher X, concludes that text B was conceived after text C. This statement
can be captured by putting an edge ‘precedes’ between C and B. The tiny
graph as depicted in figure 3.4 nowholds the accumulated knowledge. How-
ever, note that the combination of independent observations now adds up
to more than just the sum of its parts, for “traversing”, “walking”, “reason-
ing over”, or “computing over” the graph – all these terms essentially express
the same operation of computationally inferring knowledge from the graph
– gives us the added knowledge that A must have preceded B.

Figure 3.3: Nodes in a conceptual knowledge graph.

Figure 3.4: Edges multiply knowledge.

The second example is taken fromCollateX, which is a tool to automatically
collate variant texts (cf. http://collatex.net/). The result of such compar-
isons can be stored as graphs, e.g. figure 3.5. Such graphs cannot be said to be
quantified, they express rather the qualitative word variance between texts.
But the application of the graph stretches wider. As in the previous example,
we can add statements (knowledge) about this text to the graph by adding
nodes and edges. The example in figure 3.6 shows two statements made by
superseding nodes on partly overlapping regions of the text. They express
in a hypothetical fashion how these regions should look for a reader of an
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EPUB publication of the text to be read on an eReader. Note how overlap,
awell-discussedproblem for hierarchicalmodels (Sperberg-McQueen 2002),
is not relevant to such a non-two-dimensional graph model.

Figure 3.5: Conceptual knowledge graph representing textual variation in two texts a and b.

It should be carefully pointed out that knowledge graphs as a model are not
to be equated with the currently popular ideas on semantic Web and RDF.
RDF can necessarily only be a static representation of a certain state of such
graphs that rather would be dynamic representations of changeable knowl-
edge. To solve this initiatives such as the Open Annotation Collaboration
are proposing extensions to the World Wide Web and Semantic Web mod-
els to support annotation of linked data including temporal “aware” anno-
tations (Haslhofer et al. 2011). It is out of scope for this chapter to examine
whether suchmodelswould provide for the needed reciprocality and dynam-
ics for graphmodel-based digital scholarly editions. As theWeb in its current
form is not real-time read/write enabled, it is hard to imagine though how
it would provide for such highly dynamic webs of knowledge interaction.
The relation between RDF/Semantic Web and graph models is somewhat
analogous to the relation between TEI and XML. A TEI conformant XML
document is a singular instantiation of (a part of) the TEI model. The TEI
model itself however is represented by the dynamic set of guidelines defined
for the description of text and document structures.

Knowledge graphs can grow dauntingly complex very quickly, as may be
inferred from figure 3.5. Because such complexity also poses a problem for
querying and performance on the computer science side of things, we have
not seen wide application of graphs until now – let alone as a model for
humanities data. However, meanwhile knowledge graphs in the same fash-
ion as shown in these tiny examples back the social network applications of,
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Figure 3.6: Overlapping semantic and representational knowledge added to the graph of fig-
ure 3.3.

Figure 3.7: A graph representing a bible verse in various redactions.
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for instance, companies like Facebook and Google. Graph databases4 like
Neo4j, ArangoDB, and AllegroGraph have made application-level models
feasible. This paves the way toward exploring the potential of graphs for
expressing the information and knowledge represented in digital scholarly
editions. In reality when putting text and editions on a graph, as users we
may not experience them as graphs, but rather as any visualization or data
representation wewant to derive from the graphs. By footing such represen-
tations and visualizations on a graph model, we provide an underlying truly
generic and interoperable means for representing, editing, annotating, and
visualizing text, its relations, itsmulti-perspectivity, and itsmateriality in dig-
ital scholarly editions. At the same time and through the same data model
we provide a means for qualitative and quantitative computing over the in-
formation contained in the graphs representing our editions. Thus, with a
graph model, we provide a more expressive data model for digital scholarly
editions, allowing for the modeling and computation of both statistical and
hermeneutic approaches.

Providing a digital scholarly edition with the backbone of a network graph
would mean anchoring text on a fundamentally different model than that
of the current prevalent digital book metaphor. All digital book metaphors
are until now essentially closed off inconvenient mixtures of multiple page
and string oriented hierarchical models. What we cannot achieve through
the book paradigm is walking the various alternatives of the graph that ex-
presses interpretations and knowledge about the document in consideration.
That is, we cannot algorithmically get at andprocess the textwith all its anno-
tations, comments, and additional information on authorship, materiality,
interpretation, etc. The reason for this is that the book paradigm keeps us
locked in and focused on a finite representational state of the text: it is ori-
ented toward closing down the text. In contrast, graph models provide an
elegant open way to connect information to the text in an infinite extensi-
ble fashion. Whether machine negotiated or by human interpretation, new
information can be attached to any particular item in the graph in the same
way, thus becoming information that can be processed by both scholar and
algorithm. Thus, the essential difference is that the same model can cater
to capturing hermeneutic inference and computational analysis results. But

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_database
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we will only successfully explore that potential if we quit the social habit of
shaping back new models into old paradigms.
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Chapter 4

Barely Beyond the Book?1

“There is nothing deterministic about the Internet.” – David
Lowery, frontman of Camper Van Beethoven and lecturer at
Terry College of Business, University of Georgia.
(Timberg 2013)

This is a story about the methodological interaction between two scientific
fields, that of textual scholarship and that of computer science. The names
of the fields, however, only imprecisely delineate the permeable boundaries
between research domainswheremethodologies interact – for obviously the
world ismuchmore fluid than such nouns suggest (Simon 1995:234). The in-
teractions of interests aremuchmore complex than the simplified image of a
dynamic whereby one field donates a methodology to another. Rather than
trying to reflect on the current state and the future potential of the digital
scholarly edition from well inside the field of textual scholarship, let us ap-
proach the topic from the perspective of the multidisciplinary methodolog-
ical interaction that has arisen to support the theoretical and practical devel-
opment of the digital scholarly edition over the recent years. Textual schol-
arship in its digital fashion belongs to the broader field of digital humanities,
itself a field built on interdisciplinarity, wheremany skills and theories of the

1A previous version of this chapter was published as Van Zundert, Joris J. 2016. “Barely Be-
yond theBook?” InDigital Scholarly Editing: Theories and Practices, edited byMatthew
James Driscoll and Elena Pierazzo, 83–106. Cambridge (UK): Open Book Publishers.
http://www.openbookpublishers.com/reader/483. The observations on method-
ological changes regarding the classic “index” in the case of the eLaborate project were
expanded for clarity.
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realms of computer technology and those of scholarship intersect, and thus
where many new interfaces and interactions arise between those skills and
the fields they are tied to (Hockey 2004). This is where digital humanities
acquires its innovative power, or at least the promise of that power.

That innovative power, however, can be both exciting and confusing.
The point where disciplines intersect is not a space for the calm, cool and
collected exchange of technical and methodological knowledge. Rather,
it is a place where the inherent social aspects of science and research are
brought markedly into the foreground (Latour 1987). Take for example
Jan Christoph Meister’s description of the “lamented conflict between
‘computationalists’ and ‘humanists’ ”. This conflict, Meister (2013) states,
“arises as soon as we become afraid of our own courage and shy away from
jumping across these two fault lines. Let’s cut through that fear. The
task remains […] to ‘become capable of both – the metaphor and the
formula, the verse and the calculus […].’ That’s a borderline experience, no
doubt, and those who prefer to pitch their tent in the comfortable centre
of either laager don’t run the risk of questioning their own philosophical,
epistemological and ethical identity as easily.” Meister’s word use is notably
emotive (“afraid”, “fear”, “courage”) and at the same time vividly touches
on the impact of the social dimension (“conflict”, “borderline experience”,
“risk”) of the epistemological interaction that is expressed. As Christine
Borgman has suggested this is a situationwhere it can be useful, with respect
to the design of scholarly infrastructure, to take these interactions and the
behavior connected to them as the objects of study (Borgman 2009). Let
us do exactly that here. Taking the digital scholarly edition as a part of the
scholarly infrastructure for textual scholarship, we can try to infer what the
historical interactions between textual scholarship and computer science
tell us about the current state and development of the digital scholarly
edition.

The field of science and technology studies (STS) offers a useful frame for
critical study and reflection on what occurs at the interfaces of the various
research fields within digital scholarship. When these fields intersect, it is
not simply a question of objective interactions concerning technology and
methodology; rather, these interfaces are also the sites of social processes that
guide and steer the methodological interaction. Within STS such processes
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are often referred to as the social shaping of technology – that is, the mutual
interplay between technology, its developers or champions, and the users
of that technology. It is this interplay that changes properties and applica-
tion of the technology at hand. For example, such interplay is very promi-
nent in software development, in which development iterations and lifecy-
cles are a clear expression of the interaction between builders and users as
they shape software until the users’ requirements are satisfied (cf. e.g. Lee
and Xia 2010).

In the previous chapter I argued that social shaping of technology can lead to
‘paradigmatic regression’. These are acts of shaping that translate an expres-
sion of the paradigmof the new technology into an expression of a paradigm
that is already known to the user. Resistance to new technologies, where the
use or sophistication of the new technology is denied, can of course be a mo-
tivator of paradigmatic regression (Levallois, Steinmetz, and Wouters 2013).
Not all regressions are necessarily motivated by conservatism or resistance,
however. But even when users do embrace a new technology, the act of its
social shaping may create a paradigmatic regression effect. An example of
this effect can often be found when a metaphor is used in a graphical user
interface (GUI). GUI metaphors are used to convey the processes or data
underlying a particular piece of software in a manner that is meaningful or
intelligible for human users. In order to help the user understand a new tar-
get domain or a newparadigm, it is expressed byway of a conceptual domain
or a paradigm that is already known to the user. An obvious example is the
metaphor of the desktop, which was used to communicate the functions of
a personal computer (PC) to as broad an audience as possible (cf. Baecker
et al. 1995). The only trouble is that such metaphors are necessarily incom-
plete as they conceal both the good and the bad of the deeper computational
model. Inconsistencies in the model are hidden by a metaphor that sug-
gests completeness to the user. Equally, metaphors hide useful functions
and possibilities of the model that are not covered by the metaphor’s origi-
nating paradigm (Ravasio andTscherter 2004). In our example, the desktop
metaphor does nothing to reveal the power of automation that a PC deliv-
ers to its user. GUImetaphors are probably best viewed as the expression of
the assumptions that software developers hold about the user’s interaction
with the underlying model – but not, in any case, as a transparent and ef-
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fective way of allowing the user to engage with the computer’s raw power.
Metaphors are in this respect paradoxical: what is meant to be a transparent
means of interaction with new possibilities of a computational model is in
fact an opaque barrier confining the user to a well-rehearsed collection of
concepts and processes.

4.1 What Happens at the Intersection?

Paradigmatic regression is not only to be found in graphical user interfaces,
we can observe similar dynamics at the level of methodological interaction
between or evenwithin research domains. To understand howparadigmatic
regression can also occur as a result of the interaction between computer
science and textual scholarship, it is useful to view this interaction through
the lens of an existing analytical metaphor for such interaction: the trading
zone.

The processes at the intersection of research domains (such as textual schol-
arship and computer science) have been compared to those in trading zones
(Galison 2010). Whether they are zones of economic activity or those where
methodologies of different fields are amalgamated, pidgins commonly arise
in such places. As Peter Galison says: “A reduced common language, which
begins with participants in a zone agreeing on shared meanings for certain
terms, then progresses to a kind of pidgin and eventually to a creole, which
is a new language born out of old ones” (Gorman, Jenkins, and Plowright
2012). Galison also draws attention to the possible existence of visual and
mathematical creoles. Indeed, these are not hard to identify in digital hu-
manities: a good example can be seen in the works of Franco Moretti, who
has methodologically integrated quantification and visualization methods
such as graphs, maps and tree heuristics into comparative literature studies
(Moretti 2007). Nor is it very hard to identify current digital humanities as
a whole with a new expert community as, according to Galison, they may
take shape during the “creole stage” at the intersection of domains. It has
been argued that, in creoles of natural language, it is the subordinate group
that providesmost of the syntactic structure for the creole, whereas the dom-
inant group provides lexical items and concepts. Though Galison provides
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some empirical observations, it remains an open question whether the same
patterns hold for the emergence ofmethodological pidgins at the interface of
different research domains. What interestsme here is whetherwe can indeed
observe the formationof amethodological creole in the emerging vocabulary
of digital humanities, and whether hints can be found in that vocabulary of
a similar regressive dynamic to that observed on the graphical user interface
level. It may be that Matthew Kirschenbaum provides us with some – ad-
mittedly still anecdotal – evidence of precisely such a dynamic. In a recent
article, Kirschenbaum attempts to trace the origin of the label “digital hu-
manities”. He identifies a key moment, reported to him by John Unsworth,
which seems to have been the tipping point that would propel this label
towards its current status of de facto denominator of what then was and
still is a non-homogeneous research domain. Unsworth relates the choice
of “digital humanities” to a discussion surrounding the title of the Blackwell
2004 Companion to Digital Humanities: “Ray [Siemens] wanted ‘A Com-
panion to Humanities Computing’, as that was the term commonly used at
that point; the editorial and marketing folks at Blackwell wanted ‘Compan-
ion to Digitized Humanities’. I suggested ‘Companion to Digital Human-
ities’ to shift the emphasis away from simple digitization” (Kirschenbaum
2012). Of course we cannot take this as a pars pro toto for the social shap-
ing of the dynamics for a whole field, but it is suggestive. Ray Siemens by
no means stands alone in his preference for “humanities computing”. Su-
san Hockey, for instance, titled her contribution to this very companion
“The History of Humanities Computing” (Hockey 2004). Significantly, it
is the prominent authorities in the field, veritable Nestors, who consistently
speak of “humanities computing” – people like Willard McCarty (2005),
John Unsworth (2002), and Dino Buzzetti: “humanities computing – I still
prefer this designation to digital humanities” (Buzzetti 2012). According to
Siemens, the termwas “commonlyused at that point”, yet thepublishers pre-
ferred the new term in order to broaden the appeal of the concept by choos-
ing ametaphor that felt less challenging. Thiswas a small but pivotal event in
the history of the field, which simultaneously points to the state of digital hu-
manities as amethodological pidgin and to an act of paradigmatic regression.
The vocabulary juxtapositions in both terms are constructs of amethodolog-
ical pidgin. Where “humanities computing” suggests an equal interaction or
relation between two fields with a stress on computational activity, the term
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“digital humanities” (purposefully or not) pushes the balance back toward
the domain of humanities and subjugates the computational/digital aspect
as a partial property of that field. Or in the words ofWillardMcCarty (2013):
“Note, please, the name ‘digital humanities’ grammatically subordinates the
digital […] ‘Humanities computing’ takes advantage of the ability in English
tomake a noun serve as an adjective while staying a noun, and it draws upon
the participle/gerund ambiguity. But it seems I’ve lost this contest!”

4.2 The Trading Zone and Digital Textual Scholarship
Practice

Scholarly digital editions and the sites where they are conceived and created,
virtual or concrete, are themselves methodological trading zones that mate-
rialize at two levels. There is a laboratory-like setting tied in a relatively small
context to the practice of preparing and publishing a concrete digital schol-
arly edition – and possibly also the development of a specific technical in-
frastructure connected to it. At a more abstract level we find a theoretical
discussion that connects to the methodological and epistemological histo-
ries of textual scholarship, knowledge representation and digital technology.
The critical study of these trading zones along empirical ethnographic lines
– another approach often applied in science and technology studies – would
have much to tell about the methodological interaction between computer
science and textual scholarship. Although such an elaborate study has yet
to be undertaken, even fairly anecdotal observations nevertheless yield some
intriguing insights.

The Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands is home to an
example of a smaller-scale trading zone in a laboratory setting.2 The institute
encompasses a computer science and software development group that is
relatively large by the standards of humanities research, numbering around
sixteen professionally trained or educated IT developers. Various members
of this group have distinct strengths, such as interface design, datamodeling,
architecture integration, and text analysis. The group works closely with at

2Cf. the information on its website https://www.huygens.knaw.nl/?lang=en
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least three researchers who are themselves closely involved in the national
and international digital humanities community. Through numerous
projects, group members are also in close productive contact with most of
the other researchers in the institute and with external researchers active in
relevant projects. The projects themselves cover a large part of the spectrum
of digital humanities undertakings, from data modeling and repository
building,3 through digital scholarly editions such as the correspondence of
Vincent van Gogh,4 to analytical tool building, of which the text collation
engine CollateX5 is an example (Haentjens Dekker et al 2014).

The research staff of the institute originally had noparticular focus on digital
or computational activities. In 2005 the institute took the strategic decision
to move into the domain of digital scholarly publications as well. The initia-
tive beganwith the addition of a literary researcher and twodevelopers to the
institute. Staff at a related institute, later dissolved, had been developing a
“collaboratory” for the curation and analysis of humanities and social science
data, which today would be called a Virtual Research Environment (VRE).
At the Huygens Institute the part of this environment relevant to the hu-
manities, consisting mainly of a transcription and publication environment
for historical texts, was adopted and strongly pushed forwardwhile the social
science aspectwas eventually abandoned. This eventually became the eLabo-
rate online environment, “inwhich scholars canupload scans, transcribe and
annotate text andpublish the results as an online text edition”.6 ELaborate is
aWeb-based environmentwhere textual scholars find support for basic tasks
in creating and editing a digital scholarly edition. A project in eLaborate is
essentially a container for a series of scanned manuscript or print text pages
that can be arranged arbitrarily in a tree structure. Fine-grained authoriza-
tion allows one to arrange access or restrictions down to page level and thus
to arrange for private, collaborative or fully open edition workflows. A text
editor is facilitated to aid in creating diplomatic and critical transcriptions
which can be layered with annotations to serve the researcher’s or reader’s
needs. All data is stored and retrievable as XML. In addition eLaborate facil-

3https://github.com/HuygensING/timbucto
4http://www.vangoghletters.org
5http://collatex.net/
6https://www.elaborate.huygens.knaw.nl/
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itates the automated publishing of Web-based editions and provides a gen-
eralized graphical interface based on “fluid” columns. Vertical areas of the
screen can be arbitrarily arranged for visualizing the reading text, connected
annotations, browsing in the text structure, full text search, and so forth.
Given some basic training, eLaborate provides an out-of-the-box solution
allowing textual scholars with only average computer skills to create basic
digital scholarly editions without much need for technical support.

It is relevant to note that the IT team adopted an “agile” software develop-
ment methodology. This type of software development takes a manifest
user-centered and evolutionary approach to software manufacturing. Short
one- or two-week iterations deliver functioning parts of software that are
evaluated by the client/user. This ensures the balancing of the software pro-
duction with the evolving vision and knowledge of the client (Martin 2002).
Arguably this methodology feeds into the social shaping aspects of introduc-
ing new technologies and methodologies.

A case study of the methodological dynamics surrounding the development
of eLaborate serves to show that the trading zone metaphor is not unprob-
lematic. Do the dynamics and interactions in the context – the work site –
where eLaborate was developed point to the emergence of a methodological
pidgin? Most certainly the developers and the researcher who headed the
project started exchanging terminology. The developers began to refer to
concepts such as “page”, “annotation”, “transcription”. The researchers
grew accustomed to using words such as “user”, “interface”, “architecture”,
as well as the vocabulary that is rather typical for the agile methodology
used by the developers: “planning game”, “iteration”, etc. Whether this
constitutes a beginning of a methodological pidgin is debatable. The inter-
actions that led to the exchange of vocabulary could equally be attributed
to standard development practice in which there is a particular relationship
between client and service provider and in which, certainly within agile
methodology, the provider normally tries to understand the client’s work
process and concepts in order to model them into software. The objective
of the developers in that case is simply to mimic as closely as possible the
concepts the client is using. Arguably this could cause a medium shift in
which the researcher ends up with a digital environment that is virtually
identical to his or her known analogue work process andmaterial. Once the
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work is done, the client and developer can go their separate ways, without
having essentially influenced the methodologies on either side.

A clearer indicator of methodological change may be the actual loss of lexi-
cal items. During the eLaborate project it transpired that an index – in the
sense of the keyword reference list in the back of a book – is not a very useful
instrument to mimic in a digital environment if the texts at hand are auto-
matically indexed and the interface includes a full-text search function that
presents its result as a list of keywords in context. In various edition projects
where eLaborate was deployed some friction and dissonance could be ob-
served among users (either textual scholars or trained volunteers who tran-
scribedmanuscriptmaterial) about the lackof an index, but gradually theuse
of full text search as a replacement for the index became accepted, even appre-
ciated, once the possibilities for wildcard and fuzzy search were understood.
This is notwithstanding the fact that a full text search is not the epistemolog-
ical equivalent of an index. Current full text indexing technology does not,
for instance, facilitate named entity resolution in the sameway as traditional
indices may. Nevertheless, within projects based on eLaborate the concept
of “index” is no longer used except for references to the past; the concept of
“zoekfunctie” (search function) seems to have all but replaced it. An index
covers of course more important scholarly functions than just finding top-
ics on pages. It also serves as a small ontology to relate synonyms through
entries pointing the user to other entries (usually labeled with e.g. “see” or
“see also”). Replacing the index with a full text search that lacks such tech-
nology would imply a sincere reduction of scholarly function (cf. Rawson
andMuñoz 2016). This ontology function that serves as amanual means for
coreference resolution was replaced with a categorization function for anno-
tations. Thus, although no scholarly functions were lost the lexical items de-
scribing them, such as “index”, did disappear. As did the traditional presen-
tation in the case of the index. For textual scholarship and scholarly editing I
would argue that the loss of the analogue representationof an index and even
the lexical reference to it does indeed constitute a methodological change, as
both technique and interface changed. The salient point here being not loss
of scholarly function – which did not happen – but loss of terminology as
an indicator of methodological change.

The same event serves to show the dynamics of social shaping and regression
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in a different way. With the indexing technology used in eLaborate – first
Lucene7 and later Solr8 – it is possible to generate search result lists with text
context ranked by “relevance”. Although the keyword-in-context search re-
sults list eventually found unanimous adoption, the concept of “relevance”
became a topic of recurring and fractious debate. Lucene applies a combina-
tion of Boolean and vector space models to determine the relevance of doc-
uments to a user’s query. The Boolean measure selects the documents that
correspond to the terms the user wishes to find or ignore. A vector space
model is then applied to that selection to rank the relevance of each docu-
ment to the query. Formally this model determines relevance by applying a
cosinemeasure to the vectorized document vocabulary andquery (Widdows
2004). The vocabulary of any text can be expressed as a mathematical vector
and the basic trigonometric function of the cosine can be applied to deter-
mine the size of the angle between two such vectors. This essentially means
that the smaller the angle, the more the vocabularies of two texts are similar.
In Lucene thismeasure is used to determine if requested search terms appear
more often in a particular document than on average in the vocabulary of all
documents retrieved with a specific query. The more such terms appear in a
document, the higher the relevance ranking of that document. It transpired
that the textual scholars and other users confronted with this technology
were for the most part unimpressed with the relevance ranking, which ap-
peared incomprehensible and alien to them. And although the feature was
initially presented in the interface, most edition projects within eLaborate
preferred canonical orderings such as sorting by folio number, name of au-
thor or text, shelf mark etc. As a result, word-weighted ranking is no longer
offered in the editing and publication interfaces of eLaborate, and the re-
searcher in charge of the development confirmed that in the several rounds
of open testing that the software underwent, none of the trained users re-
quested the function (Van Dalen-Oskam 2014).

The virtual disappearance of automatic ranking by relevance as a function in
the current version of eLaborate is a case of social shaping of technology, and
indeed of paradigmatic regression. Ranking by relevance could arguably be
methodologically useful for textual scholars whomust peruse a large corpus

7https://lucene.apache.org/
8https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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for occurrences of themes, words and motifs. Even if it is not the default,
onewould expect the option to be available. Technically there are nobarriers
to providing the function, as it is the default behavior of the search engine
used. In fact, it took additional development effort – though admittedly not
much – to provide canonical ordering. Despite all this, the functionality
that is standard from the technical point of view is no longer available – a
strong signal that the IT developers and the textual scholars found a barrier
to knowledge exchange that they were unable to overcome. In other words,
they could not create the required methodological pidgin to communicate
or appreciate the possible utility of that function.

What is interesting here is not somuch the disappearance of relevance-based
ranking. Theremay be valid scholarly reasons to reject such an ordering prin-
ciple – albeit that these have not been put forward by the users in this case.
Rather, it serves as an example in which the pidgin, the “reduced common
language” used during the interaction between developers and researchers,
was not sufficient to communicate the methodological potential of a rela-
tively straightforward, seemingly useful and non-intrusive method, and so
prevented its theoretical consideration. This example shows how difficult it
actually is, both for researchers and for developers, to use the trading zone
for methodological gain or innovation. The textual scholars involved first
needed to know of the existence of such a thing as “ranking by relevance”
to be able to recognize its possible methodological potential. Next, to gauge
that potential would require themultimately to drill down to themathemat-
ics of cosinemeasure for vector comparison and understand how vectors can
represent documents. As it has been argued elsewhere in a similar vein, with-
out such a detailed level of knowledge, it is difficult to assess themethodolog-
ical usefulness of new technologies (Sculley and Pasanek 2004).

It should be noted additionally that this is a small example involving rela-
tively standard digital technology. The syntactical and lexical distance that
must bebridged in the case of aproject such asCirculationofKnowledge and
Learned Practices in the 17th-centuryDutchRepublic9 is significantly larger,
as in that project correspondences are visualized through network analysis
(Van den Heuvel 2012). A sensible understanding of what may be inferred

9See http://ckcc.huygens.knaw.nl/
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from network visualizations and what this adds in terms of methodology re-
quires a fairly deep grasp of themathematicalmodels underpinning not only
network modeling and analysis in general, but also the topic modeling used
to generate the network data (Wittek and Ravenek 2011).

All in all, this raises the question of how much methodological interaction
is actualized in a methodological trading zone in the smaller concrete con-
text of DH projects. Some superficial vocabulary is certainly exchanged, of
which somemay be instrumental in future co-operation for both researchers
and developers. However, there is little in the way of deep methodological
trading going on. Textual scholars are not providing knowledge about theo-
retical notions on scholarly editing and literary criticism to developers; and,
vice versa, developers are not lecturing researchers about mathematical or
computational principles. The common language does nomore than create
an interface that answers to the perceived needs of researchers in the human-
ities. The interface becomes an expression of these researchers’ conceptions
of how the digital technology might serve their purpose.

The methodological gain in this is rather superficial: access and discovery in-
crease in scope, but concepts and processes hardly change. There is a digital
translation, but little methodological innovation. The potential or realized
methodological innovation furthermore happens rather covertly. In the case
of the relevance ordering in eLaborate the potential is there, but hidden –
again(!) – by a graphical interface, and by an apparently suboptimalmethod-
ological exchange between researchers and developers. In the case of the Cir-
culationofKnowledgeproject, themechanics, technology andmethodology
are almost completely covertly integrated into the resulting digital environ-
ment by the computer scientists. A further consequence was that the main
technical developer struggled with negative feelings about lack of recogni-
tion for methodological merit. The covertness of this methodological inno-
vation is far from trivial. If, as Peter Shillingsburg has pointed out, editions
are scholarly and critical arguments about what a textual record means or
about how it should be read, then a digital edition is also such an argument
(Shillingsburg 2013). Because both interface and model are constituents of
the digital edition, they are both part of that intellectual argument. The
model – i.e. the combination of the data model and the computer language
logic that puts it into action – is entirely conceived by computer science ex-
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perts. The interface and the view it offers on that model, including the func-
tions of the model it exposes to or hides from the outside world, is to a very
large degree conceived by developers and designers. The methodology used
for this is effectively inaccessible to the textual scholars, who lack the skills
to interpret and comprehend the technologies used. Given that the com-
puter scientists create so much of the intellectual argument pertaining to a
particular digital scholarly edition, it would seem that having a sufficiently
broad commonmethodological language is pivotal to digital textual scholar-
ship. But as we can see, our current dynamics of interaction are not helping
to create it.

4.3 Trading Theory in the Larger Textual Scholarly
Context

Although the trading zone between computer science or digital technology
and textual scholarship seems so problematic at the smaller more concrete
level, there seems to be no shortage of methodological trading on the the-
oretical level. Exhaustively detailing and disentangling the intricately inter-
twined histories of textual scholarship, knowledge representation, literary
criticism, computing and digital technologies, is hardly feasible in the span
of this chapter. Moreover, creating history often suggests a falsely determin-
istic account of cause and effect. Nevertheless, it is important to identify a
number of key developments. The beginnings of the Internet and theWorld
Wide Web are usually identified with Vannevar Bush’s vision of the Memex,
an imaginary system to store, track, index and retrieve any information, and
– crucially – to rewrite that information and keep versioning records so as to
trace the development of our thoughts (Bush 1945). Visions of such knowl-
edge systems reach far further back, however, at the very least to the work of
PaulOtlet in the early twentieth century, as has been repeatedly shown (Ray-
ward 1994; Buckland 1997; Vanhoutte 2009; Van den Heuvel and Rayward
2011). It was Theodor Nelson who coined the term “hypertext” and con-
structed a theory for it, inter alia referring back to Bush (Nelson 1993[1981]).
Nelson’s attempts at implementing his visions failed to result in successful
tools, however. Instead it was Tim Berners-Lee whose team devised – with
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reference to the work of Nelson (Berners-Lee 1989) – the Hypertext Trans-
fer Protocol (HTTP), which successfully kick-started the World Wide Web.
Although sympathetic to his endeavour, Nelson deeply hates Lee’s technical
solution: “It is vital to point out that Tim’s view of hypertext (only one-way
links, invisible and not allowed to overlap) is entirely different from mine
(visible, unbreaking n-way links by any parties, all content legally reweav-
able by anyone into new documents with paths back to the originals, and
transclusions as well as links – as in Vannevar Bush’s original vision)” (Nel-
son 2010).

Imperfect or not, HTTP technology happens to align nicely with many
ideas on the nature of knowledge and text that are emerging in literary
criticism, textual theory and semiotics, which increasingly problematize a
linear view of text and result in more post-structuralist approaches. George
Landow summarizes the convergence: “Hypertext, an information technol-
ogy consisting of individual blocks of text, or lexias, and the electronic links
that join them, has much in common with recent literary and critical theory.
For example, like much recent work by poststructuralists, such as Roland
Barthes and Jacques Derrida, hypertext reconceives conventional, long-held
assumptions about authors and readers and the texts they write and read.
Electronic linking, which provides one of the defining features of hypertext,
also embodies Julia Kristeva’s notions of intertextuality, Mikhail Bakhtin’s
emphasis uponmultivocality,Michel Foucault’s conceptions of networks of
power, and Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s ideas of rhizomatic, “nomad
thought”. The very idea of hypertextuality seems to have taken form at
approximately the same time that poststructuralism developed, but their
points of convergence have a closer relation than that of mere contingency,
for both grow out of dissatisfaction with the related phenomena of the
printed book and hierarchical thought” (Landow 1994).

Digital textual scholarship andmore particularly the digital scholarly edition
obviously rely on the technologies delivered by the development of the In-
ternet and the hypertext protocol. In turn, these technologies are rooted in
theory which sees the nature of knowledge, information and documents as
highly interconnected and referential, or intertwingled and transclusional,
as Nelson would in all likelihood phrase it. Peter Robinson expresses similar
views when he discusses the idea of “distributed editions”, with attribution
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also to Peter Shillingsburg and Paul Eggert (Robinson 2003). Robinson is in-
terested in the volatile aspects of editions. Heposits that readersmaybecome
writers too, and proposes that editions may exist in a distributed fashion in
an interactiveWeb-based space. Each reader may have a different representa-
tion: “amanuscript transcription fromone site, a layer of commentary from
one scholar, textual notes and emendations from another, all on different
servers around the globe. In a sentence: these will be fluid, co-operative and
distributed editions, thework ofmany, the property of all” (Robinson 2003).
According to George P. Landow, this vision is strongly associated with the
Docuverse, the ideas on non-linear writing and hypertext systems described
by Nelson: “Perhaps the single most important development in the world
of hyper-media has been the steady development of read-write systems – of
the kind of systems, in other words, that the pioneering theorists Vannevar
Bush and Theodor H. Nelson envisioned. Blogs, wikis […] all represent at-
tempts to bring to the Web the features found in hypertext software of the
1980s that made readers into authors” (Landow 2006:xiv [1997]).

But ideas onmore interactive and volatile editions also refer to another com-
plex of theory surrounding the fundamental instability of text. This com-
plex encompasses a post-structuralist view of text where text is not a book
but a hypertext, and where hypertext stresses the volatility of text, its het-
erogeneous, mutable, interactive and open-ended character – ideas rather
opposed to that of text as an immutable form enclosed and bound by a
front and back cover in a book. This theoretical complex also borrows from
ideas on the fluidity of text as expressed for example by John Bryant who
calls attention to the perpetual flux texts show trough preprint revisions, re-
vised editions, and adaptations that shape literary works into forms specific
to different audiences (Bryant 2002). Similarly, the importance for schol-
arly editing of the volatile aspects of text is expressed through what has be-
come known as critique génétique, an approach to editing that focuses on
the avant-texte, the process of writing and revision that precedes the publi-
cation of a book (Van Hulle 2004; Fiormonte and Pusceddu 2006).

The instability and process aspects of text are also important to textual schol-
arship and the practice of scholarly editing from the point of view of the use
of editions: of what happens after publication. The ideas behind hypertext,
together with those about read-write systems, also inform ideas concerning
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the social aspects of text and scholarly editing. Read-write systems facilitate
crowdsourcing and thus open up the process of scholarly editing to a po-
tentially far larger source of labour by “expert amateurs” (Hayles 2012) than
the individual scholar could provide for (Brumfield 2013). Crowdsourcing
engages an audience of users in the scholarly process literally in the avant-
texte phase of the creation of a scholarly edition. This potential need not
be confined to, say, the transcription stage of a scholarly project. Mean-
while, ideas have been developed on the so-called social edition, which al-
lows readers/users to add their knowledge to the edition and render its cre-
ation and use a community event under the guidance of scholarly experts
(Siemens et al. 2012). Lastly, the process aspect of text is also highlighted
through new computational engagements that readers/usersmaymakewith
texts and scholarly editions. This aspect was already expressed as early as
1949 through what is now usually seen as the first application of humani-
ties computing: the work of Roberto Busa, which led to the computational
means necessary to derive automatically a concordance to the works of St
Thomas Aquinas (Hockey 2004). This was the beginning of a long devel-
opment that prefigured current computer-supported analytic engagement
with literary texts such as distant reading, algorithmic reading and big data
analysis (Buzzetti 2009; Moretti 2007; Ramsay 2011c; Jockers 2013).

4.4 The Shape of the Digital Edition According to
Reality

In short, the interaction between digital technology and textual scholarship
places the focus of methodology on both the unstable and fluid aspects of
text, and on the process aspects of texts. That is the fundamental tenet that
computer science brings to textual scholarship. “Hypertext, unlike print, is
fundamentally process- and context-oriented. Following a basic tenet of arti-
ficial intelligence theory, it views representing and acquiring knowledge as a
problemof defining and searching information spaces, and it recognizes that
these spaces and searchmethodswill vary according to the purposes and abil-
ities of particular users” (Edwards 1994). Digital scholarly editions are indeed
information spaces. But they are not often information spaces that line up
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with the theoretical pidgin discussed above. The theoretical notions of tex-
tual scholarship, and the scholarly digital edition that we find in the trading
zones between textual scholarship and computer science, call for an expres-
sionof text and editions throughwhich the information contained in the edi-
tion is expressed primarily according to the principles of hypertext. Current
reality, however, is very different. In textual scholarship, Internet nodes are
mostly placeholders that point via a URL to a digital document or to a digi-
tal edition as a whole, as a data silo. The edition of the Van Gogh letters, for
instance, sits at the node identified by http://www.vangoghletters.org/vg/
as a fully integrated and monolithic pile of edited text from letters; the pile
includes comments, annotations, translations and so on. The finest granu-
larity presented to the network of the web is at the level of the individual
letter (e.g. http://vangoghletters.org/vg/letters/let043/letter.html). Even
that URL identifies a compound object, that is, a meaningful set of multi-
ple scholarly objects: two facsimiles, a transcribed text, annotations, bound
together by an interface that (again following Shillingsburg) represents an ed-
itorial argument about what constitutes the digital scholarly edition of this
particular letter. According to this argument, there is no need to address the
transcription, the facsimile, a particular annotation, in isolation. Most of
the digital scholarly editions on the Web are expressed similarly. It is hardly
better than anetworkof nodes inwhich eachnode represents a particular edi-
tion that is offered as a PDF. This situation renders it impossible to address
texts (and thus editions) beyond their graphical interface inways compatible
with a hypertext model.

Digital editions often trumpet the ability to represent text exhaustively, cele-
brating the fact that there is no need to make decisions on what to leave out
(Price 2008). Indeed, it is an asset that digital scholarly editions may be capa-
cious almost without limit. In the case of an important and large tradition
of a particular work, this potential may allow for the presentation of all wit-
nesses as items in an inventory, or as a digital archive. Arguably this is not just
an asset because of exhaustiveness of representation, but foremost because it
allows for the expression of the relations between the witnesses, and thus in-
ter alia the genesis and fluidity of texts – in fact the more process-like aspects
of texts – for which the hypertext model as described offers technological ex-
pressive potential. In the reality of current digital scholarly digital editions,
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however, this potential seems seldom realized. A graphical interface will usu-
ally allow the user to select and view single witnesses, or perhaps to compare
the texts of multiple witnesses, especially if the editor has integrated a col-
lation or comparison tool such as Juxta.10 The inventory will probably also
allowa list ofwitnesses tobe shown in chronological order. Theorder of that
list will in all likelihood be based on ametadata property “date” or similar in
the relational database underlying the digital edition archive. The list itself
is a generated GUI visualization expressing that metadata. The point here is
that a list so represented is not a hypertext representation of the chronolog-
ical “linkedness” of the witnesses, it is a mere list of individuated metadata.
This is different from the idea of hypertext that all information is expressed as
machine negotiable nodes and links, so that an expressive network of knowl-
edge is created. This means that the chronological order of the witnesses in
this case can only be inferred through human cognition from the metadata
based list – it is not represented as knowledge in a computationally tractable
form intrinsic to the hypertext medium. Much effort may thus be invested
in gathering exhaustive representations of individual witnesses, but if the
result of that effort only allows user-level navigation of relational metadata
represented as a graphical interface, then the digital scholarly edition is not
an effective hypertext knowledge space. Such an edition may still be valu-
able for the sheer wealth of information, but it remains firmly at the level
of document representation for human consumption without integrating
the relations between witnesses in a computationally networked representa-
tion.

4.5 Regression and Reaffirmation

There is nothing deterministic about technology, and indeed nothing
much deterministic about hypertext. As a technology to express a text
and to present it in the form of a digital scholarly edition, hypertext has
been shaped by the scholarly community into little more than a filing
cabinet for self-contained documents. Most digital scholarly editions on the
Internet express the particular idea the scholar responsible for the edition

10http://www.juxtasoftware.org/
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has about what a digital edition is or should be; normally, that idea is a
re-representation of the book. We find collections of page-based facsimiles
and transcriptions presented as self-contained units, wrapped up in and
bound by the front matter that is the interface. There is attention for
fluid aspects, and for context. The Hyperstack edition of Saint Patrick’s
Confessio,11 for instance, explicitly offers its users the possibility to venture
from the “centrality of the text […] through the dense net of textual layers
and background information in answer to questions that are likely to arise
in their minds” (Fischer 2011). The dense net in question is effectively
a star network radiating out from the main page into leaves containing
pages of metadata, facsimiles of manuscript folia, or transcriptions of entire
texts. Despite the impressive density of information, the information
itself is not that densely networked. The relations between the texts and
the contextualizing information is described, but not expressed through
the “hyper fabric” of e.g. HTTP links. Even so, the Confessio is rather
an exception to the rule – very few of today’s digital editions seem to be
particularly concerned with the core ideal of hypertext as an expression of
linked information, of process and context.

Most digital scholarly editions, in fact, are all but literal translations of a book
into a non-book-oriented medium. Peter Robinson, writing about the dis-
tinctions of text- as-work and text-as-document, argues that in the early days
of digital editions – roughly until 2005 – scholars would privilege the text-
as-work perspective, focusing on the potential of digital technology to ex-
press and support the properties of text that construct its meaning (Robin-
son 2013a:56). In recent years, he continues, this trend has been exactly re-
versed. More recent digital scholarly editions harness the digital medium
rather to represent the text-as-document – the faithful re-representation of
a text according to its expression in the physical documents that carry it. As
an example Robinson points to the online edition of Jane Austen’s fiction
manuscripts.12 Elena Pierazzo, who was deeply involved with the method-
ological design of this edition, unsurprisingly offers a rationale for a text-as-
document approach to the digital edition (Pierazzo 2011). Robinson also
notes that many collaborative transcription systems are designed to record

11http://www.confessio.ie/
12http://www.janeausten.ac.uk
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text-as-document: not one of twenty-one tools listed in a survey by Ben
Brumfield offers the possibility of recording text-as-work (Brumfield 2013).
Indeed it is far easier to point to examples of digital scholarly editions that are
in essence metaphors of the book, or in other words: translations of a print
text to the digital medium, apparently for no other reason than to fulfill the
same role as the print text.

Textual scholarly theory, as has been shown, embraces hypertext as a tech-
nology which enables the expression of post-structuralist ideas about infor-
mation, with a focus on the fluid properties of text. It has often been sug-
gested that the capabilities of digital technologies should become the focus
and practice of digital scholarly editing. Despite all this, that ideal is not ma-
terializing in the form of concrete digital editions, and for similar reasons to
those observed in the smaller context of the eLaborate project. Here, too,
we find the dynamics of paradigmatic regression in the professional commu-
nity surrounding the digital scholarly edition. The methodological poten-
tial of information technology is hidden by the incomplete metaphors of a
paradigm that is itself reaffirmed by becoming the primary interface to the
new technology. Robinson argues that there is a strong continuity of previ-
ous contemplation of print editions present in the thinking of those scholars
who first conceived of the digital scholarly edition, resulting in a kind of the-
oretical pidgin that embraces the new technology, but uses it to express dig-
itally a familiar form for the scholarly edition: the printed book (Robinson
2013a:60). The print edition in that digital translation is ametaphor, but one
that begins to hide hypertext’s native potential for expressing referential and
conceptual links between texts. The graphical interfaces of digital scholarly
editions almost all refer strongly to this bookmetaphor, reaffirming thereby
the paradigm from which that metaphor springs. In the end, the use of the
technology has shaped it into a tool to recreate that which is already well
known. It is also worth noting that the de facto lingua franca of current dig-
ital scholarly editions, TEI-XML,13 is instrumental in this reaffirmation. As
an encoding language it is geared fully towards describing text-as-document.
Althoughnot graphical in nature, TEI is thus an interface that, like graphical
interfaces, hidesmany of the essential networking and process characteristics
of hypertext. Instead, TEI-XML,with its text-inward orientation, print-text
13http://www.tei-c.org
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paradigm and hierarchical structure focus, continuously reaffirms the view
of the digital edition as representing a text-as-document.

4.6 Beyond the Book?

There is nothing deterministic about the Internet. The paradigmatic
regression we currently see in the digital textual scholarship community
is a clear demonstration of that. The textual scholarship community has
devised a methodological pidgin that exploits a new technology to express
a well-rehearsed paradigm of scholarly editing. Yet this must not be where
the methodological shaping and disciplinary trading stops. The theoretical
concepts pertaining to the fluidity of text are clearly important to the textual
scholarly community, but they still need to be brought fully into the con-
crete methodological pidgin that is currently geared towards representing a
text-as-document, rather than toward text-as-process. As long as scholarly
editors keep producing digital metaphors of the book, this will hardly
happen. Both textual theorists and computer science practitioners must
intensify the methodological discourse to clarify what existing technology
is needed to implement a form of hypertext that truly represents textual
fluidity and text relations in a scholarly viable and computational tractable
manner – a hypertext language inspired both by computer science and
textual scholarship. Without that dialogue we relegate the raison d’être
for the digital scholarly edition to that of a mere medium shift, we limit its
expressiveness to that of print text, and we fail to explore the computational
potential for digital text representation, analysis and interaction.
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Chapter 5

Code, Scholarship, and Criticism:
When Is Code Scholarship and When
Is It Not?1

“l’historien de demain sera programmeur ou il ne sera plus”
(Le Roy Ladurie 1968)

5.1 The Softwarization of Scholarship

There is no single easy definition of code. Code can be regarded as a new
semiotics with its own literacy (Knuth 1984; Vee 2013). It can also be seen
as a mode of existence of software, which at least has two such modes: a
textual and a processual dimension (Hiller 2015). The textual dimension is
connected to code in its form of source code, which is the text produced by
a programmer in a formal language that – once interpreted by a computer –
results in executable software. The processual dimension is connected to the
execution of code as a computer program, which invokes also a performative
nature. MarkMarino has argued that we should “analyse and explicate code

1A previous version of this chapter has been published as Van Zundert, Joris J., andRonald
Haentjens Dekker. 2017. “Code, Scholarship, and Criticism: When Is Coding Scholar-
ship andWhen Is It Not?” Digital Scholarship in the Humanities 32 (Suppl_1): i121–i123.
https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqx006. This article was co-authored, but the greater major-
ity of research and all of thewritingwas done by the first author, supported by comments
from the co-author. Some sentences were redacted for clarification and a paragraphmore
precisely delineating “code criticism” in the context of this book was added.
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as a text like any other, ‘a sign system with its own rhetoric’ and cultural
embeddedness” (Marino 2006). For the argument presented here code is
regarded as source code mostly. That is, code in its guise as blueprint for a
program that canbe executed. With regard to such code thequestion iswhen
a particular piece of code acquires a scholarly nature. What properties or
qualities force us to consider the source code of software as a scholarly object
of study? And ifwe candetermine thoseproperties, thenhowdowe evaluate
the scholarly merit of these code objects? As we shall see in answering these
questions, the operative aspect of code (“what it does”) turns out to be of
essence too.

However, before turning to such issues a pivotal question needs to be an-
swered first: why does code deserve scholarly attention at all, for in past
decades it has not been a given that code is indeed of scholarly interest (cf. for
instance Bauer 2011). A rationale for the humanities to consider code as a
scholarly object of study and to consider code as a scholarly object itself can
be argued along two approaches at least. The first is related to a general “soft-
warization” of society as described by, inter alia, Berry (2014). The second is
a more specific realization of this trend that relates to how we understand
tools as instruments applied in research.

The “softwarization” of society that Berry argues has also been vividly de-
scribed by Jones (2014) who refers to it as “eversion”. This “eversion” is a
term coined in the 2007 novel Spook Country by William Gibson, who is
also famed as the author of the cyberpunk cult novel Neuromancer. The
concept of “eversion” serves to identify the process of cyberspace turning it-
self inside out and flowing out into society beyond the point where either is
truly separable (Jones 2014:28). Where prior to 2007, cyberspace was an al-
ternate but separate and virtual reality into which human existence in some
visionsmight eventually even transmigrate; after 2007, the ubiquity of access
points to the digital realm, the omnipresence of embedded computer tech-
nology, and the primacy of digital streams as carriers of information let the
worlds of the virtual and of reality merge and intersect to a point that it is
very hard to tell them apart. Jones marks the appearance of the smartphone
around 2007 as the point of articulation between these realizations of digi-
tality. Berry describes in a similar vein the pervasiveness of computation and
digital information, and questions it from a perspective of critical theory. At
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this point in time, cultural artifacts and the processes of creation and inter-
pretation tied to these artifacts are as much digital as they are not. Arguably
therefore, the humanities should concern themselves with the humanistic
status and interpretationof such artifacts andwith the creative processes that
they result from.

Concerns with how pervasive forms of computation affect society are raised
often in the context or as a result of critical theory. People such as Coyne
(1995), Berry (2014), Marino (2006), and McPherson (2012) approach the
digital from a socio-philosophic vantage point and interrogate how social
context shapes software and how it in turn affects society and the relation
of humans to digital technology – mostly with the aim to critically examine
whether the technology liberates or limits the potential for personal, cultural,
or social freedomanddevelopment. Theomnipresent andmassive impact of
digital objects and processes on society and culture should also be of concern
to the humanities in and of itself because it deeply affects the socio-technical
processes by which cultural artifacts are created and interpreted, thus affect-
ing the object of study of the humanities.

There is also a more narrow methodological rationale for the study of code
in the humanities. Just as software and digital information pervades society,
it emerges in the humanities virtually everywhere. It appears both as source
and object of study, e.g. in the form of digital data and information, and as
resource, in the form of tools and infrastructure. If code is thus an emerging
object and method of study – such as text is for the humanities – it should
arguably be the subject of scholarly examination. A rejoinder to this is the
often-invoked metaphor that one does not need to understand an engine to
drive a car. That however is an improper metaphor for software. An article
by IanHacking (1981) “DoWe SeeThrough aMicroscope?” will be useful in
understanding why this metaphor is erroneous, even pernicious. Hacking’s
argument centers on the question of how to establish the reality of what we
see with a microscope. Fundamentally there is no way of knowing this. As
humans we cannot empirically verify or testify that there is an object under
the microscope when it is too small to sense. We trust however that the the-
ory of optics holds, and that therefore the image we perceive is true to the
nature of the object. We accept and trust that the way light passes through a
system of lenses is accurately described and predicted by the theory of optics.
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Yet this remains “just” a theory, despite the fact that it has repeatedly held
up under testing. But exactly because no one has yet been able to prove that
the theory is incorrect regarding the behavior of light in a microscope, we
trust that what we see is what is actually there. Or in Hacking’s words: “It
may seem that any statement about what is seen with amicroscope is theory-
loaded; loaded with the theory of optics or other radiation. I disagree. One
needs theory to make a microscope. You do not need theory to use one”.

Hacking’s remark sounds very similar indeed to “One needs computer liter-
acy to make software. You do not need computer literacy to use it”. The
crucial difference is that code and software are not governed by a law of na-
ture in the same way optics are. If the curvature of a lens is incorrect a user
will get a foggy or blurred picture of a plant cell (for instance). But it will
remain a blurred picture of a plant cell. No matter how broken the lens, it
will not transform a picture of a plant cell into a picture of the facetted eye of
an insect. Software code by contrast is “written” or “built” by humans and
is not bound to natural rules of proper and verified behavior. Most mobile
phones carry an inbuilt lens these days, with a camera “app” to take pictures.
It would be rather easy to change the camera’s software in such a way that
whenever a user takes a picture, some randompicture on the Internet would
be presented as the photograph. Thus what Hacking justifiably concludes
for microscopes on the basis of a general and well-supported theory of op-
tics does not hold for software. In both cases there is a situation of trust. In
the case of lenses we trust that a well-verified theory of light and optics will
hold and that the nature of light and its interactions with materials will not
change overnight. In the case of software there is a trust that the result of cre-
ative coding work will do what the creator of that work says it will do. But
software tools are lenses of a different kind: at the time of writing according
to TextMate (a robust no-nonsense text editor for Mac OS) this text up to
here has 1,167 words, according to MS Word it has 1,174. If something as de-
ceptively simple as counting the number of words in documents gives differ-
ent results in different pieces of software, how dowe trust complicated topic
modeling software likeMallet that produces hundreds of clusters of terms as
suggested topics found in a corpus? Software is governed not by laws of na-
ture, but by the rules that are programmed into it by the engineer, that can
be set by anyone having access to the design process of the software, and that
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can result in incredibly complex heuristics and algorithms. This fact should
by itself warrant some systematic approach to critiquing code. But especially
now that more digital tools are getting integrated into the methodology of
humanities, the adequacy and validity of analyses depend to a certain extent
on an adequate understanding of such specific rules.

5.2 Scholarly Assumptions in Code

To make this more concrete let us study the case of CollateX (Haentjens
Dekker et al. 2015). CollateX is software under active development at the
Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands.2 CollateX is – as the
name suggests – a collation engine. The core of CollateX consists of an algo-
rithm – that is, a defined sequence of precisely specified steps that produce
an output (Schmidt 2016). Algorithms as mathematical and programming
concepts have a long history of themselves (cf. Bullynck 2016). Also some in-
roads toward the study of algorithms have been made from the humanities
and social sciences, most noticeably from the perspective whether and what
knowledge of algorithms is pertinent to humanities (Seaver 2013; Schmidt
2016). Here I am not interested so much in a mathematical proof of Colla-
teX’s working, but in a similar vein as Seaver we want to know how partic-
ular assumptions of the developers about text and text scholarship become
inscribed in the algorithm that makes up the core of CollateX. In the follow-
ing all statements on theCollateX software pertain to the 2.0.0 version of the
Python port available on the Python library repository PyPI (Python Pack-
age Index).3. The open-source code of CollateX is available under GPLv3
license in GitHub.4

CollateX’s algorithm, if given a number of texts that are largely but not ex-
actly the same, will align the parts of texts that run parallel, or “match” as this
is usually called. For instance, if the algorithm is given the following texts:

�� WKH EODFN FDW KRSV RYHU WKH UHG GRJ

2http://collatex.net/
3https://pypi.python.org/pypi/collatex
4https://github.com/interedition/collatex/tree/master/collatex-pythonport
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�� WKH ZKLWH FDW KRSV RYHU WKH GRJ
�� WKH EODFN FDW KRSV RYHU WKH UHG FDW

It would align these “witnesses” (as variant texts are usually called in textual
scholarship) as follows:

�� WKH _ EODFN _ FDW KRSV RYHU WKH _ UHG _ GRJ
�� WKH _ ZKLWH _ FDW KRSV RYHU WKH _ ܗ _ GRJ
�� WKH _ EODFN _ FDW KRSV RYHU WKH _ UHG _ FDW

Collation is a scholarly task central to the field of textual scholarship, which is
itself concerned with establishing a solidly argued representation of a given
text. Because the process of collation is labor-intensive, repetitive, tedious,
and error-prone (Robinson 1989), it is a good candidate for automation. As
with all software, any such automationwill result in an implementationof an
algorithm that to a certain extent rests on particular assumptions (Lehman
andRamil 2000). The algorithm of CollateXmakes three tacit assumptions
on the heuristics of alignment:

1. It is desirable to minimize the number of differences between wit-
nesses

2. Phenomena that are shared acrossmostwitnesses should be preserved
3. The number and order of witnesses are arbitrary

Furthermore the algorithm of CollateX is based on at least one axiom that
states that it is computationally infeasible to distinguish between a transpo-
sition and a combination of substitution and deletion. That is, if the algo-
rithm finds the following alignment:

�� WKH FDW KRSV RYHU WKH EODFN GRJ
�� WKH GRJ KRSV RYHU WKH EODFN FDW

It is nigh impossible for any computational algorithm to decide whether the
“cat” and “dog” in the first sentence were switched (textual scholars speak of
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a “transposition”) or if either of them was individually replaced (i.e. substi-
tuted by a consecutive deletion and addition).

The issue here is not whether these assumptions are correct, but rather that
they exist in the code as such. They represent rules and choices that could
have been different as a result of different scholarly reasoning and argument.
Assumptions are inscribed tacitly in code rather than being explicitly men-
tioned or described by it. It would be very hard indeed, even for skilled engi-
neers, to reverse engineer or read the code so that these assumptions become
apparent. Yet they are part of the very rationale behind the mechanism that
fulfills the scholarly task of alignment.

In the case of CollateX, the aforementioned assumptions may not be shared
by each textual scholar. They are indeed not laws of nature, nor are they
generic mathematically proven principles. Especially the axiom concerning
transpositions could be subject to scholarly debate. A human reader will ap-
prehend quickly that in the example above, the “cat” and the “dog” were
transposed. But unless evidence external to the texts is presented, funda-
mentally this is not deducible with complete certainty – it could have been
that the cat was replacedwith another dog. The apprehension of the human
reader is in fact an assumption, conjecture based on intuition and experience.
A rule of thumb could be that when more words are involved in a potential
transposition (so longer fragments are switched) and the fewer words there
are between the two potentially transposed fragments, the likelier it is that a
deliberate transposition occurred. It is unlikely that an author would for in-
stance switch around a “the” at the beginning of a textwith a “the” at the end
of that text. If we find “It was a dark and stormy night” in one witness at the
beginning of a text, and in another witness at the end, it is more likely that
deliberate transposition was the cause. It would be very time-consuming to
take this rule of thumb into account when computing the alignment of wit-
nesses because the number of comparisons that need to be performed by the
code would grow exponentially. Hence the axiom: it is fundamentally im-
possible to know from the texts alone if a transposition happened, and it is
computationally highly costly to compute all potential transpositions; thus,
it is computationally infeasible to distinguish between a transpositionor two
independent substitutions.
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The third assumption, which posits that the alignment should be indepen-
dent of the number and order of witnesses, is also debatable from the per-
spective of textual scholarship. Suppose that it is clear fromexternal evidence
– e.g. from the bindings of amanuscript or the type ofmaterials used – that a
particular witness is older than any other. In those circumstances it becomes
a legitimate scholarly questionwhether thatwitness should be a guiding text,
or a “base text” as it is called when specifically used as a guide for decision-
making in the process of alignment (Roelli 2015). In unmarked situations,
however, it is assumed that baseless collation is preferable (cf. Andrews and
Macé 2013). During the development of CollateX, great carewas taken there-
fore to prevent it from presenting a result that is in some ways biased or col-
ored by the particulars of one specific witness. Indeed this feature became a
“unique selling point”.

The contention based on the above is that code through its mathematical
and algorithmic origins does not acquire some inherent objective and neu-
tral correctness. Instead the construction of code is situated and depends on
the assumptions of its builders, be they subjective, supposedly objectified, or
scholarly. In this respect code and software cannot escapewhat has been simi-
larly found for data and facts. There is no such thing as “rawdata” (Gitelman
2013), rather data and facts are carefully constructed (Bowker 2006; Latour
and Woolgar 1986). This does not deny the potential solidity of facts, but it
calls attention to the situatedness of their creation. Even what “constitutes”
data is dependent on context and often even far from clear, especially in the
humanities (Borgman 2015; Kouw, Van den Heuvel, and Scharnhorst 2013).
Within the digital humanities this has given rise to criticism on how data
should be understood, on data representation (Drucker 2011), and on the
use of (standards for) digital formats (Vitali 2016).

5.3 Scholarly Code Criticism

The assumptions that underpin the code of specific software in textual schol-
arship ought not to be the idiosyncratic musings and intuitions of individ-
ual programmers. In the case of CollateX assumptions were inferred from
close and repeated conversations between the lead developer and a variety of
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textual scholars who had a particular interest and experience with text col-
lation. These assumptions are in this sense a result of aggregated, carefully
interpreted scholarly knowledge re-inscribed in code. It is this process of
aggregation, interpretation, and re-inscription of knowledge that lends the
code of CollateX a particular scholarly nature. Insofar as interfaces and code
bases can also be thought of as arguments (cf. Galey and Ruecker 2010), it is
these assumptions by which the code of CollateX captures and adds to the
ongoing scholarly debate on collation. As argued above however, the argu-
ment that codemakes is very implicit. How can scholars – or for that matter
other programmers – examine and critique this code and these assumptions
as an integral part of academic discourse?

This question points to a clear need for a method or a framework within
the humanities to systematically explore and validate scientific software engi-
neered for and used in the humanities. No such agreed upon formalmethod
or framework for critical evaluation of code exists. Nor is there an agreed
uponmethod to share any results of the critical evaluation of code. AsMark
Marino has stated in a field report on critical code studies (CCS): “there re-
mains a considerable amount of work to develop the frameworks for dis-
cussing code” (Marino 2014). Marino’s report presents a concise history of
CCS that suggests that they are indeed an application of critical theory. CCS
studies the social context and processes surrounding code and its creation.
A good example isMcPherson’s 2012 contribution toDebates in Digital Hu-
manities, titled “Why Are the Digital Humanities So White? or Thinking
the Histories of Race and Computation” (McPherson 2012). Read superfi-
cially it is an article that will make many (white male) computer engineers
roll their eyes and sigh: sure, UNIX is racist. However that is not McPher-
son’s argument: “I am not arguing that the programmers creating UNIX at
Bell Labs and in Berkeley were consciously encoding new modes of racism
and racial understanding into digital systems. […] Rather, I am highlighting
the ways in which the organization of information and capital in the 1960s
powerfully responds – across many registers – to the struggles for racial jus-
tice and democracy that so categorized the United States at the time. […]
The emergence of covert racism and its rhetoric of color blindness are not
somuch intentional as systemic. Computation is a primary deliverymethod
of these new systems, and it seems at best naive to imagine that cultural and
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computational operating systems don’t mutually infect one another.”

Another clear concern of CCS is the aesthetics of code and code-as-text.
Marino (2006) is interested in reading code as text: “I would like to propose
that we no longer speak of the code as a text in metaphorical terms, but that
we begin to analyze and explicate code as a text, as a sign systemwith its own
rhetoric, as verbal communication that possesses significance in excess of its
functional utility.” Given this proposition it is understandable that CCS is
fascinated with poststructuralism-inspired uses and interpretations of code,
such as Alan Sondheim’s concept of codework that mixes computer code
and text, and in which computer code thus additionally becomes a medium
for artistic expression (Wark 2001).

Although critical theory inspired code criticism arguably should be part of
any framework for evaluating the scholarly qualities of code in the humani-
ties, the approaches and examples from the field of CCS also still leave a lot
to be desired. To understand this, consider a remark Evan Buswell made
during a HASTAC 2011 CCS event (Marino 2014). Buswell stated that CCS
cannot only deal with the arbitrary elements of code because that would rel-
egate code criticism to aesthetics only. This was a reaction toMarkMarino’s
suggestion to try to read code as text and to use code variables as meaning
forming elements to see how this would give expression to the meaning of
code. Buswell was quick to note that variable names are arbitrary because of
an ubiquitous code mechanism called indirection. Variable names are wrap-
pers and boxes: what is printed on them needs not to have an intrinsic rela-
tion with what is in them. Thus if one reads in e.g. JavaScript:

YDU ZHOFRPHBPHVVDJH  
:HOFRPH WR P\ KRPHSDJH�
�

It simply means that there is a variable with the name “welcome_message”
that holds the text “Welcome to my homepage!”. However, that name is
arbitrary. The code:

YDU EDQDQDV  
:HOFRPH WR P\ KRPHSDJH�
�

creates the same result (which is that there is a variable with the text value
“Welcome tomyhomepage!”). Thus the name of the variable does not entail
anything about the value of the variable or its meaning within the code, or
beyond.
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Mark Marino’s argument was based on the assumption that developers
usually use “speaking names” for variables, precisely because it keeps the
code somewhat readable, and hopefully clear to other developers. Under
these conditions variable names may indeed reveal something about the
assumptions and norms connected to the context in which the code was
developed. If the variable was named “opening_sentence” instead of “wel-
come_message”, this may reveal something about the intention or frame
of mind of the developer. The former might indicate an engineer foremost
focused on text structure, the latter might suggest that the programmer was
thinking more about user interaction.

Thus there is certainly reason to do asMarino suggests and to read code also
simply as “a text”. However, code is a text that performs. It also represents
a program that can be executed, and fundamentally variable names do not
reveal this performativity. They do not reveal necessarily the aim of the code,
nor how it operates. Thus, as Buswell concluded, student engineers may
learn fromCCS to carefully choose their variable names because they will be
working with culturally sensitive programmers in various cultural contexts
and settings – but “all the while there will be an invisible line between CCS
and CS, protecting the core from the periphery, insulating and separating
from critique the power structure of code itself, and constructing a discourse
of good code and bad code to go along with the discourse of good business
and bad business that tends to dominate naive anti-capitalist critique”.

Before I claim that a solid framework for criticism of source code applied
in scholarship is lacking, as I will, I should explain what this means exactly.
Of course there is a tremendous amount of work done in both software
studies andmedia studies to construct frameworks to critique software. Lev
Manovich’s Software Takes Command (2013), Expressive Processing by Noah
Wardrip Fruin (2009), and the already mention work by Tara McPherson
(2012) testify to this achievement. But to call these works “code criticism”
would be somewhat of amisnomer. And in fact that is notwhere these schol-
ars position themselves: they talk about software andmedia criticism. These
works study the effects of software, which is the performance aspect of code:
thatwhat the user sees, the interface, its uses and affordances. They study the
performative aspect of software as a performance: how software creates ef-
fects in people’s behavior, work, opinions, and so forth. They also study soft-
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ware “in the wild”: the socio-political effects of mainstream software used in
industry, as games, and as a tool of personal and institutional productivity.
But what they do not do, is critique or evaluate the actual source code of
software, the particular kind of text that formulates the behavior of software.
Also their object of study is that of software in society, not specifically that of
source code applied as a scientific tool in the humanities (or sciences). Hence
they are not studies of scholarly code and they are not code peer review, but
they are studies of social effects of software at large.

This is what I mean when I speak of “code criticism” in particular: a scien-
tific framework for peer review of source code that is written specifically for
and applied in textual scholarship (or other scientific fields) to evaluate that
source code for its scientific reliability, implied methodological choices, and
implicit scholarly interpretations. My concern is the fact thatwe increasingly
use bespoke code – i.e. tailor made, one off applications to serve specific pur-
poses and specific concerns in particular scholarly editing or research. For
the critique of this kind of code, in textual scholarship and by implication
the humanities more in general, we lack an established theoretical and prac-
tical framework.

As a framework for code criticismCCS seem to lack a rigorousmethod for ex-
amining and critically interrogating actual code beyond reading the “code as
text”. In addressing this it would make sense to draw a parallel between the
interdependent relationship of textual criticism and literary criticism on the
one hand and between code criticism and CCS on the other hand. Literary
criticism is the application of critical theory and aesthetics to literature. It is
occupiedwith the interpretationof literature, its contextualizedmeaning, its
cultural inwardly and outwardly influences, its development over time, etc.
Textual criticism is less about reception, meaning, cultural situatedness, and
writerly text.5 Rather it is the critical skill of establishing a well-argued repre-
sentation of a text. Though “fact” in the light of post-structuralist theory is a
problematic term to say the least, it is not unreasonable to posit that textual
criticism is pre-occupied with scientific textual fact finding and accountabil-
ity: textual criticism tries to establish as close a “factual” representation as

5For a concise explanation of “writerly text” see Mambrol (2016). This aspect is also dealt
with in some more depth in the next chapter.
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possible of a text through a scientifically accountable process (cf. McGann
2013).

Textual criticism faces its own particular challenges resulting from digitality.
Since authors turn to personal computers and text processing software for
text production, textual criticism – used to an almost exclusively physical
materiality of manuscript and print publications – is confronted with the
realities of digital materiality. Scholars in this field are therefore augmenting
and adapting existing methodologies to this new reality. This includes, for
instance, new approaches to the preservation of personal archives left by au-
thors on hard drives (Grigar et al. 2009; Kirschenbaum et al. 2009). It also
includes adaptation of scholarly methodology aimed at studying the genesis
of authorial documents, since genetic stages change from “manuscript draft”
and “print proof” to revisions stored in for instance .docx files, the standard
file format for more recent versions of MS Word (Ries 2010; Buschenhenke
2016).

Arguably a framework for scholarly evaluation of code could encompass
components of CCS and components that aremore directly aimed at factual
code review – similar to how text critique encompasses literary criticism and
text criticism. The CCS component would focus on answering questions
of broader socio-technical impact. For instance, is there an ideology un-
derlying this code? What are the cultural assumptions and biases apparent
in the code? What was the social context of its development? The code
criticism component would aim at critically examining the actual code and
its scholarly or scientific intentions. What is the stated purpose of this
code? Which scholarly task – perhaps in relation to the concept of scholarly
primitives (Unsworth 2000) – is it trying to accomplish? How well is it
accomplishing that task? What concepts and relations are modeled into the
code?

Code criticism in this sensewould first of all bepragmatic. If literary criticism
asks the question “What does thismean?” andCCS ask “Howdoes this code
affect us?”, then textual criticism asks “What was written here?” and code
criticism asks “What does this code do?” Code criticism could deliberately
pose deceptively simple questions to code because this aids in revealing the
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scholarly nature of code. As an example one can compare CollateX with
eLaborate, another tool developed for use by textual scholars.

ELaborate is a tool for digital transcription created and actively maintained
by theHuygens Institute for theHistory of theNetherlands.6 Transcription
is undeniably a scientifically valid and valuable primitive of humanities, espe-
cially with regard to scholarly editing and philology. Is therefore eLaborate
to be deemed a scholarly tool? The software supports the scholarly task of
transcription. Does this mean that the software and the code itself are schol-
arly and thus examples of scholarship? The key is in the distinction between
enabling and performing tasks. ELaborate enables the scholarly task of tran-
scription, but the transcription itself and all the scholarly skills and decisions
tied to it are still performed by the user. ELaborate is not somehow magi-
cally more adequate in registering the keystrokes of a scholarly editor than
WordPress, MS Word, TextMate, or any other text editor. It has a number
of features that greatly facilitate the task, and allow the editor to really focus
on it. Otherwise it does its best to get as much out of the way of the schol-
arly editor as it can. It has less feature clutter than for instance Word, it has
a centralized and institutionally backed repository for all its data, it is Web-
based, and so forth. In comparison with other tools this means that there
is seemingly always one specific feature that makes eLaborate a better fit for
the scholarly task thanmost other text editors. Yet it would be hard to argue
that the code propelling eLaborate is scholarly in itself and by itself.

This distinction of the scholarly nature of code is based on the question
whether “scholarly decisions and choices are delegated to the code level”.
This implies that there is no absolute certain measure that can tell whether
code is scholarship because establishing the scholarly nature of the code
depends on convincingly arguing that such decisions indeed were delegated
to the level of code, which is an argument that always should take into
account the situatedness of both the code’s development and its intended
purpose. In the case of CollateX this can indeed be argued considering
the currently pervasive practice of aligning variant texts by hand in textual
scholarship. Decisions currently normally taken by a scholar are delegated
to the code, as the algorithm results in a possible alignment of variant texts

6http://elaborate.huygens.knaw.nl/
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that implies decisions on which words between variants match. In contrast,
the code of eLaborate does not effect or propose as a result such choices or
decisions that currently would be deemed scholarly significant in textual
scholarship.

In all, this thendoes not preclude at all that the “code building” connected to
the development of eLaborate canbe a scholarly valuable act or contribution.
The development of eLaborate is certainly a valuable scholarly achievement:
scholarly thought and argument were part of the process of its creation and
the design of its specific functionalities (Beaulieu, Van Dalen-Oskam, and
Van Zundert 2012), and much subsequent scholarship was enabled through
the use of eLaborate. Because scholarly argument at some level is involved, it
is still relevant to critically examine eLaborate’s interface, features, and capa-
bilities. This would be tool criticism however, not code criticism. Obviously
tool criticismmight at some point very well be integrated into the approach
suggested here, but that is beyond the scope of this argument. In the case
of CollateX decisions that are understood as scholarly responsibilities in the
current context of textual scholarship are delegated more extensively to the
code itself than in the case of eLaborate. Therefore, unlike eLaborate, the
code of CollateX “performs” a scholarly task: based on the tacit assumptions
built into its code, the algorithm of CollateX independentlymakes scholarly
informed decisions – or rather proposes these, as the decisions until now are
always ultimately corroborated by a scholar. It is arguable therefore that the
code of CollateX in the current context of textual scholarship is endowed
more with a scholarly nature than the code for eLaborate. That in fact the
code of CollateX represents scholarship and is itself a scholarly object. This
is no different from a monograph or print edition, each one a scholarly ob-
ject whose scholarly nature arises from the arguments they constitute and
represent.

Critically examining this argument and the scholarly nature of the code itself
is not straightforward however. Above the mostly tacit nature of scholarly
assumptions built into code was already pointed out. But code is uninten-
tionally covert in other ways as well. Engineers often talk about the “model”
that underlies their code. “Model” is rather a “hopelessly polysemous”word,
as Willard McCarty remarks (2005:27). There is extensive literature mean-
while also in the field of digital humanities on the meaning, purpose, appli-
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cations, and epistemologyofmodels andmodelingpertaining to scholarship,
data, and code, notably McCarty (2005), Flanders (2012), Jannidis and Flan-
ders (2013), Ciula and Marras (2016) – but there are many more. Obviously
there is a relation between the analytic model and data used by researchers
and the data and object models constructed through code by programmers.
The collection of digital object (definitions) and their relations expressed in
code make up the domain model, as defined by Fowler (2002:116), which es-
sentially expresses the programmer’s “understanding” of themodels used by
the researcher(s).

In the context of source code creation by software engineers, themodel com-
ponent of the code is thus that which comes to represent the conceptual or
phenomenological model of the problem domain. That is, the concepts, the
relations, and the operations thatmimic the problems, objects, andprocesses
the software developers are trying to automate or solve on behalf of a client
or, in our case, a researcher. In the case of eLaborate, the model has coded
objects such as “Transcription” and “Annotation”. Annotation objects in
the code may have associated functions or methods, such as “create”, “up-
date”, or “delete”. Of course all the components are needed in ameticulously
orchestrated combination to make the software function; all components
are in that sense essential to it. Not any framework for code criticism can
therefore conveniently eschew some part of a body of code. However, the
components that capture the domain model are probably the most closely
associated with inscribing the conceptual model of the researcher into code,
as opposed to data storage components or visualization components. To
complicate matters even more maybe, visualization obviously constitutes a
transformation of the data that by itself is modeled too. Visualization trans-
formations therefore also constitute an interpretation and argument about
data. Like tool criticism however, the problem of interface critique is out of
scope here – even though it is readily imaginable that the “code” that drives
visualizations could be subject to code criticism within a framework of code
criticism framework.

Even ifweboil code criticismdown to critiquing the domainmodel, effective
code criticism may turn out to be a strenuous activity. Domain models may
be hard to gauge or peruse from the code that is eventually published, and
they can be unintentionally obfuscated. Models may be as tacitly expressed
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in the code as the assumptions underpinning it, or they may be confusingly
cloaked by different code expressions. Part of the algorithm of CollateX, for
instance, is based on a decision tree. This tree is used to recallwhich decisions
were made by the algorithm to come to an alignment between witnesses. If
a new witness needs to be added into the comparison, previous alignment
solutions canbe compared to favor one solution. For reasons of performance
(i.e. speed) and scalability, the decision tree is not expressed in the code as a
tree, however. Instead the engineer chose to use a matrix that will deliver
the same power of decision but at a very much lower performance penalty.
Reading directly from the code, it would be hard, or at least considerably
confusing, to see that amatrixwas used to perform the function of a decision
tree.

Thus just as with the variable names that can be arbitrarily chosen and thus
obfuscating, code may be for good reasons unintentionally enigmatic. The
nature of code in this sense seems to resemble poetry more than prose. Po-
etry sometimes intentionally uses enigmatic or hermetic language, forcing
the reader to reread and rethink possible meanings. Code will in general be
less intentionally enigmatic, but will sometimes be no less hermetic. Some-
times such hermetic code becomes a goal in itself, for instance when coders
try to come upwith “oneliners”: tiny algorithms of one line of code that per-
form certain, sometimes incredibly complex tasks. Arguably one of the best-
known examples of this “onelining” is “10 PRINTCHR$(205.5 þRND(1));:
GOTO 10”, to which even a full book publication was dedicated (Montfort
et al. 2012). Such witty solutions may earn particular admiration of other
coders, the solution being regarded as a particular “elegant” one. Yet the
“coolness” of the solution may result in code that is particularly obfuscated
and hard to read. Also the actual algorithm may be counter-intuitive even
if mathematically highly efficient. This is arguably the case with the Quick-
sort algorithm, which is an algorithm for sorting that carves the series to be
sorted into subseries.7 This “divide and conquer” strategy results in a perfor-
mance gain (i.e. sorting speed) several magnitudes larger than the approach
generally found to be more “intuitive”, called insertion sort, which involves
starting at the top of the list and inserting each item in the series in its “nat-

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quicksort
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ural order” position.8

5.4 Criticism in a Continuum of Literacies

How then do we critically examine code that may be particularly hard to
read, scrutinize, and understand? At the very least, an attempt should be
made at reading the code, even if simply to establish the degree of readabil-
ity of the code, because this is valuable information for criticism too. If the
code is nigh incomprehensible, what does this mean? Can the reasons for
possible intentional obfuscation be deduced and/or reasonably established?
Is the illegibility a result of unskilled coding? Obviously inline comments
and external documentation should offer help in determining the intent of
the code as well. Also establishing the software development methodology
used can reveal useful insights. There are various methodologies to build
software, from highly formalized and rigorous to fully pragmatic “cowboy
coding”. Some methodologies are bound to be a better fit than others for
the heterogeneous nature of humanities data and research questions (Van
Zundert 2012).

Mostly however: why not talk to the creators of the code themselves? As-
suming that engineers indeed apply current so-called “good practices”, soft-
ware development is a highly dialectic practice. The adequacy and effective-
ness of code are mostly determined by how well the model that is inscribed
in the code fits the domain model of the problem or task that the software
was developed for. To deduce a best-fit model, engineers should go to great
lengths. Analysis and design for modeling in most current software develop-
ment methodologies will involve deep client and/or user interaction. That
is, during the design phase, engineers will interview the client over and over
again to explore the exact properties of the domain model. And during any
implementation phase, engineers will in all likelihood repeatedly expose the
execution of the code to the scrutiny of the researcher and will adapt the de-
sign iteratively to what the researcher reports back as to shortcomings, omis-
sions, etc. Thus the model is designed, tweaked, and tuned in a continu-

8Cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insertion_sort
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ous communicative and dialectic feedback cycle between developers and re-
searchers.

If the engineering of a model is governed by dialectic, the most adequate
mode of scholarly code criticism could be parallel. Code as an argument can
be adequate but obscure, and in such cases a good way of establishing the
model tacitly underlying the code could be to reverse engineer it through dis-
course. Thus by reversing the dynamic of the dialogue, we may understand
software in the same way as its development was articulated and argued: by
a deep and continuous, even “intimate” as Frabetti (2012) suggests, dialectic.
What is reversed during the phases of creation and criticism is the role of the
interviewer and interviewee.

A similar parallelismandmirroring arises in another potential avenue for crit-
ically examining code. It is a goodpractice in code engineering todevelopnot
just code but also a test suite for that code.9 A test suite or harness is a set of
tests expressed as code that can be run to check that software is working cor-
rectly. Engineers can in this way guarantee the correct working of the code.
Tests are used to check the workflow, to test against critical conditions, to in-
spect certain expected output for given input, to test the formal constraints
of a model, and so forth. It may turn out to be as valuable for code criticism
to examine the test suites that accompany code as the contents of the code it-
self. Much may be gauged from these tests about assumptions, corner cases,
conditions, flow, limitations, and intent of the code.

But an even more intriguing application of test suites might be for scholarly
code critics to develop these suites themselves. Currently test suites and au-
tomated tests for software are tools of the engineer. But there is no reason
why the frameworks that help engineers to control, check, and validate their
work would not be used to probe, explore, and test the same software by
code critics. Instead of facing the engineer, test harnesses might just as well
face the critic and user. Several people involved with CCS have expressed
similar ideas. Montfort et al. (2012:322) speak of studying “software by cod-
ing new software”. David Berry refers to such possible test suites as “coping
tests” (Berry 2014).

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Best_coding_practices
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The possible application of code to test code, to create test suites to exam-
ine codebases as a form of humanities informed criticism, can also be cast as
a continuum of two literacies. Three decades ago Donald Knuth believed
that the time was “ripe for significantly better documentation of programs,
and that we can best achieve this by considering programs to be works of
literature” (Knuth 1984). His language called WEB lets the same program
produce working code as well as an explanatory narrative about that code.
WEB however, did not find a broad audience, neither in computer science
nor in the humanities –with the odd exception (e.g.Huitfeldt and Sperberg-
McQueen 2008). Knuth was interested in code as a form of literature and
in writing software as a specific kind of literacy. In other words, he was in-
terested in how two kinds of literacy, that of computer language and that
of human-authored text, could merge. As a proponent of computational
methods in the humanities, Franco Moretti appears to agree that this merg-
ing has a lot of promise (Dinsmann 2016). Literacy enables one to write and
read, to express and inquire. From these perspectives the understanding of
the literacy of code and the literacy of text as different and opposed literacies
seems artificial and intellectually lazy. Instead, to develop a valid and ade-
quate mode for scholarly criticism of code, they need to be understood as
variations within a continuum of literacies (cf. Kittler 1993b).

These notions so far are theoretical. Also in the realm of this chapter, I have
only been able to sketch the outlines of a possible practical approach to code
criticism for code created in the humanities. Based on these more theoret-
ical ideas currently work is undertaken to explore how text and computa-
tional literacy may amalgamate into a concrete method for code criticism.
This work takes the form of an iPython Notebook in development10 that
reports on the investigation of the code underpinning a publication by Ted
Underwood and Jordan Sellers (Underwood and Sellers 2016). A follow-up
publication will be dedicated to this explorative practical code criticism case
study.

10https://github.com/interedition/paceofchange
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5.5 Conclusion

Code criticism and code peer review are hardly even nascent in the humani-
ties and digital humanities. Some work has been done in the realm of CCS,
but these fledgling approaches have focused primarily outward from code
and have considered codemostly as a culturally situated part of a larger socio-
technical system. Almost no examples of thorough code criticism exist that
regard code from a humanities methodological point of view. The type of
criticism that asks: what ismethodologically expressed here, how is it argued,
and how can we validate it? Given the large ramifications that digital infor-
mation and software have for humanities sources, resources, and methodol-
ogy, this situation is rather surprising, and methodologically unhealthy. In
this chapter I sketched the outlines of an approach that would do justice to
the work that has been done in the realm of code criticism but that would
also self-reflectively turn criticism toward the code that promises new tools
to the humanities.

For centuries, argument, logic, interpretation, and reasonhavebeenboth the
means to put forward results in the humanities as well as the tools to judge
those results. Humanities methodology is highly self-reflective. Methodol-
ogy now increasingly means digital methodology, but that does not imply
that critical self-reflectivity should disappear: there is no self-evident correct-
ness of technology just because it is digital technology. Muchwork still needs
tobedone to remediate the critical aspects of humanities scholarship into the
digital realm. This is a critical task digital humanists should be aware of.
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Chapter 6

Author, Editor, Engineer: Code & the
Rewriting of Authorship in Scholarly
Editing1

“Programmers: stop calling yourselves engineers.”
(Bogost 2015)

Like the previous chapter this chapter examines the relation of software cre-
ation to textual scholarship, andmore in particular to the creation of (digital)
scholarly editions. But now I take the concept of authorship as my specific
analytic vantage point. Authorship speaks to both the creation of software
and to the creation of scholarly output in the form of text editions.

My resulting claim is this: writing code is a formof authorship; but in thema-
jority of cases coding in a scholarly context is a form of unclaimed or, worse,
misappropriated authorship. The authorship of code inserts at least one
layer of interpretation into the process of scholarly editing in comparison to
traditional modes of editing. This creates two problems. First, the text and
its interpretation get potentially even more fluid and unstable, which is con-
trary to the aim of philology and scholarly editing, whose aims can generally
be understood as an attempt to stabilize the text. This notion of stabilizing

1A prior version of this chapter was first published as Van Zundert, Joris J. 2016. “Author,
Editor, Engineer – Code & the Rewriting of Authorship in Scholarly Editing.” Interdis-
ciplinary Science Reviews 40 (4): 349–375. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/03080188.2016.116
5453.
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the text is highly problematic in itself, as we shall see. Adding the author-
ing and performance of digital code into the process of editing is likely to
further destabilize the text and its interpretation. Whether this is desirable
or not is irrelevant to my argument. What I argue – and this is the second
problem – is that this process goes unchecked by our current scholarly pro-
cesses, because it is largely not recognized either by scholar or programmer as
authoring or as scholarly editing. Its potential influence on scholarly editing,
irrespective of its aim, therefore goes largely unevaluated.

6.1 What Is an Author?

Anydeterminationof the relationof authorship to either scholarly editing or
programming requires an understanding of the history of the notion of au-
thorship. Therefore the first part of this chapter occupies itself with a short
historical overview. This overview is necessarily limited, as it is quite possible
to fill books by themselves on the matter. I also limit any related claims to
“authorship in theWest”, whichmight be roughly understood as authorship
inEuropebefore the Spanish conquest of theNewWorld, and inEurope and
North America after. Even that may be overstretching such claims because
many cultural, religious, and sociopolitical aspects are related to attitudes
towards authorship, and these contexts differed of course through times in
these regions as well. But still some generalization is allowable. In any case I
would carefully want to stay away from claiming anything related to e.g. atti-
tudes concerning authorship in other regions, such asAfrica orAsia, because
I have not perused any sources on such matters.

Over the course of history the perception of authorship has been very tightly
related to fluctuating ideas on who exactly produces textual meaning and in-
terpretation. As a consequence the appropriation of authorship has been
closely associated with an authority over epistemological claims, ontological
claims, and with claims to truth. In contrast to classical, mediaeval, premod-
ern, and even later times, today authorship seems to warrant far less author-
ity over the interpretation of a text and the claims to truth it might make.
In science and scholarship that authority arguably has shifted foremost to
evidence and peer review. It has been eroded to a large extent by critic and
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reader in the case of literature. This undermining of authority is however a
relatively recent matter – and as we will see a contentious one.

As an historical overviewmuch of the following borrows heavily fromBurke
(1995) who has described the history of authorship in the West as a continu-
ous tension between the presence and absence of the author. Throughout
this history views on authorship have swayed back and forth from author es-
sentialism to almost complete impersonalization. Plato can be said to have
sided with the idea of impersonalization. To Plato the personality and po-
etic imagination of an authorwas entirely unimportant. Theworld of forms
was just a shadow of the ideal world of ideas, so any intervention by creative
imagination on the part of the author when describing the world would just
result in mere shadows of shadows. True knowledge could only be attained
by disinterested rational enquiry. By advancing the idea of catharsis Aris-
totle on the other hand defends the empathetic nature of literature and po-
etry and thereby the empathetic role of the author. These perceptions of the
role of the author are connected with epistemological claims. That is, essen-
tially they are askingwhether authorship is ameans to knowledge – towhich
Plato answers “no” as it canmerely record, and even that it can do only inad-
equately; but to which Aristotle answers “yes”, the empathetic imagination
attached to the act of authoringmay bear on knowledge. As such the roles of
authorship and of the author become attached to epistemological claims, to
claims about truth. With the rise of Christianity the debate about these roles
becomes even more pivotal, as authorship pertains to the Scriptures and to
hermeneutics, which is the theory of interpretation of these scriptures. How
have the scriptures been conceived? Were the authorsmere vessels to be filled
with Divine inspiration, non-interfering bodies that merely moved the quill
while sacredwords passed through? And if this went for the scriptures, what
of written interpretations such as those of Augustine? To explain the episte-
mological power of hermeneutics, the idea that divine truth can be revealed
in an author is essential. This auctoritas becomes the keystone of the early
mediaeval epistemology: an author that can be named and referred to as the
authority for given knowledge. Yet, as theMiddle Ages draw to a close a the-
ory of hermeneutics emerges that holds that truth and knowledge may be
acquired also through careful reading and reasoning. No longer are episte-
mology and truth given, instead they are now derived. Both epistemologi-
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cal modes – that of given and derived – rely strongly on the presence of an
author and the assertion of related biography. It is necessary to refer to an
auctoritas to claim a truth with any authority. And in case a statement is not
based on external authority, to be able to make claims on truth and truthful-
ness the moral and literary status of the author must be unquestionable.

Thus the philosophical legacy of the middle ages results in two basic tenets
for authorship. One is reasoning, the other is divine inspiration. Ratio will
eventually become the basic tenet of Enlightenment. As the religious un-
dertone retreats, inspiration eventually becomes equatedwithRomantic cre-
ative imagination. Romantic authorship still involves overtones of divinity.
But no longer is this (exclusively) a religious divinity. The divinity and sanc-
tity have become aspects of an innermost personal genius that moves the au-
thor. Burke in this respect refers to Edward Youngwho speaks of a “stranger
within” and a kind of “inner God”. At the end of the nineteenth century
the author is strongly immanent in both types of authorship. Rationality
culminates inter alia in positivistic naturalism. Inspired authorship is found
from romanticism, with its most intimate expression of the most intimate
experience, to expressionism.

For all these forms of authorship, it is pivotally important who speaks, who
authors, because the text lays a claim to a truth. Claims of philosophical
truths, of truths in natural philosophy and the Enlightenment, theological
claims, the social and political claims of Positivism, the claim that Romanti-
cism makes to an inner truth of the author as a person.

The notion of possible subjectivity of interpretation only comes into the
storywithAlbrechtHusserl’s phenomenology andMartinHeidegger’s onto-
logical hermeneutics. These new theories of perception and interpretation
erode the authority of the author. Late nineteenth century literary history
and criticism were mostly concerned with establishing criteria of aesthetics
– often motivated by a need for nationalistic literary canonization. Autho-
rial poetics and the intent of the author were important aspects in this type
of criticism. But the acknowledgement of the subjectivity of interpretation
causes a “de-centering” of the author. This is reflected strongly in the New
Criticism that accepts biographical information about an author as contex-
tual evidence for a possible interpretation of a text, but generally assumes
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that the true authorial intent cannot be established. In the words of Wim-
satt and Beardsley in “The Intentional Fallacy”: “the author’s intentions in
writing are neither recoverable nor pertinent to the judgment of the work”
(Wimsatt and Beardsley 1954[1946]). From “The Intentional Fallacy” it is
only a small conceptual step to Roland Barthes’ “The Death of the Author”
(Barthes 1967). Here Barthes argues that interpreting a text solely along the
lines of its author’s biography, is in fact limiting that text and the possible
interpretations of it: “We know now that a text is not a line of words releas-
ing a single ‘theological’ meaning (the ‘message’ of the Author-God) but a
multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of them orig-
inal, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from the in-
numerable centres of culture.” In S/Z he would expand this idea into the
notion of the “writerly text”, by which he means that any text is primarily a
site for intertextual meaning production at the hand of the reader and critic
(Barthes 1975).

An equally oft-cited text to motivate the move that decentered the author is
Michel Foucault’s “Qu’est-ce qu’un auteur?” (Foucault 1983[1969]). In this
essay Foucault abstracts away from the author as a particular historicized per-
son and instead talks of “author-function”. This signifies that it is not the
person of the author that is of essence, but the identification of what author-
ship as a transcendental phenomenon tries to accomplish. Foucault then
argues that the most salient feature of authorship is its capability to initiate
new discourse and new discursive practices. Thus Freud’s authorship was
not so much significant because it defined a set of texts authored by Freud,
but because it allowed a new form of discourse to be developed that could
be referenced to by “Freudian psychoanalysis”. To quote: “[…] within the
realm of discourse a person can be the author of much more than a book
– of a theory, for instance, of a tradition or a discipline within which new
books and authors can proliferate”. This feature of the “author-function”
is domain and medium-independent according to Foucault. It also extends
towards the domain of the technological: “I am aware that until now I have
kept my subject within unjustifiable limits; I should also have spoken of the
‘author-function’ in painting, music, technical fields, and so forth”.

Jeremy Hawthorn has argued that both Barthes and Foucault explored in
these ways the possibility to read literary works with an attitude similar
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to that adopted by readers of non-literary and scientific work (Hawthorn
2008:74). For Barthes the author is a founder of language, a “Logothete”
(Barthes 1989:3–5). Through authorship and the creation of an oeuvre
the author develops a new semiotics that only shares its surface with a
known linguistics of human language. But just as numbers do not need the
intentionality of a factual consciousness, Barthes argues, the meaning of
this language is not bound to the faculty of the author. The language can be
interpreted well without it. Similarly, by defining the “author-function” as
the founder of discourses, Foucault essentially contends that the meaning
and relevance of a text is established by the agents active in the discourse it
pertains to, and not solely or even at all by the author: re-examining the
discourse founded by Marx modifies Marxism (Hawthorn 2008:75).

“The Death of the Author” and “What is an Author?” have often been seen
as a final death certificate for the authoritative role of the author. Thoughob-
viously any text requires a writer, many post-structuralists have argued that
the biography of the body writing a text is in no sense pertinent to the inter-
pretation of the text. According to Compagnon (2004:45) the American lit-
erary critic Stanley Fish exemplifies this “dogmatic relativism” and “cognitive
atheism” as he: “maintains, in radical opposition to the objectivist pleading
for an inherent and permanent meaning of the text, that a text has as many
meanings as readers, and that there is noway to establish the validity (or inva-
lidity) of an interpretation. From this point on, the reader is substituted for
the author as the criterion of interpretation”. Compagnon and Burke find
the reasoning underpinning this absolutism rather reductive and confused
though. “What is atwork in this slippage is an egregious simplification of the
immense problematics of the relations between self, ego, transcendental ego,
consciousness, knowledge, and creativity” (Burke 1989:122). In the topos of
the death of the author, the author in the biographical or sociological sense
is confused with the sense of the author’s place in the historical canon, and
the author’s intention in the hermeneutic sense, or intentionality, as a cri-
terion of interpretation: Foucault’s “author function” perfectly symbolizes
this reduction.

Burke and Compagnon both call on cognitive and linguistic philosophy to
argue that you cannot go around intent. That very faculty is applied to con-
strain the possible meanings of a text. No matter what subsequent context
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dependent interpretations add to the polysemia of the text, in part themean-
ing that such an interpretation is derived from is shaped by the intent of the
author. This is different of course than saying that there is a one to one re-
lation between this intent, the text, and its interpretation. The author may
have been unsuccessful in the expression, the reader may have been unsuc-
cessful in decoding the expression, or indeed she may have “rewritten” the
text reading it. The point of the matter is: intent is a necessary prerequisite
for meaningful text.

Post-structuralist debate with its insistent emphasis on the decentering of
the author could suggest that authorship also has lost its authority over the
claims to any truths a text makes. However, just as intent cannot be so easily
circumvented, neither can this authority be fully circumvented. Muchweak-
ened perhaps by the reader’s ability to interpret, but an authorial authority
still exists; not just any claimor any truth can be read into a textwith asmuch
validity. A certain authority thus remainswith the author. These claimsmay
be hard to gauge in literature, as we may need to dig through different lay-
ers of meaning within fictional, or textual, worlds (cf. Hawthorn 2008:76)
intentionally clouded by unreliable voices (e.g. in Nabokov’s Lolita). But
we assume and expect them to be clear and open in scholarly and scientific
work. The most salient – most defining – feature of authorship therefore is
its intent to make a claim to some truth.

Thus the report of the death of the author, her intent, and her authority
was an exaggeration. On more precise inspection – e.g. the investigations of
Burke, Compagnon, and Hawthorn – it seems that the death of the author
was actually an epistemological metaphor rather than an ontological truth.
The author needed to be decentered, even discarded, for a period of time for
the post-structuralist debate to be able to develop the reader as a site ofmean-
ing production and interpretation (Burke 1989:57). However, having firmly
established that subjective role it was time for the author to step back into
the picture and claim back her own subjective role. This process is nothing
more or less than an example of what Foucault argued in “What is an Au-
thor?” and to which that text itself contributed: that authorship is a socially
constructed role (Foucault 1998:213). The role of the author and of author-
ship is brought in line with the purpose attributed to a text by its audience.
Thus the lesser authority of authors on claims of truths in scientific texts and
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the remaining to a certain extent of such in fiction. It is not either author or
reader, but it is both of themnegotiating themeaning and the interpretation
of a text and the validity thereof from their individual situatedness. In the
words ofCompagnon: “The text […]has anoriginalmeaning (what itmeans
for a contemporary interpreter), but also later and anachronistic meanings
(what it means for subsequent interpreters). It has an original signification
(putting its original meaning in relation to contemporary values), but also
subsequent significations (always putting its anachronistic meaning in rela-
tion to current values)” (Compagnon 2004:61).

This process is much reminiscent of ideas on the social construction of tech-
nology that assert a reciprocal non-deterministic relationship between cul-
ture and technology (Klein and Kleinman 2002). Very roughly: culture in-
fluences technology, technology influences culture. Similarly there exists no
determinism in interpretation. The text does not signify the “single ‘theolog-
ical’ ” intent of the author, to speak with Barthes. Rather the interpretation
is shaped by author, and critic, and reader. It is a shaping that is collective yet
distributed over time and geography, situated individually as each agent is. A
social construction of interpretation. Interpretation to which the intent of
the author is pertinent if – certainly in the case of literature – elusory.

6.2 The Author and the Editor

How does authorship relate to scholarly editing? Obviously both the cre-
ation of a literary or scientific text and the scholarly editing of the same – not
uncommonly with several hundreds of years between those events – involve
authorship. But what exactly is the authorship appropriated by the schol-
arly editor? Editing in general is the preparation of a text such that it may be
printed or otherwise published for reception by an audience. Scholarly edit-
ing concerns itself with establishing, curating, and studying the record and
archive of historical texts – in practice most often the legacy in some form of
dead authors. If we follow Greetham (1994) on this the work of a scholarly
editor entails at least the following activities: finding a text, reproducing the
text (which involves reading, evaluating, and transcribing the text of the orig-
inal document or documents), criticizing the text, and editing the text. This
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process then results in a new representation of the text of the originating doc-
ument(s). Although the phases of the process may be readily defined, each
text is unique and each text confronts the textual scholar with complex and
puzzling traces of its own genesis. In practice therefore the process of schol-
arly editing involves a series of choices that affect the eventual expression and
representation of the text. Because of the many idiosyncrasies a particular
text may hold, it is generally accepted that consistency and accountability
should be the hallmark of a proper scholarly edition. Or in other words: the
editor shouldbemaking the same choice in the same situation and explaining
this to the reader – for instance, telling the reader that the editor chooses to
represent the glyph “u” consistently as “v” where in a mediaeval manuscript
that is used for the consonant.

Usually a scholarly editor will provide not just the conscientiously edited
text, but considerable additional paratext as well. An introduction is often
added arguing the text’s historical or cultural importance, or a specific pecu-
liarity that motivates it being edited and republished in a scholarly fashion.
The editormay put the text presented into context, explaining the genesis of
the text, clarifying biographical details on the author, or expounding the text-
theoretical underpinnings of the edition. Such additional knowledgemaybe
part of the published text (e.g. the introduction) or itmay be presented in ad-
ditional scholarly articles, blogs, interviews and so forth. As an example we
may point to Hans Walter Gabler’s (et al.) edition of James Joyce’s Ulysses
(Joyce 1984). Here all variants from the availablemanuscripts of the text have
been painstakingly perused to aggregate an impressive synoptic edition re-
flecting the text as – according to the scholars – itwas intended by the author.
The same scholarly editionmay serve to point out the predicament any schol-
arly editor puts himself inwhen creating a scholarly edition. Gabler’s edition
prompted a series of reviews and scholarly articles concerning its controver-
sial editorial methodology (Lernout 2006). This debate has been regarded
as a confrontation between Anglo-American and French-German editorial
philosophies, but it also signifies a fundamental problem in philology and
textual theory which is the assertion – as Dilthey would put it – that a text
can at best be understood, but not explained (Compagnon 2004:41). The
actual and exact intent of an author of fiction is in the end impossible to
retrieve. Even what seems like a straightforward case of harmonizing orthog-
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raphy – such as the distinction of u/v – results in the undecidable pondering
of ambiguous expressions (cf. for instanceGerbenzon 1961). The readerwho
is not amedievalistmight not know, but the glyphs ‘u’ and ‘v’ have beenused
interchangeably at times and sometimes it cannot even be decided if one or
the other was meant by a copyist of a medieval or classical manuscript, let
alone that it would be decisively decidablewhat the original author intended
to write. If even such “trivial” cases are hard, what about the interpretation
of the work as a whole? This is where the practices and principles applied
in many scholarly editions clash with ideas on the subjective interpretability
of text and the impossibility of establishing authorial intent (Wimsatt and
Beardsley 1954[1946]). Ultimately we cannot know with any certainty from
the text or the biography the intent that is part of an author’s transcenden-
tal ego. As both Burke and Compagnon argue we run the risk of making
anachronistic interpretations of a text because of our distance to the time
and context of the author. And we may be fooled because the text is an
inadequate expression of the governing intent of the author. All editorial
decisions are thus at risk of not (well) representing what was intended by
the author. All editing is interpretation, an estimation of what the text was
intended to express. Scholarly editing then, lays a claim to a truth, which
is that the delivered edition is the most warranted expression of the text by
scholarly standards. Scholarly editing is not the same as the authorship it
claims to represent, it is however authorship that claims to represent that au-
thorship. In this respect the authorship involved with creating a scholarly
edition is very close to Harold Love’s definition of revisionary authorship
(Love 2002:46), so that in effect the editor becomes the self-asserted proxy
of the author. A cynical interpretation would cast the scholarly editor as an
imposter exploiting the text of an author. Indeed the image of the “editor
[…] as a brutish interloper forcing his interpretation on the defenceless text”
led Murphy (2008) to muse: “Much of the most advanced contemporary
theorizing about editing has suggested that the editor should follow the au-
thor into his grave”.

Broadly speaking scholarly editing formulated two responses to this
post-structuralist challenge. One response was to fully embrace the ideas
of the reader as the site of production of interpretation. In Greetham
1994, David Greetham’s rejoinder to the post-structuralist challenge was
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still to state that although such schools have perhaps effectively described
the textual phenomena, they “have not yet produced a critical vehicle for
representing them in a scholarly edition” (Greetham 1994). At that very
time though, the Internet had solidly established itself as the world’s newest,
fastest growing, and most intrinsically explicit networked site of knowledge
– and George Landow (1994) was publishing on the analogies between
post-structuralist theory and the new digital networks: “Discussions and
designs of hypertext share with contemporary critical theory an emphasis
on the model or paradigm of the network […] The analogy, model, or
paradigm of the network so central to hypertext appears throughout
structuralist and post-structuralist theoretical writings.” Landow refers to
Heinz Pagel to explain the theoretical appeal of the network as structure
or paradigm “to those leery of hierarchical or linear models”. A network
has no top or bottom, but an arbitrary number of connections between
nodes that “increase the possible interactions between the components
of the network”. More importantly: there is no root node, no node to
top all others: “[t]here is no central executive authority that oversees the
system”.

Theperceived decentering, anti-authoritariannature of digital networks and
hypertext appealed to a new generation of New Criticism oriented scholarly
editors. As Murphy (2008:298) argues the “ ‘Barthian’ argument is a stock
phrase in pro-digital editions discourse”. Jerome McGann claimed that any
editorial act, even any textual engagement, resulted in a new textwith its own
unique features and conditions (McGann 1991). Ideally the goal of textual
scholarship then should be to create an “archive” representing this text plu-
ralism that not just decentered the author, but ultimately even the text. A
“fully networked hypermedia archivewould be an optimal goal”, an “archive
of archives” (McGann 1995). Other scholars such as Robinson (2004), Pe-
ter Shillingsburg, Van Hulle (2015), and Siemens et al. (2012) also embraced
the apparent openness and bias-free nature of the digital environment that
would allow for the untainted representation of all textual witnesses. The
rhetoric of this response is liberatory, reminiscent even of Critical Theory,
with Robinson most comprehensively summarizing its ideology: “All read-
ers may become editors too” (Robinson 2004).

The other responsewas, rather in contrast, a reinforcement of the primacy of
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the document. And somewhat surprisingly perhaps this reaction has, inter
alia, also found JeromeMcGann as a proponent. For in a recent publication
McGann (2013) seems to return solidly to the primacy of the archival task of
scholarly editing as a form of documentary editing that exerts authority over
material fact. He rejects the post-structuralist project altogether and reasons
that philosophy is actually a subroutine of philology that is concerned with
testing, reconstructing, or falsifying its objects of attention. The primary
task of textual scholarship should concern the “archive” of what is known
or has been known, which is both concrete in the sense of (digital) “edition”
and a metaphysical ideal: “Philology is the fundamental science of human
memory”. McGann reasons against new media technologies as ephemeral
and less adequate for any archival task: “The room of philology is more ex-
tensive than the internet roombecause it is a fully historiated enterprise – be-
cause it is, so to say, conscious that its current use depends upon the strength
anddepth of the belatedness it can never escape. Shaped to a vast presentness
– blogging, texting, tweeting, LinkedIn, and Facebook – the internet makes
it difficult for us to see and to remember two things about itself: that, as a
knowledge tool, it is ‘before anything else, memory’; and that, as a memory
system, it will keep on forgetting” (McGann 2013:344). ForMcGann this is a
reason to deplore currentmasters and PhDprograms that do not adequately
prepare for a philological understanding anymore. Although he recognizes
that a focus on Python, XSLT, and GIS is important, “[…] one might bet-
ter think that descriptive bibliography, scholarly editing, theory of texts, and
book history are now even more pressing programmatic needs”.

Well-known practitioners and theorists of textual scholarship such as Hans
Walter Gabler and Elena Pierazzo likewise retreat forcefully to the primacy
of the document. Robinson commented: “For Pierazzo, the possibilities of
the digital medium have created new possibilities, which enable the making
of detailed digital representations of the document using complex encoding.
[…] For both Gabler and Pierazzo, digital editing is rooted in the document.
[…] It is difficult to imagine amore articulate and forceful exposition of a the-
ory of digital editing as focused on documents than that given by Gabler.”
(Robinson 2013a:110–111). Together with McGann these scholars assert that
the materiality of the document allows a claim to a truth as philologic fact
– and with this simple gesture McGann reduces the impact of hermeneu-
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tics and the pertinence of authorial intent for the text to mere afterthought:
“For the philologian, materials are preserved because their simple existence
testifies that they once had value, though what that was we can never know
completely or even, perhaps, at all. If our current interests supply themwith
certain kinds of value, these are but Derridean supplements added for our-
selves” (McGann 2013:346).

Furthering his argument in a following publication McGann contends that
this establishing of philological fact should be “less under the rule of theory
or idea, and more as a regimen of careful practice” (McGann 2015:215). This
practice is the thorough and rigorouslymethodic study of text. Studying for
instance “a passage in a book few people read or perhaps have ever heard of
– perhaps a book in a dead language – trying to say something accurate and
truthful about it” (McGann 2015:217). Calling upon Milman Parry as a wit-
nessMcGann concludes that this is the task of the scholar: the commitment
to an “impossible truth […] the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth” and “the obligation to protect human memory from neglect and era-
sure – as much of it as possible”. However, on reading Parry we find that
this truth is not some documentary truth. Parry made a very strong episte-
mological claim in a time when he felt that history and historical texts were
abused as propaganda for truths that they would not support. Parry’s truth
is a deep understanding of the text from a fully historiated contextualization
of the text and the authorial intent: “So, gradually, we learn to keep our-
selves out of the past, or rather we learn to go into it, becoming not merely a
man who lived at another time than our own, but one who lived in a certain
nation, or city, or in a certain social class, and in very certain years, and some-
times –whenwe are concernedwith a writer in that whereby he differs from
his fellow men – we must not only enter into the place, the time, the class
– we must even become the man himself, even more, we must become the
man at the very moment at which he writes a certain poem” (Parry 1971:410
[1936]). Parry’s claim is historically situated itself of course – it is 1936 – but
it is nonetheless a very strong epistemological claim to truth on behalf of the
scholar, based on the assertion that it is possible to reconstruct historically
situated meaning and authorial intent. Parry is talking very much about
interpretation, and not about material philological fact. He is talking ex-
actly about interpretationwhen he says: “But the scholarsmust see that they
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must impose their truths before others impose their fictions” (Parry 1971:413
[1936]).

The ‘documentary turn’ of inter alia Gabler, Pierazzo, and McGann can be
characterized as an attempt to confine text and textual scholarship to some
material constraints or – in the case of Pierazzo’s rationale for digital docu-
mentary editing – a limiting digital model thereof. The purpose of that at-
tempt is to escape the dreaded temporally and conceptually unconstrained
realm of situated interpretation – a fleeting interpretation that, moreover,
must yield some authority on interpretation to an authorial intent that, fol-
lowing Compagnon and Burke, cannot be established with any certainty.
Likewise the “archival turn” represented for instance by Robinson, Shilling-
burg, and Van Hulle is an attempt to evade the problems of interpretation
and authorial intent by embracing the full authority of the reader over these.
Robinson (2013a:119) follows Paul Eggert in this, who – after tracing the
ideas of Heidegger, Saussure, Foucault, Barthes, and Blanchot – settles on
Adorno’s idea of negative dialectic. This is the idea, roughly, that one is de-
fined by what the other is not. In this sense, the document is the textual
site where the agents of textuality – e.g. author, copyist, editor, typesetter,
and reader – meet, and where they bind each other in a dynamic of perpet-
ual redefining each other. And according to Robinson the “digital medium
is perfectly adapted to enactment of editions as an ever-continuing nego-
tiation between editors, readers, documents, texts and works” (Robinson
2013a:127).

Thus both responses by textual scholarship to the post-structuralist chal-
lenge attempt to evade asmuch as possible a claim to the interpretationof the
text – for themore interpretative an edition is, themore the scholar asserts to
have knowledge about authorial intent. Yet, a retreat to philological fact does
not resolve the predicament. If the genetics of a text are not difficult at all,
the role of the scholarly editor is trivial. But if they are hard – such as in the
case of the Joyce edition ofGabler, or in the case of intricate phylogenetics of
mediaeval manuscript traditions (cf. e.g. Reenen et al. 2004) – much inter-
pretation is required to establish the text. But strong interpretation comes at
the risk of anachronistic and subjective readings. Nor does the “archive”, if
understood as an (electronic) archive of “philological facts”, resolve the issue.
For the same holds – in extremis it would be a repository of (digital) image
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facsimiles, and again the role of the editor would be trivial. Moreover, it is
questionable how fair it is to leave such an archive to the reader without any
guidance. The skills, experience, and expertise of the scholarly editor would
bewithheld from the reader. For this reasonMurphy argues for strong inter-
pretation: that editors must presume to know what readers ought to know
(Murphy 2008:306).

If scholarly editors do not want to theorize themselves out of existence – a
riskMurphy points out – they had better re-evaluate their role as interpreter.
Why be so shy about interpretation, if it cannot be prevented anyway? Why
retreat in the background as much as possible, as a subservient muted voice
disclaiming any pertinence to interpretation? Why not rather fully recog-
nize the inevitable and claim full responsibility for revisionary authorship
informed by historical expertise and literary skill? Why not, in so doing, lib-
erate and acknowledge both the partial authority of the scholarly editor as
well as thepartial authority of the reader over interpretationof the “archive”?
With Rorty I would argue that actually the biography and intent – indeed
ultimately fundamentally unknowable in any objective sense – should not
matter too much. Why would we limit the meaning of a text in search of
some unattainable objective philological documentary fact? “The contrast-
ing view is to assume that the works of anybody whose mind was complex
enough to make his or her books worth reading will not have an ‘essence’,
that those books will admit of a fruitful diversity of interpretations, that the
quest for ‘an authentic reading’ is pointless. One will assume that the au-
thor was as mixed-up as the rest of us, and that our job is to pull out, from
the tangle we find on the pages, some lines of thought that might turn out
to be useful for our own purposes” (Rorty 1988:34).

Supposedly objectifiedmaterial and philological fact-based scholarly editing
has developed into a dogma. To elaborate on Rorty: no doctrine is danger-
ous, but the thought that textual scholarship depends solely on one doctrine
– that the hand of the editor can behave such that it does not taint the mean-
ing of the text – is. Any editing is an ‘intrusion’ on authorial intent. Even
the question whether a deceased author would have wanted the text to re-
main in existence cannot be satisfactorily answered by philology. The more
sensible role for philology is thus interpretation – interpretation that cannot
in any case be circumvented. It must therefore always be clear that the text
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presented is an interpretation. We should not be made to think that we are
reading James Joyce’s Ulysses. The reader ought to know that she is reading
Ulysses according to Gabler.
The documentary turn in particular, but also the archival turn, are attempts
to establish a methodology aimed at stabilizing texts. But text apparently
does not want to be stabilized. Each and every editorial act results in a new
interpretation and likely in most cases a new text. The textual record is thus
ever both expanding and lossy, ever changing – indeed like autopoietic sys-
tems as McGann suggests (McGann 2004). The authorship that editorship
is, is both preserving the text and paradoxically expanding its fluidity. It is
reluctantly revisionary, yet revisionary. Scholarly editors argue their text in
a scientific fashion, the hallmark of which is accountability. And account-
ability is nothing more or less than arguing a claim to a truth. The editor
claims some representation of some text to be the best possible given evi-
dence obtained in a scientifically controlled process of perusing sources, col-
lating them, weighing possible meanings and representations, and so forth.
Such a claim should be made clear, open, and unambiguous to be scientifi-
cally viable. Rather than hiding behind the author’s name, the scholarly edi-
tor ought to reveal him or herself utmost, because the editor has quite some
claims to account for.

At the very least the scholarly editor makes a claim to actually having edited
the text. In textual scholarship that is often also a claim to the text or the
work itself. Before an edition is published, a textual scholar usually implicitly
claims amore or less exclusive right to beworking on an edition of a text. Un-
less commercial copyright is involved, that claim cannot be legally enforced,
but legal intent is usually not the motivation for these claims anyway. This
tacit claim to be exclusively editing a text also exists with long since out-of-
copyright texts, like mediaeval manuscripts for instance. A scholarly editor
is “working on” a text; he or she usually intentionally lets this be known
throughpapers andpresentations on conferences or awebsite, actively claim-
ing that text as a personal or institutional site of research. It is generally con-
sidered poor academic form or outright impolite to simultaneously create
alternative or competing scholarly editions. This is different of course when
an edition itself has become a historical text, at which point the object of that
edition – that is, the original text –may be considered to be in dire need of a
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new scholarly edition, which paradoxically introduces all the same problems
of authorial intent in a recursive fashion.

The appropriation of a scholarly edition is also a claim to qualification and
adequacy as to the work of editing the text. Not just anybody has the nec-
essary skill and qualifications to edit a text properly and in a scholarly man-
ner, as Greetham (1994) and others (e.g. Shillingsburg 2006; Murphy 2008)
argue. Connected to this claim of craftsmanship is of course the claim toMc-
Gann’s impossible textual truth. Explaining or reconstructing the text is im-
possible, both because production and reception of a text are situated, and
because in all probability essential evidence for the authorial intent is lack-
ing and impossible to attain. Yet customarily scholarly editors of historical
texts will argue from contextual and biographical evidence the motivations
and intent of an author. However deconstructivist one wishes to turn, this
historicized situatedness of the author is valid information pertaining to the
interpretation of a historical text.

A fifth claim is constituted because the appropriation of an edition is both
an honorific and a passport to academic credit. An editor often goes by the
name of the text he or she is working on, so that the editor can be known as
“the editor of the Decameron” for instance or “the editor of James Joyce”. A
scholarly editor can establish her name in the field in this manner and often
there is aMatthew-effect connected to appropriating a particular prestigious
edition. In other words: the appropriation of an edition of a particular text
procures significant (academic) value. There is the intrinsic cultural and so-
cial value for instance of the curated text. But there is also the economic
and social value connected to the publishing of a new edition of a classic
text. Connected to the effort of creating an edition are the academic values
of scholarly skill, knowledge of textual editing, and the subject knowledge
that a scholar builds. Lastly there is of course the academic status that the
editor derives from all this.

Foucault argued that the authority of the “biographical” writer (i.e. the au-
thor and his intent) on interpretation was less in the case of scientific texts.
Interpretation in this genre was mostly the prerogative of the discourse and
those involved with that as a whole. The author’s name was but a handle
to the text (Foucault 1983:12–14). For Foucault the appropriation of the text
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was less important than the ability to read the language of the literature in
a mode that was independent of the author – a mode of reading more akin
to the functioning of text in science, and that stresses the discursive aspect
of textuality (Hawthorn 2008:74). But appropriation is paramount for the
revisionary authorship that scholarly editing is. In general, the appropria-
tion of scholarly and scientific works is rathermore important than Foucault
would have it, due to the social aspects of science and scholarship involved
with establishing truths and building reputations (Latour 1987). This is not
because Foucault is wrong about the discursive aspect of scholarship, how-
ever. The controversy around Gabler’s Ulysses edition shows that the revi-
sionary authorship of scholarly editing leads to new discourse. The scholarly
articles and alternative editions that followed Gabler’s edition exemplify the
social construction of interpretation. Appropriation is important because
scholars are pressed into the game of stacking academic credit just like any
other scientist. Although the pursuit of a maximum h-index and the perver-
sion of bibliometrics (Hicks et al. 2015) are still less pronounced in textual
scholarship than in science, nevertheless scholarly editors must also account
for their efforts and demonstrate their academic relevance. The appropria-
tion of authorship here is pivotal because it is what scholarship and tenure
in the humanities are primarily built upon. Within institutional registration
systems monographs and peer reviewed journal articles are usually the top
ranking indicators of research output. And it remains generally true that in
the humanities, monographs – which supposedly represent more effort in
authorship than any other type of publication – are far more valued than
journal or special issue contributions (Bishop 2012). The single most com-
mon feature of these types of output is that they all consist of authored text.
Thus for all practical purposes, the relevance, the scientific impact, or val-
orization of research effort in the humanities is equated with the authorship
of published texts.

6.3 The Author and the Engineer

Scholarly editing is the appropriation of revisionary authorship. Its aim is
tomake a scholarly motivated contribution to the textual “archive” – which
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may be taken narrowly and concretely as a digital archive or edition of the
text and all materials pertaining to it, or can be broadly understood as the
moremetaphysical human culturememory system that JeromeMcGann im-
plies. By performing the scholarly editing the editor becomes also an agent
in a process that we may call the social construction of the interpretation of
the text. Then, if we turn to digital scholarly editions, a question arises. Are
software code, the engineering involved with its creation, and the program-
mer performing that engineering mere inertial elements in the process that
is digital scholarly editing? In the discourse on scholarly editing the roles
of code and the coder seem strikingly lacking. Jerome McGann makes men-
tion of related skills andmethods (McGann 2013:344) but mostly to address
them as auxiliary technologies and to discard them as non-essential to schol-
arly editing. Must philology indeedbeunderstood solely as the science of the
memory ofmanuscript and printwords? McGannwrites about philology as
“the fundamental science of human memory” – if anything, that is broadly
inclusive. It is hard to imagine that such a sciencewould not transcend paper
and ink. On those grounds, it would seem that philology must not be con-
strained to the scholarly task of creating the “archive” of non-digital media.
Why not argue that philology be understood as thememory of human semi-
otics? Would it not be far more interesting and intellectually challenging to
resist retreating to a gated community of analogue sources, and to venture
out in search of the commonalities and differences between the semiotics of
the analogue and the digital? We need not arrive at some unified theory of
philology, but certainly we want to understand those two cultures of textu-
ality better through their differences by which they define each other. Let
us start our exploration by asking a question congruent to the one which
started the previous section: how does authorship relate to writing code?
To answer that question we must also have a basic understanding at least of
the nature of software code itself.

Any functioning programming language is in itself a semiotic system. It con-
sists of symbols that denote a meaning by referring to objects and concepts.
It has a syntax, and there is a pragmatics to its use. Most programming lan-
guages express themselves in the form of text, usually as a mixture of textual,
logical, and mathematical symbols. Because they invoke meaning just like
the symbols of human language the use of these symbols is not restricted to
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Figure 6.1: Example of “codework” (Thuan 2000; Ciccoricco 2010)

Figure 6.2: An example of Mezangelle (Myers 2012).
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the realm of computing. Codework, for instance, is a poetic form that mixes
natural language and programming language elements (Raley 2002). It thus
creates meaning from intermingling natural language semantics and proce-
dural elements, such as “go” and “next”, from code (cf. figure 6.1). Mezan-
gelle, a poetic-artistic language developed in the 1990s by Australia-based In-
ternet artistMez Breeze (an alter ego ofMary-Anne Breeze) is another exam-
ple of a hybrid computer and human language, based primarily on portman-
teau words derived from code and human language vocabulary (Raley 2002,
cf. figure 6.2).

But also by itself code in a programming language expresses meaning. And
just like “normal” text it expresses meaning on multiple levels. There is a
literal level. A simple line of code in Ruby – one of the more recent popular
general-purpose programming languages – may read:

SXWV� 
+HOOR :RUOG�
 �

The literalmeaning thatwill be obvious to a (Ruby) software engineer is that
this one line programwill print the words “HelloWorld!” to some terminal
(usually some output medium such as the computer’s screen). There is a
conceptual meaning to writing code as well, which is mostly tied to what
engineers tend to call “themodel”. Themodel is comprised of those parts of
the code that express the concepts and relations of the realworld phenomena
that the engineer is trying to encapsulate and express with her code. To give
an example, a very simple “dog model” may for instance look like this in
Ruby:

FODVV 'RJ
GHI LQLWLDOL]H� QDPHBRIBGRJ � #QDPH  QDPHBRIBGRJ

HQG

GHI EDUN
SXWV� 
%DUN�
 � HQG

HQG
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An engineer re-using this code is able to instantiate a new Ruby-dog by typ-
ing and executing P\BGRJ  'RJ�QHZ� 
6NLSS\
 �. She can then make it
“bark” by calling out to the function EDUN – like this: P\BGRJ�EDUN –which
will result in the word “Bark!” appearing on the screen. And, apart from
these conceptual and literal meanings of code, there is a pragmatic meaning
to computer code as well. In the case of the Hello World! example, this spe-
cific use of thewords “hello” and “world” signals to almost any engineer that
here is a code example intended to get a novice underwaywith programming
in that language.

Thus, understood as the language that expresses software, code has a semi-
otic nature, simply because it is a symbolic means to an end. Code is also
essentially a series of symbols that instruct a computer to perform certain ac-
tions. As a result, program code has a dual realization. One of these is the
code itself, as text, which carries forth its “operative” meaning for a human
interpreter. That is, thosemore or less fluent in that particular programming
language can gauge how the programmer intended the program to operate.
This realization of code is different from the actual result of executing the
program, which is its performance. That performance might be a particular
calculation result, an interface for interaction, a visualization, any combina-
tion of those, a text, and so forth. The first realization of code, code-as-text,
enables a programmer to have the code produce almost any other semiotic
expression, including expressions of the same or other computer languages,
as its second realization: the execution result.

Code creates amulti-dimensional space of structure andmeaning, just as text
does (Huitfeldt 1995). Following Compagnon as in the previous section, a
text may have contemporary meanings and anachronistic ones; it will keep
on creating newmeanings over time, as long as it is read. Programmers re-use
code. They re-use their own and they re-use code that they find in “code li-
braries” (programming idiom is sometimes pretty self-explanatory) of other
programmers. Barthes’ observation, that a text is not a line ofwords releasing
a single meaning but a multi-dimensional space which recombines a variety
of writings (Barthes 1967), is as true for code as it is for text. In a similar vein
FriedrichKittler calls onDerrida (Kittler 1993a:225–226) to argue that the cre-
ation of the digital form of text that code is, is indeed nothing more or less
than the continuation of writing with different means. But he also points
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to the essential difference between the two sorts of writing: that digital writ-
ing is “im Unterschied zu allen Schreibwerkzeugen der Geschichte auch im-
stande […] selber zu lesen und zu schreiben” (Kittler 1993a:226). Differently
put, the difference between text and code is that of the difference between
performance and auto-performance. A print text cannot itself perform, it
needs a reader to accomplish that. Digital text, code, can perform. It can
even self-perform, though this is seldom the technical reality; in the vast ma-
jority of cases it is read and executed by another piece of software that follows
its instructions, much indeed like a Jacquard loom (Ceruzzi 2012). Donald
Knuth realized that these different natures of code as on the one hand ma-
chine instructions and the other handmeaningful textmixed two types of lit-
eracies: the literacy of the executable code and the literacy of non-executable
text. This led him to develop a computer system that explicitly caters to these
different literacies, although his direct motivation was pragmatic: “I believe
that the time is ripe for significantly better documentation of programs, and
that we can best achieve this by considering programs to be works of litera-
ture. Hence, my title: ‘Literate Programming’ ” (Knuth 1984:97).

Knuth’s WEB system was aimed at expressing a program as a “web of ideas
[…] in a natural and satisfying way”. Therefore the source text, written by a
programmer, would be interpreted by hisWEB systemwhich as the result of
a choice would produce either a computer program or a narrative explaining
the concept, ideas, aims, and functioning of that program. Knuth’s system
is a sensible solution to explicate the non self-explanatory parts of code. In
its narrative expression it clarifies the intent of the program, or for that mat-
ter that which the programmer wants to clarify about his or her intent. It
is therefore very similar to the accountability that scholarly editors usually
attend to, in introductions or other paratext of editions, explaining their ed-
itorial principles and practices.

Of course the ability of code to read and write code then again makes pro-
gram code rather different from “normal” text. Both kinds of text have the
ability to encapsulate each other. For instance, in the case of SXWV� 
+HOOR
:RUOG�
 � the ruby code has been encapsulated by the text of this very
paragraph. The text “Hello World!” within that code is an example of code
encapsulating “normal” text. But the ability of code to operate on text is not
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symmetrical. Code can operate on text, which results in the same, new, or
transformed text:


6YEVWLWYWH
�JVXE� 
Y
� 
X
 �

The result of the above code is the word “Substitute”. Text cannot operate
on code in the same way: encapsulating code within text, or inserting arbi-
trary text into code cripples the code’s ability to execute. Code can operate
on text without changing the textual nature of text. However, if text oper-
ates on code, it changes the nature of code to that of text. The keyword here
is “operate”. A text by itself does not operate on reality. It needs an agent
(i.e. a human reader) to do so. Code in contrast, as Vitali-Rosati (2016) ar-
gues, does operate on reality and produces reality when executed. In this
sense code has a proxied reproducible agency that can be congruent with the
intent of its author. Obviously, as with the authorship of text, code may
also be an imprecise translation of the intent of its creator. It is equally ob-
vious that code, as with text, may result in vastly incongruent meanings and
interpretations when it is read subjectively. The difference however with au-
thorship – and thus also with the revisionary authorship of scholarly editing
– is that code is a meticulous description of the exact operations that it per-
forms. Whereas editing foremost produces a result and an inexact account
of how itwas reached, code allows for the preservation of all editorial actions.
Its ability is to provide an exact and reproducible provenance of the scholarly
edition.

Code thus functions as a beefed-up version of text. It shares with text all
the problems pertaining to meaning, interpretation, and intent. The aspect
of performance, or reproducible action, suggests that code has in addition
a certain agency, which may congruently – but much more likely incongru-
ently – effect some of the coder’s intent. The limits and effects of the politics
and agency of objects like books and software is a discourse in itself (Woolgar
and Cooper 1999). Vitali-Rosati (2016) and Berry (2014) seem to argue that
these effects in the case of software are more immediate and concrete than in
the case of text. Suffice to say here that this agency exists. And it suffices to
conclude that code is indeed very similar to text – so much so that Marino
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(2006) has proposed, as said (chapter 5), “that we should analyse and expli-
cate code as a text like any other, ‘a sign system with its own rhetoric’ and
cultural embeddedness”.

The similarities between code and text then suggest that coding is similar to
(scholarly) authorship aswell. Indeed software development shares all the ba-
sic properties Foucault attributes to the “author-function”. Foucault traces
the roots of the concept of authorship back to the hermeneutics of Bible exe-
gesis, and points to “transhistorical constants” that pertain to the creation of
the “author-function”. Four of these constants originate from St. Jerome’s
De Viris Illustribus (4th century CE); they can be summarized as consistency
of quality, consistency of concept and theory, consistency of style, and au-
thenticity. It is striking that these features are among the most highly de-
bated properties of code and code authorship too. Extensive and often au-
tomated software testing frameworks have been developed in order to guard
against a perceived lack of quality, against “cowboy coding” and “spaghetti
code”. “Design patterns”2, “cookbooks”, and “recipes”3 have sprung up to
share standard approaches to solving commonproblems, whichmaybe com-
pared to tropes ormotifs in text authorship. Consistency of concept and the-
ory translates directly to the quality ofmodels designed andmetaphors used
for particular pieces of software, which are kept as consistent as possible dur-
ing a software package’s lifecycle. Fierce disputes are fought over computer
languages and the coding style that ought to be usedwhen expressingmodels
in them. Quality and particular style are often discussed in ways that would
easily be recognized by scholars of literature, such as when Yukihiro Mat-
sumoto, the creator of theRuby programming language, talks about quality,
style, and elegance (Chandra 2014). In all of this code authorship seems not
to differ greatly from the authorship of literary or scholarly texts.

I have argued above that scholarly editing is revisionary authorship. The au-
thorship of code in the case of textual scholarship is also revisionary author-
ship. Its impact however is not limited to the text – it extends to the process
of scholarship. Software rewrites scholarly editing. The most obvious exam-
ple of this agency of code is visible in the shift of scholarly editing from an

2https://sourcemaking.com/design_patterns
3http://shop.oreilly.com/category/series/cookbooks.do
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academic activity undertaken by individual scholars to a collaborative effort.
Sahle (2013) and others have pointed to the teamwork that often character-
izes digital scholarly editing. In stark contrast to the negatively stereotypical,
yet in some cases still wonderfully fitting, image of the textual scholar work-
ing in the splendid isolation of an ivory tower, development of a high-end
digital edition is often a collaboration involving computer engineers, graph-
ical interface designers, an IT project manager, a data steward, and possibly
several otherswith additional roles. In the categories of authorship that Love
(2002) distinguishes, andwhose concept of editing as revisionary authorship
we have seen above, this would compel us to label such digital scholarly edit-
ing as collaborative revisionary authorship. Collaborations in textual schol-
arship are hardly new of course – one need only consider the Ulysses accord-
ing to Gabler, which is actually the Ulysses according to Gabler, Steppe, and
Melchior. However the software that enables so called computer-supported
collaborative work (Greif 1988) created affordances that have certainly facili-
tated this type of collaborative editing to great extent.

These affordances are also a catalyst that extends the process of social con-
struction of interpretation beyond the in-group of textual scholars. For in-
stance, they enable the technological platforms that make the concept of
open-ended or social editions feasible (Siemens et al. 2012; Causer and Ter-
ras 2014), and allow inclusion of crowdsourcing efforts into the practices
of scholarly editing. This means that scholarly editors increasingly involve
people who are not fully formally trained, such as students and interested
amateurs, to participate in the editing process (Brumfield 2013). Web-based
tools for instance make it easy and affordable to engage a wider audience in
the transcription of manuscript material that can only be digitized by hand.
In this way an important part of scholarly editing can be outsourced to a vol-
untary labour force. At present it seems that in most cases the use of “free
labour” is as far as the openness of the editing process goes. However there
is no technological bar to the idea that “all readers may become editors too”
(Robinson 2004). Recalling for a moment the ability of code to keep an ex-
act record of actions, a scholarly edition could be opened to annotation and
reuse at large, with no threat to a base layer of text that has been deemed to
possess a certain level of scholarly quality. Software thus enables us to rewrite
scholarly editions as social sites of knowledge building.
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These are examples of software’s ability to rewrite scholarship on a macro
level. However the rewriting of textual scholarship with code applies at a
more fine grained level as well. In his introduction to his bookTextual Schol-
arship David Greetham (1994) writes: “textual scholars study process”. The
italics are his; the pointwas that important to him. That in any casewasmost
fortunate because, after all, computers excel at reproducing process. Digital
scholarly editions – though admittedly most of these are documentary digi-
tal metaphors for the codex – allow scholars to add process and performance
to texts. Work at the Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands
canbepointed to as an example. This institute started anopen source project
that resulted in an international community of developers whowork contin-
uously on a piece of software called CollateX. This is a collation engine that
delegates the scholarly task of aligning variant texts to an algorithm based on
a combination of computation and scholarly heuristics (Haentjens Dekker
et al. 2015). Graph models are then used for a precise and computational de-
scription of the differences between texts (see figure 6.3 for a small example).
Put differently: these graph models describe to the highest precision the tex-
tual variation between different witness texts of the same work, in a more
exhaustivemanner than is feasible throughwritten argument or printed visu-
alization. Graphmodels by themselves are not new.4 However, their applica-
tion in textual scholarship is still pioneeringwork (e.g. Schmidt andColomb
2009, Haentjens Dekker and Birnbaum 2017). They represent a technology-
based advancement of textual scholarship methodology. To argue for and
implement their application therefore qualifies as a scholarly contribution.
Yet the methodological research behind the application of these graph mod-
els is only partially the work of the textual scholars involved. Most of it is
done by the software engineers who have acquired a scholarly understand-
ing of the text-theoretical problem.

When such analytic software is applied many scholarly decisions about the
text are delegated to the code itself. When used to produce a scholarly repre-
sentation of a text, thismeans that the performance of the code becomes part
of the revisionary authorship that scholarly editing is. This in turn means
that the authority over the claim to a textual truth shifts and redistributes;
it is partially, albeit implicitly, claimed by the engineers of the software. To

4Cf. http://www.textgraphs.org/
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an extent the engineers become accomplices to revisionary authorship and
agents in the social construction of interpretation.

Codingwork is often not recognized as an integral scholarly part of the schol-
arly process. It is mostly seen as a service, as the offshoring or outsourcing
of production work. We see here however that the creation of code that pro-
duces data and interpretation involves scholarly decisions and thus enlarges
the network of agents that have pertinence to the interpretation of a text.

Figure 6.3: Graph model of genetic stages in a text (Haentjens Dekker et al. 2015).

BernardCerquiglini in “In Praise of theVariant: ACriticalHistory of Philol-
ogy” argues that any edition of a text is not that text itself, but a theory, an
argument about that text (Cerquiglini 1999). This circumvents the method-
ological conundrum of authorial intent and subjective interpretation. In
this conception textual scholarship no longer claims to know how a certain
text should be interpreted. Rather, it operates from the premise that there
exist hypotheses about the interpretation of a text, and that these hypothe-
ses can be expressed as scholarly editions. Such a perspective relates textual
criticism and literary criticism by stressing their interpretative stance, effec-
tively reversing that relationship. The edition is no longer the base layer of
philological fact – that “impossible truth” – but an expression of a process
of critical interpretation towhichmultiple agents, human and technological,
contribute.

Also software and its creators now become part of this interpretation. Bauer
(2011) in answering a recurring question on the perceived lack of theory
in coding and digital humanities practice quotes Susan Smulyan calling
out: “The database is the theory! This is real theoretical work!” Galey
and Ruecker (2010) have argued similarly that design, prototypes, and
code can be scholarly arguments as well. Further examples – such as the
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understanding of coding as a form of disciplined play and in that sense as an
instrument of research (Rockwell 2003), and reflections on the hermeneutic
role of code in the digital humanities (Ramsay 2011b) – support the view of
coding as a form of scholarly authorship and argument as well.

But if digital objects and code are an integral part of the scholarly argument
then their producers have an obligation to claim the contribution theymake
to it – not just to make a righteous claim to academic credit, but foremost
in order to be accountable for the scholarly argument they co-create. The in-
tent of the revisionary authorship that code produces as its reality is not self-
evident nor self-explanatory. This is true for any form of authorship, as we
have seen. Indeed this was whyDonald Knuth came up with the concept of
literate programming. At the very least programmers should claim explicitly
the revisionary authorship they appropriate through executable code. This
is not simply a claim to the authorship of the code. The responsible use
of repositories such as GitHub5 will more or less automatically track who
authored what in which version – again code delivers an exact provenance.
Rather, my assertion here is that programmers need to claim explicitly the
collaborative authorship in which their code is an agent and which results in
scholarly texts or digital scholarly editions.

Such a claim is rarely, if ever, made. One reason for this absence is the legal
implications such claims would undoubtedly have in the case of commercial
software. However, in the case of scholarship it is not a legal issue, but a ques-
tion of scholarly accountability, responsibility, and value which concerns
us. Another reason that in part may explain the lack of claiming authorship
might arguably be the somewhat ambivalent terminology around “author-
ship” in the realm of programming. Authors of software do not often talk
about coding in terms normally associated with text authoring. Rather, the
jargon has associations with engineering and technology. One talks about
“coding” or “hacking”, about “building” or “developing” software. Creators
of software code talk about themselves as “software engineers” or “develop-
ers”, and at a higher level of responsibility perhaps as “lead developer” or
“architect”, even if their methods may be less rigorous than such labels sug-
gest (Bogost 2015). And indeed one reason is likely to be that not all scholars

5https://github.com/
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recognize or wish to acknowledge code as a scholarly object (Schreibman et
al. 2011). Yet, it should be claimed as such. Christine Borgman in a recent
publication Big Data, Little Data, No Data: Scholarship in the Networked
World argues that the simplest solution to this problem of crediting the sci-
entific effort associated with coding and data curation is to list software en-
gineers and data stewards, along with all others involved, as contributors –
much like the credit roll of a movie (Borgman 2015). This does occasionally
happen (e.g. for the digital scholarly edition of Vincent van Gogh’s letters6)
but rather as the exception that proves the rule.

If claiming their scholarly authorship is hard, actually being accountable in a
scholarly sense for the agency of their codemight be evenharder for program-
mers. In the domain of digital textual scholarship, the peer review of code
is scarcely even a nascent concept. Frabetti (2012) has argued that to solve
this problem a full “reconceptualization” of digital humanities is necessary.
By this she means an understanding in terms other than the technical, such
as predominates in computer science, and an understanding in terms other
than that of newmedia studies that focuses predominantly on the “consum-
ables” resulting from the digital, such as digital books, games, and so forth.
According to Frabetti this requires “a close, even intimate, engagement with
digitality and with software itself”. The hard question Frabetti advances is:
how can we apply scholarly criticism to code?

6.4 Being Critical About Code

The post-structuralist move of literary criticism and the resulting decenter-
ing and “death” of the author were in part a result of the influence of critical
theory on literary criticism. In general critical theory questions, critiques,
and challenges forms of authority. Thus, in literary criticism it led to ques-
tioning the authority of the author. In the last few years critical theory has
alsomade some inroads into the critical examinationof code. RichardCoyne
(1995), Morozov (2013), Berry (2014), and many others call attention to the
pervasive, but covert and non-neutral ways in which software affects society

6http://vangoghletters.org/vg/credits3.html
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and humanistic expression. Code has the potential to change and rewrite
the structure and rules of culture, but textual scholarship and digital hu-
manities have hardly begun to establish an effective critical mode towards
this softwarization, andmoreover to its own softwarization. Ramsay (2011b)
after being heavily criticized withdrew in part from his blunt claim that to
belong to the digital humanities one needs to be able to author code. Yet
I would indeed argue that it is pivotal that code literacy becomes to a cer-
tain extent an intrinsic part of humanities methodology. A discipline tasked
with the critical approach of literature and culture but illiterate in the “na-
tive” language in which these cultural artifacts are now increasingly created
is a methodologically defective discipline. The arguments of Morozov and
Berry – and to a lesser extent that of Coyne as well – are admittedly politi-
cized, pushing back on a “neoliberal” ideology. There is nothingwrongwith
such a deep political engagement. Textual scholarship does not operate in
a vacuum. However, the political argument is not needed to warrant criti-
cal examination of software and code structures from a textual scholarship
perspective. After all, as we have seen, there are very good scholarly motiva-
tions to critically examine code. We should understand critical theory not
in its guise of politicized agent, but as the pragmatic intellectual catalyst of
liberation of thought and perspectives. Moreover, as a “simple” matter of
intellectual obligation to its methodology, textual scholarship should find
enough cause to critically examine the structures that computational meth-
ods and digitization push upon it, and if necessary should push back upon
them with force of argument. Adopted uncritically these structures can be
narrowly normative. Landow (2006:59) refers to Tom Meyer’s explanation
of this problem by pointing out that humans generally rely on “arborescent”
structures – binary thought, genealogies, hierarchies, and divisions that dis-
sect the overwhelming amount of information that is available to us into
more easily assimilable bits. The risk is that these structures for knowledge
organization become the onlymethods of understanding, inwhich case they
“limit instead of enhance or liberate our thought”. It is paramount therefore
that we examine such structures critically. Also when they are digital or exist
as code, as digital information and code are not, in fact, neutral.

Interestingly then, it is Jerome McGann who has provided a very good ex-
ample of such critical thought. In his “Marking Texts ofManyDimensions”
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(McGann 2004), he considers literature as an autopoietic system – a system
that rewrites itself continuously, and that perpetually self-organizes and self-
re-organizes the same information to change and add meaning and inter-
pretation. Hierarchical information structures, such as XML (which exerts
a considerable push on textual scholarship’s methodology), are inadequate
to describe and model systems of such nature. This is firstly because such
markup hierarchies tend to be intentionally static. They are generally not
meant to be changed but to function as the lasting expression of some argu-
ment about a text resulting from textual criticism. Secondly, such structures
are unable to represent multiple perspectives on the same phenomena, be-
cause to do so would result in multiple hierarchies which cannot be repre-
sented concurrently. This is called the “problem of overlap” in digital tex-
tual scholarship. Conjecturing the autopoietic nature of literature allows
McGann to critically attack Sperberg-McQueen’s summation of the prob-
lem of overlap in hierarchical markup structures as being a residual problem
(Sperberg-McQueen 2002): “But thosematters are not residual, they are the
hem of a quantum garment. […]No autopoietic process or form can be sim-
ulated under the horizon of a structural model like SGML, not even topic
maps” (McGann 2004).

Of more interest here than the technical argument is that McGann is em-
ploying a process of critical thought towards an information technology so-
lution. Based on critical examination he is questioning the authority of that
solution. Reasoning from the perspective of textual and literary criticism he
argues the inadequacy of the “textual ideology” that underpins hierarchical
markup languages – a technology that is all too often unquestioningly taken
as neutral and adequate.

6.5 Conclusion

Scholarly editing and the creation of code that is part of that process are both
forms of revisionary authorship that contribute through scholarly argument
to a hypothetical expression of a text. It would therefore be academically ir-
responsible not to develop a methodology that can acknowledge the schol-
arly contribution and status of the creation of digital objects and code, and
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that enables scholarship to perform systematic critical examination of these
objects and that code. Although relevant theory and techniques abound in
both the scholarly and technological domain, there is not yet a theoretical or
methodological framework that combines them into amethod for critiquing
scholarly code. Exploring possible methods for criticism of scholarly code is
a task that must be taken seriously within digital textual scholarship and dig-
ital humanities if their practitioners care about scholarly rigor. The outline
of what such criticism could look like was discussed in the previous chapter.
The salient observation here is that if we would not explore and construct
such a framework, we implicitly make the false assertion that code is an inert
agent – code and its authors are neither neutral nor rigorous simply because
code is technology. The so-called Postmodernist Generator (Bulhak 1996)
is an excellent example of this.7 This piece of code will generate sentences
like: “Lacan uses the term ‘prematerialist desublimation’ to denote a self-
justifying paradox”. The sentence generation is based on an explicit gram-
mar modeling the text of a real postmodernist reader (to wit, Natoli 1993).
The professed intent of the code is wonderfully self-defeating. It claims to
substantiate the meaninglessness of postmodern jargon, but its source re-
veals unscientific bias: “we’ll be ontologicallymasturbating in relation to the
works of various artists and ‘artists’ a lot…”.8 It claims to produce meaning-
less text, but rather convincingly demonstrates the post-structuralist point
madebyBarthes (1967) that the origin ofmeaning lies exclusively in language
itself.

7http://www.elsewhere.org/journal/pomo/
8http://runme.org/feature/read/+postmodgen/+57
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Chapter 7

Apparatus vs. Graph: New Models and
Interfaces for Text1

“Interfaces are not simply objects or boundary points. They
are autonomous zones of activity. Interfaces are not things,
but rather processes that effect a result of whatever kind. For
this reason I will be speaking not so much about particular
interface objects (screens, keyboards), but interface effects.
And in speaking about them I will not be satisfied just to say
an interface is defined in such and such a way, but to show
how it exists that way for specific social and historical reasons.”
(Galloway 2012)

7.1 Introduction

It is often said that textual scholarship is in transition (Kirschenbaum 2012),
provoked by the increasing digitalization of society and culture. Yet perhaps
textual scholarship itself is not so much in transition as is the basic “fabric”
of its object of study, text. Almost all texts that are created today have at

1A previous version of this chapter has appeared as Van Zundert, Joris J., and Tara L. An-
drews. 2016. “Apparatus vs. Graph: New Models and Interfaces for Text.” In Interface
Critique, edited by Florian Hadler and Joachim Haupt, 139:183–206. Kaleidogramme.
Berlin: Kulturverlag Kadmos. The article is co-authored as a result of genuine collabora-
tive thinking and research. Prof. Dr. Andrews provided most of the writing in the latter
part of section 7.3 and most of the writing in section 7.5.
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some point been produced or processed by a computer system, and hence
almost all text today have also a digital existence, even if the final presenta-
tion is reliant on some physical medium. The field of scholarly editing has
been struggling for over three decades to come to terms with how it could or
should treat digital text, and to seek new contact points between the digital
and the scholarly in the realm of text (cf. e.g. Landow 1994, Shillingsburg
2006; Robinson 2013a). These points of contact all rely on interfaces that
allow textual scholars to interact with digital text. Any digitally informed
transition to appear in textual scholarship should thus be tied to changing
practices resulting from textual scholars interacting with texts by means of
these interfaces. In this chapter a novel scholarly interface to text is presented
that was developed in the course of research and development work by me
and Tara L. Andrews. It will be argued that this interface presents text in a
way distinctly different from the interfaces more commonly used in digital
textual scholarship. The difference arises from applying amodel for text that
is at a remove from the well-known book or codex model. Arguably textual
scholarship could enhance its engagement with text and its research capabil-
ities by stepping back from the prevailing book model, and applying a more
diverse range of models and interfaces.

7.2 The Computational Status Quo: Text-as-Sequence

The invention and development of the universal computer opened the way
for the computational processing of textual information (Davis 2012). Al-
though it is something of a foundationmyth of digital humanities, the com-
putationally aggregated concordance Index Thomisticus, a herculean effort
by Father Roberto Busa first planned in 1946 with the cooperation of IBM
and continuing into the 1970s, is usually seen as the first tangible result of
textual computationality in the humanities (Winter 1999). Computational
tractability of text has deliveredpowerful newmeans of curation and analysis
to the hands of textual scholars. In textual analysis, stylometrics and stemma-
tology inparticularwere early “success stories” of computational approaches.
Stylometrics is the–usually quantitative or statistically underpinned–analy-
sis of literary style; its early applications included the identification of the au-
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thor of a text based on its stylistic characteristics, and the field has expanded
to investigate questions of genre, topic clustering, and narrative sequence.
Stemmatology is the applicationof variousmethods, somebasedon statistics
and others on deductive reasoning, to infer the order inwhichmanuscript or
print copies were derived from each other – somewhat akin to reconstruct-
ing a family tree of documents.

Our own earlier work provides examples of each. A stylometric measure
known as Delta (Burrows 2002) was used in a case where two authors –
one Penninc and one Vostaert, about neither of whom much is known –
wrote successive portions of a medieval Dutch text, an Arthurian novel
called Walewein (a Dutch analogue to the English “Gawain”). For reasons
unknown Penninc did not finish work on the novel, and Vostaert later
took it up, but there is no clear indication in the surviving text of where
this transition occurred. Delta is effectively a measure for the use of
high-frequency words. These are typically function words, also called
functors in linguistics – generally small words with little lexical meaning,
such as “is”, “the”, “me”, and so on. The distribution pattern of this high
frequency vocabulary is distinct for an individual author, and so acts as a
sort of fingerprint. Applying an adaptation of this measure – which has
become known as “rolling Delta” – to the Walewein, VanDalen-Oskam and
Van Zundert (2007) were able to get positive verification of the “handover”
from Penninc to Vostaert (cf. figure 7.1). This type of research was only
possible because of the application of computational statistics. Although
the result could in theory have been derived by hand calculation, it would
have been the work of many years to produce the millions of calculations
needed.

The other example arises in the field of text stemmatology – the science of
inferring a stemma (<Greek στέμματα, “pedigrees”) of the copying relation-
ship between manuscripts of an ancient or medieval text, based on evidence
that can be found in the manuscripts available now. A “stemmatic method”
bearing the name of the Classical andGermanic scholar Karl Lachmannwas
developed and refined over the course of the nineteenth century, and re-
mains the standard for many textual scholars (Timpanaro 2005). Its use re-
quires a collation of all available manuscript texts – a meticulous and formal
detailed comparison of the text in its different forms – and depends on the
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Figure 7.1: “Delta graph” showing changes in high frequency vocabulary through the text of
Walewein, reproduced from Van Dalen-Oskam and Van Zundert 2007.
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ability of the scholar to identify clear instances of copyist error that are un-
likely to have been made twice.

Many textual scholars have argued that the Lachmannian method provides
toomuch leeway for scholars to impart bias as to what is a “significant error”
and how the stemma should thus be constructed. The method also runs
into difficulty in the case of manuscript copies that were made by consult-
ing more than one parent copy. Since the middle of the twentieth century
the theory of Lachmann’s method has been refined (Trovato 2014), but a
competingmethodology drawn from evolutionary biology has also been de-
veloped. This method, known as “cladistics”, uses computational statistical
methods to derive a genealogical tree according to the variants that are shared
between subsets of manuscripts, with no need to distinguish scribal error in
advance. Although cladistic methods arguably lend themselves more easily
to computation, there have emerged in recent years a number of compu-
tational tools for creating stemmata semi-automatically according to Lach-
mannian principles. Examples include Roelli and Bachmann (2010), Camps
and Cafiero (2014), and Barabucci, Di Iorio, and Vitali (2014). Many editors
will employ a combination of methods to construct their stemmata; even so
there remains some dispute in the field concerning which approach is more
correct. In 2010 the Tree of Texts project began; its aim was to subject dif-
ferent methods of stemma creation to some form of empirical analysis. One
resultwas a suite of tools for stemmatic analysis knownas Stemmaweb.2 The
development of Stemmaweb required the creation of complex abstract com-
putationalmodels to represent text, its variation acrossmanuscripts, and the
“genetic” copying relation of those manuscripts to each other.

7.3 Function Follows Form: The Materiality of Text

Such computational analyses of texts and the statistical and digital tools used
to perform them can be seen as new forms or modes of reading – “distant
reading” as FrancoMoretti (2013) calls it, as opposed to the customary “close
reading”. They can therefore be seen as new interfaces that allow readers

2https://stemmaweb.net/
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and researchers to interact with text. Indeed Alexander Galloway defines
interfaces not so much as objects or boundary points, but foremost as “pro-
cesses that effect a result” (Galloway 2012:vii). In this sense these new digital
or computational engagements with text are interfaces too: processes that al-
low a researcher to interact with text in a different mode, through a different
process than by “reading the book”. However, print text and the book, or
codex, are to be regarded as interfaces by themselves aswell. In everyday prac-
tice a text is identified with the book or another physical medium – journal,
paper, etc. – carrying it, but in fact a book is just another way of engaging
with the text. Even the text, understood as the semiotic systempresent on the
pages, is just an interface. The actual text itself does not exist until and un-
less it is performed in some manner by an interpreter. Obviously the codex,
especially in its function as a scholarly textual edition, has been an interface
of paramount importance to the scholarly textual tradition.

Galloway argues that any interface that exists, exists for particular social and
historical reasons. This is certainly the case with the scholarly print edition,
where the use of the codex in textual scholarship and in scholarly print pub-
lications has been substantially shaped by the materiality of the page and
the book. Although there exists a “language essentialist” line of reasoning,
voiced by Thomas Tanselle and still widely adhered to, which holds that a
text can be equated to its words, we also find scholars such as Jerome Mc-
Gann who argue that the materiality of literature is an essential aspect of its
content (Welch 2010). Looking at William Blake’s illuminated lyrical work
(figure 7.2) for instance, it becomes difficult to reject the influence that mate-
riality has over the performance, experience, and interpretation of a poem’s
text. Blake’s poem is a visual experience that goes beyond the characters and
words. The text itself is not typeset, but engraved; this allows the textual and
visual elements to flow together and emphasize each other in ways impossi-
ble to achieve through conventional typesetting. Through the poem’s mate-
rial properties Blake brings textual and visual elements into a “dialogue” that
provides a different aesthetic experience, and therefore perhaps also a differ-
ent or enhanced interpretation of the work – an experience that cannot be
reduced to standard movable type.

However, that is often exactly what happens when works are remediated
in the digital realm. Figure 7.3 depicts the remediation of the same poem
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Figure 7.2: Songs of Innocence and of Experience, copy V, 1821 (Morgan Library and Mu-
seum) object 31 Earth’s Answer (Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons).
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Figure 7.3: Poems of William Blake, p.27 of the Project Gutenberg eBook.
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through one of the ePubs that are available via Project Gutenberg (Blake
1996[1821]). This version of the poem has what could be called the “Tansel-
lean” essence of the text, which provides for a totally different experience, a
distinctly different aesthetic. What makes this re-representation of Blake’s
text so different from its original is amongst others that it is offered as a ma-
chine readable text, which means that each glyph in the text is encoded as a
number. Eachnumbermaps by human agreement – in this case theUnicode
standard – to a character in an alphabet that is meaningful to human inter-
preters. It is this encoding which makes any letter “a” formally comparable
to any other “a” in the computational or digital realm. This formalization of
characters iswhatmakes text computationally tractable, but it also causes the
machine readable character to be reductive. The distinct material features
that make Blake’s poem unique are reduced to computationally comparable
features. Text in the computational realm is likewise generally reduced to a
“string”: a linear series of characters and words that enabled – or rather were
necessitated by –Morse code, telegraphy, Shannon’s information theory and
the Turing model (Shannon 1948; Davis 2012). This linear encoding was ar-
guably reinforced and amplified by the severely limitedmemory and storage
capabilities in the early days of computing. This formalismof linear informa-
tion representation is both very powerful and very lossy: powerful because it
allows for such stylometric and stemmatic analyses as we have shown above,
but lossy with respect to the distinctive materiality that is characteristic of
many real-world print texts. Yet as we have seen, the materiality of text is
essential to textual scholarship and especially to scholarly editing, as it is di-
rectly connected to modes and possibilities of interpretation. Editions can
only ignore the dialogue between the text under consideration and themate-
riality of its medium at the peril of reducing the “interpretational space” the
original rendering of a text provides for.

7.4 Evolution of Scholarship in the Margins

There is a strong self-reflective relation between the materiality of the book
and textual scholarship. The very materiality of the manuscript codex, and
later the print publication, have shaped the formalisms of textual scholar-
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ship, and thus also in part the ways texts and documents are studied within
textual scholarship. This can be gauged from a ninth century manuscript
as depicted in figure 7.4. This page shows the early traces of how scholar-
ship formalized itself – quite literally – in the margins of manuscript doc-
uments (Teeuwen 2011). The main text, supposedly a faithful rendering of
an original text of Martianus Capella, forms the main “body” of the text on
the page. Ninth-century scholars used the margin of the codex to squeeze
in as many additional annotations, additional knowledge, and clarifications,
as the space on the vellum would allow. Glosses were written between the
lines, andTironiannotes (an ancient andmedieval shorthand system for pro-
fessional scribes) were used to compress evenmore information into the doc-
ument. All these notes, annotations, glosses, and clarifications allowed the
scholars to network their knowledge, to allow them to testify to the interac-
tion between their thinking and the writing of their predecessor Martianus
Capella (and, for that matter, the thinking of the various commentators be-
fore them).

The materiality of the medium – vellum and manuscript – has been pivotal
in shaping how this dialectic and discourse took to paper. The margin was
not invented especially for note taking, but it was there and came to be used
for that purpose. Eventually the tradition of adding notes in the margins be-
camemore andmore formalized and by the nineteenth century had evolved
into what we now call “the apparatus” – a complex piece of scholarly tech-
nology to express asmuch scientific information about the text as possible in
a confined space. Figure 7.5 shows a page from a typical modern critical edi-
tion of a classical or medieval text. The purpose of a critical edition, in most
cases, is to present what, in the editor’s judgment, is the most correct version
of the text that can be deduced. In order to do this, the editormust collect as
manymanuscript copies of the text as can be found, compare themword by
word to discover the differences between them, perform a stemmatic analysis
to understand the approximate history of the text transmission, and finally
construct a text based on all this evidence that is most closely in line with the
editorial principles that the editor uses. In the critical edition, that text is pre-
sented at the top of the page, usually with line numbers for reference. The
remainder of the page is taken up with a set of specially formatted footnotes
(the apparatus) that encode, ideally, all of the information that the editor
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Figure 7.4: Leiden, University Library, Voss.Lat.F. 48, fol.5r.
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Figure 7.5: Extract of critical edition of Florilegium Coislinianum βʹ. This particular extract
was taken fromDeVos et al. (2010), it was rendered for illustration byT.Andrews
using the Classical Text Editor software.
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used to arrive at his or her conclusions.

This critical edition uses four separate apparatuses. In them, each
manuscript that was used for the edition is represented by a sigil – an
identifier such as A, B, C, etc. The first block holds the apparatus siglorum,
which is a list of themanuscripts that were consulted for this particular span
of text. In this case the reader can see from the apparatus that manuscript
G was included beginning from the word ἐξετάσει on line 22. The second
block notes references to the Bible; the fourth notes parallels with a different
but related text. It is the third block, the apparatus criticus, where the
majority of the editor’s work is put on display. Each entry in this block gives
a line number, a word that appears on that line of the text, and a list of the
alternatives that appear in one or more manuscripts. Thus, for example, the
first entry in the block

�� � @̅̑̌̔̂̑˺́̉̂ؼ ̅̑̌̔̂˿˺́̉̂ؼ 3 6

tells the reader that, where ἠκριβωκότων appears on line 7 of this page, the
manuscripts known as P and S read ἠκριβηκότων at that point instead. The
next entry

� ܝ́˼ @̅̑̌˴̄˿̌̉˹̄ء���̅ٺ RP� 3

tells the reader that the text on line 8 from δι’ ὦν to ἁμαρτημάτων inclusive
does not appear in (is omitted from, thus “om.”) manuscript P. Abbrevi-
ations such as “om.”, usually in Latin, appear fairly commonly in a critical
apparatus, and the apparatus entries themselves can be arbitrarily complex
in order to conserve space, which is at a premium in most printed texts. For
example, beginning on the sixth line of the apparatus the reader encounters
the entry

�� ̂̉˷̅˽̌˽@ ̂̉˷̅˽̌˹́ $ 7 '+ �VHG ˽ +V�O��
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Here the reader is to understand that the word κρίνετε in line 21 appears in
manuscripts A, T, D, and H as κρίνεται; that D and H are considered to be
members of a related group of manuscripts (thus the lack of space between
the sigla); and thatH also contains the κρίνετε formwritten in above the line
(s.l. = “supra lineam”). It is left to the reader to make the most probable
interpretation of this fact – that the scribe of H initially wrote κρίνεται, and
then corrected the text to read κρίνετε – although without either a more ex-
plicit indication or an image of the manuscript itself, the reader cannot be
sure that this is what the editor meant to convey.

7.5 The Fear of Digital Freedom

The pair of examples above serves to show how the materiality of the codex
– the technology of the book – shaped the practice and the technical appa-
ratus that textual scholarship to this day applies in its publications, or in
other words: how it shaped the interfaces textual scholarship creates to texts.
There was in a certain sense a “dialectic” between materiality and intended
purpose that mutually shaped the practice of scholarly commentary. Digital
technology radically changes the nature of that dialectic. This is not, how-
ever, because digitality does away with materiality. At the most basic level,
after all, bits of digital information are represented asmaterial items: either as
an analogue (electrical) signal within the most basic element of a computer’s
technical structure (the flip-flop, which is the simplest electronic switch ar-
chitecture that can represent a dichotomy by keeping an electric current in
either one of its two tiny circuits but not both), or in some more perpetuat-
ing material form (e.g. as tiny magnetized regions on a hard drive). As such
there is little that is non-material about digital information (cf. for instance
Kirschenbaum2008). Butwhat digital computationproduced, propelledby
the mathematical and technological developments by inter alia Turing and
Shannon, were the most atomic elements of information, literally the bits,
commonly understood as ones and the zeros. These most elementary atoms
of computation allow us to derive by abstraction and composition any for-
mal logic and language we can devise. The computer thus delivers an all but
infinite freedom to create logic spaces and visual representations with and of
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these. One might regard computer code as an ultimate form of Lego: you
can design your own blocks and even your own rules on how to stack them,
unlimited and unbounded.

For interfaces and the creation of visualizations, this allows a radical freedom
of expression. Suddenly anything that is imaginable as a visualization, as an
interface for text within textual scholarship, may be realized. The limits of
the material page, of the book, need no longer be the limits that guide the
thinking about visualizing and interfacing with texts in textual scholarship.
To a field such as textual scholarship, which – given one of its functions as
the agent of preservation of texts – is consciously somewhat conservative in
its methodology, this can actually be a disturbing development, especially in
its function of philology. As Jerome McGann points out, philology is con-
cernedwith thememory of humanities, the record of humanistic expression
– in what could be called almost a desperate attempt to stabilize that record
(McGann 2013). Digitality in its radical freedom of expression and unlim-
ited versatility of visual form, is obviously not a medium that allows for a
convergence of method guided by materiality. This is not because of a per-
ceived (but imaginary) loss of materiality, but rather because of the removal
of the material limits of the page that influenced such a convergence of prac-
tice and expression. To a field that is concerned mostly with stabilizing its
objects of study this may be more than a little disconcerting. In what could
be a backlash in reaction to this radical freedom, some textual scholars seem
to argue for a return and a reconfirmation within the digital environment of
the structures that govern the book text, arguing that digitality should pri-
marily provide a straightforward remediation of the book/text-structure in a
digital environment, thus offering the digital text as a faithful simulacrum of
the material and textual structures present in a material exemplar (Shillings-
burg 2006; Pierazzo 2011). In which case the material limits of a physical
medium are consciously superimposed onto a digital medium to limit its
radical freedom.

Paradoxically then, digitality, which in principle suggests the liberation of
material limits, currently serves primarily to reaffirm these limits. Moreover
it seems even to narrow these limits and perhaps to reduce the expressiveness
of textual materiality, as in the case of the visual poetry ofWilliam Blake and
the inability of machine-readable text to capture and express its materiality.
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However, rather than experiencing the radical freedomof the digital environ-
ment as a threat to the stabilizing functions of philology, we suggest that this
freedom should be seen as an opportunity to explore the alignment of visu-
alizations and interfaces of texts with the specific functions of a text. To sup-
port this wemust return to an axiom in textual scholarship which holds that
no text is actually stable. Rather, text is fluid. It is volatile: it gets changed,
adapted, it crosses medium boundaries, it interacts with other texts, and so
on (cf. for instance Bryant 2002; Coffee et al. 2012). Similarly an edition of a
text, be it a scholarly one or not, is not to be equatedwith the actual text itself.
An edition is always a re-illumination, a re-edition, a re-issue of a text. Due
simply to the fact that a textual scholar had to interpret the text in order to
produce it, the text is not the same as the text the scholar found in his or her
witness(es). Because it has been interpreted, and has been given a new form
by the textual scholar, it is by definition a new text. In the words of Bernard
Cerquiglini (1999): an edition is not the text itself, an edition is an argument
about that text. If a scholarly edition – or for that matter any edition – in-
deed is an argument about a text rather than the text itself, then it follows
that the form should fit the argument. Of course this can mean that the edi-
tion shouldmimic as best as it can the “original” text, insofar as the scholarly
editor chose to focus on the preservation aspect or conservational purpose
of a digital re-rendering of the text. But utilizing the radical freedom of ex-
pression of the digital environment to the benefits and purposes of textual
scholarship could alsomean trying to fit a specialized interface to each of any
perceived functions of the argument. Thus for instance, if the scholar is argu-
ing the genesis of the text, the reader or user of the edition should be able to
gauge the edition as if the text was being written: why indeed not animating
or simulating the arguedwriting process, if the writing process is the aspect a
scholar is scrutinizing? Then again, if the editor is arguing the reading of the
text, we might simply want a clean reading text, bereft of any annotation or
apparatus; perhaps a simple ePub text that can be read on a tablet. In other
words an editor should be able and expected to create an interface fit for the
purpose of the argument being set forth about the text.

Interfaces to text can in this sense offer different views on text, highlighting
specific aspects that in traditional interfaces may be less pronounced or even
impossible to express clearly. In computer science terms this is calledmany vi-
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sualizations for onemodel (cf. for instance Gamma et al. 1994:14). In textual
scholarship – admittedly abstracting away for a moment a number of text-
philosophical subtleties – it can be called many instantiations or functions
of a work. (For the relation between work and instantiation cf. Richard P.
Smiraglia (2001:66); on the functions of text cf. Sahle (2013).) Deriving mul-
tiple views from one model will require something far more advanced than
the string model however. The linear data structure of the string requires
that too many additional features of a text be bound to it by other digital
objects. Usually this results either in document markup schemes – such as
XML3 orText Encoding Initiative’sTEI-XML4 –or an objectmodel defined
in programming code. Neither of these solutions is satisfying. Though an
object model allows for maximal flexibility in expressing the structure, se-
mantics, and commentary of a text, it lacks the attractive features of easy ex-
change and a data structure that concisely integrates all knowledge about a
text, like a markup language such as XML does. Markup languages on the
other hand lack the flexibility of compositional models and are unsuited to
deal with multiple hierarchies, which means they are infeasible as a solution
for expressing different views or differing interpretations of a text and its
structures, as these are typically tied to or resulting in different markup hier-
archies (cf. Sperberg-McQueen 2002; Schmidt 2014).

Between markup at one end of the solution space and object models at the
other, graph structures seem ideally positioned as a middle ground. They
do allow for expressing the complicated composite relations between ob-
jects that lend object models their power and versatility of modeling – and
thus they are flexible and expressive enough to capture themultidimensional,
multi-layered, composite relations between semiotics, structure, semantics,
annotations, commentary, and various other layers of text. On the other
hand they are integrated, self contained data structures much like XML hi-
erarchies, easy to exchange and port for interoperability. In short we argue
that graphs are ideally positioned to attenuate the reductive effect of basic
linear computational strings, while avoiding some of the side effects of hier-
archical markup structure.

3Exstensible Markup Language, see http://www.w3.org/XML/.
4http://tei-c.org/
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Given these properties it is hardly surprising that graphs – as a data model
– have found applications meanwhile in textual scholarship, most notably
in the realm of describing and expressing textual variation (Schmidt and
Colomb 2009; Haentjens Dekker et al. 2014). Indeed we use graphs as a
model for text variation in our own work. However, we wondered if the
graph itself could not serve as a far more intuitive and helpful “map” for
variants description than the difficult to produce and difficult to use appa-
ratus that we showed above. Thus we devised a visualization that depicts
the graph itself to chart textual variation between different witnesses of the
same text or work. We have also found this variant-specific visualization and
interface to be a useful interactive tool for textual scholars.

7.6 Text and Its Variation as a Graph

The guiding principle of a variant graph is that all versions of the text have a
beginning, and an end, and each version has a particular sequence of words
that corresponds with the sequence of other versions. The simplest variant
graph, of a single text, might look like the one depicted in figure 7.6 repre-
senting a popular sentence used for testing a typewriter.

Figure 7.6: Graph for a single text.

This fairly common sentence does have a common variation in popular cul-
ture that one might hear spoken. If we were to express that variation accord-
ing to the rules of the printed apparatus criticus, we might say

GRJV@ VOHHSLQJ GRJ 2UDO WUDG�

We can express that substitution in a graph as depicted in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Substitution expressed in a graph.

Here our graph edges (the arrows) are labelled with the respective sources
of our sentences – in this example, one comes from a written text (“Text”)
and the other from an oral tradition (“Oral”). Where the versions diverge,
so too do the labels. By following the labels for any named version through
the graph, the reader/user can reconstruct that version, unambiguously, in
its entirety.

In the terminology of textual scholarship, we refer to each of the green nodes
in the graph as a “reading”. The labels on the edges refer to individual ver-
sions of the text, known as “witnesses”. Readings that occur in correspond-
ing ways in different witnesses, such as “dogs” versus “sleeping dog” in our
example, are known as “variants”, and it is these variants that the graph was
developed to display. The variant graph is thus a means of expressing the
relationships between several copies of the same text in a unified way, giving
the reader an interface to the text that provides several immediate advantages
over the apparatus criticus. The first is that the reader can quickly grasp the
magnitude of the variance and fluidity of a text in a visually intuitive way.
The second is that this interface refrains from inherently privileging any sin-
gle version of the text; rather, the reader is free to consider the various textual
copies as a collective entity, independent of any structure imposed by the au-
thor of the apparatus criticus.

The third advantage of the variant graph is that it can also be used to ex-
press more explicit information about the textual variation than is typically
included in any printed edition – for example, the specific relationship that
might exist between a pair of variants. To illustrate this, we can turn to the
Greek text used in our apparatus criticus examples above. Our apparatus
entry from line 7

� @̅̑̌̔̂̑˺́̉̂ؼ ̅̑̌̔̂˿˺́̉̂ؼ 3 6
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becomes a simple division as depicted in the graph of figure 7.8.

Figure 7.8: Simple division expressed in a graph.

with a red line to join the variant readings that, in this case, indicates that
these are spelling variations of the same word. In this example we also see
that the thickness of the lines in the text path is used to give an impression
of the respective number of witnesses that follow each sequence.

The omission of the phrase recorded in our apparatus criticus for line 8 of
the text

� ܝ́˼ @̅̑̌˴̄˿̌̉˹̄ء���̅ٺ RP� 3

can be represented in two ways. An initial graph might look as shown in
figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9: Graph expressing an omission in witness P.

A textual scholar would most likely object to such a representation – she or
he would argue that this graph shows the absence of five separate readings in
P, suggesting five separate acts of omission by its scribe. A better graphical
representation of the text might thus be constructed as in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Graph expressing omission in witness P as singel reading.

In this case the variant is understood to be a single reading, comprising the
entire phrase, that was omitted in a single act.

A more complex example from the original apparatus criticus is the follow-
ing, which required three entries to describe in full.

�� @˹۳̀˹̌̅ذ RP� 7� SRVW ̊˹̋˶̌̉˹̄ء WUDQVS� 4
��ࠟ�� @̊̑̉̔̎˹́˼ؠ���˹۳̀˹̌̅ذ RP� 3
��ࠟ�� @̊˹̋˶˻̉˽̇̀˹˻ؠ���̊˹̋˶̌̉˹̄ء ̊˹̋˶˻̉˽̇̀˹˻ؠ ��� ̊˹̋˶̌̉˹̄ء 7

Figure 7.11: more complex variation in a graph.

Expressed as a graph (figure 7.11) the purple lines represent readings that have
parallel grammatical structures, and the orange lines represent readings that
are the same word, transposed to another location in the text. The three
distinct apparatus criticus entries are thus unified into a single representation
of the overall textual fluidity.

Although the graph interface to the text has the great advantage that no sin-
gle version of the text need be prioritized, it is also possible to use color as
an additional channel of information. As the editor studies a text, she or
he may well wish to construct a “red thread” through the possible readings,
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marking out the argument to be made concerning the sequence of readings
that might constitute the canonical text. This can be marked, quite literally,
in red (figure 7.12).

Figure 7.12: A ‘red line’ of edges marks a canonical reading.

7.7 Conclusion

Textual scholarship is rooted in a tradition where many scholarly functions
demanded of a text were made part of that text within the material confines
of the codex. Those material limits and physical context of the codex essen-
tially converged with the conceptual demands of scholars to shape a highly
technical and complex apparatus that combined the many functions that
scholars wished to see represented in a text. The transmediation of text into
the digital medium has so far been problematic from the perspective of tex-
tual scholarship, as the typical digital and computational forms have not pro-
vided a very welcoming environment for text. On the one hand, the basic
and far too simplistic structure of the string severely denies the complexity
of text. On the other hand, the radical freedom of computational model-
ing presents textual scholarshipwith a vastness of unexplored presentational
possibilities that canbemore terrifying than reassuring to a discipline that of-
ten concerns itself with the conservation and stability of textual information.
At the same time,modern computationalmethods of analysis clearly demon-
strate a need and a use for new forms of representation and interface with
text in the digital environment. In this chapter it has been suggested that a
recently-developed basic representation of text – the text-as-graph model –
strikes a useful middle ground between the computational and the physical
representations of text, providing as it does for both conceptual complexity
and computational tractability. We demonstrated its use by application to
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one of the most common needs within textual scholarship: a representation
of the variation of a text. Whereas textual variation is usually expressed in
print by a dense and intricate apparatus criticus that appears together with
other forms of apparatus in accompaniment to a presentation of the canoni-
cal text, through the text-as-graph model the text can instead be made tangi-
ble through an innovative graphical interface focused specifically on this one
aspect. From this work we draw the conclusion that, rather in contrast with
the converging practice of digital textual scholarship as a remediation of the
codex, the potential of digital interfaces should be explored by developing an
array of specific interfaces for specific textual functions, in accordance with
views on (digital) textual scholarship as a form of disciplined play (Rockwell
2003). In this way, textual scholarship can embrace the richness and disrup-
tive freedom of the digital medium as a positive force for knowledge, rather
than an externally-imposed threat.
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Chapter 8

Working at the Intersection of
Computational and Scholarly Styles of
Thinking: an Autoethnography

“What do you think machines have to do with your problem,
can you elaborate on that?” – ELIZA
(Weizenbaum 1966)

8.1 Introduction

Mythinking is rooted in theoretical scholarship asmuch as it is in software en-
gineering knowledge and experience, and in thememorable intricacies of per-
sonal and institutional politics. It took over fifteen years of de facto interdis-
ciplinary academic work to amass the practical engineering experience, aca-
demic scholarship experience, and reflection to produce the insights I have
tried to capture on the pages of this dissertation. The way this work came
about thus differs from amore usual four-year PhD, and this experience has
importantly also influencedmy research and results. It is for this reason that
it is useful to add an autoethnographic chapter to the body of this disserta-
tion. It allows me to retrace how and why my thinking changed over the
years, and this will be useful to understand how textual scholarship and soft-
ware engineering interact and shape academic practice and convention.
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I will not audaciously pretend that my personal experience should be a
model for how the interaction between academic software engineers and
textual scholars should occur. Ultimately, mymotivation is this still relevant
remark by Christine Borgman: “Why is no one following digital humanities
scholars around to understand their practices, in the way that scientists have
been studied for the last several decades?” (Borgman 2009). Although work
has been done (e.g. Antonijević 2015), much more ethnographic work is
needed to understand how software engineering, computer science, textual
scholarship, and institutional politics interact. This type of work is pivotal
to inform the agenda setting of the interdisciplinary intellectual work
that goes on at the intersection of these domains – because developing an
intellectual agenda is itself pivotal for this developing interdisciplinary field
as Willard McCarty (2014) pointed out. Without it a field might just linger
on merely as a methodological niche, being mostly auxiliary to other fields
and over time dissolving into them.

Within the large documentary task Borgman called for this chapter will be
just one data point, but I want it to be a richly annotated data point, as I
think there is as much value of knowledge in experience as there is in ana-
lytical and quantitative reasoning. Towards the end I will draw some con-
clusions about the interaction between academic software engineering, com-
puter science, and textual scholarship and where I think it should take us
from where we are. It would be false pretense to suggest that those conclu-
sions are solely and carefully based on scientific reasoning, because they are
certainly also informed by subjective personal experience situated in a spe-
cific academic context. It is that experience that I try to document as a token
scientific record with this autoethnography.

The application of autoethnography as amethod commands a short defense,
I suppose. The presupposition that any form of autobiographical documen-
tation can result in valid scientific knowledge, has not gone unquestioned.
Amanda Coffey, although acknowledging that the situated self of the inves-
tigator necessarily influences the fieldwork of any ethnographer, warns that
“it remains debatable as to whether utilizing ethnographic strategies to write
autobiography really ‘counts’ as ethnography at all” and that some would
argue “that such texts are not ‘doing’ ethnography at all, but are self indul-
gent writings published under the guise of social research and ethnography”
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(Coffey 1999:155–156). Obviously, I disagree. I would rather appreciate the
ethnographic value of any form of information. My academic background
may well play into this, as scholars of historical literature usually have no
choice but to appreciate any and all historical documents that may have sur-
vived time’s relentless jaws – happy with every scrap of evidence they can
find. More importantly, as Galison (1999) has pointed out, “Objectivity is
romantic”: the distanced, disinterested, objective academic observation is an
invention of the late nineteenth century connected to the rise of mechanical
registration (photographs, phonograph, etc.) of data. But as he concludes:
“There is no neutral strategy of machine usage followed by an ethical evalua-
tion of it. The machine is moralized from the get-go.” And the most moral-
ized machine may very well be the ethnographer’s self.

With that in mind, there is really little difference between the utility of au-
toethnography and that of methods perceived as more reliable – provided
that sufficient explanation is given about how the information was gathered
so that the information can be put to use responsibly. We should be careful
about the reach of our claims. No, one cannot claim this account here as
a universal truth, but yes one may use it as additional information to sup-
port my argument for a particular scientific agenda in digital textual scholar-
ship.

As for accountability and explanation, Anderson (2006:378) defines five key
elements of analytical autoethnography. The first is that the participant-
observer must be a complete member of the social world under study. The
second is that the autoethnographer should be aware of a deeper level re-
flectivity that stems from the reciprocal influence between ethnographers
and their settings and informants. That is: both as an involved researcher
and observer, the autoethnographer has an influence on and is influenced
by the context he is studying. The specific kind of analytic reflectivity ap-
plied by the autoethnographer, according to Anderson (2006:382) “entails
self-conscious introspection guidedby adesire to better understandboth self
and others through examining one’s actions and perceptions in reference to
and dialogue with those of others.” As a third requirement Anderson con-
tends that an autoethnographer should be visible in his ethnography. Ethno-
graphers have traditionally been an invisible but omnipresent narrator in the
texts they produce. “Autoethnographers should illustrate analytic insights
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through recounting their own experiences and thoughts as well as those of
others. Furthermore, they should openly discuss changes in their beliefs and
relationships over the course of fieldwork” (384). Fourth, for an autoethnog-
raphy to be analytical it should be rooted not just in self-observation but
beyond that in dialogue with those in a similar (or the same) situation. Fi-
nally, analytic autoethnography is defined by “its commitment to an analytic
agenda” (387). Therefore this autoethnography should not be aboutme and
my experience, self-absorbed or indulgent, but it should concentrate on the
inferences that may be drawn from one’s personal observational data and
what these may yield as wider-reaching contentions concerning the social
context one is working in.

So, in what follows, I will hold myself to Anderson’s rules of the game.

8.2 An Autoethnography: Intellectual Spoils of
Interdisciplinarity

8.2.1 About Trying to Retrace Key Experiences

In practice, research is not the smooth, neutral andwell-defined process that
many people seem to expect it to be. Many forces shape any particular re-
search project besides the researcher(s), the data, the hypothesis, andmethod
(cf. e.g. Latour 1987). In my experience, the power exerted by the politics in-
herent in institutions, projects, and funding is considerably larger thanmany
researchers in the contexts I worked in acknowledged or seemed to be aware
of. So are the politics and ethics of individuals striving towards personal
goals. All of these forces together shaped the interaction that took place on
the intersection between software engineering, computer science, and tex-
tual scholarship that I witnessed over my fifteen odd years of experience in
an academic context. However, only traces of this more holistic perspective
found their way to the pages of the previous chapters. Therefore I want to
recapture some of what I regard as key experiences that shaped my thinking
and reasoning in what went before as much as research and scientific litera-
ture.
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My initial objective in researching the interaction between software engineer-
ing and textual scholarship was to prove a point, but the truth is that the ac-
tual point eventually found me. In the course of discovery the investigation
evolvedmy style of thinking. My experience is therefore not just one of writ-
ing a dissertation, but of becoming a different type of thinker. I started out
as a hard-nosed empiricist, and ended up leaning much more towards phi-
losophy. In my experience there is a sensation in science somewhat similar
to the Stendhal syndrome, the name for various real physical effects that see-
ing art may induce in people. There were a number of moments in which
my perspective instantly shifted so radically that the sensation became dis-
tinctly physical – as if I could feel neurons click into their appropriate places.
They seem mostly to have occurred when someone made – in my view – a
key remark in research related conversation. I want to record thesemoments
not just because they changedmy thinking, but because I increasingly under-
stood that I was part of the problem.

It took time for the problem to find me. But things also needed to be ar-
ranged for me so that I could discover the right tools to approach the prob-
lem I was causing. I needed one or two helpful gestures and some time to
stumble upon the tool which is called Science and Technology Studies be-
fore I could actually start making some sense of my evolution of thinking in
some slightly systematic fashion. Science andTechnology Studies, or STS for
short, consists of the critical examination of science, technology, society and
the relations between them. Hence STS was a good fit for the subject I had
in mind. But it was also a good fit because more so than the arguably some-
what bookishly oriented scholarship of humanities – especially the field of
literary studies wherein I mastered – STS pairs theory with the empirical ob-
servation of human (and technology) behavior, in other words the stuff that
my experiences seemed to be made of.

Long before I was knowledgeable about STS, however, I startedmy research
by doing andmaking, by building software for humanists. But the results of
this haptic thinking did not work very well. All the innovation and technol-
ogy I offered textual scholars mostly seemed to generate resistance, however
many tools and skills I threw at the problem. I had plenty of tools and skills
though, and a good dose of positivistic technological thinking to accompany
them. I had code repositories, I had user centric agile development meth-
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ods, I had test-first programming, I had communication anddocumentation
skills. I even had management backing. But none of this seemed to interest
the textual scholars in the least. What remainedwas frustration and cynicism
about all the failing effort, and most of all cynicism toward the lamentable
humanists for being resistant to the blessings of modern digital technology
and methods. Of course, what I was really lacking – without knowing it –
was a proper framework to systematically observe what was happening at a
socio-epistemological level, and I had no proper way of reflecting, of system-
atically trying to understand those observations.

Due to my lack of a systematic reflection at the time I have no formal scien-
tific record of observations from the projects that played at the intersection
of research and engineering for the years that passed between roughly 2003
and 2013. Lacking any STS knowledge prior to 2016, the autoethnography
I write is necessarily an analytical autoethnography of hindsight and could
therefore maybe better be called an analytical autoethnographic reconstruc-
tion. In an attempt to mitigate the most pernicious effects of memory dis-
tortion and subjectivity I apply the constraints for autoethnography as listed
by Anderson (cf. above).

8.2.2 About Sensing but Mislabeling a Real Problem

It took a number of key experiences before I could first see that the problem
was not so much one of difficult technology, lack of skills, and resistance
to change. These may look like problems at a practical level, but in essence
they are symptoms of a more fundamental problem that is socio-technical
and foremost techno-epistemological in nature. At the time it was impos-
sible for me to see this because I lacked the language and concepts that are
needed to reflect on such issues. I did not know the term “socio-technical”,
nor the body of critical theory related to it. All that would only come a scant
decade later. I thought of software in the usual terms of the industry: users,
requirements, functional design, technical design, graphical interface, pro-
cess, and data. In some sense the social dimension was brought to the table
whenWillem van den Ende – a very experienced programmer I was working
with at the time to develop scholarly software – remarked that “the problem
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is never technical, it is always social”. Admittedly I still simply assumed, like
Willem, that this social problem existed wholly on the side of the humani-
ties scholars as users and had to do with resistance to change and especially
technological change.

Around this time, which is 2005, Ronald Haentjens Dekker and I were de-
veloping various digital tools at the Netherlands Institute for Information
Sciences (NIWI). One was called eLaborate. ELaborate started out as an, in
hindsight, over-scoped content management system for humanities and so-
cial science data (Beaulieu, VanDalen-Oskam, andVanZundert 2012). ELab-
orate was not itself a tool for computational analysis but rather a tool for
data entry. Our idea was to support textual scholars by making the creation
of web-based scholarly editions easy. At the same time we would ourselves
benefit from the side effect that born-digital editions generated machine-
readable representations of historical texts that could also be used for compu-
tational analysis. Fromamethodological point of view this approach seemed
completely sound. The idea ofweb-based digitally born editions that textual
scholars could create collaboratively were directly inspired by what we knew
from literature around Computer Supported CollaborativeWork or CSCW
(Greif 1988).

I remember that Karina van Dalen-Oskam, who was leading the project,
called a progress meeting for stakeholders and key users where we demon-
strated an intermediate release and argued computational approaches to
the analysis of textual data. A discussion ensued about the interpretative
aspects in which we contended that these were certainly not taken away
from the researchers. Rather we pitched eLaborate as a tool supporting and
not supplanting conventional research, and argued that the best analytical
tool was still the researcher. One of the key users – a literary researcher –
nodded in great agreement at that and added: “Indeed! And deep long
thinking!” More than anything else, the belligerent tone of voice has made
sure I can recall this moment at will ever since. It was the first time I was
directly confronted with the fact that creating and offering digital tools
could actually provoke not just resistance but outright aggression, born
from frustration and misunderstanding between developers and users. To
me this still stands out as a keymoment because it made perfectly clear tome
that this was not a problem that would evaporate because of the technical
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quality of the tools we were making. This type of resistance would require
more than just the usual documentation and training.

When Karina and I, and later also Ronald, moved to the Huygens Insti-
tute (which then still went under its former name “Constantijn Huygens
Institute for IntellectualHistory andTextual Scholarship”) the social science
modules of eLaborate were transferred to other partners, but development
of the core functionality that was concerned with text transcription and an-
notation was continued by me and Ronald. While online content creation
now seems a rathermundane basic affordance of theWeb, in 2005 “Web 2.0”
technologywas still quite new. Google had only just acquired anupstart that
later was to turn into Google Docs (Wikipedia 2020). At that point in time
eLaborate was at the leading edge of development with regard to web based
authoring and collaboration, especially in the textual scholarship field.

The director of the institute, Henk Wals, perceived digital publishing
as a viable and adequate means to supplant the exclusively print-based
high-quality scholarly editions and reference works that were produced by
the scholars in the institute. Reshaping the scholarly output as web-based
publications made sense from a high level managerial perspective. It was
expected that it would reduce cost, and that it would do sowithout lowering
quality. Rather the opposite: digital editions would improve the support
and affordances for scholarly editing, and with that their quality. At the
same time it would allow the Huygens Institute to reposition itself as an
institute at the forefront of digitally innovative scholarship.

ELaborate found some enthusiastic users and supported several projects
successfully. Most notably a group of volunteer transcribers produced the
transcriptions needed for a web publication of an early print late Middle
Dutch translation of De proprietatibus rerum by Bartholomaeus Anglicus
(1485 CE). The edition launched on 5 March 2010 (Werkgroep Middelned-
erlandse Artesliteratuur n.d.). In hindsight it looks like eLaborate offered
value mostly to scholars and editors outside or only semi-related to the
Huygens Institute. Indeed for such scholars eLaborate offered a free web
based transcription environment with collaborative aspects – i.e. working
on the same shared document – that were an improvement above mailing
around copies and versions of documents. And possibly in time eLaborate
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would also offer them a free or at least affordable outlet for the resulting
editions. However, the welcome the tool received from textual scholars
working in the institute was at best lukewarm.

Ronald and I as developers and Karina and I as scholars did not really grasp
why textual scholars in the institute were reluctant to work with eLaborate.
Although the tool had its shortcomings we were positive that the benefits –
i.e. no version conflicts, a sharedworking environment, and the ease ofwork-
ing anywhere – should be ample enough to live with the downsides, which
would be temporary anyway as development would continue. We mostly
still figured that technophobia and resistance to changewere themain causes
of the less than expected success of the tool. We saw confirmation of that in
the fact that we had a few willing users, a large group of skeptical scholars
that might be convinced still, and a few scholars – mostly older ones – that
outright refused to use eLaborate or any software that progressed beyond
email and word processor. To us that seemed like a normal “demographic”
make up of a group adopting a new technology.

8.2.3 About Getting it Wrong

What I was not able to see at that timewas that from the perspective ofmost
textual scholars – who had never had any experience with computers apart
fromusing awordprocessor, browsing the internet, andusing e-mail – eLab-
orate meant a complete disruption of their well established workflow. For
us putting text directly on the web was a logical next step given our knowl-
edge, use, and experience ofWeb 2.0 technologies. To editors who had done
no digital work prior to that time at all, it looked like a reckless proposition
to hand over the stability of print publication and a methodology sophisti-
cated during centuries rather than decades to a technological fad with very
doubtful claims to sustainability. More importantly we have never, I think,
fully appreciated or considered how reductive the work model of eLaborate
appeared in a methodological sense.

Through teaching and practice a scholar develops a professional under-
standing of the structural and analytical concepts that pertain to the
practice of scholarly editing. The scholar learns to think in great detail
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about such concepts as “document”, “text”, “transcription”, “author”,
“context”, “audience”, and about the relations between them. As much
through education as through experience a highly personalized systematic
praxis develops for finding, selecting, reading, transcribing, annotating, and
contextualizing historical sources. Eventually a textual scholar develops an
unparalleled individual literacy in observing and describing select historical
sources. On a conceptual level there are many commonalities between
these individual systems. All editors, for instance, take notes and make
transcriptions. But how these notes are taken, how transcriptions are made,
and how, for instance, annotations are categorized, is primarily left to the
scholarly editor. That is not to say there are no rules and no boundaries.
Several well-known standard works introduce the work of the scholarly
editor in fascinating detail (e.g. Mathijsen 2003; Greetham 1994). But a
recurring motif in these works is a full recognition of the uniqueness of
any text worth editing as to materiality, content, provenance, historical
contexts of use, and interpretation. No two texts are the same, and therefore
scholarly editors can get only so much mileage out of standardized rules
for their craft. At some point all scholarly editors are confronted with the
heterogeneity of their material. At that point it is the responsibility of the
editor to account explicitly for the choices that were made in the editing of
the text, and then to proceed conscientiously to a representation that the
editor deems adequate.

In hindsight, again, eLaborate failed to acknowledge the idiosyncratic as-
pects of scholarly editorial work. It also only supported a rudimentary one-
dimensional linear notion of text as a series of characters. It lacked a convinc-
ing way of delineating the multidimensional structures found in real world
documents and texts. It did have very advanced annotation facilities that
allowed for arbitrary and overlapping annotations of text. But that did not
sufficiently compensate the lack of easily adjustable layout of published texts.
In all this meant that eLaborate must have felt to scholarly editors as forcing
an oversimplifiedmodel of text on them, one that would never allow for the
subtleties found in source texts that they felt needed to be captured and ex-
pressed. Arguably editors would have been able to overcome many of the
shortcomings they felt were part of eLaborate, either by workarounds or by
acquiring some literacy inHTML (themarkup language in whichwebpages
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are written). Attempts at training and teaching however fell short and de-
mand was insufficient to create a critical mass of eLaborate users inside the
institute.

One cause that sunk eLaborate was our assumption that all scholarly edito-
rial work could be reduced to onemodel of text and text processing. Surpris-
ingly, maybe, we had arrived upon a one-dimensional model exactly because
we understood the problem of text not being one-dimensional. We were
well aware of the post hoc rationale of the Text Encoding Initiative’s1 XML2

based hierarchical perspective of text by DeRose, Durand, Mylonas and Re-
near (DeRose et al. 1990). More importantly we were convinced that the
TEI’s hierarchical model – even if it was a de facto standard in the field of
digital scholarly editing – was not a good fit for text that is in essence multi-
dimensional (cf. Buzzetti 2002; Buzzetti and McGann 2006). Text has vari-
ous layers of structure and meaning that are interconnected – chapter struc-
ture versus narrative structure for instance, or literal versus symbolic mean-
ing, or the way syntax contributes to semantics. Because the meaningful ele-
ments of such layers and the layers themselves essentially are networked and
not neatly nested inside of each other likeRussian dolls, it seemed tous that a
model that demanded an exact hierarchical structure of text was unfit to cap-
ture so many useful structures.3 That is why we specifically chose to model
texts as strings of characters that could be arbitrarily annotated while anno-
tation could be stacked and overlapped in any combination. Note however,
that we also did not provide a means of networking annotations – although
we did provide a means, at first crude, of categorizing. The upshot of these
choices was, I suspect, that we inadvertently created an impression with the
textual scholars in the institute that we were working from very simplistic

1TheText Encoding Initiative or TEI is the de facto leading standard formarking up digital
texts according to scholarly conventions. TheTEIConsortiummaintains and governs its
guidelines. (Cf. https://www.tei-c.org)

2XML or eXstensible Markup Language is TEI’s primary digital technology to
markup text. (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML for background and
https://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_whatis.asp for a quick primer.)

3We were also acutely aware that it is technically possible to express any other structure
than a single hierarchy in XML. The way the TEI and XML are designed however, and
especially the rationalization of these by DeRose et al., reveal a clear predilection for a
strict hierarchical modeling.
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assumptions about the complexity of text.

There are two opposing forces at work here. One is a force directed at ab-
straction and generalization, which is generated by the engineers and digi-
tal humanities researchers in this story. The other force is driving towards
concreteness and specificity, and is produced by those who identify most as
textual scholars.

A key moment that made me appreciate this opposition occurred when I
returned – more or less – to the institute after a three year period where
I had been largely uninvolved with the institute’s developments because I
was managing a large project that, for the most part, was externally oriented.
MarikenTeeuwen (a classicist at the institute)was oneof the researcherswith
a more benevolent attitude towards eLaborate. Although she judged that
many things were still suboptimal she did use eLaborate as a primary tool
during the collaborative editing of Martianus Capella’s De nuptiis Philolo-
giae et Mercurii (Teeuwen 2008; Teeuwen 2011). The text of “Martianus”,
as we colloquially got used to calling it, has been preserved in a fascinating
document. The space between the lines of the core text bristles with glosses
and annotations, while the margins are covered with more elaborate com-
mentaries and Tironian notes (refer to figure 4 in chapter 7 for an example).
While talking about the pros and cons of the tool, Mariken explained to me
how she had actually used the tool to describe the text of Martianus. This
use was quite counter to the intended use, which was to transcribe all the
text on the page of a document into a single transcription window and sub-
sequently to highlight the annotations in the original and mark them as an
“annotation” (figure 8.1). Instead, Mariken’s solution was to “lift” the origi-
nal annotations from thebase text in thewindowand toput them in full into
thewindows thatweremeant tohold annotationsby the current editors, and
specifically not the annotations of eleventh century scholars on Martianus’
text (cf. figure 8.2). Mariken’s creative use was born from the very practical
consideration that it would have been cumbersome in the scheme originally
intended to relate contemporary annotations to the medieval text. It was of
course not the case that Mariken and her team did not understand the in-
tended use of the annotation facility. It was simply that the creative use as
a more direct description of the original document made a whole lot more
sense to them than the envisaged use.
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Figure 8.1: The “engineers envisageduse” of eLaborate’s annotation function; the annotation
box (pop up) is used to harbor an annotation by the scholarly editor.

Figure 8.2: The “creative scholarly use” of eLaborate’s annotation function: the annotation
box (pop up) is used to harbor an annotation that was found in themargin of the
transcribed document.
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What I realized myself at that moment, if not for the first time then at least
for the first time lucidly, was that code creators and textual scholars have
opposing interests in the same technology. Engineers are trained to support
automationby abstraction. That is: if there is a possibility to support a repet-
itive task or to capture an often occurring pattern in data they will create a
digital function or object that will act as a model for that task or that pat-
tern. Because many unique instantiations of the task or pattern can then
be captured by the same digital object this is – from the engineer’s perspec-
tive – a tremendous scaling and efficiency benefit. Ideally all annotations
belong to the class (or category) of “Annotation”. In this way the propen-
sity deeply ingrained by training in engineers to draw abstractions from con-
crete objects in the interest of automation is also, by definition, reductive.
Engineers err on the side of broad inclusion. In this sense we, as engineers,
had expected that all metatext (i.e. all elements, information, and metadata
that pertain to the text but are not actually in the text) would be represented
by Annotation Objects. Conversely we had expected that all things in the
text would be in a Text Object. This approach to modeling information is
exactly opposite to how the textual scholars in the institute were thinking
about text. Through their training and teaching they have understood that
every text worth editing deserves the best scholarly description possible. In
this approach there is no such thing as “abstracting away”: all words, all char-
acters, all individual structures of all categories within a text ideally should
be explicitly labeled and named. In this approach of course an annotation
is still an “object of category Annotation”. However, that is not the essence
of it, as engineers might reason. For scholars the fact that an annotation is
an instance of the “class” annotation is its least important aspect. Far more
important are the specifics: where, for which (part of the) text, by whom,
what is it saying, when was it made, etc. This is why the eLaborate model
applied differently than intended made for a better description of the text
that Mariken was working on, because it lend the description more “imme-
diacy” and therefore seemed scholarly more precise. Textual scholars prefer
a more specific and more precise description of the specific historical source
over some abstraction in service of digital (re)mediation. Their primary con-
cern is not digital mediation but a precise scholarly description of the text.
The automation, modeling, or digital support of the workflow is at best a
“nice to have”.
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From a high-level overview and once again with the aid of hindsight it may
be easy to gauge that these forces in principle do not have to work against
each other but should be perfectly complementary, keeping textual scholar-
ship highly precise and specific, yet allowing it to be digitally mediated. Ap-
plied carefully, respectfully, and with mutual understanding, digital tools
might have had this effect. At the time we were initially developing eLabo-
rate however, we probably created the impression that we were doing away
with almost all specificity in text description. To be entirely clear: we were
not. We intended for the specifics to be described precisely in various anno-
tation objects. The textual scholars however preferred to see all specific tex-
tual constructs they perceived in texts visualized in the interface as distinct
visual objects or representations. That is: they would have liked to see visual
representations and digital objects expressing “page”, “paragraph”, “verse”,
“annotation”, “line”, “sentence”, “chapter”, “speech”, “character”, etc. etc.
Instead, what they got with the first version of eLaborate was “facsimile”,
“transcription”, and “annotation”. This created a misunderstanding about
the overly simplicity of the model used. We intended the scholars to use
the annotation object as a dynamic modeling object so that they themselves
might allocate any object, pattern or structure they found important tomark
out in theoriginal text anddocument. That is: wewouldhave themselecting
a paragraph, hit the “annotate” button and have them type in “paragraph”
plus the reasonwhy it got annotated. The reasonswhy themodel was as gen-
eralized as it was are thus clear and proper from an engineering perspective.
But the impression from the scholarly perspective, equally clear and proper,
was of a rather underwhelmingmodel, almost entirely reductive with regard
to the rich multidimensionality of text.

Much of this relates to what is also described in chapter 3. In that chapter
another example where the desired specificity clashes with the scaling bene-
fits of abstraction serves to underpin the definition of an analytical notion of
paradigmatic regression. Whatmay be useful to infer from these cases is that
“creative use” is an important signal that should not be neglected. Rather, as
for instance Willard McCarty also argues, the moment a tool breaks down
it reveals important information (McCarty 2005:41–43), in this case on the
misalignment between models and goals of engineers and scholars.
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8.2.4 About a Dialogue That Did Not Happen

Would there have been ways to better appreciate these different perspectives
of programmers and scholars? The idea that the OHCO (Ordered Hierar-
chy of Content Objects) approach was fundamentally flawed was deeply en-
trenched among us, the technicians – we thought so both as scholars and
as developers. Chapters 4 and 7 of this book should also make abundantly
clear that I, notwithstandingXML’s clear and great utility, remain convinced
of this. I remember that we understood that textual scholars wanted more
clearly defined text objects and visualization of these in the tool’s interface
(pages, columns, notes, etc.). We met them halfway by providing curated
lists of annotation categories so that any text could be annotated as being a
page, a column, etc. But working with these categories was often found te-
dious and cumbersome. I think we were all stuck at a purely functional level
with respect to the tool at hand. The discussion between the scholars and
developers always converged on missing functionality, the ease of use, how
things looked, the rigid workflow etc. As far as I can recall, a real scholarly-
technical discourse on text models never truly emerged in that time.

It is not a given that eLaborate would have been more successful if we had
been able to leverage themore fundamental discussion, because it is not at all
a given that wewould have convinced the textual scholars that the eLaborate
model offered more freedom and was thus in principle better for expressing
multi-dimensional aspects of text. However, it was certainly not going to
happen without such a discussion. And we might have acknowledged that
the discussion kept hovering at an insufficient level of reflection earlier than
we did, because there was a small group of textual scholars within the insti-
tute that started to work on TEI-XML transcriptions at around the same
time. Scholars that were hitherto not using digital methods or techniques,
or were even until that point actively eschewing them, started to experiment
withXML-tools and the TEI textmodel. This, I think, should have signaled
to us that the problemwas not resistance to digital tools per se. Because why
would they turn toOxygen (a “word processor” for XML) at all in that case?
Entrenched as our assumptionswere, we interpreted it as resistance and com-
peting solutions, not as non-verbal moves in a more fundamental discourse
on text models.
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8.2.5 About What Method Meant

I may be getting a little ahead of my narrative however, because I am quite
sure that at that point in time I would not have been able to consider the
problems that eLaborate met from a reflectional point of view with regard
to text models. One reason for this is that I had not at all appreciated what
“method”meant to the textual scholars in the institute. Moreover, I had not
quite figured out how to relate the concept of method to the work of soft-
ware developers or scholars. My understanding of “method” was no more
than “the way things are done”. As an analytic frame that is not very use-
ful.

Much laterMatt Burton (then a recent PhD in STS turned postdoc, now lec-
turing at Pittsburg University) would relate theory, method, and technique
in the clearest way I have ever heard: “Method is theory plus a technique.”
That is: method is the systematic application of a technique to verify or fal-
sify a theory one has about certain research data. The neat function of this
definition is that it ties together three of the most important aspects of re-
search work in a clear and reciprocal relation. And also only much later I
would come across a wonderful phrase by Federica Frabetti: “I propose a
reconceptualisation of the digital humanities as a field that can and should
try to understand the digital in terms other than […] the technical ones[…].
Such an understanding must be pursued through a close, even intimate, en-
gagement with digitality and with software itself” (Frabetti 2012).

Understanding that an intimate exploration needed to be undertaken and
having a clearer picture of the relation between theory (model), method, and
technique would have been extremely useful. If so, we might have reflected
more adequately on what the differences between eLaborate’s model of text
and other text models meant. But as it happened, in our software develop-
ment context “method” meant foremost agile development principles. “Ag-
ile” is a set of development principles that tries to maximize customer value
and user centric design in order to deliver best fit functionality even in con-
texts with highly volatile user requirements (Martin 2003). In an academic
context new to digital methods user requirements change quickly and often.
Therefore we chose “agile” as our development strategy. But “agile” puts
the focus very much on function. Users describe requirements in the form
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of “stories”, e.g. : “If I press a button with a red cross the corresponding
column is closed.” This meant that in every meeting between scholars and
developers it was not model that was foregrounded but rather functionality.
The point of the methodology should have been to lead us to a discourse
on text model, but the specific method was such that it would focus effort
elsewhere.

I think that at the time we were developing eLaborate, method – in a re-
search sense – was for us simply equal to digital technology. I was convinced
that any tools we would offer textual scholars would mean an improvement
simply because they were going to be digital and web-based. Those tech-
niqueswere going to fast-forward textual scholarshipmethod in the institute
to the twenty-first century. Thus better tools would lead to better method,
where “better”was somewhat naively defined as “digital” andnot, as it ought
to be, in terms of some new hermeneutic perspective or a specific episte-
mological gain. When prodded for exact benefits we kept returning to a
“work anywhere, collaborate anywhere, explore anywhere”mantra – andwe
would add the affordances of the computer as an analytical tool once the
texts would be machine-readable. The epistemological gains of computer-
supported collaborative work (CSCW) seemed clear to us. Also nobody
seemed to deny the uses and gains of being able to find historical resources
online. But whether the method used to put historical resources online was
also scholarly valid and well argued was a question that we had only a feeble,
circular sort of argument for.

However, I am getting ahead of myself again. I keep meaning to return to
three key remarks that were made before all of this, before I realized that
the rationales of engineers and textual scholars created opposite dynamics. I
think that without those remarks I would have been unable to identify the
problem as such. Although these remarks will sound simple, almost self-
evident, they strongly influenced the reflectivity of my thinking.

8.2.6 About Becoming More Reflective

At the time, in 2009, I was managing a large project called Alfalab, which
was a Royal Academy subsidized project to leverage CSCW as a means
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to strengthen the collaboration between the humanities institutes of the
Academy (cf. Van Zundert, Zeldenrust, and Beaulieu 2009). Apart from
offering an opportunity to researchers of different institutes to work
together, the project was a trial balloon for an envisioned grouping of the
humanities institutes by the Royal Academymanagement. The currentHu-
manities Cluster in Amsterdam is what resulted from these plans and early
trials. The carrot that drew the institutes – that traditionally have fiercely
guarded their autonomy and independence – was substantial funding
from the Academy for digital or computational projects that the institutes
would bring to the table. A core working group of six to eight senior
researchers and project leaders would run the project. The intention was
that the individual projects would use tools and data located within other
institutes, thus showing the potential of digital methods and techniques to
leverage cross-institutional uses of data and technology. The ideal was that
something of a humanities lab would emerge where researchers would be
able to choose datasets and tools to process these sets with. Hence the name
Alfalab, “alfa-wetenschappen” (transl. “alpha-sciences”) being a colloquial
designation for the humanities in the Dutch language.

In practice this turned out to be very difficult to achieve. Of the six “demon-
strators” (i.e. example applications, prototypes, and pilot tools) only one in-
tegrated several resources from different institutes to any substantial degree.
It was very difficult to come up with research questions that were both use-
ful or interesting and that crossed institutional borders. But even given such
questions it turned out to be even harder to curate and service highly het-
erogeneous legacy data in such ways that different partners would be able
to reuse them. And although the idea of tools and data from a high level
might have seemed promising, in practice very few really generalizable tools
and generic digital infrastructure could be thought of. Most research ques-
tions would require highly specific one-time-use workflows, specialized data
curation, and bespoke analytical computational tools. Therefore the project
proved a success for the individual partners, but it mostly put in sharp relief
how onerous it is to collaborate across institutional and disciplinary bound-
aries. The project demonstrated that digital infrastructure, data, and tools
are no magic facilitators of such collaborations.

Given the aims of the project the group comprised foremost researchers
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and/or scholarly-informed engineers that were at the forefront of digital
methods and techniques within their institutes or even in their fields. Two
of the researchers involved were Anne Beaulieu and Smiljana Antonijević.
Rather in contrast to the others they were not digitally-inclined humanities
researchers, nor engineers, but social scientists. Their affiliation was with
the then existing Virtual Knowledge Studio that was essentially the STS
centre of the Royal Academy (consult Wouters et al. 2013 for examples
of its scientific output). Their task was to observe the project and report
on the integration of digital methods in the various research flows. They
also helped the group by informing them of knowledge and research on
innovation diffusion, CSCW, epistemology, evaluation of science etc. –
important reflective knowledge that was expected to support achieving
Alfalab’s aims.

The project leaders would gather on a semi-weekly basis in one of the of-
fices of the Royal Academy to plan and discuss the progress of the various
projects. These meetings also provided ample opportunity to discuss prob-
lems in a wider perspective. A recurring trope amongst the digitally-inclined
researchers were stories about what was experienced as resistance towards
digital methods or technophobia in their various institutes. We often talked
about how we might lessen the anxiety of researchers towards digital tools,
howbetter training and teachingmight be provided tomitigate the clear lack
of knowledge and skills thatmost researcher showedwith regard to computa-
tional techniques. We also would sometimes be baffled and mystified about
how Luddite some of our otherwise so well educated humanities colleagues
seemed to be. We even considered if maybe different but mutually exclu-
sive styles of thinking were to blame for the tremendous obstacles we expe-
rienced in introducing humanities researchers to digital and computational
technologies: were some conventional humanities researchers seriously inca-
pable of abstract thought and could they only relate to text, for instance, as
a linear thing?

In short: our discourse was clad in assumptions that the fault ought to be
sought with the scholars. Until Anne, taking part in one of our meetings,
iterated a number of other possible causes ending her list with: “…or maybe
these tools are just not good enough.” A remarkably unremarkable remark
at first sight. But to someone caught in an echo chamber it was a very effec-
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tivemeans of turning the argument back to oneself, in other words: tomake
it more reflective. It was simply a question we, or at least I, had never consid-
ered. I had always assumed that by default the software we built and offered
to scholars of humanities subjectswas going to be an improvement. Looking
back, I have a hard time understanding exactly why I thought this. Appar-
ently the digital nature of these tools brought themwell beyondquestioning.
And certainly their web-based nature (inmost cases) gave them an aureola of
reaching beyond anything scholars had seenbefore. That all of thatmight do
actually nothing at all to improve the scholars’ methods, I had simply never
considered. I think Anne’s remark, as simple as it may sound today, caused
me to get into a more reflective stance of thinking: for the first time I started
questioning what I was doing, rather than making assumptions about what
others were doing for which reason.

8.2.7 About Finding a Method

Later in the projectAnnemade another remark that has distinctly influenced
the way I think and approach problems. We were in the more final stages of
preparing a scholarly contribution to an edited volume (i.e. Van Zundert et
al. 2012). I was satisfied with how the writing was proceeding, as did most
of the (six) authors. But at the point I was for the most part satisfied Anne
remarked: “I want to go over the text one more time. There’s an imbalance
inwho’s talking aboutwhom, the dynamic is rather forcefully from engineer
to researcher, and I don’t want this to be another technology push article.” I
had never before perceived what I was doing as pushing technology on any-
body. I simply expected that the clear benefits of the tools I presentedwould
convince any reasonable person that they were better tools than the tools of
the trade currently in use. The “push” remark unsettled me a little. The ef-
fect of it was profound and, judging now, for the better in that I started to
think abouthowmyworkwasbeingperceivedby the scholars I hoped to con-
vince. Until then I was in a pretty deterministic state of mind: if the tools
were genuinely better, they would eventually simply win out against obso-
lete methods. But what if my tools were not noticeably better, and what if I
was making not the slightest positive impression on the scholars I was trying
to convince? In short: Anne’s remarks mademe see that convincing was not
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a matter of (technical) merit alone. But the takeaway for me in her words
was not merely that, nor that we needed to “build support within the schol-
arship community”, nor that we needed “better PR”. All true enough, but
the salient point for me was seeing the merit of systematic reflective think-
ing.

To be honest I had interpreted most of what I had seen from STS people
until that time as academically glorified Luddism. It seemed tome that their
stancewas pre-cooked and definitely anti-technology. But because ofAnne’s
remarks I understood theirs was indeed a sincere method. A method to ex-
amine power structures, networks of influence, and behavior. From the per-
spective of the scientists being observed by social scientists, ethnography is
meta-research, which in my academic context met with sincere indifference
most of the time. When discussed, meta-approaches even met with deri-
sion from a good number of colleagues whose judgement I normally find
important and insightful. But indeed: what if our tools were just not good
enough? I started to think thatmaybe I stood to gainmuch from reflectively
examiningmy ownmotives and actions, from examining howwhat I did im-
pacted the humanities researchers I asserted to aid.4 Whether I was part of
a solution or a problem I did not yet know, but I had figured out that I was
part of an equation that itself needed some critical reflection.

As a result of Anne’s remarks my interests shifted in two ways. The first was
that I gotmore interested in the actualwork of textual scholars rather than in
what my master’s education had taught me about literary and documentary

4A tangential note on reflectivity in computing. Interestingly there is a technique called
reflectivity in computer programming. A computer language can be used to interrogate
objects active in the language itself, that is: a programmer can make code that examines
the properties from some other objects in that language or code. E.g. a programmer
might ask from an object what functions it supports, what variable types it expects for
these functions, etc. The technique is not very often used and leads a pretty academic
existence, but it does have significant application in program language design, perfor-
mance testing, code profiling etc. The application of such techniques is often called
“meta-programming”. Thus the domains of computer science and software engineering
do encompass reflective techniques and thinking, but these meta-modes are very seldom
applied inmy experience. Meta-programming is a highly specialized niche. I cannot help
but wonder if the little reflectivity I found in these domains and the level of adequate
interaction with scholars are related.
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scholarly editing: how they did their work, how theymotivated it, what they
perceived as their method, etc. Although I still assumed that digital technol-
ogy, also the technologies I was working on, would improve their methods,
I began to be more aware of what could be a problematic technology push
indeed. Maybe the textual scholars that we were trying to support did not
experience our attempts as supportive at all, but as academic politics to push
a poorly motivated technology onto them. The second shift followed from
that: I developed a more analytical reflective approach to the problem and
now got interested in the ways digital technology would affect and change
the ways in which these textual scholars were working.

8.2.8 About Identifying the Real Problem

The thought that just maybe our tools might not be good enough was re-
inforced a little later as the result of another event. We accompanied the
launch of the “demonstrators” that the Alfalab project yielded with a sym-
posium on digital humanities. One of the invited speakers was Annamaria
Carusi who has a highly interdisciplinary profile in humanities, philosophy,
medicine, and in digital approaches bridging these domains. For us she was
therefore an example of successfully working at the intersection of the hu-
manities and digital technology. Her address on digital tools and humani-
ties theory (Carusi 2011) was critical. The main thrust of her argument was
that digital tools in science, medicine, and the humanities were doing poorly
because computer scientists and software engineers had taken little notice of
the humanities aspects that are involved with developing such tools. To un-
derscore her argument she stated: “They have beenworking on this formore
than forty years, and what have they gotten us? Predicate logic! Something
we knew already for about two thousand years! Thanks to philosophers –
like Aristotle.” The statement was arguably intentionally hyperbolic. But it
is actually a quite fair depiction of how far computer science hasmanaged to
come: the overwhelming majority of general-purpose computer languages
(Java, C, Python, Ruby, and all their ancestors and derivatives) are indeed
rooted in first-order logic. Only much later I would appreciate that this
makes them a poor fit for hermeneutics oriented humanities computation
(cf. Gamut 1991:75–76). Nevertheless, Annamaria’s contention and Anne’s
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remarkswere eyeopeners forme: I was to genuinely question the capabilities
of the tools we made.

Key remarks are not made only during research meetings proper. They may
cropup in any context. Duringdrinks following apresentation andnetwork-
ing event, for instance. They are not all voiced as constructive dialectic either.
Sometimes people voice contentions that seem so utterly flawed that it is
hard to decide where to start pointing it all out. Imagine a small circle at a
scientific reception. A director of the Royal Academy, a director of one of
theAcademy’s institutes, a renowned scientist in the field of natural language
processing, one of computer science, and me. We got caught up in a discus-
sion about the perceived slow take up of digital and computational methods
in the humanities. At some point one of the scientists resolutely waved aside
the more convoluted point one of the others was trying tomake. He argued
it was just natural to have some early adopters, a large chunk of people that
would only slower adopt the new technology, and a number of laggards that
would maybe or maybe not convert much later. “Exactly,” said one of the
directors, “I firmly believe this resistance is an issue that will pass with time.
It’s a generational thing.” “Indeed,” nodded the computer science guy, “the
older researchersmaywell let this treat pass themby, but the next generation
will take to it with great ease.” Obvious this was just talk at some reception
– maybe even in part the wine talking – but there was asserted profundity
in the statements by these leaders of fields and institutes. What struck me
was the complete and unshakeable believe in the superiority of digital ap-
proaches as compared to conventional scholarship. I would only later learn
that this is technological determinism at its most positivistic. But it was the
generational thing that drewmymore immediate attention. To understand
why I, at least intuitively, knew they were blatantly wrong about that I have
to digress a bit.

8.2.9 About the Myth of the Digital Native

As it happens I have always had a propensity to be intrigued by people not
getting a computer, or software. I was raised in a family where the computer
was already a technology that was well integrated in household live from the
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mid 1970s onward. My father was a self-taught expert and later professional
in the hardware and software that would be used in secondary school teach-
ing. The home were I grew up contained early self-built microcomputers,
a PET CBM5, later C64’s6 and the first IBM personal computers7. I played
Pong before I had ever touched a tennis racket. I knew how to operate a
punch card reader before I took my first multiple choice test that applied
punch cards to register the answers. When WarGames8 was released I was
eleven and I found it kind of cool that I was actually programming com-
puters, although I recognized I was not even close to anything like cracking
systems – but I understood the basics of code in a few computer languages
(Basic, TurboPascal, and assembly language9).

In that time, a youth spent in a household close to several computers, thanks
to my father, also meant walking around in a laboratory for the observation
of first contact between humans and computers. People would come visit
because they knew my father had some of these things that were interesting
and apparently useful. Some asked if they could be educated a bit by my
dad, others found a convenient place to use word processors while not at
work, and thereweremy father’s friends and colleagueswho fed theirmutual
professional hobby. From these observations I can report the two things that
computers and software excel at: pissing people off and convincing people
they absolutely suck at operating a computer.10

Some twenty years and two generations of students later, during the latter
days of my university education, nothing had changed. Computers still
excelled at pissing people off, they just did it at an exceedingly large scale,
and with impressive devotion. Software had dramatically improved its
skills to drive people nuts. Ubiquitous peripheral devices, like external
drives, modems, and printers added to mystifying (non) behavior of digital

5See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commodore_PET
6See https://www.c64-wiki.com/wiki/C64
7See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Personal_Computer
8See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WarGames
9See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BASIC, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbo_Pascal,

and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assembly_language
10I do realize this wordingmay be perceived as unacademic. I suppose “inducing technology

related anger and instilling a feeling of utter ineptness” might have done. In the interest
of academic precision I chose to keep the original formulation.
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technology that was often sure to provoke physical aggression. Because I
was one of the geeks that actually had figured out how to tame these weird
machines, I was one of those persons that was often called upon to help. I
even turned that capacity into a short career at a computer retail firm, which
paid for part of my university tuition.

These experiences taughtme that the divide between “getting” and “not get-
ting” computers and software is not a divide along the often suspected hard
boundarybetween sciences (“gets computer”) versushumanities (“will never
get it”). It is also not a divide between young and old. Kids can play games
very well, much better than their parents. And they are avid social media
users. But they really are not better at all at understanding computers or soft-
ware (cf. Scott 2013 for more anecdotal evidence). And it is not in any way
generational: every generation has the same tiny percentage that naturally
takes to how computers operate (or are operated) and the same far larger
majority that rather would beat the crap out of the machine most of the
time. Of course there are more scientific narratives to back this up (e.g. Kay
1993:81).

Because of this background knowledge and experience I instantly knew that
whatwas said at that receptionmadeno sense. The “problem”was not going
to resolvewith the influxof anewgenerationof researchers. Maybe itwas the
utter positivistic attitude that rang so loudly in these remarks that made me
appreciate for the first time an important underlying problem. Determinis-
tic thinking is a form of myopia. Technological positivism locates problems
of technology acceptance outside the technology and its creators, creating an
illusory positivistic drive through the perceived inherent superiority of the
technology. But to understand problems of technology adoption and resis-
tance one needs to accept one’s own role as an actor in what is essentially a
socio-technical system: you have to understand that you are fully part of the
problem. Saying that it is “just a generational thing” is locating the problem
well outside yourself and the technology. It is turning a blind eye to what
is at least half of a complex interaction. This is what these remarks made
me see: if you do not consider yourself as part of the problem as a technol-
ogy creator, you rob yourself of the ability to mitigate it. Just discarding the
problems the humanists had with us and our technology was not going to
help us. I had to make those problems exactly my problems.
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8.2.10 About Appreciating Differences

It was around this time that we engaged with IBM in exploratory negotia-
tions about a possible cooperation between a computer science department
at a university, humanities scholars from the Royal Academy, and engineers
and researchers from industry (IBM). Not long before Steve Jobs had more
or less said that the humanities were the next big thing (Lehrer 2011), and
people were seeking what the implementation of that idea might look like.
Sitting at the table at various times during this exploratory phase created
an excellent opportunity to witness a gulf of misunderstanding between hu-
manities scholars on one side of the table and computer science and artificial
intelligence people on the other side. Computer science people are meticu-
lous,mathematical people. They are interested in the computability of prob-
lems and solving the heart of themathematical problem. While they are very
clever and skilled at that, the rationale behind the subtle reasoning with very
sparse information that scholars are used to is beyond them. A scholar may
produce a well-wrought thirty pages of argument about a single piece of in-
formation in a text, tying clues and leads to each other making a case for
a certain plausible point of view.11 In this sense scholars are maybe not so
much interested in finding definite solutions to problems, but foremost in
creatingmultiple perspectives and speculative interpretations on “Whatmay

11Hans Westgeest’s article that links two Middle Dutch documents to the same author be-
cause they share a single piece of information found nowhere else (cf. Westgeest 2001:22)
still stands out to me as a very good and convincing example of this approach. I take the
liberty of adding another tangential note: there is proper cause to systematically desig-
nate the way many scholars construct argument as abductive reasoning. Unfortunately
in the field the term is not really innate. It describes, however, quite precisely the main
angle of attack scholars often use to develop a solid argument where there is hardly any
evidentiary material to be found. It consists of using every possible scrap of historical
evidence to construct a line of reasoning that is plausible, i.e. not necessarily provable
but indeed most likely given the scant knowledge available. Using the term would cre-
ate a continuumof reasoning spanning the sciences (predominantly inductive, but using
other styles too), social sciences (predominantly deductive, but using other styles too),
and humanities (predominantly abductive, but using other styles too). Creating a con-
tinuous understanding of styles of thinking overarching the scientific domains (cf. Kwa
2011; Crombie 1995) would mitigate the uninformed, dangerous, and damaging two cul-
tures divide (Snow 1998[1959]) that has brought somuch unproductive divisive thinking
to science and society.
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have happened here?” Theirmethod is not looking for universal truths at all.
Most accept that truth and fact are situated andhistoricized social constructs:
what counts as truth is determined by Fortuna’s favorites, and history is not
deterministically moving in a direction of progress.

At the time I would not have been able to describe the situation as in
the above because I lacked the analytical vocabulary to relate what was
happening to notions such as “analytical”, “rationale”, “universal truth”,
“situated”. But what I clearly sensed during the IBM episode was that
the scholars and the computer science people around the table talked
distinctly differently about problems. The hard-nosed scientists would
address problems as things that could be divided into smaller problems that
individually would have satisfiable and provable solutions. Putting together
the solutions of the smaller problems necessarily would lead to either
solutions of grander problems or to strategies to attack these problems.
In other words: they were always solution-oriented, which seems to be a
general trait of most anything computer related (cf. Morozov 2013). The
scholars however, would tend to discuss what-if scenarios. They would
probe and examine possible views and angles on problems, almost like
wine connoisseurs figuring out if the problems were actually palatable.
This would lead to a typical unsatisfactory sort of conversation. The
humanists would table a specific problem or category of problems in their
field and the computer science people would immediately start throwing
solution-oriented strategies at it to see how solutions could be made
evidentiary and empirical – maybe to the indignation of the humanities
scholars who were much more interested in how different arguments with
the problem as the topic could be constructed as an intellectual exercise to
interpret and understand the humanistic aspect, dilemmas, moral grounds,
and ethical considerations of the case in question. They were not interested
in the solution-to-the-problem but in the problem-as-a-problem: in its
ontological meaning and its epistemological potential; in how it might
advance our different understandings of the problem.

I have Charles van denHeuvel (historian of science at theHuygens Institute
for the History of the Netherlands), and Sally Wyatt (Professor of Digital
Cultures at Maastricht University, who was at that time also affiliated with
the Virtual Knowledge Studio) to thank for bringing to my attention some
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of the essential differences that I had not grasped until then. Charles at some
point talked about “ephemeral and heterogeneous data”, which sounded es-
oteric to me. Data for me fit in categorial, discrete, or continuous variables:
measures of size, distance, density, time, place, person, and so forth. It took
me a while before I understood that humanities researchers did not think
at all about data in only such constrained computable terms. Humanities
data are both more particular and less constrained. They are more particu-
lar in that they are situated, i.e. located in place and time, bound to histor-
ical context, and possibly – actually likely – subjective. They are less con-
strained in that sometimes the precision of a particular data point may be
less relevant, so that in some cases “ca. 409”, “5th century”, and “13 Octo-
ber 409” are equally valid.12 It is therefore fair to say that humanists mostly
do not work with data-as-data, but that they combine, examine, and inter-
pret information, which may be defined as data-plus-context (Thaller 2018).
Where physicists might be inclined to subdivide measurements into as ac-
curate as possible times, locations, persons, temperatures etc., the humanist
is often interested in a very particular heterogeneous combination of data
where sheer availabilitymay bemore decisive than exactitude. Measurement
of basic data itself in the humanities is tricky and difficult because it is an in-
terpretative process, often historical data is a best guess based on information
written down in a different context centuries before. But for the humanist
these are even “merely” preparatory moves, after which follows the more im-
portant move of interpreting the data as a complex of information.

Without understanding this difference humanities reasoning may be taken
bymore hard-nosed scientists as a formof improper or imprecise empiricism,
whereas it is really a matter of two fundamentally different understandings
of what data and information are. Confusing one for the other will lead to
misunderstanding each other’s methods and aims in research. Computer sci-
entists and engineers discarding this difference may fail to see how methods
cannot simply be exported from the computer science domain into a human-
ities domain. Trying todo sowill failwith frustrationonboth sides. Human-

12Which is computing wise a bit of a conundrum because it is unclear and highly context
dependent when a measure becomes positively invalid. Does “ca. 409” mean that 400 is
still included? And 550? Humanities computing therefore cannot be as straightforward
as simple arithmetic.
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ists are not primarily interested in stringent solutions to specific problems,
and they are not especially looking for patterns that allow them to predict
future outcomes. That approach is decidedly hard-sciences empiricist. Jo-
hanna Drucker (2011) has justifiably pointed out that importing such meth-
ods unamended into the humanities would mean supplanting a refined hu-
manistic method with a naive scientism.

Sally Wyatt succinctly captured the above when in one of the IBM ex-
ploratory meetings she said: “Humanists do not solve problems, they create
perspectives.” That thought would later become the recurring motif in the
white paper that would eventually result from the involvement with IBM
and other partners (Millen et al. 2013). It would also be an eyeopener for
me.

8.2.11 About Taking Textual Scholarship Seriously

Slowly thus, remark by remark, experience by experience, my perspective
shifted. I began to appreciate that paradigm shifts, in the way Kuhn (Kuhn
2012[1962]) described them, and deterministic diffusion of innovation do
not happen just because we want them to happen. Looking back I have also
no reason tobelieve the scholarly editors felt anything like an epistemological
crisis. But they surely felt threatened. If not by management then certainly
by us, engineers, whomust have come across as the leading edge of a technol-
ogy that was pushed upon textual scholarship. The discussion on the side of
the self proclaimed innovators was fueled by terms like “digital”, “compu-
tational”, “revolution”, “augment”, “improve”, “resistance”, “support vec-
tor machine”, “software”, “good practices”, “programming”, “critical mass”,
“new generation”. Almost none of it must have signaled that we were also
interested in a discourse, in a dialectic between digital and non-digital textual
scholarship. We also failed to adopt sufficiently the concepts and terminol-
ogy that the textual scholars used, which might have created enough trust
and cooperation for what we were trying to do. If a productive epistemolog-
ical trading zone had been established we should have noticed a far greater
influx of scholarly terminology into our vocabulary rather than the other
way round (cf. Galison 2010:39). Most of all we did not grasp sufficiently
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the essential difference between a scientistic approach and a pluriform per-
spective view on text and textual scholarship. To solve this the dynamic had
to change – as Anne Beaulieu had indicated – from technological push to
mutually constructive dialectic. And bothwe and the textual scholars would
have to become far more reflective about our own motivations, aims, meth-
ods, and techniques.

A final nudge that changed my attitude from programmatic innovator to
analytical thinkerwas givenbyPaulWouterswhomDouweZeldenrust and I
had asked about supervising PhDwork thatwe intended to undertake based
on our experiences in the Alfalab project. Paul, unsure of what I intended to
work on, suggested I write a “would be” introduction to my dissertation to
create some ground for mutual understanding. After reading my draft Paul
smiled and put it plain and simple: “Content wise that seems fine to me.
But your angle should be a bit more cogitative. A little less programmatic, a
little more analytic.” Sometimes eyeopeners come in really helpful obvious
shapes. Basically Paul told me to try to understand more and contend less. I
still had to increase my analytical stance a few notches.

So since that time, I sought to understand. Textual scholarship foremost.
I returned to some basic readings in textual scholarship (e.g. Mathijsen
2003; Greetham 1994), reread works that are on the intersection of digital
methods and textual scholarship (McGann 2001; Buzzetti 2002; McCarty
2005; Landow 2006, etc.). I talked to researchers in the field that did
interdisciplinary work. Susan Schreibman, for instance, Fotis Jannidis,
Barbara Bordalejo, Peter Robinson, Tara Andrews, Dino Buzzetti, and
manymore). These conversations were important to understand how those
scholars understood the interaction between textual scholarship and the
domain of computing. And often they also served to dot my i-s and cross
my t-s. I remember, for instance, a conversation between me and Susan
Schreibman over a lunch in Amsterdam where she kindly prompted me to
keep a clear distinction between textual and literary criticism.

This renewed immersion in textual scholarshipmade it clear tome thatmeth-
ods of textual scholarship can only be understood as reciprocal. If the aim
is to establish a text philologically or to analyze it in a literary sense, under-
standing and interpretation of the text are a necessity. But interpretation is
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by definition something that involves an interpreter, a reader. And because
the interpreter, the text, and its creator are all situated, interpretation cannot
be other than intersubjective. This period also made clear to me that if I was
to understand textual scholarship on any fundamental level, to be able to
understand how digital techniques andmethods might be useful in any fun-
damental way for textual scholarship, I needed to understand interpretation
on a more fundamental level.

8.2.12 About Interpretation

I think it is important to note that I discussed my work on this course
towards understanding textual scholarship often with my friends and
colleagues in the then software engineering department of the Huygens
Institute, mostly with Ronald (the same as mentioned before, who by that
time had become a lead developer) and with developer and project manager
Gertjan Filarski. In their projects, like me, they had experienced mostly
what appeared to them as resistance from textual scholars in the institute.
The tone of our conversations would be quite sarcastic, to the point of
cynicism. Nevertheless they, and sometimes other software developing
colleagues, due to their role and experience were formidable sparring
partners in reflecting on the interaction between developers and scholars.
Gertjan was later to become head of the department of digital infrastructure
when several humanities institutes clustered in Amsterdam after a fewmore
years. During the preceding years he grew into an outspoken opponent of
anything to do with textual scholarship that skewed towards a pluriform or
relativistic view on method or subject. We have had several disputes about
what he perceived as an obsolete method – which is to say, conventional
textual scholarship in general – and what I had started to regard as a
different style of scientific thinking. Surprisingly then maybe, I have to
thank him for turning me back to the topic of hermeneutics which I had
left behind me a long time ago, around about 1996 when I had to peruse
it in more general terms for my master’s education in Dutch literature and
linguistics. I had found it a topic or method that was hard to understand
and, to be fair, a bit esoteric.
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To understand interpretation one cannot evade the topic of hermeneutics,
which is the theory of text interpretation and which historically goes back
towards ancient text interpretation and biblical exegeses. There is a clear
hermeneutic tradition from Aristotle’s Poetica via Augustinian interpreta-
tion of religious texts, Schleiermacher and Dilthey’s Romanticism, Wimsatt
and Beardsley’s rejection of authorial intent, postmodern philosophers like
Derrida and Foucault, semioticians like Eco, and so on. Understanding this
tradition as a philosophical foundation of textual scholarship became the
topic of two chapters of this dissertation (i.e. chapter 2 “Screwmeneutics and
Hermenumericals: the Computationality of Hermeneutics” and chapter 6
“Author, Editor, Engineer – Code & the Rewriting of Authorship in Schol-
arly Editing”). Tracing this tradition became a reflective argument in itself
to accept the subjective nature of all interpretation. Stephen Ramsay (2011c)
argues on hermeneutics that humanists always have been in the business of
constructing plausible histories from subjectively-selected facts, from infor-
mation much contended by authorities, educated opinions, and scant evi-
dence. I also rooted my understanding of the tradition of hermeneutics in
the traces of histories written by yet others. On comparison my interpreta-
tion seems not incommensurable with the interpretations of others, but it
is still my interpretation and understanding. Or, with Korzybski, it is not
the territory but a map. Thus tracing the tradition of hermeneutics resulted
in new understanding about a multitude of possible perspectives on hetero-
geneous and non-neutral text, the situated pluriform meaning of signs, the
subjectivity of any form of interpretation, the endless semiosis of semantics.
Seeing how all of that connected to the methods of scholarly editing increas-
ingly made it harder for me to view such editing as a scientific approach that
could easily be turned into a uniform process.

8.2.13 About a Brave New Model

And yet, integrating through unifying is exactly what we set out to do in
the institute time after time. We tried a unifying approach with eLaborate.
Then we tried again with Alfalab. And after that, newly-appointed director
Lex Heerma van Voss and I set out once again to harmonize the different
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approaches to editing that were applied by the textual scholars in the insti-
tute. HenkWals moved position shortly after the deliverables of the Alfalab
project had been launched, becoming director of the International Institute
for Social History (IISG). He left behind a legacy in the form of a new in-
stitute merged from the Huygens Institute and the Institute for History of
the Netherlands (ING). Inmanifest obviousness the new institute had been
namedTheHuygens Institute for theHistory of theNetherlands (Huygens
ING). Less obvious was how the various methods of scholarly editing ap-
plied in both institutes could or should be harmonized. From a managerial
perspective the merger seemed sensible. Both institutes have a strong tradi-
tion in editing and publishing historical sources. Both also maintain smaller
but equally excellent analytical strands of research. Themanagerial challenge
thatHenk faced was to enlarge the analytical line of work while maintaining
quality and output of the editorial strands of work.

Henk Wals has always been a strong advocate for digital methods and tech-
niques as a way of scaling humanities research, of having new research ques-
tions emerge, and to be able to answer humanities research questions that
until now seemed infeasible to address given the amount of data needed or
the sheer complexity of data. As recounted above, eLaborate was to be a piv-
otal tool in scaling the production of scholarly editions, both by ensuring
scholarly editions would be henceforth digitally born (reducing the need for
the painfully slow production process of very expensive print publications
and retro-digitization) and by converging the various methods of scholarly
editing used in the institute towards one harmonized method “recognizable
as aHuygens INGmethod” (Wals et al. 2012:23–24, transl. from“eenherken-
bare Huygens ING-aanpak”).

After some ten years, continuous substantial personnel effort, and large fi-
nancial investments – easily summing to over half a million Euro, though
probably much more – several sites in the eLaborate platform testified to
the various projects undertaken to produce digital scholarly editions with
added content from analytical research on the historical texts of those edi-
tions (cf. e.g. “Published” n.d.). However, whenHenkWals moved and Lex
Heerma vanVoss became director, we had not succeeded in scaling the schol-
arly editing process. Tremendous effort had been put in digitally remediat-
ing thework of scholarly editors and textual scholars, but essentiallywithout
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changes to the scholarlymethod. The resultswere scholarly editions digitally
remediated to look as much as possible as their print counterparts (cf. also
chapters 3 and 4) – and most of the times editors would only grudgingly ac-
cept the non-print result. In sum this meant that the remediated editions
required – in addition to the expertise and effort of textual scholars – the
knowledge and effort of software engineers, web developers, and graphic de-
signers to translate the scholarly work to theWeb–which arguably rendered
them as expensive if notmore expensive than print publications. Really scal-
ing this process to achieve a shorter turnaround and a greater efficiency for
edited materials still required a new model for the process of editing.

WhenHenk left the instituteLexHeermavanVoss and I took this as our chal-
lenge. Henk had already come up with a model for added scientific value.
He presented it as a pyramid (see figure 8.3), which likely was inspired by
Ackoff’s “data-to-wisdom” pyramid (Ackoff 1989). The base of the pyra-
mid was constituted by the physical documents from heritage institutions
like libraries, archives, museums, etc. that cared for them in their collec-
tions. The scholarly editors of Huygens ING became involved in the layer
above that. They created scientific resources based on the documents avail-
able through the services of the layer of “GLAM” institutions (i.e. galleries,
libraries, archives, and museums). It was there where the impact of eLabo-
rate was expected to be most valuable. Finally, the top of the pyramid con-
sisted of analytical and synthesis oriented research by the institute’s leading
scholars on historical topics of science, politics, literature, culture, and so
forth.

Over the course of various discussions Karina, Lex, and I adapted the model
by adding and refining layers, creating a rather box-likemodel inwhich layers
were stacked and where each layer added its own specific scientific value. Af-
ter a popular Indonesian dessert – a kind of densely layered cake – Lex called
it the “spekkoek” model. The idea was that fully-enriched digital scholarly
resources would emerge at the top of a stack of process layers. Each layer is
connected to a specific data processing or scholarly task that builds on the
results of the underlying layer.

In the case of scholarly editions one can imagine the physical archives and
libraries as a first layer. Digitization is a second layer. Transcription a third.
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Figure 8.3: Pyramid of added scholarly value, after an idea by Henk Wals.

The key is that every layer is “thin” in that it is connected to one specific and
definable task. This decouples the layers from each other so that to execute
its task on a resource a layer only needs the finalized input of another layer,
while it is not dependent on any information or tasks in another layer for any
of its internal processing. Decoupling ensures that the process of an individ-
ual layer can be evolved to a maximum efficiency.

As awhole themodel strongly resembles theUnix pipe architecture, popular
in the ITworld, where any process or transformation on data is independent
of any other (Ritchie 1984:1581–1591). All processes function as a black box
with input and output specifications only. Tominimize and if possible erad-
icate any dependencies between layers the task in each layer needs to be as
specific as possible. Themodel as a whole is strongly process-oriented rather
than product-oriented. Thus, for instance, digitization is primarily seen as a
generic serviceable task, and not so much as a specific action in the creation
of a unique scholarly edition.

In thismodel the very first layer – atop any of the oneswherewe presume the
physical collection work to be situated – only takes care of primary digitiza-
tion,meaning that print andmanuscriptmaterial are digitally photographed
or scanned at high resolution and are stored in a repository with minimally
sufficient technical metadata and minimally-sufficient bibliographic meta-
data. Technical metadata will usually already be embedded in an image file.
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Although a file format like TIFF also allows for limited but inmost cases suf-
ficient inclusion of arbitrary metadata as well, bibliographic metadata will
usually be stored through some other digital structure (database, document
store, XML files, and so forth) for more convenient handling. Some stable
URI identification scheme will allow unambiguous identification of an im-
age and its metadata. Creating these objects is a clearly defined task with
scholarly value, requiring a number of high-end technical and bibliographic
skills that can be executed as an independent task (cf. e.g. Hughes 2004, in
particular part 2, chapter 8). On top of this first digitization layer, a layer
for primary transcription is stacked. The only input this layer requires is the
output of the previous layer: a digital image and its bibliographic metadata.
It is the specialized task of this next layer to create initial transcriptions of
the digitized images. To do soOCR (Optical Character Recognition) can be
applied, which will work for modern sources to a high degree of precision
but will usually produce worse and worse results the older the historical re-
source is that an image is derived from.13 The aim of this initial transcription
layer is not to provide a transcription that is completely trustworthy from a
scholarly perspective, but to provide quick access to the textual and pictorial
content of the digital images. These initial transcriptions have no author-
itative scholarly status of any kind. The rationale for this layer is that not
all research needs high-end quality transcriptions, and that often even poor
OCR is enough for textmining systems to create somehigh-level overviewof
what is available in a particular set of resources, or to isolate documents that
might be connected to particular topics. The idea here is thus to preempt the
very long turnaround of creating the highest quality scholarly transcriptions
and editions that require much more time for meticulous and authorized
scholarly editing. While not denying the value of such editing the initial tran-
scription layer provides early open access to initial – likely imprecise but for
some scholarly tasks sufficient – digital transcriptions of document images.
Although mechanized transcriptions might not carry a scholarly authorita-
tive stamp of quality, they do have scholarly value that is added in isolation
in this particular layer.
13It should be noted that the technology of HTR (Handwritten Text Recognition) as

applied, for instance, in Transkribus (https://transkribus.eu/Transkribus/) and crowd-
sourcing solutions as applied, for instance, in Vele Handen (https://velehanden.nl/) are
working miracles to mitigate these limitations.
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The general approach will be clear by now: the “spekkoek”model adds layer
upon layer, where each layer is associated with a specific scholarly task that
adds scholarly value and quality to the historical resource. On top of the
raw transcription layer one can imagine a layer in the stack where rough
and mechanized transcriptions would be improved by human transcribers.
These might be experts knowledgeable about specific script in the case of
ancient or medieval documents, in other cases transcribing could be crowd-
sourced to volunteers. ELaborate was envisioned to play a major role in this
layer. The layer above that would be where predominantly the scholarly edi-
tors ofHuygens INGwould be involved. Theywould correct transcriptions
based on their expert paleographic, historical-linguistic and subject knowl-
edge. In a next layer they would add annotations. And so forth. In theory
the topmost layer, through a kind of bubbling-up process, should see the
emergence of high-end scholarly-validated authoritative editions of histori-
cal sources.

8.2.14 About Another Failed Dialogue

Implementing thismodel as a solid and sharedmethodology in theHuygens
Institute never succeeded. But it was in fact never a set aim. Sketching out
the model was foremost a first attempt at making explicit, comparable, and
discussable the large number of “idiolectic”methods that were rooted in for-
mal scholarly training as much as in individual experience and tacit knowl-
edge. We carefully refrained from initiating a discussionwith a premeditated
opinion that the methods in use were invalid with regard to digital media or
that they were in any scholarly understanding flawed. The intention was
to seek consensus for a model by inviting scholarly editors to an institute-
wide discussion. Preliminary work for the discussion was to be done by a
working group that would generate an inventory of editing methods in use
in the institute. From this common ground a suggestion would arise about
how to amend the existing methods with a digital counterpart. The goal
was to find true consensus on an inclusive digitally-remediatedmethod. Lex
assigned me the task of tabling the topic of a shared digital method and I in-
tended it to be a true remediation (Bolter andGrusin 2000:60; Karlsson and
Malm 2004:13). That is: not just a medium shift but also a renegotiation of
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the method with regard to the differences between the media involved. Lex
would probably not put it in STS terms like this, but I am convinced that
his sincere intention was also to work towards consensus. Even though we
realized that some darlings of methodologymight be hurt in the process, we
were convinced that enough advantages and advances in the digital method
would make the collateral damage bearable, even worthwhile for all scholars
and scholarly editors involved.

Thediscussionwentnowhere however. Thediscussion got desperately stuck
in endless reiterations of the same arguments. And it appeared to be impos-
sible to find even the simplest thing in various methodologies that looked
sufficiently similar to have the scholars agree that it could be defined as a
generalizable task that might be digitally remediated. In all, seven prepara-
tory meetings were organized. But failing to find some common thread and
being deadlocked in repeated argument, the initiative petered out and was
eventually abandoned.

Several external reasons might be put forward to explain why this happened.
No formal resources have ever been appointed to the initiative, for instance,
although a methodological discussion was bolted down even in the official
research program of the Huygens ING (Wals et al. 2012:23–26). There was
no budget, time-wise nor funding-wise, that allowed participants to account
hours spent on work for the discussion group. Participation was voluntary
and time and effort spent would be silently covered by departments’ bud-
gets. It was expected that the intellectual exercise and obvious relevance of
the methodological discussion for the future praxis of digital textual schol-
arship at the Huygens ING would be sufficient incentive for senior scholars
to participate. And in fact initial participation indeed involved a group of
highly visible and experienced researchers of which a large contingent also
thought digital methods were something to be seriously considered and ex-
amined as a means of practice for the future work at the institute. But the
informality of it all ensured that any intellectual effort for theworking group
became at best an afterthought for scholars that were without exception con-
tinuously being overburdened by deadlines on overly long to-do lists and be-
ing flooded by urgent interventions in whichever project they were working
on.
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8.2.15 About Incommensurabilities

However, even if lack of formal project space and support might have
accelerated the demise of this initiative, I do not believe these were major
causes. More important were intrinsic methodological incommensura-
bilities. It was clear from the repetitious discussion that even though all
textual scholars were working on texts and documents, each and everyone’s
methodology only coincided on a very abstract level. For instance, Selection
of sources is an important step for every scholarly editor. But it matters
what the selection pertains too. It matters if you are involved with the
edition of twentieth century novels or with medieval scholarship.

Marita Mathijsen explains that determining who actually wrote a particular
text obviously influences whether it will become part of the editors selection
or not (Mathijsen 2003; also cf. Greetham 1994 again) . But this can play
out dramatically differently on a practical level. In the case of a highly suc-
cessful twentieth century dead Dutch white male novelist like, for instance,
Willem Fredrik Hermans, the “enormously rich personal archive” and “fas-
cinating […] correspondence between [the author] and his publishers, his
fellow writers, his literary friends, and his enemies” provide a plethora of in-
formation about the authorial process (cf. Kegel 2016). This creates its own
problems of bias and subjectivity, but it at least allows for some argument
grounded in abundant paratext on what to select for a scholarly edition and
what to exclude. In other, usually more historical cases even determining
who wrote what is difficult. Various anonymously written manuscripts (so
called “witnesses”) containing a particular text must be compared to estab-
lish what should be selected and edited (Mathijsen 2003:123–124). In such
cases textual scholarship may become as much bibliographic archaeology as
editing the text (cf. Westgeest 2001 for a particular interesting case).

Thus what looks commensurate on an abstract level, i.e. selection, means
vastly different scholarly processes on a practical level. More importantly
the historical case violates the assumption about neatly separable scholarly
tasks. The genealogical provenance work requires highly skilled and special-
ized knowledge of both the historical text and genealogical methods – con-
sider stemmatology for instance – which is only present in a handful of ex-
perts. But in the layer model the resulting knowledge (cf. Westgeest 2001
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again) also has consequences for metadata in other layers, e.g. the layer of
collection formation and the layer of digital imaging. This does not neces-
sarily invalidate the model itself, but does show its limited encapsulation of
the actual praxis and dynamics of textual scholarship..

Thus even if two scholars agree that what both do at some point in the edito-
rial process can be called, for instance, “transcription”, the actual practice of
“transcribing” may be two rather incommensurable activities: the one being
executed in some archive with pen and paper next to a box full of scraps of
documents, the other being carried out behind two computer screens, one
with a word processor open and the other depicting a digitized microfilm.
The very nature and properties of the documents and the texts that they
contain differentiate what “transcription” means. For one scholar it means
knowing Middle Dutch grammar, dialectic variation, and lexicography by
heart, andbeing an expert paleographer ofmedievalDutchmanuscripts. For
another it means developing intimate knowledge of the handwriting in the
diaries and letters of a modern author, and amassing sufficient contempo-
rary contextual knowledge on topics that the author wrote about, to be able
in the end to translate idiolect phrasings written in a peculiar, hermetic, per-
sonal stenographic system.

8.2.16 About a Digital Tool Breaking Down

A series of discussion meetings can hardly be called a key moment. Key pro-
cess seems more suitable as a label. This process in any case made me experi-
ence something I had never witnessed: failure of abstraction.

Abstraction is one of software engineering’s most powerful tools. It is a
method of modeling by which many particulars can be molded from an ab-
stracted super class. Imagine, for instance, one is developing a drawing pro-
gram that can create circles, rectangles, and triangles. One can construct
three distinct objects, each of these having lines of code to position the spe-
cific shape, to draw it, scale, fill, store, delete it, and so forth. But many of
these actions are not specific for either shape. This is most easy to see for
e.g. positioning, deleting, and storing: the information whether we are talk-
ing about a circle, a rectangle, or a triangle is irrelevant to the position of the
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centre point, the deleting of the object’s digital information, or the storage
thereof on a hard disk. From an engineering point of view it is therefore con-
venient and efficient to create a super class, e.g. one called “Shape”, that has
functions with specific lines of code for positioning, deleting, and storing.
All specific shapes will then be created as “offspring” objects from this super
class, and they will inherit the functions for deletion, positioning etc. Only
particulars unique to the specific shape then need to be expressed as lines of
code in the object associated with the specific shape. Thus Shape-Triangle
will have different code in a function called “draw” than Shape-Rectangle,
but theywill share the exact same lines of code for the function “delete”. One
can dispute endlessly whether abstraction is fundamentally an inductive or
deductive approach. Most likely an inductive or deductive propensity is de-
pendent on individual choices by programmer. When coding myself I tend
to think of my theorizing about the world as deduction and about my prac-
tice of coding as induction.

The salient point of this with regard to themethodological discussion on tex-
tual scholarship was that this method failed utterly when trying to create ab-
stractions for the activities of textual scholars. It is rather straightforward to
define commonly-understood abstract tasks in textual scholarship: selection
of sources, reading sources, transcription, annotation, and so forth. How-
ever, once one delves below that level one is immediately confronted with
a garden of forking paths that is different for every combination of scholar
and source, as the example of transcription above illustrated.

Failure of a tool is an excellent opportunity for learning (McCarty 2005:41–
43). This failure of abstraction and the process of experiencing it up close
in these meetings was key in understanding how hermeneutic the practice
of textual scholars actually is. It is hermeneutics to its deepest core, it finest
veins, its smallest act. If hermeneutics was turtles, it would be turtles all the
way down. The scholar that develops an intimate knowledge of the hand-
writing in the diaries and letters of a modern author, does so not just to be
able to read the handwriting for transcription. Through the very experience
of learning to read and then reading the manuscript the scholar develops a
sense for the author’s style of writing, and for the content, topics, events re-
counted in the text, and so forth. The point of which is not just to be able
to create the transcription. The reading experience also create affordances
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for later annotation of the text and for analytical reasoning on the author’s
developing thoughts.

8.2.17 About the Integrated Nature of Textual Scholarship

The toughest argument against supporting hermeneutics digitally is thus
hermeneutics itself: it requires intimate engagementwith a text or document
in all possible aspects. It requires experiencing its verymateriality, the feel for
how the sign on the page was formed, how words were strung together. It
requires an abundance of contextual knowledge, annotating without end,
reading and rereading. Only this experience results in a foundational knowl-
edge of all the aspects of a text fromwhich a viable process of interpretation
can start. The back and forth between conceptually charting the meaning
of a text on a high level and the minute inspection of a comma that could
change that meaning: this is the hermeneutic method.

It is exactly this intimate engagement with all aspects of a text as a whole
that one forgoes if one “topples” this process and tries to pull it apart into
a series of different tasks, each embedded in some isolated technical layer at-
tributedwith a number of dedicated skills. The decoupling of scholarly tasks
that would be required to realize the digital scaling of the academic work
would also eradicate the hermeneutic aspect of that work. With hermeneu-
tics you cannot have your cake and eat it. Inmanagerial terms the hermeneu-
tic process is an integrated vertical process. It requires from a task owner
a specific skillset that is dictated by a specific resource. The process gener-
ates new knowledge about a text by progressing through each layer of the
“spekkoek” model. This process is not straightforward progressive but iter-
ates many times between layers (tasks). Eventually the process yields a suffi-
cient reservoir of knowledge to produce a scholarly-viable interpretation of
a text.

The task-oriented horizontal model assumes that scholarly knowledge can
be added independently in each layer. But I found that this is only true to
a very limited extent. The first layer of digitization requires technical skills,
bibliographic knowledge, and possibly scholarly knowledge on book history
and paleography. This might be done in an isolated layer. Also the next
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level, OCR’ing the text, might still be done in isolation. However, progress-
ing one more level up towards transcription, the correcting of the OCR’d
pages requires expert scholarly knowledge of the language, script, and prob-
ably also content of the text. This kind of scholarly expertise is not widely
available, and it is rather likely that the paleographic knowledge needed in
the primary digitization layer for a specific document is tacit knowledge of a
person that will also be needed for the transcription in the third layer. Mov-
ing upward through the layered model increasingly more knowledge of the
underlying layers is needed to create valid interpretations of the text at hand.
An argument might be made that once a corrected text is available – a so-
called diplomatic transcript – annotation could be done independently of
the creation of the diplomatic text. However, in practice the creation of the
diplomatic transcript is part of a process that generates a large amount of
knowledge about what could and should be annotated to ensure a sufficient
understanding of the text. Vice versa the questions that result from trying
to transcribe the text drives contextualizing research that overlaps consider-
ably with the annotation task. Moreover, even if the creation of a so called
critical text might be completely decoupled from the basic transcription, the
work in this layer is still strongly coupled to a higher-level interpretation of
the text, because the annotations are the evidentiary material that a textual
scholar gathers to produce a scholarly-viable interpretation of the text.

Thus hermeneutics and the praxis of textual scholarship are deeply inter-
twined. That is: every scholarly task related to a certain document and a
certain text is a contribution to the practical part of hermeneutics, which is
interpretation. This praxis – and thus hermeneutics – is very much embod-
ied in textual scholars with years of practice and with actual work on a spe-
cific historical resource. The uniqueness and heterogeneity of historical doc-
umentary and textual sources combines with a uniquely-experienced body
enacting hermeneutics that together result in a unique method applied to
edit a unique text. Although that method can be understood in the abstract
and general terms of scholarly tasks, these tasks are not neatly progressive in
time nor is their actualization identical each time when the tasks are enacted.
Rather they are imbricated, and they iterate and adapt continuously until
such time as an edition can be said to be “finished”.

This intertwined and highly resource-attuned nature of hermeneutics is, I
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claim, the direct cause of the futility of our attempt to remodel the editing
process as a stack of unproblematically unrelated layers associated with indi-
vidual scholarly tasks. For a long time we sought the cause with the textual
scholars – perceiving their attitude as resistance to change. The discussion
meetings were in part a result of the Huygens Institute merging with the
Institute for the History of the Netherlands. The Huygens Institute had a
strong history in text criticism and literary editing, while the Institute for the
History of the Netherlands had its roots in a tradition of documentary edit-
ing. The discussion groupwas therefore also aimed at harmonizing these dif-
ferent approaches. It appeared from the ongoing discussions however, that
the scholars were dead set on pointing out the incommensurability of the
two, as it seemed that either species of textual scholar was only able to talk
about the differences and specificity of their scholarly practices. The merger
of the institutes thus caused the discussion group to be about a threefold
methodological merger: the merger of two different approaches to scholarly
editing and themerger of those with a digital approach to editing. For a long
time this reinforced my thinking that the complexity of the process and in
part a resistance from the scholars to digital techniques in general were to
blame for the lack of progress in the discussion and the impossibility to har-
monize methods.

From a higher-level managerial perspective it is indeed hard to see where the
differences are between documentary editing and literary editing or textual
criticism. All editors themselves agree that there are similar tasks in all schol-
arly editing processes. How then can it be so hard to harmonize these task a
little? The differences are apparent in the individual praxis of textual schol-
ars, but they are hard to spot for those who seek harmonization and effi-
ciency on an organizational level where only the labels of the abstract tasks
are visible. Thuswhatwe failed to see is that each scholarly editing project be-
low the level of abstract tasks indeed explodes in a melee of specific subtasks
that are highly attuned to the material at hand.
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8.2.18 About the Real Problem

Suppose however that things had been different. Suppose that the discus-
sion group at the level of merging two distinct traditions of scholarly editing
would have found complete agreement and harmony – supposedly because
the traditions were somehow indeed commensurable. Wouldwe in that case
have been able to successfully digitally remediate this methodology accord-
ing to a model of layered and independent tasks? Again with the power of
hindsight: no, we would not have been able to do so.

Recall thatmanagement had two goals inmindwhen it suggested to create a
“digital edition machine”. The first was scaling up the production of schol-
arly editions, or at the very least minimizing the turnaround for (digitized)
scholarly resources becoming available for further study by researchers other
than the editor. At the same time it wanted scholarly editions to become
more accessible. “Accessible” in this case could mean two things. Either edi-
tions from the institute would need to be more affordable than the forbid-
dingly expensive print editions – that were so expensive due to the scholarly
effort needed, which combined with the low number of copies printed and
sold, as they were often targeting small numbers of specialists. Or it would
mean making editions digitally accessible in open access. Digital scholarly
editions were seen as technology that would actually serve both these pur-
poses: affordable and accessible editions.

Digital technology is excellent at scaling. Once a suitable model has been
found for the data or a process it is a formidable tool to reproduce the mod-
eled task or product in staggering quantities with dazzling speed. It can do
so where either data or process are uniform or generalizable enough so that
it can repeat identical operations on similar data under the same constraints.
The trouble with textual scholarship is that this never happens, neither at
the level of theword, nor at the level of the text. The hermeneutics of textual
scholarship is deeply intertwined with the heterogeneity of its data. Deter-
mining what someword in a text means is dependent on the language of the
word, the knowledge of the linguistic context of that word, the cultural con-
text of the text, and often also on what is on the page: could these written or
typed glyphs actually signal another word, maybe? Reading, transcription,
and interpretation are thus interdependent tasks. If one was nevertheless to
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isolate each task in a layer, assuming it would therefore somehow become
scalable, you would find that the task would need a different combination
of language, reading, and cultural expertise each time. In such a process there
is nothing to be abstracted, nothing to be generalized. Would one neverthe-
less take to abstraction, then one would eradicate the hermeneutic aspect of
the process, or in other words the point of the scholarship involved (i.e. in-
terpretation). A real risk, had we pushed forward, would have been that the
constraints of the chosen technology would have become leading. Because
the technology can only scale a uniform process based on uniform patterns
in data, the actual scholarly process or the scholarly data gets adapted in such
ways that the technology will be able to scale it. This is a particularly perni-
cious corollary of the promise of scale that is characteristic of software engi-
neering – the technology does not scale the actual process or data of scholar-
ship, but an abstracted form that is tractable for the technology.

The conclusion must be that current software engineering approaches and
current general-purpose computer languages are not adequate to scale schol-
arly editingwithout losing some of its hermeneutic essence. What is possible
is supporting scholarly editing in a computer-supported collaborative work
fashion, which is by and large as far as eLaborate got. It facilitates a rather
convenient way to produce digital-born scholarly editions by shortcutting
the tedious task of marking up a digital transcription in the form of TEI-
XML while keeping the ability to annotate text. But eLaborate does not
scale the core intellectual and skilled process of scholarly editing. It merely
enforces an abstracting away from the more precise hermeneutic tool that
TEI-XML might be. By doing so it might shorten the turnaround of a dig-
ital scholarly edition becoming available online, though I think this has not
been convincingly shown in practice. But even if it did, it did so mostly by
enforcing a particular uniformity of look and feel of the editions. A uniform
typography that lessened the ability of scholarly editors to put the look and
feel of their editions in service of a scholarly grounded interpretation of the
text (cf. Andrews and Van Zundert 2018).

Many, myself included, have claimed that the key to battling this problem
is in increasing the digital literacy of textual scholars (cf. e.g. Ramsay 2011a,
Smith 2012, Van Zundert 2018). Chapters 5 and 6 of this book also speak to
this idea. That is: teach scholars to code so that GUI based solutions like
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eLaborate that necessarily enforce a certain uniformmodel of scholarly edit-
ing and edition onto the scholar are no longer needed. Instead textual schol-
ars, empowered towield general-purpose computer languages, would in that
case code and publish their own digital scholarly editions without the inter-
ventionofGUIbased tools. And although I remain a strong advocate for the
idea that all humanities scholars should at least acquire fluency inone general-
purpose computer language, I do not think this would fundamentally solve
the problem. Because, as Annamaria Carusi pointed out so hyperbolically,
current general-purpose computer languages are almost without exception
so-called first-order languages. Although it is rather crudely put and not en-
tirely correct, it is also not an exaggeration to say that such languages only
support boolean (binary) reasoning. At the very least their make-up invites
a developer to tackle any problem as a boolean operation, even if it is quite
possible to implementmore subtle forms of reasoningwith general-purpose
computer languages.

A rhetoric of scale and speed is prevalent in mainstream software engineer-
ing which is driven by a plain vanilla type of application of first-order com-
puter language in combination with a logic of process automation. This is a
type of software engineering that is rooted in a limited binary apprehension
of the capabilities of first-order logic for data modeling and analysis, where
processes and data typically are modeled after the question of whether strin-
gent, i.e. boolean, comparisons can be made. The basic rhetoric structure of
this type of coding is “if X equals Y then Z will be done”, where “equals” is
defined in absolute terms: either the condition is fully met or completely vi-
olated, e.g. “if year is larger than 1066 then label ‘post Norman Conquest’ ”.
This discrete logic breaks down on hermeneutic requirements. An inference
such as “if genre is Bildungsroman then label ‘literary’ ” is not supported be-
cause humanistic categories are rarely absolute but rather more often have
unclear, intersubjective, and overlapping boundaries.

It is the boolean nature of general-purpose computer languages that causes
uninspired software to be rather demanding with respect to the uniformity
of data and process if it is to scale data transformation or analysis, because in
its most basic form boolean logic and process automation do not deal well
with imprecision, uncertainty, heterogeneity of data, and ambiguity of infor-
mation. The uniforming nature of current general-purpose computer lan-
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guages proliferates through much of the reasoning supported or expressed
by it, simply because it is de facto the easiest way to program reasoning in
these languages, and it is much harder to do anything else. Arguably the
majority of industrially-produced software falls within this category because
mass production favors uniform processes and products. Such industry soft-
ware is meanwhile a dominant shaping power in society (cf. e.g. Berry 2014)
andmightwell be seen as a pernicious formof Foucault’s disciplining powers
(Foucault 1995[1975]).

There are actually ways to circumvent an uninspired application of
computer languages, even with the currently most-used general-purpose
programming languages (such as Java, Python, Ruby, C#, JavaScript, etc.).
There are, for instance, mathematical approaches to deal with uncertainty
in the form of probabilistic models (e.g. Bayesian models and networks).
These models, well known in the field of natural language processing
(Cohen 2016), could well be applied to more hermeneutic reasoning
regarding historical textual resources. Knowledge at the fronts and fringes
of mathematics and logic bare promise of forms of logic that are better
equipped to deal with incomplete, imprecise, and ambiguous information.
Modal logic (Pratt 1980; Mastop 2011), possible worlds models (Fagin et
al. 1995), and grey information theory (Lin, Chen, and Liu 2004) have all
forwarded possible solutions to deal with data and information in ways
that relate far closer to hermeneutics than first-order logic proper. All
of these, however, remain in the realm of speculative research and none
have produced generally available usable software libraries yet. But these
advances do show that current programming paradigms need not be the be
all and end all of the application of computation in textual scholarship, as
has been noted by some scholars (Thaller 2018; Van Zundert 2018).

As for eLaborate and the layered model…Wewere trying to model and scale
the scholarly process of applying hermeneutics, but we did so by computa-
tionally providing a digital mimesis of a few rather mundane scholarly tasks
and concepts – such as text, transcription, and annotation. By doing so we
were enacting a mere feat of cargo cult: we mimicked a few externally visual
traces of the hermeneutic work of which the essence is rather a cognitive pro-
cess in the bodies of textual scholars. Given the severe technical limitations
of our computational tools, we would not even come close to representing
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or modeling human interpretation. One could object that this was never
the goal, and that realizing CSCW was indeed achieved. That is a fallacy:
the very intention was to scale scholarly textual editing. We – all those in-
volved – never truly realized that this implied scaling the cognitive process
of hermeneutics. Attaining that implied objective was futile from the start,
given the sticks and rocks we have for tools.

Ifwe are indeed to strive for a computational hermeneutics thatwill require a
far more intimate and deeply involved engagement with quite fundamental
forms of computing, logic, and mathematics, both on the part of computer
science mutatis mutandis software engineering and on the part of textual
scholarship. It will require a sincere shift of minds within these two inter-
acting domains, and the courage to do so mutually and respectfully. Engi-
neers should dare to admit that current software tools – and even the com-
puter languages in which they are written(!) – are severely limited with re-
gard tomodeling and reasoning about complex intersubjective information,
and subsequently that true computational hermeneutics requires vastly im-
proved computational tools. Textual scholars on the other handneed to start
seeing text as an interesting and imprecise form of computational data that
yet should be able to be modeled as digital and mathematical information,
and that may be edited in different ways than just as a remediation of print
text on a digital screen (cf. again Thaller 2018; Van Zundert 2018, as well as
chapter 4 of this dissertation). In all of this eLaborate was a failed attempt,
doomed from its very beginnings. But failed attempts are part of a path to
achievement. Regarding the multidimensional modeling of text the work
by e.g. Ronald Dekker, Elli Bleeker, Bram Buitendijk, Astrid Kulsdom, and
David Birnbaum (Haentjens Dekker et al. 2018) as well as others are mean-
ingful steps on this journey. But there is a long way ahead of us. Even more
ambitious computer science researchwill still be needed to render hermeneu-
tics somewhat computable.

8.3 Conclusion

I came into textual scholarship with a rather hard-nosed “can do” mentality,
reasoning that re-establishing textual scholarship on a digital and computa-
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tional footing should not be much of a bother. This I found after so many
years of experience with textual scholarship: the scientific value of textual
scholarship is in its hermeneutic analysis of texts and this hermeneutics can-
not be adequately expressed or enacted by the current digital technology we
call code.

Three key remarks, I feel, remain to be noted. Not because they contributed
thatmuch tomy findings per se, but because theyprovided independent con-
firmation of those findings coming from non-suspect sources. The first is a
remarkmadebyCarl Posywhen I attended adinner he organized at his house
for the people that had lectured at a workshop at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. (Consult Posy 2013 for an example of his work on the philosophy
of mathematics.) We were discussing various topics surrounding digital hu-
manities and textual analysis, and at some point Carl remarked: “It is not so
much about computation as it is about computability.” This remark signi-
fied for me that there is good reason to relate the domain of scholarship to
computation. In the same sense that Anne Beaulieu wanted to examine the
rather unquestioned dynamic between software engineering and computer
science on the onehand andhumanities on the other, Carl Posy invitedme to
consider that maybe the humanities hold rather more interesting challenges
for computer science than just as an application ground for what computer
science can do today. The questions that scholarship can put to computer
science are hard andmuchmore interesting than scholars tend to think: they
highlight the still limited abilities to reason computationally about human-
istic information.

The second one is related to reading Willard McCarty’s “Humanities
Computing”, where he argues that the moment we learn something is the
moment our digital technology fails and errors out (McCarty 2005:41–43).
This wisdom goes back toHeidegger obviously (cf. Heidegger 2010:334–348
[1953]) and was not essentially new to me. However, it did put me in a
state of mind where I started to consider computer languages as a failure
instead of as a solution, certainly with respect to textual scholarship. And
this proved a more fruitful and productive line of thought than simply
regarding computation, computer languages, and digital data as an answer
to anything.
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The third one is the most recent and came in the form of a blog post by
ManfredThaller (2018). Thaller lucidly describes a number of problems that
render current mainstream computer languages inept for any hermeneutic
purpose, and that the challenge is to come up with a solution for this.

These three remarks combine into what I find a formidable challenge. If it
can be argued, as I did here, that currentmainstream computer languages do
not support hermeneutics because they lack a hermeneutic nature, thenwhy
do we allow that to result in a push on textual scholarship to comply with
the uniform nature of first-order logic? Would it not be far more interesting
and challenging, in a fully interdisciplinary understanding, to devise an ana-
lytical tool in the form of a computer language that is actually hermeneutic
in nature from the bottom up? (Cf. also Van Zundert 2018.) It is not im-
possible, and it is certainly less boring than transforming the analysis of the
human textual record into something uniformly bland.

A few loose ends remain to be tied up. What does this all mean, and how
analytical is this chapter? To start with the latter: is this writing just some
opinionated essay, or is it genuine research? It is analytical in the sense that
I kept to Anderson’s principles for analytical autoethnography (Anderson
2006) as outlined above. I am a complete member of the social world being
studied. If anything this autoethnography is a testament to the deeper-level
reflectivity that Anderson points to: I recorded to the best of my abilities
the influence I had on methodologcial development in textual scholarship
in my academic context and the reciprocal effects of that work on my think-
ing. I think that qualifies as “self-conscious introspection guided by a desire
to better understand both self and others through examining one’s actions
and perceptions in reference to and dialogue with those of others.” Ander-
son’s third requirement is that an autoethnographer should be visible in his
ethnography, and this requirement is why at times this chapter takes on a col-
loquial style. Having a colloquial style seems to be a stock criticism of peer
reviewers of many of my articles anyway. I agree: sometimes I do use a col-
loquial tone. But it is not because I do not know how to wield the so-called
distanced and disinterested academic style. My colloquialism is on purpose,
especially in this autoethnography: I do not want to give the illusion that
my argument is more widely applicable than it is by applying a misplaced
academic generalizing style of writing. In this case all I have as evidence is
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my personal experience and notes – subjective material by definition, but
nevertheless valuable to learn from. I have tried to give voice to the insights
of others, by focusing on key remarks, and I clearly demonstrated how my
beliefs and insights changed through the perspectives and words of others.
I maintained an analytical stance by supporting my narrative of experience
with ample references from the literature. I also kept an analytical attitude by
taking distance from this material in time, by returning to it and rewriting it
several times over a period of two years. I witnessed how all versions became
indeed less self-absorbed, less indulgent, more honest, and more interested
in seeking some truth. The text stopped being aboutwhere Iwanted to go at
some point in time. Instead it became to reflectmy genuine interest inwhere
my topic came from and how I got to think about it the way I do now.

The main conclusion I finally draw from all this is that technological deter-
minism blinds and that curing that blindness is pivotal if we are to see the
real methodological challenge that lies at the intersection of textual scholar-
ship and computer science. In the case I describe there was a strong belief
in innovators in academia that some technology was methodologically bet-
ter than the methods and techniques that existed. This believe was conve-
niently in accord with certain managerial needs. I bracket the managerial
needs as they are not that interesting in my opinion and largely irrelevant
to the main conclusion of my argument. It is this particular blindness of
highly-trained, skilled, and clever professional researchers that intrigues me.
We had not much more going for the innovations we argued than that the
technology was new and digital. It promised scale and speed, but we had no
evidence in any particular academic use case to back that promise up. This at-
titude couldbe calledmild technologicalmyopia still. In the end, confronted
with a stubborn hermeneutic methodological tradition, both textual schol-
ars and engineers learned many valuable lessons I think, even if it meant not
achieving certain hoped for innovations. Thismildmyopia is not something
I am all too worried about. It creates enough friction of its own in pipe-
dream projects to make forced interdisciplinary projects to implode, be it
sometimes at staggering economical and human labor costs. The blindness
I truly worry about lies in an unwillingness to investigate respectfully and
with sincere interest another person’s ideas and perspective. It was only in
eventually digging myself a way into “the textual scholar’s mind” that I, as
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an engineer, could start to see the exact properties of a mismatch in method-
ology. Seeing that, I could acknowledge the invalidity and pretense of an
easy process-oriented digital reshaping of scholarly editing. And it opened
up an intellectual space that allowed me to recognize the – in my opinion –
farmore interesting challenge that textual scholarship can table for computer
science: developing a formal logic and language that fits hermeneutics rather
than shoehorning hermeneutics into current first-order logic languages and
thereby losing it all.

One last concern I want to address. I havemeanwhilemovedmy perspective
so far to the philosophical side of the spectrum that I am at risk of blam-
ing the engineers and computer scientists for said blindness. But I should
stress that I found scholars at least as blind, albeit in a slightly different way.
There is anxiety among scholars that they are not being taken seriously by
software engineers. Many scholars feel intimidated by shiny and hip infor-
mation technology. But this intimidation, aggravated by a false modesty
about the value of some twenty centuries of scholarship methodology, is in-
hibiting in detrimental ways. There is a shared task here and no easy sitting
back. Textual scholars should raise their voices to ensure that the process of
softwarization of text technology progresses responsibly from the perspec-
tive of scholarship. In recounting my experiences, it sounds to me like the
voice of the textual scholars is heard but that it is somehow also not very
present. In chapter 6 of this dissertation I point to the shared accountabil-
ity and responsibility that both scholars and technology innovators have in
methodological innovation. However, it appears to me that often the schol-
ars are kept out of thewind in ethnographicwork inDH.Antonijević’ work,
for instance, at places reads rather apologetically to me where it pertains to
the role of scholars in methodological innovation (Antonijević 2015). But
if engineers indeed have done little to open their minds to the core princi-
ples that underpin hermeneutics, so have the scholars – certainly in my case.
They have been utterly unable to voice their methodology and concerns in
ways that convey the relevant properties to engineers comprehensibly – of-
ten because the underlying assumption is that engineers will not or will not
want to understand. Textual scholars should realize that their aims andwork
bear formidable challenge for computer science engineers, but that it is also
their responsibility to develop and expose these ideas in ways that make the
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challenge clear. Putting that responsibility in the hands of engineers alone is
capitulating to a technological deterministic mindset that will render textual
scholarship irrelevant when more and more text becomes part of a digital
medium. The proper form of digital hermeneutics requires scholars to care
about computational literacy and to invest in learning what computational
literacy really might do for them. The best way forward is a dialogue, not a
monologue as some suggest (Bordalejo 2018; Robinson 2013c).
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Conclusion

The overarching claim I make with this dissertation is that there is a
knowledge space between software engineering and textual scholarship
that is undertheorized, academically underdeveloped, and intellectually
undervalued. The following summary of themost important conclusions of
the prior chapters will serve to substantiate this claim. The primary subject
of this work as a whole is the interaction between software engineering and
textual scholarship, as explained in the introduction (chapter 1). The second
chapter, delving into hermeneutics, provided a theoretical background,
while chapters three and four are essentially case studies of this interaction,
pertaining to the creation of digital scholarly editions and the creation
of related tools in the context of the Huygens Institute. The following
chapters reflect on this and similar work and are more concerned with
questioning academic authority, critique, and evaluation in the context of
software development in textual scholarship. The research underpinning
this dissertation is strongly interdisciplinary work and it will probably be
clear by now that the main argument and conclusions of each chapter do
not fall neatly inside this or that disciplinary category. For clarity however,
I have tried to gather the conclusions of the various chapters under the
headings of three disciplinary categories or perspectives.

9.1 The Textual Scholarship Perspective

Read as a theoretical and practical study of the problems that exist with
the currently prevalent way of expressing scholarly digital editions in textual
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scholarship, my work provides a rationale for a practical solution. Chapter
3 and 4 theorize from experience the limitations of markup models. These
chapters add to the intellectual work that arose in the context of “the prob-
lem of overlap” in markup languages. On the practical level that problem
may seem trivial to software engineers and digital scholars – and they might
interpret it as a mere conflation of text structure and the structure of XML.
However, the application of XML as a form of markup for text structure
in a purely hierarchical fashion, as it was adopted by the TEI based on a
post hoc rationale by DeRose et al. (1990), caused a lively intellectual debate
about text, structure, meaning, and digital affordances for their expression
(e.g. Buzzetti 2002; DeRose 2004; McGann 2004 etc.). On the basis of this
literature and my own work I conclude that hierarchical markup is an inad-
equate fit to capture and express the multidimensional nature of text. In
chapters 5 and 7 I propose graph models as a technical solution that exceeds
any hierarchical markupmodel in expressiveness. These chapters also report
on some of the practical aspects of my work that contributed to the devel-
opment of the graph model as a more versatile descriptive model for form,
structure, meaning, and interpretation of text and documents. It is exceed-
ingly gratifying to see that the hard and experimental work by me and oth-
ers with regard to graph technologies is slowly finding a toehold in textual
scholarship, as indicated by various publications (e.g. HaentjensDekker and
Birnbaum 2017; Andrews et al. 2018; Neill and Kuczera 2019; Efer 2017) and
conferences such as the annual Graphentechnologien/Graph Technologies
conferences since 2018, initiated by theAkademie derWissenschaftenMainz,
and the 2019 Workshop on Scholarly Digital Editions, Graph Data-Models
and Semantic Web Technologies at the Université de Lausanne).

9.2 Science and Technology Studies Perspective

This dissertation is also the result of Science and Technology Studies labor.
The STS perspective calls attention foremost to the coding work that is re-
lated to graph models and especially the tools producing the graphs, such
as CollateX (chapter 5 and others) and Stemmaweb (chapter 7). The soft-
ware engineering work involved with these graph-oriented approaches pro-
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vides a more precise example of how actual software code impacts textual
scholarship. A paramount difference exists between the “xmlificaton” and
digitization work in textual scholarship and such codework approaches. I
found (cf. chapters 3 and 4) that the use of markup results only in a shal-
low form of remediation which accepts digital technology predominantly
as a way to reproduce a digital metaphor of the book on a computer screen.
However, the algorithmicwork involvedwithCollateX and Stemmaweb sig-
nals a partial shift of agency and control related to scholarly editing. Part of
textual scholarship’s agency and authority shifts, in more covert than overt
ways, first from scholarly editor towards engineer and second, most interest-
ingly I think, from engineer to code (see for this chapter 5, but foremost the
section “The author and the engineer” in chapter 6). This shift of agency and
control is not as absolute as the title of Lev Manovich’s work Software Takes
Command might suggest. Manovich (2013), like Berry (2014), Coyne (1995),
Morozov (2013), and others take rather grand perspectives, arguing how soft-
ware and digital informationmay affect societies as a whole. This sometimes
truly suggests images of software as an omnipresent “invisible hand”. My
STSwork examines the shapingpowerof software code at a decidedly smaller
scale, and finds that code does not truly take over. Rather, some components
of scholarship are trading places. As tedious and error-prone tasks, their con-
trol and the associated agency are delegated from the scholar, via the software
engineer, to software code.

It should be stressed that this process of delegation progresses in a rather un-
observed manner. I witnessed that there is little explicit methodological re-
flection built into either the ad hoc processes or the formal software engineer-
ingmethodology that governs projects where software engineers and textual
scholars collaborate. Slightly covertly therefore, and unintentionally, this
process of delegationpasses over a number of important theoretical,method-
ological and epistemological questions. A number of these matters were in-
vestigated in chapters 5 and 6. Themain conclusion I draw from this work is
that digital textual scholarship and the associated codingwork is in dire need
of a framework for evaluation. Although it has earned me several remarks
that Critical Code Studies, Software Studies, and platforms such as Cultural
Analytics1 long since provide this kind of evaluation, I stand firmly by my

1https://culturalanalytics.org/
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contention: code peer review and academic acknowledgement of code work
are tremendously underdeveloped in textual scholarship and, by extension,
in the humanities. None of these domains and platforms provide precise,
code level, peer review and evaluation. Their engagement with the schol-
arly work is at a level of method that is detached from actual software code
and considers only the analytic results obtained through code. Whether that
code functioned correctly and in accordance with theory and hypotheses is
never evaluated.

The conclusion that the evaluation of coding in textual scholarship is inad-
equate is important, as it pertains to pivotal concerns about who produces
knowledge and how we evaluate that. Currently my case studies in the con-
text of the Huygens Institute, and partly beyond, suggest that most textual
scholars conveniently assume that authority and control over scholarly work
still resides firmly with the scholars – and literature suggests this holds for a
wider scope than just the Huygens Institute (cf. Robinson 2016; Bordalejo
2018). But as I argue in chapter 6, scholarship expressed in code results in the
same appropriation of revisionary authorship as scholarly editing does. Soft-
ware engineers and code bothproduce knowledge, and as such theymust not
be denied a proper form of evaluation and crediting in any academic system.
Both scholars and software engineers should take full responsibility to find
and establish ways that acknowledge the scholarly contribution that code
and programmers make. A formal means of acknowledgment must allow
software engineers – nomatterwhether they are scholars, software engineers,
or both – to be credited and, moreover, accountable for their work.

Another effect that my STS approach to the problem of interaction
between software engineering and scholarship uncovered is the process of
paradigmatic regression: affordances of unknown or new methodology
may become hidden when they are narrowly used to express concepts and
terminology of a prior and more familiar paradigm. The digital interfaces,
especially graphical interfaces, that stand between computational model
and scholar are strange beasts that play a crucial role in this process. They
open up as much as they hide the computational model (cf. chapter 3
and chapter 7). At the same time that they make it useable, they distort
the computational model in ways that provide endless opportunities for
misinterpretation, misunderstanding, and uninformed or plain incorrect
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use of computational tools. Because they are made by humans they
are far from neutral, but they still carry something of a halo of perfect
impartiality because this is, however incorrectly in itself, associated with
digital computing. Computational models are not neutral and their makers
are not perfectly disinterested. Interfaces are loaded and situated. I have
found little to no evidence that collaboration between textual scholars
and software engineers specifically on graphical interfaces results in any
significant methodological gain or diffusion in either direction (cf. chapter
3 and especially chapter 4). If anything, graphical interfaces act more like
fences that keep epistemologies well apart and inhibit methodological
knowledge exchange more than they enable it. I think this “interface effect”
(Galloway 2012) has been especially pernicious in the case of the scholarly
digital edition. The fully representational paradigm that digital textual
scholarship writ large has preferred for digital scholarly editing has been
reaffirmed consistently by skeuomorphic visualization – that is, making the
graphical interface look as closely as possible to a physical book, if possible
down to mimicking cover, paper, and ink. Arguably the benefits of the
tremendous increase in scale of access to (digitized) sources and knowledge
do warrant the equally tremendous economical, technical, and personnel
resources that representational digital scholarly editions require, even if
institutions and scholars still struggle to establish sensible strategies for the
sustainability of scholarly digital objects and infrastructure. However, the
strong regression towards the representational paradigm – powered and
reaffirmed continuously by graphical interfaces – has all but eradicated the
appreciation for actual methodological affordances that might be found
in a genuine interaction between computing and textual scholarship. To
many computing and textual scholarship may seem like irreconcilable foes.
Based on my findings however, my contention is that they are the very two
components that together underpin a paramount task of methodological
scholarship for the next decade: the establishment of a true computational
hermeneutics.
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9.3 The Humanities Computing Perspective

Obviously this dissertation also results from interdisciplinary work in hu-
manities computing. However, increasingly I have difficulty with the term
“interdisciplinary”. Like “interface”, it implies a separation asmuch as it sug-
gests some cross-discipline dynamic. I no longer have a use for this separa-
tion. In fact, I find it unhelpful and bothersome. The neat disciplinary
boundaries that we ourselves maintain place constraints and limits on the
use and application of our collective but distributed knowledge. I am a pro-
fessionally trained programmer, an academically trained textual scholar, and
a novice science and technology studies researcher. It is my own hybrid na-
ture rather than the interdisciplinary nature of my work that allowed me
to assemble the theoretical knowledge (chapters 2, 4, and 6), practical work
(chapters 3 and 5), and experience (chapter 8) that resulted in an understand-
ing of the interaction between software engineering and textual scholarship,
informed bymultiple perspectives. This in turn allows me forcefully to con-
clude that there is indeed a terrifying gap between software engineering and
textual scholarship. This is the intellectual space I aimed at in the first para-
graph of this conclusion – an intellectual space that is undertheorized, un-
derdeveloped, and undervalued. It is the knowledge space of computational
hermeneutics.

Mostly by way of chapters 2 and 8 I have argued in more detail how central
hermeneutics is to textual scholarship. An understanding and practice of
computational hermeneutics becomesurgent in a society and culture increas-
ingly producing its textual legacy through digital text and its digital-native
relative: code. It is therefore both surprising and disappointing how little
interest there is either in computer science, software engineering, or textual
scholarship for the computability of hermeneutics. Scholars have called at-
tention to digital hermeneutics (e.g. Capurro 2010; Frabetti 2012; Meister
1995; Thaller 2018), but a rigorous theoretical and applied program of scien-
tific investigation involving the three related disciplines – computer science
(including software engineering), textual scholarship, and science and tech-
nology studies – remains wanting.

I have found four main factors that inhibit the various disciplines from pro-
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gressing productively into this space. The first is the fully representational
paradigm and associated technologies of markup that digital textual scholar-
ship has championed as its prime philosophy. A computational hermeneu-
tics for textual scholarship at the very least requires scholars to appreciate the
differences in nature and behavior of digital text, its relation to code, and es-
pecially the precise performative nature of codewith its dual guise of text and
executable. However, textual scholarship appears singularly interested in
bookish screen essentialism. The fully representational paradigm gives rise
to the second main factor: an exaggerated attention to (XML) encoding of
texts inwhat little digital humanities education there is in textual scholarship.
Although evermore digital humanitiesminors andmasters have sprung into
existence, attention to code and coding is – especially in the Dutch situation
– negligible. But code literacy is an essential skill for the next generation of
textual scholars (cf. Vee 2013).

Third, computer science (and especially its practical counterpart, industry
level software engineering) and textual scholarship sustain a rhetoric that
causes amyopic understanding of computing and its uses for textual scholar-
ship. Scholars predominantly sustain a rhetoric of reductiveness about com-
putationalmethods. While it is true thatmachine learning, natural language
processing, and stylometrics, for instance, are currently rather reductive tech-
niques, this does not mean at all that code must ever be reductive. However,
merely pointing this out continually (Johanna Drucker is a well known pro-
ponent of this type of rhetoric) is only of limitedly help. Technologists aggra-
vate this situationby emphasizing a rhetoric of speed and scale, bymystifying
code (which is actually a rather straightforward semiotics to describe objects
and actions), and by sustaining a lack of interest in the potential hermeneu-
tic forms of coding. Attention for possible hermeneutic forms of computer
code in scholarship is equallyminimal, with the odd notable exception, such
as Manfred Thaller (2018).

Lastly, institutional knee-jerk reactions hardly help. It is still too difficult
to amass academic credit for digital objects and coding work. This problem
is annoyingly persistent. Added to this is an institutional preference for
outdated organizational philosophies and structures. Nowhere do I see
this dividing force more up close than in the Huygens Institute, now
part of the Amsterdam Humanities Cluster. Continuous reorganizations
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have reaffirmed the boundaries between scholarship and research on the
one hand and software engineering on the other. The organizational
charts of the successive Constantijn Huygens Institute, Huygens Institute,
Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands, and the Humanities
Cluster have consistently reaffirmed through old-fashioned organizational
boundaries who is allowed to produce – or rather who will be credited with
having produced – scientific knowledge, and who is not. These boundaries
have consistently separated scientific programmers from their scholarly
colleagues. Rather than being embedded in research departments they
have been increasingly put at an ever-increasing distance from researchers.
The separation resulting from such a professionalization of IT services also
results in token reaffirmation of these boundaries through ticket systems,
administrative resource management requirements, product managers, and
so forth. Rather than providing for interdisciplinary work and hybridiza-
tion of knowledge and skills, this organizational inertia obviously does little
to contribute to methodological innovation.

However, I want to close this dissertation on a more upbeat tone. I repeat
that I am a professionally trained programmer, an academically trained
textual scholar, and a novice science and technology studies researcher.
Through my studies and experiences at the Huygens Institute and beyond,
over more than fifteen years, I have learned an enormous amount about
the interaction between software engineers and textual scholars. The same
context, problematic as it sometimes may be, challenges me to keep learning
every day, which is a blessing that I am tremendously thankful for. STS
method has taught me how to reflect analytically on this ongoing work.
These reflections have enabled me to venture beyond my initial personal
preoccupations, to look harder, and to question more earnestly. It has been
the multidisciplinary context that brought the contours of a “computa-
tional hermeneutic void” to my attention. My hope is that this dissertation
contributes to an acknowledgement of the intellectual space that exists
between computer science and textual scholarship. My expectation is that
one day textual scholarship, computer science, and software engineering
will truly meet each other in this space. My wish is to explore that space
and to understand this beast called “computational hermeneutics” while
walking with it.
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–Joris van Zundert
Utrecht, 9 September 2019
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Hermeneutics, or the theory and method of interpretation, has a long his-
tory that is deeply intertwined with the philosophical and exegetic roots of
the type of textual scholarship that developed in Europe. Postmodern rela-
tivism and the transient, shapeshifting nature of digital technology are dis-
concerting forces for a textual scholarship in this tradition that is concerned
with human culture memory function and that is therefore fact and stabil-
ity oriented. However, stability is romantic. Any textual scholarship work
must succumb to what could be called the “hermeneutic condition” – there
exists nothing but interpretation.

When moving towards post-digital forms of interpretation, understanding
the relation between hermeneutics, textual scholarship, and digital technol-
ogy is an urgent and important academic need. An intimate understanding
of digital code and how it affects textual scholarship is needed, but no struc-
tural scientific agenda to do so exists. In part this is the result of a lingering
uneasiness between those scholars with a vested interest in digital (or “quan-
titative”) approaches and those on the “qualitative” side of the spectrum.
This methodological anxiety becamemore profound in the last two decades
of the twentieth century and inhibited a sincere discourse concerning digi-
tal hermeneutics to develop within the digital humanities (DH). More re-
cently some inroads seem to develop (cf. work by e.g. Rockwell, Stephen
Ramsay, and Rafael Capurro). However, in debates there is still a tendency
to reduce the potential of computation to a methodology of quantification
and reduction (with, for instance, Johanna Drucker as a strong proponent
of this argument). DH has a nature that is more hybrid than these debates
suggest and there is not an a priori discontinuity with the hermeneutic tra-
ditions. Even if many computational methods in DH today lean towards
quantified and reductive techniques, formalizations and analysis patterns
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are not hermeneutics‐free. Just as philological practice fundamentally can-
not escape hermeneutics, neithermodeling nor quantification can escape the
hermeneutics involved in choosing the assumptions on which their formal-
izations are based, nor can they escape the hermeneutics involved with the
interpretation of their results. Thus, as Katherine Hayles states, the tension
between algorithmic analysis and hermeneutic close reading should not be
overstated. However, a real challenge is, as inter alia David Berry and Feder-
ica Frabetti point out, that we need to understand the internal hermeneutics
of code and computational methods to their core. We can only gain this un-
derstanding from a deep intimate engagementwith “digitality” and software
code itself.

Particular effects of the interaction between digital technology and textual
scholarship do little to further this engagement. These effects may be un-
covered using science and technology studies methods that offer a frame-
work to systematically observe and reflect on scientific processes. In doing
so, it appears that, for instance, a graphical user interface suggests a fictitious
transparency of model and paradigm. The graphical interface is as much an
opaque barrier to the internal paradigm of a system as it is a means of engag-
ing with that very system. The interface is not themodel, but a visualization
that adds its own limitations, interpretations, and affordances. If interfaces
are mostly formulated as expressions of an existing paradigm, they may well
inhibit the appreciation and adoption of the affordances of newmodels and
paradigms. This is for instance the case in textual scholarship where most
digital editions are essentially digital remediations of books. They are based
on a fully mimetic representational philosophy in which the digital edition
is nothing more or less than a visualization that mimics as closely as possible
the physical print document, which negates the affordances of other possible
models. This effect I call paradigmatic regression, and it provides one expla-
nation why extremely little experimentation with alternative modeling pos-
sibilities are found in textual scholarship. Such experimentation could even
be based on very elementary and widely available Web technology. HTTP-
links could be used tomodel intertextuality, for instance, which is a potential
that has been pointed out well also within the textual scholarship commu-
nity by, for example, George Landow and Theodor Nelson. Of course this
paradigmatic effect is also linked to the conscience theoretical and practical
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choices that textual scholarsmake, both individually and as an academic com-
munity. The strong document-mimetic tenets of TEI-XML and the invia-
bility of, for instance, the “social edition” suggest that these choices are in a
certain sense conservative and in favor of a paradigm inwhich the ownership
of the edition is still fully appropriated by the scholarly editor and in which
the model is dominated by the format and limitations of the codex.

There is little evidence that the interaction between textual scholarship and
digital technology results in significantmethodological change. An expected
effect of such change would be the development of a methodological pidgin
and the exchange of technical andmethodological vocabulary. The case stud-
ies presented in this thesis –mostly in the context of research at theHuygens
Institute – do not provide examples of such exchange beyond some project
management terminology that does not strictly relate to textual scholarship
methods or computational analysis. What change there is seems to be in-
troduced rather “covertly” at the level of programmedmodels and statistical
analysis, the technical details of which are again covered over by graphical
interfaces.

Paradigmatic regression effect is a divergent force that drives close anddistant
reading “schools” further apart rather than closer to each other. Scholarly ed-
itors and computational literary researchers supposedly cater to each other’s
needs. However, digital documentary editions are mostly computationally
inaccessiblemonolithic XML-tag “cathedrals”, while computational literary
research projects producemostly unsustainable “raw” text streams and anno-
tations. A better common model is needed if the strengths of both need to
apply to textual scholarship and digital scholarly editing. Knowledge graphs
could provide such a model.

Arguably textual scholarship should take an interest in models of descrip-
tion and analysis that are more adequately geared towards digital objects.
First of all because there is a general trend towards softwarization in soci-
ety, resulting in ever more cultural objects and processes being expressed as
digital objects and processes. Secondly because a similar softwarization pro-
cess, more covertly than not, affects textual scholarshipmethods. If scholarly
tasks and decisions are delegated to software engineers, and if many of these
decisions and tasks are delegated by the programmers to the code that they
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develop, then it becomes utmost important that textual scholarship devel-
ops and adopts the means to make such delegated processes and decisions
scientifically accountable in the case of bespoke code that is applied in schol-
arship. Contrary to what pernicious metaphors suggest, software is not a
neutral and objective tool. Software code is a product of human creativity
that harbors inbuilt assumptions about and models of reality. Thus, to war-
rant scientific process and quality control, a sufficient framework for code
peer review and the critical study of code should be in place, so that engi-
neers that create bespoke scholarly software can be held to scientific account-
ability and responsibility. The boundary between code that should be sub-
mitted to a form of code peer review and code that need not, is not exactly
defined. Obviously the inner workings of a statistical computer language
like R do not require scholarly peer review, but just the understanding that
it has been rigorously examined and tested by computer scientists and statis-
ticians. But code purposefullywritten – even if using, for instance, R– to ex-
ecute a specific scholarly task in the context of a one-time-use research design,
does require peer review. Notwithstanding the admirable achievements of
software studies, critical code studies, and media-studies with regard to crit-
ical interrogating the role of software in society, such a framework for peer
review of bespoke code applied in scholarship does not exist. Code peer re-
view however, requires code literacy. And code literacy is a rare commodity
in academic scholarship.

When code replaces certain tasks in scholarship this warrants questioning
in some detail the role of those in scholarship that write the code. In a sense
programmers are becoming scholarly authors and editors. Thus a discussion
on authorship and editorship is relevant. Very concisely put the intellectual
and philosophical history of authorship is a discourse on the question who
“owns” the authority to determine the meaning of the text. Depending on
time and context the answer to this question has varied between “deities” or
“God” (in more historical times), “the author”, and “the reader” (in more
recent times). The claims to this authority over interpretation are related to
claims on who gets to decide about truth. Obviously post-structuralist rela-
tivism and the “death of the author” recast any such claims as subjective.

Scholarly editingby and large responded in twoways to thepost-structuralist
“crisis” of factuality, determinability, and authority. One was by proposing
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archive-like and open forms of scholarly editions that fully recognize the in-
tersubjectivity of editing and interpretation. This direction in scholarly edit-
ing recognizes the fluidity of text and the process-like nature of authoring,
editing, and reading. It favors inclusivity of materials and readership. Ide-
ally all possible resources related to a text should be included in an edition –
which might rather be called “archive” in that case. The process of editing
should be as open as possible and the edition itself should be open ended, so
readers are able to add their own interpretations (e.g. by adding notes and
annotations). Web 2.0 and digital technology in general are considered ideal
means to realize this type of editions and editorial processes. The other re-
sponse is a strong retreat on documentary editing. Rather than exploring
new models, this direction in scholarly editing aims to impose the existing
model of the book on digital technology. It reasserts and reaffirms the pri-
macy of “philological fact” over interpretation. It is not uncommon for prac-
titioners and theorists in textual scholarship to sway between these extremes,
as for instance Jerome McGann did.

A closer inspection of the roles of author, editor, and engineer, reveals that
writing code is a form of authorship. Both editing and programming in the
context of textual scholarship turn out to be forms of revisionary authorship.
However, in the majority of cases coding in a scholarly context is a form of
unclaimed or, worse, misappropriated authorship. The authorship of code
inserts at least one layer of interpretation into the process of scholarly editing
in comparison to traditional modes of editing. This creates two problems.
Firstly, the text and its interpretation potentially become even more fluid
and unstable. This is contrary to the aim of philology and scholarly editing,
which can generally be understood as an attempt to stabilize the text. Of
course this notion of stabilizing the text is highly problematic in itself, but
adding the authoring and performance of digital code into the process of
editing is likely to further destabilize the text and its interpretation. One rea-
son for this is that code is endowedwith “deferred agency”: its executionmay
result in autonomous scholarly decisions. Another reason is that code also
has its own rhetoric and its own performativity, that are both still poorly
understood. The second problem is that all possible effects of coding as a
form of revisionary authorship within textual scholarship go unchecked by
current scholarly processes. The reason for this is that programming is not
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recognized as authoring nor as scholarly editing, neither by scholars nor pro-
grammers. Therefore the potential influence of programming on scholarly
editing, irrespective of its aims, goes largely unevaluated.

The introduction of the programmer – or computer science expert – into
the scholarly process, raises an as of yet unanswered question of account-
ability. If digital objects and code are an integral part of the scholarly ar-
gument then their producers have an obligation to claim the contribution
they make to the argument. Not just to make a righteous claim to academic
credit, but foremost in order to be accountable for the scholarly argument
they co-create. The intent of the revisionary authorship that code authoring
produces, is not self-evident and not self-explanatory. This is true for any
form of authorship. As early as the 1980s Donald Knuth acknowledged that
code has rhetorical functions and that code authoring has poetics – ifmostly
only tacitly. He provided amodel and implementation of a system to express
the rhetoric and poetics of code more explicitly. Unfortunately his rationale
has since been poorly understood and taught, and has been applied even less.
Such rationales deserve revisiting and programmers should claim explicitly
the revisionary authorship they appropriate through executable code.

The case studies in this dissertation show that an interdisciplinary commu-
nity of developers and textual scholars is actively seeking new points of con-
tact between scholarship and digital models of text. Different models fore-
ground different aspects. TEI-XML seems in themajority of its applications
to foreground the model of the codex and the structures of text in printed
books. Statistical models in distant reading analyses foreground the idea of
text as meaningfully quantifiable strings of tokens. Both models produce
highly sophisticated and valuable interpretations. However, both models
also put forward a particularly narrow understanding of texts as either pre-
dominantly document structures or “bags of words”. They are demonstra-
ble “lossy” with regard to the objects they describe, which is easily to gauge
from the fact that they both forgo most material aspects of any text. This
is not to say these models are fundamentally unable to capture and express
these aspects, but rather to say that their particular makeup introduces a se-
lective focus on the aspects they capture particularly well. If you use a “lens”
that is exceptionally good at describing text structure, text structure is analyt-
ically foregrounded. If you use a lens that excels at describing bags of words,
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all texts start to look like bags of words. If you only have a hammer, many
things look like nails.

The traditional analyticalmeans of textual scholarship, towhich for instance
the classical apparatus belongs, aremodels too. Anymodel imparts some spe-
cific effect to interpretation. New models create new affordances that may
lead to new perspectives and that may uncover new knowledge. As argued
however, textual scholarship exhibits paradigmatic regression that inhibits
productive experimentation with new models. The overwhelming freedom
of modeling that the digital environment offers may be in part an explana-
tion for this regression. That freedom stands in stark contrast to the specific
constraints of epistemological devices such as an “apparatus criticus”, that
have been developed over multiple centuries and have been shaped to cer-
tain extents by the particular materiality of the codex. But in the interest of
exploring new epistemologies for textual scholarship it would serve to also
liberate texts from such known models and to examine the affordances of
new and different models.

Case studies point in the directionof graphs as powerfulmeans to express the
multidimensionality of text. This suggests that the graph model is an inter-
esting candidate to be one of these possible newmodels to be applied in tex-
tual scholarship. It can be succinctly shown that graph models offer a num-
ber of benefits over traditional models, such as feasibly solving TEI-XML
overlap, representingmultidimensionality, and computationally “mapping”
textual variation.

Reflection onmethodology is one of themost important obligations within
any scientific domain. The social sciences, especially in the shape of science
and technology studies, provide effective tools and techniques for such reflec-
tion, for instance through ethnography and autoethnography. Many more
case studies of the interaction between computer science, software engineer-
ing, and the humanities will be needed before any firm conclusion can be
drawn about what constitutes viable digital technological innovation in the
latter, strongly hermeneutic domain. An autoethnography and case studies
of attempts at such innovation in the textual scholarship domain at theHuy-
gens Institute show that it is very difficult to innovate methodology while
appreciating and safeguarding hermeneutic approach. It appeared that both
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scholars and technologists should strive to bemuchmore aware of their own
methodological limitations, and that both groups should accept the scien-
tific strengths of the other group as complementing the weaknesses of their
own group. In this respect, an autoenthnography of fifteen years experience
of working on the intersection of these domains shows that both scholars
and technologists need to be more respectfully aware of each others’ scien-
tific qualities, and that they need to be more aware of their individual and
shared scientific responsibilities in methodological innovation, accountabil-
ity, and reflection.

Current computational approaches to hermeneutic scholarship are too
much rooted in the rhetoric of speed and scale of automation, driving
attention away of a particular hard but interesting computational problem
to explore: that of computational hermeneutics. Scholars should strive
to be both less intimidated by, and more welcoming to computational
explorations. While doing so they should be confident and fully aware of
the immeasurable scientific wealth and value incurred by more than twenty
centuries of hermeneutics.
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De hermeneutiek heeft een lange geschiedenis die in Europa onlosmakelijk
is verbonden met de tekst- en editiewetenschap. Beiden vinden hun wor-
tels uiteindelijk in de klassieke filosofie en de latere Bijbel-exegese. Zowel het
postmodernisme met haar relativistische karakter als de sterke opkomst van
digitale technologie – evenzo veranderlijk en onbestendig als invloedrijk –
zijn twee ‘disruptieve’ krachten die inwerken op een editiewetenschap die
zich bezighoudt met het culturele ‘geheugen’ van de mens en zijn cultuur
en die daardoor gepreoccupeerd is met feiten en stabiliteit. Maar ook feiten
en stabiliteit zelf zijn op hun best romantische idealen. Geen enkele vorm
van editiewetenschap kan ontsnappen aan haar principiële hermeneutische
karakter – er is niets dan interpretatie.

Nu een post-digitale werkelijkheid zich aandient, is een grondig begrip van
de relatie tussen hermeneutiek, editiewetenschap en digitale technologie een
belangrijke en urgente vereiste. Een diep begrip van de werking van soft-
warecode en hoe deze de editiewetenschap beïnvloedt is nodig, maar er is
geen structurele wetenschappelijke agenda om dit probleem te bestuderen.
Ten dele is dit het gevolg van de animositeit die in de laatste twee decennia
van de twintigste eeuw tussen de ‘kwantitatieven’ en de kwalitatieve benader-
ing van literatuur- en editiewetenschap ontstond en die de ontwikkeling van
een serieus discourse omtrent digitale danwel computationele hermeneutiek
binnen de (digitale) geesteswetenschappen in de weg stond. Recentelijk zijn
er wel aanwijzingen dat een serieuzer discourse zich kan ontwikkelen (Rock-
well, Ramsay, Capurro), maar over het algemeen is er nog steeds een tendens
om het potentieel van digitale en computationele technieken te reduceren
tot een methodology van determinisme, reductivisme en kwantitatieve em-
piriek (Johanna Drucker is bij uitstek een voorbeeld van iemand die zulke
perspectieven schetst). Het verwijt van reductivisme is snel gemaakt, maar
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het feitelijke karakter van digitale geesteswetenschappen is hybride en inter-
disciplinair, en er is niet a priori sprake van een breuk met de traditionele
hermeneutiek. Zelfs al is het zo dat veel computationele methoden in de
digitale geesteswetenschappen momenteel neigen naar reductieve en kwan-
tificerende technieken, dan nog zijn hun formalizeringen en analyses alles-
behalve vrij van hermeneutiek. Precies zoals de filologische praktijk funda-
menteel niet kan ontsnappen aan interpretatie en daarmee aan hermeneu-
tiek, kunnen ook digitalemodelering en kwantificering niet ontsnappen aan
dehermeneutiek die gemoeid ismet de keuzes en aannames die ten grondslag
liggen aan gekozen formaliseringen, en al helemaal niet aan de hermeneutiek
die betrekking heeft op de interpretatie van analyseresultaten. We moeten –
refererend aan de woorden van Katherine Hayles – de spanning tussen anal-
yse met behulp van algoritmen en de hermeneutiek van “close reading” dan
ook niet overdrijven. Maar het probleem is – zoals onder andereDavid Berry
en Federica Frabetti – hebben aangegeven dat we de precieze innerlijke en
impliciete hermeneutische werking van code en computationele technieken
eigenlijk niet goed begrijpen. Dat doen we op dit moment met betrekking
tot de tekst- en editiewetenschap zeker niet. Dat begrip kunnen we alleen
kweken door een serieuze en langdurige omgang met en diepgravend onder-
zoek naar digitaliteit en software source-code in de context van tekst- en edi-
tiewetenschap.

Sommige effecten van de interactie tussen digitale technologie en de tekst-
en editiewetenschap bevorderen het ontwikkelen van dat begrip niet. Die
effecten kunnen we beter in beeld krijgen en begrijpen door middel van
methoden uit de “Science and Technologie Studies” (STS). Deze bieden
onder meer systematische technieken voor het observeren van en reflecteren
op wetenschappelijke processen. Wanneer we dat doen, blijkt bijvoorbeeld
dat grafische interfaces met name een fictieve transparantie van modellen
en paradigma’s bieden. Een grafische schil verhult een analytisch model
even zozeer als dat hij dat model bruikbaar maakt. Een grafische schil is
niet het model zelf, maar een visualisatie ervan met zijn eigen beperkingen,
interpretaties en gebruiksmogelijkheden. Als grafische interfaces vooral
worden vormgegeven als expressies van al bestaande en bekende paradigma’s,
modellen en metaforen – denk aan het “bureaublad” op een PC – kunnen
ze een aanmerkelijke hindernis vormen voor het leren kennen en leren
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omgaan met nieuwe modellen, perspectieven en werkwijzen. Hiervan is
bijvoorbeeld sprake in de editiewetenschap waar verreweg de meeste digital
edities in essentie digitale metaforen van het boek zijn. Deze volgen een
logica die volledig boek-mimetische is en waarin de digitale editie niets
meer of minder is dan een zo nauwkeurig mogelijke imitatie van het fysieke
document. Deze benadering negeert vrijwel alle nieuwe intrinsieke om-
gangsvormen met het tekstmateriaal die andere digitale modellen mogelijk
bieden. Dit effect heb ik “paradigmatische regressie” genoemd, en het is één
van de redenen waarom we – in de context van tekst- en editiewetenschap
– weinig experimenten met alternatieve modellen voor digitale tekst aantr-
effen. Zulke experimenten zouden zelfs al gebaseerd kunnen zijn op de
toepassing van een zeer elementaire en wijdverspreide Internet-technologie
zoals de http-link. Bijvoorbeeld voor het beschrijven en modelleren van
intertekstualiteit. Deze mogelijkheid mag ook binnen de gemeenschap
van tekst- en editiewetenschappen – bij monde van bijvoorbeeld Theodor
Nelson en George Landow – genoegzaam bekend verondersteld worden,
maar tot geïnspireerde experimentele digitale edities heeft dit niet geleid.
Natuurlijk is het regressie-effect niet alleen een gevolg van technologie.
Het volgt ook uit bewuste theoretische en praktijkmatige keuzes door
individuele editeurs en van keuzes binnen hun academische gemeenschap.
De sterke neiging van TEI-XML tot het imiteren van documenten en de
levenloos geboren “social edition” suggereren dat deze keuzes in zekere zin
conservatief zijn en in lijnmet de idee dat het mandaat van editeren en editie
nog altijd volledig geclaimd wordt door de wetenschappelijk editeur en een
tekstmodel nog steeds geheel is onderworpen aan de vorm en beperkingen
van het fysieke boek.

Er is weinig bewijs te vinden dat de interactie tussen editiewetenschap-
pers en digitale technologie resulteert in belangwekkende technisch-
methodologische innovatie. Een verwacht effect zou de ontwikkeling van
een methodisch-technische mengtaal zijn, een methodologisch pidgin-
dialect dat duidt op de uitwisseling van terminologie en werkwijzen tussen
de domeinen. De case studies in deze dissertatie, die met name dergelijk
ontwikkelingen beschouwen binnen de context van het Huygens Instituut,
getuigen niet van dergelijke uitwisseling behoudens enige terminologie
uit het IT-projectmanagement die niet strikt betrekking heeft op tekst- en
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editiewetenschappelijke methodologie of op computationele methoden.
De methodologische veranderingen waarnaar gewezen kan worden lijken
eerder nogal onzichtbaar te worden doorgevoerd op het niveau van pro-
grammatuur, softwarematige modellen en statistische methoden, waarvan
de technische details opnieuw worden toegedekt door grafische interfaces
en visualiseringen.

Het paradigmatisch regressie-effect is een kracht die de scholen van “close”
en “distant reading” eerder uit elkaar dan naar elkaar toe drijft. Terwijl in
theorie XML-gebaseerde edities ook in dienst staan van computationeel lit-
erair onderzoek, zijn het in de praktijk onontwarbare kluwen vanXML-tags.
Van de andere kant hebben computationeel literair analisten een voorkeur
voor het ‘on the fly’ annoteren en analyseren van niet-onderhoudbare digi-
talewegwerpteksten. Een gedeeld tekstmodel c.q. formaat is noodzakelijk als
de expertise en kunde van beide domeinen elkaar blijvend willen versterken.
Kennisgrafen (“knowledge graphs”) lijken hier uitkomst te bieden.

Het lijkt vanzelfsprekend dat de editiewetenschappen vanuit principe
geïnteresseerd zouden moeten zijn in betere modellen voor de beschrijving
an analyse van digitale objecten (zoals digitale teksten en edities). Ten eerste
omdat er een algemene trend van digitalisering van cultuur en maatschappij
gaande is waardoor culturele objecten en processen steeds vaker digitale
objecten en processen zijn. Ten tweede omdat deze ‘softwarisatie’ ook
zijn weerslag heeft op de methodes van de editietechniek, zij het meer
onzichtbaar dan zichtbaar. Wanneer geesteswetenschappelijke activiteit en
tekstkritische beslissingen worden gedelegeerd aan softwareontwikkelaars
en deze door softwareontwikkelaars opnieuw gedelegeerd worden naar
de code die zij schrijven, dan is het belangrijk dat de editiewetenschap
beschikt over methoden en technieken om zulke gedelegeerde processen
en taken te toetsen op wetenschappelijke correctheid. Dit is van des te
groter belang naarmate ontwikkelde software specifiek geschreven is voor
eenmalige analytische toepassing (zogeheten “bespoke“ of “tailor-made”
code). In tegenstelling tot wat gebruikelijke maar misplaatste metaforen
willen doen geloven, is softwarecode geen neutrale amorele techniek,
maar een product van menselijke creativiteit met ingebedde aannames en
perspectieven op de realiteit. Dus om de wetenschappelijkheid en kwaliteit
van het editieproces te waarborgen dient er een voldoende systematiek
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te zijn voor softwarekritiek en voor de “peer review” van softwarecode.
Op deze wijze kan de wetenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid en ethiek
van softwareontwikkelaars die dergelijk code produceren bevorderd en
gewaarborgd worden. Het is momenteel niet strikt eenduidig vast te stellen
welke categorieën van code onder een dergelijke regime zouden moeten
vallen en welke niet. Het is evident dat een computertaal zoals R niet
nog eens door tekstwetenschappers gecontroleerd hoeft te worden – zo
zij dit al zouden kunnen. Zo’n techniek is ruim voldoende geëvalueerd
door computerwetenschappers en statistici. Maar software die specifiek
geschreven is – bijvoorbeeld in R – om een specifieke editietaak uit te
voeren in de context van een specifiek en éénmalig editieproject, zou wel
degelijk aan code peer review onderhevig moeten zijn als onderdeel van de
wetenschappelijke evaluatie. Niettegenstaande het fascinerende werk dat al
gebeurt in softwarestudies, ccs (“critical code studies“) en mediastudies met
betrekking tot de kritische bestudering van de rol van software in cultuur
en maatschappij, is er geen in het wetenschappelijk proces ingebedde
systematiek voor code peer review in de tekst- en editiewetenschappen,
noch in de geesteswetenschappen in brede zin. Voor code peer review
is het kunnen lezen en begrijpen van code echter noodzakelijk en deze
vaardigheden zijn zeldzaam in de geesteswetenschappen in het algemeen en
in de editiewetenschap in het bijzonder.

Wanneer bepaalde editiewetenschappelijke taken gedelegeerd worden aan
softwarecode is het opportuun de rol van diegenen die die softwarecode
schrijven nader te beschouwen. In een zekere zin worden programmeurs
ook wetenschappelijk auteurs en editeurs, wat een beschouwing omtrent
auteurschap en editeurschap relevant maakt. Extreem verkort kan de
intellectuele en filosofische geschiedenis van het auteurschap gezien worden
als een discourse omtrent wie het mandaat heeft op het definiëren van de
betekenis van tekst. Afhankelijk van tijd en context heeft het antwoord op
die vraag gevarieerd van “goden” en “God” in vroeger tijden tot “de auteur”
en uiteindelijk “de lezer” in meer recente tijden. Het claimen van een
dergelijk mandaat is gerelateerd aan het claimen van zekere (soms absolute)
waarheden. Postmodern relativisme en de doodverklaring van de auteur
door onder andere Derrida hebben duidelijk gemaakt dat dit soort claims
altijd (inter)subjectief zijn.
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De editiewetenschap heeft grosso modo op twee verschillende manieren
gereageerd op het postmoderne relativisme en de daaruit volgende ‘crisis’
met betrekking tot feit en waarheid. Eén manier is om de editie voor te
stellen als een vorm van archief waarbij alle relevante bronnen en inter-
pretaties betrokken kunnen en idealiter moeten worden. Deze richting
accepteert volledig de intersubjectiviteit van interpretatie en het proces-
matige karakter van schrijven, lezen en editeren, alsmede het ‘fluïde’ karakter
van tekst. Deze benadering is inclusief met betrekking tot oorspronkelijk
materiaal maar ook met betrekking tot de lezer c.q. gebruiker, die uitgen-
odigd wordt om interpretaties en annotaties toe te voegen, waardoor een
‘open science’ en ‘open einde’ editie ontstaat. Deze richting in het editeren
wijst dan ook graag naar digitale (Web)technologie om deze open vormen
van interactiviteit te realiseren. De andere reactie is meer reactionair en
streeft er naar het model van het boek opnieuw als de dominante vorm te
bevestigen. Deze stroming streeft ernaar de “filologische feiten” voorrang te
verlenen boven een hegemonie van interpretatie en fluïditeit. Wat betreft
hun eigen voorkeur is het niet ongebruikelijk voor editeurs om zowel in
theorie als in de praktijk van het editeurschap heen en weer geslingerd te
worden tussen deze extreme posities, zoals bijvoorbeeld in het geval van
Jerome McGann.

Uit nadere beschouwing van de rollen van auteur, editeur en softwareon-
twikkelaar blijkt dat het schrijven van code ook een vorm van auteurschap is.
In de context van tekst- en editiewetenschappen zijn zowel editeur als pro-
grammeur in wezen revisionaire auteurs van oorspronkelijke werken. Maar
in verreweg de meeste gevallen blijkt het schrijven van code in het geval van
digitale edities niet geclaimd te worden als een vorm van auteurschap – vaak
wordt alleen de claim van de editeur op het werk erkend. In vergelijkingmet
traditionele vormen van editiewetenschap voegt het schrijven van code ten-
minste één laag van interpretatie toe aan het proces van editeren. Dit intro-
duceert in ieder geval twee nieuwe problemen. Ten eerste worden tekst en
interpretatie nog meer fluïde en daarmee meer instabiel, wat ingaat tegen
wat nog vaak als doel van filologie en tekstwetenschap wordt gezien: het op
een zekere manier stabiliseren van de tekst. Natuurlijk is het idee van de sta-
biele tekst an sich al erg problematisch, maar de toevoeging van het schri-
jven en toepassen van softwarecode creëert hoogstens meer mogelijkheden
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om de tekst en zijn interpretatie op verschillende manieren te veranderen en
te vermeerderen en daarmee te destabiliseren. Temeer omdat code door inge-
bouwde heuristiek in zekere zin gedelegeerde (wetenschappelijke) activiteit
kan verrichten, en in bepaalde gevallen autonome beslissingen neemt. Daar-
bij heeft code een retoriek en performativiteit die tot nu toe weinig systema-
tisch onderzocht is en dus weinig begrepen. Daarbij is het Belangrijk om te
constateren dat geen van deze effecten effectief gecontroleerd wordt als on-
derdeel van het (editie)wetenschappelijk proces omdat programmeren door
noch ontwikkelaar noch geesteswetenschapper erkendwordt als schrijven of
als editeren. Hierdoor blijft de invloed vanprogrammerenopde editieweten-
schappelijke methodologie grotendeels onbekend en ongeëvalueerd.

De introductie van de programmeur – of computer science expert, on-
twikkelaar, IT-specialist, of hoe degene ook wordt genoemd die de code
schrijft waarvan gezegd kan worden dat deze een geesteswetenschappelijke
activiteit uitvoert – in het geesteswetenschappelijk proces leidt tot een tot
nog toe onopgelost probleem van wetenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid.
Wanneer digitale objecten en softwarecode integraal onderdeel worden van
een geesteswetenschappelijke argumentatie, dan dienen de producenten van
die originele bijdrage een claim te leggen op de creatie ervan. Niet alleen om
gerechtvaardigd claim te leggen op de academische waarde en waardering
voor dat werk, maar vooral om de wetenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid
te nemen voor de wetenschappelijke argumentatie die zij zo co-creëren. De
intentie en betekenis van het revisionaire auteurschap dat code produceert
spreekt niet voor zich. Dit houdt voor elke vorm van auteurschap. Al in de
jaren 1980 beargumenteerde Donal Knuth dat code retorische functies heeft
en dat programmeurs een, zij het vaak impliciete, poëtica hanteren. Hij
produceerde zelfs een model en een implementatie van een computertaal
om deze aspecten expliciet te kunnen maken. Helaas is zijn betoog en
motivering later meesttijds verkeerd begrepen, weinig tot niet onderwezen
en al helemaal zelden toegepast. Maar deze meer fundamentele theoretisch
retorische beginselen van code verdienen hernieuwde aandacht als beginse-
len van het revisionaire auteurschap van code dat programmeurs vaker en
actiever zouden moeten claimen.

De case studies in deze dissertatie laten zien dat een interdisciplinaire
gemeenschap van ontwikkelaars en tekstwetenschappers actief op zoek
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is naar de mogelijk interacties tussen geesteswetenschappelijke analyse
en digitale modellen voor tekst. Verschillende modellen benadrukken
verschillende aspecten van datgene wat ze modelleren. TEI-XML lijkt in
de meeste gevallen het model van de codex (boek) en de tekststructuur
van fysiek gedrukte werken op de voorgrond te plaatsen. De statistische
modellen uit de “distant reading” methodologie benaderen een tekst als
een reeks van tekens en tokens en benadrukken de meetbaarheid daarvan.
Beide modellen stellen onderzoekers in staat tot hoogwaardige en verfijnde
analyse en interpretatie. Maar beide gaan ook uit van een erg nauwe en
armoedige opvatting van wat tekst is: structuren of strings. Ze verliezen
beide aantoonbaar veel informatie ten aanzien van elke fysiek object dat ze
beschrijven, wat eenvoudig te demonstreren valt door te wijzen op het feit
dat ze bijvoorbeeld veelal alle materiële eigenschappen van een fysieke bron
negeren. Dat wil niet zeggen dat die modellen die aspecten fundamenteel
niet kunnen representeren, maar dat hun specifieke compositie ze bijzonder
geschiktmaak ombepaalde aspecten te beschrijvenwaardoor zij die aspecten
uitlichten en benadrukken. Wanneer je een ‘lens’ toepast die bijzonder
geschikt is om tekststructuur bloot te leggen, dan zal tekststructuur ana-
lytisch gezien op de voorgrond geplaatst worden. Als je een ‘lens’ gebruikt
die een tekst als een losse verzameling woorden beschrijft, dan zullen alle
teksten er als losse verzamelingen van woorden uit gaan zien. Als je alleen
een hamer hebt, zien verdacht veel dingen eruit als spijkers.

De conventionele analytische gereedschappen van de tekst- en editieweten-
schap, waartoe bijvoorbeeld het “apparatus criticus” behoort, zijn ook
modellen. Deze modellen geven hun eigen specifieke focus aan interpretatie
en analyse. Nieuwe en andere modellen introduceren nieuwe mogelijkhe-
den, perspectieven en uiteindelijk kennis. Zoals uitgelegd vertoont de
editiewetenschap een zekere mate van paradigmatische regressie die het haar
lastig maakt veel met nieuwe modellen te experimenteren. Een deel van de
verklaring voor deze relatieve neiging tot regressie moet gezocht worden in
de overweldigende vrijheid van modelleren die digitale technologie biedt.
Die bijna absolute vrijheid staat in groot contrast tot de specifieke en bewust
opgelegde en gehanteerde beperkingen van het “apparatus criticus” dat
over verscheidene eeuwen heen ontwikkeld is, en mede is ingegeven en
vormgeven door de grenzen en beperkingen van het fysieke boek. Maar
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met het oog op het onderzoeken van een nieuwe digitale of computationele
epistemologie zou het nuttig zijn om tekst ook soms te bevrijden van deze
welbekende modellen en de epistemologische mogelijkheden van meer en
andere modellen voor tekst te onderzoeken.

Een aantal case studies wijst in de richting van grafen als een krachtige ex-
pressie van de multidimensionale aspecten van tekst. Zulke grafen zouden
dus een goede kandidaat kunnen zijn voor een nieuw tekstmodel in de edi-
tiewetenschap en tekstkritiek. De voorbeelden in de case studies tonen aan
dat zulke graafgebaseerde modellen specifieke voordelen bieden boven con-
ventionele modellen – bijvoorbeeld een praktische oplossing voor het prob-
leem van overlap in TEI-XML, de representatie van multidimensionaliteit,
en het inzichtelijk in kaart brengen van tekstvariatie.

Een belangrijke wetenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid voor elk weten-
schappelijk veld is de routinematige reflectie op de eigen methodologie.
De sociale wetenschappen, en meer speciaal de Science and Technology
Studies als onderdeel daarvan, beschikken over uitstekende methoden en
technieken voor dergelijke reflectie. Bijvoorbeeld in de vorm van etnografie
en auto-etnografie. Voordat er generaliserende conclusies getrokken kunnen
worden omtrent waardevolle wijzen van digitaal-technologische innovatie
in het hermeneutisch domein zullen er nog veel case study gebaseerde
onderzoeken nodig zijn naar de interactie tussen computerwetenschap,
softwareontwikkeling en de geesteswetenschappen. Etnografisch en
auto-etnografisch onderzoek naar pogingen tot zulke innovatie in de
editiewetenschap in de context van het Huygens Instituut toont aan dat
het erg moeilijk is om methodologie in dit domein te innoveren op basis
van digitale methoden met zorgvuldig behoud van de hermeneutische
benadering. Het blijkt dat zowel geesteswetenschappers als digitaal special-
isten en ontwikkelaars ernaar moeten streven zich meer bewust te zijn van
de eigen methodologische beperkingen en meer zouden moeten proberen
om elkaars wetenschappelijke sterke punten te waarderen als aanvulling
op de eigen methoden en technieken. Een auto-etnografie van vijftien jaar
ervaring op het kruispunt van deze wetenschappelijke domeinen laat zien
dat zowel geesteswetenschappers en digitaal-technologische specialisten zich
meer respectvol bewust en geïnteresseerd kunnen tonen voor elkaars weten-
schappelijke kwaliteiten, en dat beide zich bewuster kunnen zijn van hun
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individuele en gemeenschappelijke wetenschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid
ten aanzien van methodologische reflectie en innovatie.

De huidige computationele benaderingen die worden toegepast in het
hermeneutische domein zijn behept met de retoriek van snelheid en
schaalvergroting uit de industriële automatisering. Deze retoriek en de
bijbehorende benaderingen creëren een blinde vlek voor een belangri-
jke en echte computationele uitdaging: dat van het probleem van de
computationele hermeneutiek. Computationeel onderzoekers zouden
aangemoedigd moeten worden deze uitdaging aan te gaan. Van de an-
dere kant doen geesteswetenschappers er goed aan om te pogen minder
geïntimideerd te raken door hun computationele collega’s en deze com-
putationele ontdekkingstocht aan te gaan vanuit het vertrouwen en het
volle besef dat hun werk en methoden wortelt in de onmetelijk waardevolle
wetenschappelijk kracht van meer dan twintig eeuwen hermeneutiek.
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